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by John S. Wilson
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60 CENTS

YOUR HIGH FIDELITY DEALER IS NOW SHOWING THE NEW GLASER- STEERS GS -400
THE GENTLY AUTOMATIC CHANGER THAT PAMPERS YOUR PRECIOUS RECORDS
Gently automatic, the new GS -400 handles your treasured
records with utmost care preserving the brilliance of their
original performance for many additional playings.
Gently automatic, it combines the finest record playing features
with all the automatic conveniences of a record changer. The
GS -400 draws upon the major engineering advances developed
in the famous GS -77 to provide precise tracking of stereo and
monophonic records and trouble -free operation.

The GS-400 in your high fidelity system, brings out the best
in the other components and, at the same time, keeps the cost

of the system in a moderate range. Holiday Grey changer with
silver trim, oyster white turntable pad.
Less cartridge and base
only S47.50

THIS IS THE GLASER- STEERS GS -77...

...

World's only record changer with 'Turntable Pause' and
'Speedminder' -now the distinguished companion of the GS.
400. Attractive ebony changer with brushed gold trim, oyster
white turntable pad. Less cartridge and base ..
only 559.50
See the GS-400 and GS -77 at your dealer. For details write:

Dept. HF -5, GLASER -STEERS CORPORATION,

155 Oraton Street,

Newark 4, N.

J.

-4 -speed automatic and manuat operation: 16, 99, 45, 78 rpm non ble. wow, flutter virtually inaudible counter-balanced, die -cast atuminum
arm
damped, acoustically isolated arm- shock -suspension prevents mechanical feedback thin arm pivot. Resonance negligible
4 -pole, hum -shielded molar
provision for 2, 3, or 4- terminal, stereo and mono cartridges single-knob control
double-channel muting switch, RC network for silence on both stereo channels,
GS -400 FEATURES
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PERFORMANCE FAR BEYOND COST AND SIZE
If space is a problem, but only true hi -fi sound is for you ... if you want
to delight the eye (as well as the ear) ... if you listen to organ music on occasion,
and want the pedal notes to be there ... if you thrill to the full, clean, smooth

...

separated sounds of the orchestra in all their wonderful detail
then
Jensen's new TR -10 TRI -ette 3.way speaker system is for you! Use one
for your compact hi -fi system, a pair for space -saving high quality stereo
or add one to your present speaker for stereo conversion. Drives with
good 10 -watt or larger amplifier. Choice of Walnut, Tawny Ash or Mahogany.
Net Price $119.50. Table Base (illustrated) extra $5.45. Floor Stand $12.95.
Send for Brochure KP.

...

ADVANCE DESIGN
A.

New 12'

3

-WAY SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Flexair high compliance superlow resonance woofer for useful

response down to 25 cycles with a new low in distortion for such
a

small reproducer.

B. Special 8' mid -channel unit handles the range from 600 to 4,000 cycles,
through L-C crossover network.
C. Compression-driver horn -loaded tweeter carries the response to 15,000 cycles
(H -F control for balance adjustment).
D. Tube- loaded port for amazing bass response in Jensen's new
Bass- Superflex cabinet.
13%" H., 25" W., 11.3,,r D (not including base)
Trademark Jensen Mfg. Co.

enterMANUFACTURING COMPANY
DIVISION Or THE MUT(R

6601 5. Laramie Avenue

Chicago 38, Illlnola

Canada: Renfrew Electric Co., Ltd., Toronto
In Mexico. Radios V Television, S. A.. Mexico. O. F.
In

Clil(:I.Y.
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Here is more for the best of everything in quality record reproduction -the more that makes the difference!
more output!...more channel separation!... more response...more record life! In short -more to enjoy because
there's more quality for more listening pleasure. Without question, Pickering's Collectors' Series 380 is the
finest -with more features and more flexibility than any other stereo pickup in the world.
For example, the 380 is fully encapsulated in radiation -proof precious mu -metal for absolutely hum -free
performance in any record player regardless of type- make -model. The only true way to judge a high fidelity
component is to compare it with another... measure its performance with the most vital instrument of all...
the ear. For -those who can hear the difference choose PICKERING *.
COLLECTORS' SERIES 380. Totally new and unique to high
fidelity is the "Collectors' Ensemble ".. .a complete quality "pickup- package" for reproduction of all records- stereo, micro-

the new and
revolutionary PACt technique developed by
PICKERING has effected economies in
manufacture which permit a reduction in the
price of the Pro Standard Serles...an Industry
standard and the universal choice of professionals.
Features four coil push pull hum rejection circuit.
OUTPUT: 10 mv per channel. CHANNELSEPARATION: 20-25 db.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 20-15,000 cycles. TRACKING FORCE:
"A" type stylus -2-5 grams: "C" type stylus -4-7 grams.
PRO -STANDARD SERIES 371. Now.

groove, 78's.

OUTPUT: 15 mv per channel. CHANNELSEPARATION: 30 -35 db.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: + 2 db 2020,00D cycles. SIGNAL TO
NOISE RATIO: -65 db below reference. TRACKING FORCE: "A"
type stylus-2-5 grams: "C" type stylus-3-7 grams.

Model 380E Collectors' Ensemble Includes the Stanton Stereo
FLUXVALVE with 3 "V- GUARD" styli for stereo, microgroove and
78 rpm records
$60.00
Model 380A includes Stanton Stereo FLUX VALVE with D3807A
"V- GUARD" stylus for transcription arms.
$3450
Model 380C includes Stanton Stereo FLUXVALVE with D3807C
"V.GUARD" stylus for auto -changer arms.
$29.85

Model 371A Mk II Stanton Stereo FLUXVALVE Pickup now $26.40
Mode1.371C Mk II Stanton Stereo FLUXVALVE Pickup now $24.00
Model 196 Mk II UNIPOISE Arm with Integrated Stanton Stereo
$49.50
FLUXVALVE Pickup now
_

Only the Stanton Stereo FLUXVALVE
features the safe, comfort able, easily
replaceable stylus assembly.

FOR THOSE WHO

*PICKERING-for more than a decade -the world's most expert.
anted manufacturer of high fidelity plckups...suppller to the
recording Industry.

t PICRrRING AUTOMATED CRAFTSMANSHIP
FLUXVALVE,

'V- CUARO T-GUARD

C!ItCLE
2

PICKERING & CO.,

UMIPO15c PAC (TM)
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(Nate 50-WATT

NEW!

Complete Stereo Phono System
COMPONENTS
...........
LAFAYETTE LA -250A 50-WATT AMPLIFIER
NEW GE VR -22 (.7 MIL) DIAMOND STEREO CARTRIDGE
GARRARD RC 121/11 STEREO CHANGER ....
LAFAYETTE W00D CHANGER BASE
2- LAFAYETTE SK -58 FAMOUS TREE EDGE
12" COAXIAL SPEAKERS @ 29.50

LA-250

99.50
24.45
41.65
3.9S

59.00

REGULAR CATALOG PRICE 4-29755

COMPLETE
NEW

GARRARD

1C121

GE

/11

SYSTEM

STEREO

18450

You Save 44.05

VR.221

WOOD

w dimension in living to your home with oil
This superb system will add o new
the excitement and reedits. of a live concert. The new Lafayette LA.250A,50
watt stereo omplifter 125 want each (hannel) forms the heart of this outstanding stereo hi -6 phonograph music system -the feotures, versatility and advanced
circuitry of This unit ore second to none. Also included is the bomout Garrard

PCI71 /11 intermix 4 -1peed automoic record changer with full manual or auto.
new GE
natic operation supplied with your choice of
o ceriridget- the
VR -72 1.7 Mil) diamond stereo cartridge, Pickering 371.7D (.7 Mil) diomgrd
uereo cartridge, Shure M7D (.7 Mil) dfomend stereo cartridge or the new
ElectroVolce 31 M07 (.7 Mil) diamond stereo cartridge. Supplied with the
lefoysue wood bate cut for the RC121 in your choice of finishes. Theta oW-

LAFAYETTE

stonding components ore coupled with the 2 famous Ir.. edge Lafayette 5K -S8
12" Coaxial speakers with buill -Inc
network and brilliance level control. System supplied with plug,, cable, and simple instructions. Shpg. wt., 67 Ibt.

ILIPTOFLEX
SERIES

HE -670W0

walnut

Hi -Fi STEREO PHONO SYSTEM with
er blend Monger bore ( please specify)

HE-671M

el HF -670, hut with

Sense

finish). Shpg. wt.,

ores (please specify

7

their, el cartridge
S.00 down

Woven. Elipeefler

end mahogany,
Net 114.50

4

Series Bookshelf Elute.Net 247.30

-sìder

KT -500
FM -AM STEREO
TUNER KIT
-I- Tuning Eye + Selenium rottlfer pravid
performanec
Arm.
Multiplex Output for now Stereo FM
strong Circuit with Dual Limiters and FoeterSeeley Discriminator
Extreme Sensitivity and Wide Frequency Response.
A precision engineered, highly stable tumor- perfe< for lifelike stereo FMAM

11

Made In U.S.A.

KT-500
IN KIT FORM

74.50

Tubes 14 dual -purpose)

17 tube

broadcast reception, FM reception ondjor AM reception. Features separate tuning
and volume controls for AM and FM. Magic eye on AM and FM, plus automatic
frequency control on FM for accurate luring -motions are "locked" in, Other deluxe
(eotures include cathode follower 001504 and 5- position Function Selector. Effi
end broadband clrcu; try on AM with ku h.in antenna. FM luc ion feoluret include
1
microvolts sensitivity for 30 db quieting, frequency respae 7070,000 cps ±
1/, db and lull 200 KC bandwidth. Two printed circuit boards make wiring simple
-even for such a complex unit. Complete kit include, all ports, deluxe cabinet
and detailed instruction manual. Si te is 131/e "W x 10%/s "D x 41/2"N. Shoo. wl,
i

LT -50
COMPLETELY

WIRED

124.50

77 lbs.

WX FM -AM Stereo Tuner Kit..........
-50 WX Same as above, wired & tested

H T -500
ET

__. 5.00

Down

Net

74.50

.5.00 Down ..................Net 124.50

KT -600 PROFESSIONAL
STEREO CONTROL CENTER
Solves Every Stereo/ Monaural

Control

Made in U.S.A.

KT -600
IN KIT FORM

79.50
COMPLETELY WIRED

134.50
CUT

OUT

AND PASTE
ON POST
CARD

LAFAYETTE RADIO
222
JAMAICA 31, N. Y.
DEPT. WE6 -1

±

FREE

Name

P.O. BOX

CIRCLE

4

Problem!

RESPONSE S- 40,000 CPS -1- 1 D8
UNIQUE STEREO O MONAURAL
CONPRECISE "NULL" BALANCING SYSTEM
CONTROL FEATURES
CENTRIC INPUT LEVEL CONTROLS
-solves
A truly profeiional stereo preomplifer and matter audio control tenter
every slareojmonaurol control pcoblem. Features unique Bridge Control for v fable
uchannel leed for elimination of exaggerated channel separation .Hod plus
controlled-3rd channel output. Hot all. concentric controls -including dutch- operated
Volume Bolon<e control. Provides complete and advanced facilities for accepting.
controlling and providing ndistorted gain for any and old program sources. Semi !Wily 2.1 my for
volt out u (low level inputs). Duel low impedance "plats follower"
outputs 1500 ohms. Response 5-40,000 cps
IM disfer/Ion1 db. Less than .03/.
Less than .1% harmonic distortion. liven and noise 80 db below 2 volts thigh love
inputs). Use, 7 new 7025 low -noise dual triodes. Sires 14's1í /realOt.4 ". Shpg. wt.,
16 lbs. Complete with all ports, tubes, deluxe cabinet and detailed instruction
monual
Xi -600 WX Stereo Preamplifier Kit
5.00 Down
Net 79.50
LA -600 WX Stereo Preamplifier, wired and /ended.__ 5.00 Down
NN 134.50
1

LA -600

308

Address

City
68 ON

GIANT
SIZES

Zone

may suggest to some readers either
Brahmins on the one hand or Irish politicians on
the other, but it has its Ilnhcmians ton. We
hadn't known until recently that our R. D.
Darrell was once among than, studying music
at the New England Conservatory and living in
a West End cold-water Ilat (with a beautiful
blond artist -wife. incidentally). Those halcyon
days are recalled in his present interview (p. 38)
with old acquaintance and cminent Bostonian,
Arthur Fiedler of the Fops.
Boston

10.00 bourn

143 lbs

HF -675WX Stereo AMFM -Phone System. Seme es NF -670 but Including the new Lefey.
Net 299.50
one LT -SO stereo tuner. Shpg. wt., IS tbs. ............10.00 Down..

Finished on

John S. Wilson lives in the "World of Jazz" (not
literally; his home is in rural New Jersey, where
there's fresh air), but his WQYR program of that
110111C 15110W in its sixth year. Furthermore, he is
author of The Collenor't Jase: Traditional and
Staring and The !nllerror's la::: Modern (both
Lippincott publications), he's HIGH FIDELITY'S
jazz reviewer, and he's jazz critic for the era
Yod( Timcs. In line of duty for the latter role Mr.
1Vilson has attended practically every jazz concert held in New York for the past four years.
Result: he has become an anti- concert man. See
"Is Jar. Too Respectable ?" p. 34.

YOUR GUARANTEED BEST STEREO SYSTEM BUY!

BASE

!OPTIONAL!

AUTHORitatively Speaking

State

PAGES

Larry Zide, author of "Stereo Cartridges Have
Personalities" (p. 40, is one of those rarities--a
New Yorker who was actually born in New York.
Though Mr. Zide shows no signs of a split personality, his work, as he puts it, is on both sida
of the high -fidelity fence: he is production manager for good -music station WNYC and equipment editor for the American Record Guide. And
he still finds time to function as a free -lance audio
consultant.

Since 1956 assistant to the manager of the Chicago Symphony, Philip Hart writes us that his
interest in music and recordings goes back to his
days as a physics student at Reed College. In the
intervening years Mr. Hart tas been owner of a
record store. manager of the Seattle Symphony,
manager of the Portland Symphony, and organizer of a series of concert attractions that rata the
gamut from Schnabcl to [brim Marx. As one of
the most active musical laymen on the !Vest
Coast, it is not surprising that he knew and
visited Ernest Bloch, of whom he writes a =moil here (p. 44).

ITIgh Fidelity. May 1960, Vol. 10. No. S.
Published monthly by The Billboard Publishing Co.. publishers of The Billboard. Vend.
Fusspot. and The Billbo.rd International.
Telephone: Great Barrington 1300. Member
Audit Bureau ni Circulations.

Editorial Correspondence

should be addressed to The Editor, High Fidelity. Great
Barrington. Mass. 1ùli torial contributions gill
be welcomed. Payment for articles accepted

will

be arranged prior to publication. Unsolicited manuscripts should be accompanied
by return postage.

Change of Address notices and undelivered
copies slmuld be addressed to High Fidelity.
Snlpscri ption Fulhllnsent Department. 2160
Patterson Street. Cincinnati 22. Ohio.

Subscriptions: Subscriptions should

be

ad-

dressed to High Fidelity. Great Barrington.
Mass. Subscription rates: United States. Possessions. and Canada.
year. So; 2 years, SI l;
3 year.. SIS: S years, S20. Elsewhere St per
year extra. Single copies 60 cents.
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EVERYONE
can now enjoy

Stereo Tape Music

this newest
of all ways
New Stereo Tape Cartridge
handles easier than a record

Plays up to a full hour
of Stereo Music
Lets you make your own
Stereo Recordings, too
The lifetime fidelity of tape
... but no tape to handle

enjoy all this...with New Bell

STEREO TAPE CARTRIDGE PßECOROER
E
easily added to your music system
With the Bell Tape Cartridge
Player /Recorder you can enjoy stereo music on new stereo
tape cartridges. Loads in 2 seconds! Plays up to an hour of
stereo music? Hands never
--z
touch the tape because it's corn pletely contained in a protective plastic shell.
Hundreds of 4 -track tape cartridge selections to
choose from. .. classical, jazz, popular, big bands,
combos ... take your pick.

r:4

Stereo Recording, too

It's fun to make your own stereo recordings with
a Bell Stereo Tape Cartridge Player /Recorder.
Record stereo broadcasts, copy stereo records
and other stereo tapes on inexpensive blank tape
cartridges.

e.p.Q,

Sound Division

There's a true hi -fi stereo amplifier in the Bell
Tape Cartridge Player. With it you can plug
in a Stereo Record Changer and FM -AM /Stereo
Tuner to make your Bell a complete home entertainment center.
6 Beautiful Models
Only Bell offers you a choice of 6 stereo tape cartridge player /recorder models
table models
and portables with match-

...

ing stereo speakers ..
and add -on units (as illustrated at right) to play
through your present music system, priced from
$99.95. See your Bell music dealer or write us for
descriptive literature.

Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.

Columbus

7, Ohio

In Canada: THOMPSON PRODUCTS, Ltd., St, Catharines, Ontario

CIRCLE

21

ON READER-SERVICE CARD
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THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT IN KIT DESIGN

.

. .

WITH

THE ALL -NEW, ALL -EXCELLENT
STEREO AMPLIFIER- PREAMPLIFIER IN ONE
LOW-COST PACKAGE!
FOR YOU WHO WANT A FINE QUALITY.

LOW COST MANUAL
STEREO RECORD PLAYER

...

A A-50

$7995
58.00 on..

SB. W

mo.

AD-10

$3395
Every modern feature and convenience has been incorporated
into this new stereo amplifier -a truly remarkable instrument
at its low, low Heathkit price. A complete 25/25 watt stereo
power and control center (50 watts mono) ... 5 switch- selected
inputs for each channel including tape head input ... new mixed
center speaker output.
stereo reverse and halanee controls
...special channel separation control ... separate tone controls
all of these
for each channel with ganged volume controls
deluxe elements assure you of quality performance for years to
cone. With the AA -50 you have these five inputs for each 25
watt channel: stereo channel for magnetic phono cartridge,
RIAA equalized; three high level auxiliary inputs for tuners.
TV, etc. There is also an input for a monophonic magnetic
phono cartridge, so switched that monophonic records can be
played through either or both amplifiers. The special center
speaker output fills the "hole in the middle" sound sometimes
encountered, or lets you add an extra speaker in the basement,
recreation room, etc., through which the automatically "mixed"
stereo program material is reproduced monophonically. Nearly
all of the components are mounted on two circuit hoards, simplifying assembly, minimizing possibility of wiring errors. 30 lbs.
,

,

.

...

QUALITY FM PERFORMANCE ..
WITH PROVISION FOR
MULTIPLEX STEREO

Made by famous Garrard of England, the AD -10 is a compact
4- speed player designed to provide trouble -Nee performance

with low rumble, flutter and wow figures. "Plug -in" cartridge
feature. Rubber matted heavy turntable is shock- mounted, and
idler wheels retract when turned off to prevent flat spots.
Powered by line -filtered, four -pole induction motor at 16, 3334,
45 and 78 rpm. Supplied with Sonotone STA4 -SD ceramic
stereo turnover cartridge with .7 mil diamond and 3 mil sapphire styli. Mechanism and vinyl covered mounting base pre assembled, arm pre -wired; just attach audio and power cables,
install cartridge and mount on hase. With 12' record on table,
requires 15" W. x I:3' D. x 6" H. Color styled in cocoa brown
,

and beige. 10 lbs.
HEATHKIT AD30: Mechanism only; less cartridge, base, cables.
S lbs. $22.95

.

LISTEN TO FM
IN STEREO

I

MX-1

t.r..'

$3'9s

FM-4

$39y5

Bring the magic of FM programming into your home with this
low cost, easy to assemble Heathkit FM Tuner. A multiplex
adapter output jack makes the FM-4 instantly convertible to
stereo by plugging-in the style-matched MX -1 FM Multiplex
Adapter kit (below). Design features include: better than 2.5
microvolt sensitivity for reliable fringe area reception; automatic frequency control (AFC), eliminating station "drift ";
flywheel tuning for fast, effortless station selection; and pre wired, prealigned and pretested, shielded tuning unit for easy
construction and dependable performance of finished kit. The
clean -lined design will enhance the appearance of any room
of your home. 8 lbs.

fJ

Enjoy the treasures of FM programming in STEREO! An ideal
companion for the Heathkit FM -4 Tuner (left), the MX -1
Multiplex adapter may also be used with any other FM tuner
to receive FM stereo programs transmitted in accordance with
the Crosby system of stereo broadcasting. If your present FM
tuner does not have a multiplex adapter output, it can be easily
modified following the simple instructions given in the MX -1
manual. Features include a built -in power supply, plus versatile
stereo controls. The function selector switch offers choice of:
Stereo operation; main (FM) channel operation; and multiplex
(sub- channel) operation. Also included are a "dimension" control fur adjusting channel separation, "channel balance" control
to compensate for different speaker efficiencies, and a phase -

reversal switch. 8 lbs.
C/RCI.E 56 ON REA DEIt-SERVICE CARD
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HEATHKIT

HEATHKIT COMPONENTS

. :un,,d,.n

rDAVSTROM.

MADE FOR EACH OTHER ..
AND FOR VOU . .
AN ECONOMV -PLUS STEREO PAIR!

rwcOrtPOnAreO

.

IT COSTS HALF WHAT YOU'D EXPECT
TO PAY
WHEN YOU DO IT
YOURSELF THE HEATHKIT WAY

...

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: Fill out the order
blank below, giving us your name and address
in the space provided below. Include charges for
parcel post according to weights shown. Express
orders are shipped delivery charges collect. All
prices F.O.B. Benton Harbor, Mich. A 20% deposit is required on all C.O.D. orders. Prices
subject to change without notice. Dealer and export prices slightly higher.
ITEM

Although these two new Heathkit models are designed as companion
pieces,`either one can be used with your present stereo system. The preamplifier (AA -201 features 4 inputs in each stereo channel and gives you a
choice of 6 functions. It will accommodate a magnetic phonograph (RIAA
equalized), a crystal or ceramic phonograph, and 2 auxiliary sources
(AM -FM tuners, TV, tape recorders, etc.) and is completely self -powered.
Shpg. Wt. (AA -20) 8 lbs.
Two hi-fi rated 14 -watt high fidelity amplifiers, one for each stereo
channel, are packaged in the single, compact, handsomely styled amplifier
(AA -30). Suitable for use with any stereo preamp or with a pair of monophonic preamps, it features individual amplifier gain controls and speaker
phase reversal switch. Output terminals accommodate 4, 8 and 16 ohm
speakers. Shpg. Wt. (AA -30) 21 lbs.

Ship via.
Parcel Post

MODEL NO.

Express

C.O.D.

PRICE

Bast Way

...

FREE CATALOG
describing over 150 easy to -build Heathkit models
in hi -fi, ham radio, marine, test and general
interest lines.

FREE

A MONEY SAVING SHORT -CUT TO STEREO

... "Best Seller" stereophonic tape

and record listing!

MIXED LOWS STEREO CROSSOVER NETWORK

HEATH COMPANY
Benton Harbor 8, Michigan
Please send:
FREE Heathkit catalog

AN -10

FREE

$1995

"Best Seller" tape and record listing.

Name

Address
City-Zeno

Convert to stereo using just one bass "woofer "; saves buying second bass
speaker, permits using more economical "wing" speakers. Delivers non directional bass frequencies of both channels below 250 cps to the woofer
abd passes higher frequency stereo channels to a pair of wing speakers.
Rated 25 watts per channel. Matches 8 or 16 ohm woofers, 8 ohm high
frequency speakers, or

Heathkit

SS -1, 2, 3. 10

lbs.
CIRCLE

57 ON

State

ORDER DIRECT BY MAIL
OR SEE YOUR, HEATHKIT DEALER*
''The cenvenionte of Local Heathkit Sales and Service
costs but a few dollars more.
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PHOTOGRAPHED IN THE MODEL DEMONSTRATION CLASSROOM AT NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

Righteous Indignation
SIR:

as combination manual turntable, THE automatic turntable
and automatic record changer, DUAL truly capable of
authentic high fidelity stereo any 10 0 6 mono reproduction

ITSELF
You need not take our word for it. The United Audio Dual -1006 has
been thoroughly tested by many consumer and technical publications within
the high fidelity industry as well as by noted consumer testing organizations.
Without exception, it has been acclaimed for its flawless workmanship and its
many exclusive and significant features as both a professional turntable and
deluxe record changer. Its ability to track a stereo record with the most sensitive of turntable cartridges at the minimum recommended stylus force ensures maximum life of all records. Where permission has been granted, we
have reprinted these detailed evaluations and will be glad to send you copies
on request, Or, if you can, we suggest you visit your authorized United Audio
dealer and submit the Dual -1006 Turntable/Changer to your own critical test.

udio

PRODUCTS O F D S T
12 West 78th St.. N.Y.
I

CIRCLE

37 ON

I

Allen Watson, 3rd.
Edmond, Okla.

The Clancy Case

IS IN A
CLASS

united

In your March issue, two feature articles stir
me to strong protest. First, I was disappointed in the account of the "Coining
Break- Through in Tape." After having
been completely flabbergasted by the announcement of the I j'-í -ips system, and
spending a few heart -breaking moments
considering converting again, I hoped we
might he enlightened as to the measures necessary to play this "revolutionary new tape
system." Nothing.... It seems to me
highly dubious that a system requiring even
closer tolerances all around can do more good
than harp in an already confused market.
As an extreme leftist in music (i.e., one
who prefers Stravinsky to Beethoven and
Hindemith to Wagner), I dislike Tchaikovsky. But besides ignoring that composer's
ovcrcmottunalism, Mr. Smith [In `A Fanfare for l'iotr Ilyich "l has overlooked the
one characteristic that seems to smack all
musical effort before the end of the nine teenth century: repetition. After Bach. in
wbocc music invigorating counterpoint
maintains interest. the use of ever more
repetition of whole passages increases, so
much so that such masters of the sequence as
Rimsky- Korsakov and Tchaikovsky can
stretch five minutes' inspiration into an hour
of boredom. How about a fanfare for our
twentieth- [:cowry composers?

Sra:
I read with interest about Russell Clancy's
ultimate home music system in your March
issue. At first it appears that he has achieved
perfection. But has he? Instead of perfection,
I believe Mr. Clancy has created two big
problems for himself.
First, there is the matte' of cost. I duu't
mean initial cost, for that has already been
managed. I'm talking about upkeep. Suppose, for example, the Claneys want to
spend an evening ont (perhaps to shop for
another amplifier). They would have to hire
an armed watchman to safeguard the installation. You may think this is a hit farfetched. but I doubt that Mr. Clancy does.
The burden of overhead is undoubtedly
nagging at him or he would never have cut
corners in assembling his system by using
3 -inch fans to cool his amplifier tubes when

N C T I O N

II. N.Y.

Continued on page 10
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ACOUSTIC RESEARCH ANNOUNCES
A NEW AR SPEAKER SYSTEM,

a
Tie AR -2a consists of an AR -2 (ten -inch acoustic
suspension woofer with a newly improved cone,
and two five-inch cone tweeters) in combination
with our 1% -inch dome -type super-tweeter
(the same one used in the AR -3).
The AR -2 has earned a unique reputation in both
home and professional use. The 1% -inch
super -tweeter that converts the AR -2 to an AR -2a
is our most nearly perfect driver -its performance, in
the high treble range, conforms more closely to the
ideal' than any of our other speaker drivers
in their frequency ranges.
AR -2a prices range from $109 to $128, depending
on cabinet finish. Except for the pine model, cabinets
are finished on all four sides. Further information
is available on request.

°On-axis response from 7,500 cps to 20,000 cps
is -!- 11/2 dG; maintenance of excellent
(although somewhat attenuated) response
off -axis, both horizontally and vertically, is
inherent in the use of the very small, stiff
diaphragm as a direct- radiator.

We invite you to hear this and other models of AR speakers at the AR Music Room, our
permanent display on the west balcony of New York's Grand Central Terminal.
24 Thorndike St.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.

CIRCLE
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were preserved on tape. I do hope that Walter Toscanini will find some way to release
the rehearsal recordings. I have a suggestion.
Why not ask RCA Victor to make the
records and sell them at market price? After
costs and a percentage of prohr to RCA. all
other profits wotJd go to Musicians Foundation. Inc. Needy professional musicians
would benefit from the philanthropy, and
music students of this younger generation
would have the opportunity of studying
Yakou Djang
New Brunswick, N. J.

e4, dt,co-f,
Pitt.

Toscanini Tapes

/TivPm.i

u

f

Brooklyn, N. Y.

directly the Maestro's methods.

K,L2ad /tU ../44740
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Seymour Levy

Stn:
It is indeed most exciting news [ "Music
Makers," March] for music lovers, especially
for music students, that all of the Maestro's
NBC broadcasts and most of the rehearsals

DV1ta4U42
r

.-eh
74 L

l

air conditioners were the obvious choice.
This is an economy he may t'Ct rue. 01
course the problem of finance could he
solved by sending Mrs. Clancy out to work,
but such a solution might induce a wee hit of
harmonic distortion into the system.
A second and greater problem is that
facing Mr. Clancy shnitic! he attend a con.
cert. Accustomed as he is to perfect recorded
sound, he would merely be annoyed with the
hum, distortion, and lack of frequency range
in live music as compared to his dream
system.
As you can see, far from achieving perfection, Mr. Clancy has only built himself a
dilemma. Should the foregoing convince him
to discard his system, I would he willing to
take it off his hands merely as a favor.

As you may well imagine. we read with
great interest Norman Crowhurst's article on
small loudspeaker systems [ "Big Bass from

Small Boxes,"

Febntary]...

.

Mr. Crowhurst's "Speaker Comparison
Table" on pp. 96 and 47 contains a coltunn
headed "Relative Cone 'Movement at Low
Frequency." The entry for an infinite baffle
is ".According to size, average";
for acoustic suspension the entry is "Large."
Elsewhere in the text he writes that the increased excursion requirements for acoustic
suspension systems, over those for larger
systems, negate some of the advantages with
regard to low distortion. Since all radiation
must conic from the front of the cone in any
completely closed box, only three factors
determine the bass power radiated from
such a system in any given location: the size
of the cone, the excursion of the cone, and
the frequency of vibration. For the rune

enclosure

Continued on page 12
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There is one way to be sure
of

STEREO
WITHOUT CObiPROMISE
,

i

THE FISHER
COMPLETE STEREO SYSTEMS
UNCOMPROMtStNG srstso because each unit, components and speakers, has been designed
to a single set of standards FISHER quality standards
produce the world's most

-

-to

perfectly matched stereo systems. Compare! Hear all the conventional, casually assembled
stereo "packages' you desire. Then listen ro any of the FISHER STEReO PERFECTIONIST Systems.
You will hear hitherto unattainable tonal purity, stereo depth and realism -a panoramic sweep
of living sound that will envelope your entire room. Even to the untrained ear, THE FISHER
snakes the difference obvious...instantlyy.

THE FISHER

aiò

13
&iet A complete system featuring the
Stereo Receiver (stereo FM -AM Tuner,
renowned FISHER 600 FM -A
stereo Master Audio Control and stereo 40-Watt Power Amplifier,) PLUS
$646.45
two FISHER XP -1 Free -Piston Three -Way Speaker Systems.

-

Write Today For Your Free Copy Of High Fidelity'r Report On The 600, Plus Complete Specifications?
21 -25

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION

44th DRIVE

LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.

tapers: Morhan Exporting Corp., 438 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.

CIRCLP
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introducing the world's

LETTERS

MOST
BOUNTIFUL
cartridge
stereo

Al

the

co'

(AG3400)

MAGNETO-DYNAMIC

to provide ultimate fidelity, stereophonic and monophonic ...DESIGNED for highest vertical compliance ...DESIGNED for
instant compatibility with almost any system, any tone -arm
DESIGNED to completely safeguard the full fidelity of your records.
DESIGNED

,

Because of its extremely high vertical compliance,
the Norelco Magneto-Dynamic cannot impair the
quality of your valuable stereo records. Because of
its high output and the correspondingly lower gain
demanded from your pre -amplifier, the Norelco
Magneto- Dynamic can be expected to eliminate the
problem of hum and noise in your system. Because
the replacement stylus is completely sell- contained
with its own damping blocks and self-aligning, you
can, if you wish, change the .stylus at home in a
matter of seconds.
And these are only a few of the abundant features
and advantages which combine to make the Norelco
Magneto - Dynamic the world's most bountiful stereo
cartridge
ONLY $29.95 (including 0.7 mil diamond stylus). For additional literature, write to:
North American Philips Co., Inc., High Fidelity
Products Division, 230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, N.Y.

...

THE
MAGNETO -

DYNAMIC
PRINCIPLE

Two thin rods (A) composed of a new platinum- cabaft alloy having ea(reality high coercivIty, acting as armatures and diametrically magnetised along their lengths are supported by special butyl rubber
bearings and placed between two mu -metal pole pieces (e). The
stylus (C) Is attached to a lever (0). Also attached to lever (D) are
vltcelold damping blocks (E) which are encased In a small metal
clip that is Inserted Into the housing of the cartridge. Lever (D) it
connected to the magnetic rods by a W- shaped coupling lady (F).
Each half of this coupling body tan conduct stylus vibrations In one
direction only, In essence, this divider the overall stylus movement
Into Its two component vectors which correspond to the left and
right channel modulations, ana transforms these component vibrations Into a rotary movement of the corresponding magnetic rod.
These rotations induce a varying flux In the mu metal pole pieces
which, in turn, Induce signal voltages in the coil systems (G).
The specific advantages forthcoming tram this system include:
extremely high vertical compliance (more than 3.5 x 10-' cm /dyneh
extremely high output (more than 30 my per channel at 10 cm /sec,
extremely high channel separation (more than 22 db at 1,000 kc cps),
very low dynamic mass (2.mg). how stylus pressure (0 -5 grams) and virtually no distortion. Frequency response Is flat from 50 cps 10 18 kc.

,

Continued front page 10

frequency and cone diameter. the cone of a
speaker mounted in the largest infinite baffle
must move precisely as far as it does in the
smallest acoustic suspension system in order
to radiate the same acoustic power. Cabinet
size has nothing to do with it.
Rot, F. Allison
Acoustic Research, Inc.
Cambridge. Mass.

Mr. Crowhurst replies:
Since Mr. Allison, and at least one other
reader, misconstrued my references to
acoustic suspension systems, further clarification seems necessary.
First, I did not state that the larger
excursion necessary in the acoustic suspension negates its distortion reduction.
I said it "may negate some of its advan-

tage in reducing distortion." The original two (AR and K.LM) have taken good
care of this. The remark was inserted to
safeguard readers against a prevalent
impression that acoustic suspension
yields essentially lower distortion than
other types. Some of the newer makes
may not.
Second, I cannot agree with Mr. Allison's analysis of the low frequency radiation situation. Radiation ar these frequencies is not power, pure and simple;
rather it is air movement. How effectively
a cone can move air directly (rather than
through reflex-duct coupling or horn
loading) depends on how good a bite it
can get on the air.
A small speaker radiating only from
the cone depends on speaker placement,
as the last column in the table indicated.
Bigger speakers provide their own surroundings for the cone, and thus control
the situation better. When the acoustic
suspension sits in the corner of a room,
its cone will move less for given bass
strength (strength is a better word than
power here) than it will when placed on
a table. Its biggest cone movement would
be encountered when placed on a table
away from any wall.
In the listing for cone movement in
infinite baffles, the "According to size"
was intended to cover both the unit and
the box in which it is mounted. A larger
infinite baffle would use a I 5-in. unit (or
even larger); the smaller ones a proportionately smaller unit, needing bigger
cone movement. On this basis the acoustic suspension is a small infinite baffle
system. It has, even in the best room
placement possible, a large cone movement when compared to a 15- or 12 -in.
unit. So "large" for acoustic suspension
stands.
It was also my intention to present a
contrast with the ducted reflex in similar
box size. If you feed a low frequency into
a ducted reflex at its lowest frequency,
and then cover the ducted opening, you
will find that when the duct is closed the
sound output goes down and the cone
movement increases. It is now functioning as an acoustic suspension system.
Norman H. Crete/Iv/n.1
I3ayside, N. Y.
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And

they are all
made by

THE TUNER is

the FM -100.

sensitivity

-

an unexcelled 0.8 microvolt for 20 db quieting!
GOLDEN CASCODE RF amplifier. Four IF stages.
Automatic muting. Dual- Dynamic limiters. Provision for plug-in FISHER multiplex adaptor. Ten
tubos, lour diodes. 153" x 13" x 4%" high.

Weight, 15 pounds.

ISHER®

THE CONTROL /AMPLIFIER is

new X -100.

- 36

the

watts. Will
match the performance of far more powerful
amplifiers. Center Channel output. Tape -Monitor
switch. Hum, noise and distortion inaudible.
Eleven tubes. 151,4" x 117/e" x 43/4" high.
$15950
Weight, 211/2 pounds.
Music Power

THE SPEAKER SYSTEM is

the XP -1

Free -Piston Three -Way Unit.

Frequency response -30 to 18,000 cps. Power
handling capacity up to 60 watts. In Mahogany,
Walnut, Cherry and unfinished Birch. 24" x
1114" x 13'4" high. Weight, 40 pounds.
Unfinished, $124.50 Finished, $12950

$169.50
Prices Slightly Higher In The Far West. Cons¢onent Cabinets Are Optiotral.

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS
FISHER RADIO CORPORATION

21
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LONG ISLAND CITY

I,

NEW YORK

Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, New York 13, N.Y.
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ANOTHER FACTOR IN
"INTEGRITY IN MUSIC"

does your

turntable

CHANGE

the

PR -500

music?

Single -Speed Turntable

Even a minute addition or subtraction of sound can
spoil a musical performance. Only when the turntable
does not change the music in the slightest, do you enjoy
"Integrity in Music." To demonstrate this we suggest
you hear the new Stromberg- Carlson PR -500.
The extremely low flutter and rumble of the single speed PR -500 invite comparison with turntables at
several times the price. High compliance belt drive (at
331/3 rpm) from two vibration -free hysteresis- synchronous motors assures constant speed. Viscous damped
arm, riding on a single friction -free needlepoint bearing,
tracks perfectly down to less than one gram. Wow:
0.14% rms; Flutter: 0.08% rms; Rumble: -50 db re
7 cmfsec. Complete with arm and cables, ready to play,
at just $69.95.*
The other popular Stromberg- Carlson turntable is
the "Perfectempo." It incorporates every valid, time proven design feature: belt drive; continuously variable
cone drive (14 to 80 rpm) stroboscopic speed indicator; dynamically balanced, weighted table; precision
motor; plus Stromberg- Carlson's original double -acting
motor and table suspension system that effectively
eliminates unwanted noise. Performance proves it:
Wow: 0.14% rms; Flutter: 0.09% rms; Rumble: -55
db re 20 n,jsec. at 1 kc. Model PR -499, "Perfectempo,"
$99.95.*
morocco red with aluminum trim
Stromberg- Carlson now offers 16 equipment cabinets
in a wide variety of styles and finishes. They are designed to house complete Stromberg- Carlson stereo
component systems and are factory assembled. They
reproduce as faithfully as separately mounted components because of a unique mounting method that isolates the speaker systems from the other sensitive
components.
See your dealer (in Yellow Pages) or write for a complete component and cabinet
catalog to: 1419 -05 North
Goodman Street, Rochester
3, New York.
'Prices audiophile net, Zone 1,
;

less base, subject to change.

FOR

INTEGRITY IN MUSIC...

"There is nothing finer than

a

Stromberg -Carlson"

STROMBERG - CAR LSON
DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS
A
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TAPE RECORDING PROBLEMS

Listening to a recording with excessive print through Is like looking at a picture that
has a feint double-exposure.

-AND

HOW AUDIOTAPE HELPS YOU AVOID THEM

Reducing print -through is like eliminating
the second exposure and leaving a
clear, sharp recording.

-

Killing the "double exposure" of print- through
your enjoyment of a recorded tape ever been
marred by an occasional, annoying "echo "? This
so- called "print- through" is sometimes found in recorded tapes that have been stored for a long time.
The longer the storage, the more magnetism is transferred from one layer of tape to another. Where recorded signals are unusually loud, print -through can
become audible on conventional tapes after about two
weeks of storage, but is seldom loud enough to be
bothersome until stored for much longer periods. Up
to about 18 months ago, professional recordists had
found only one way to avoid print- through: reduce
the recording level to the point where the print level
dropped below the noise level inherent in the recorder.
This meant sacrificing 6 to 8 db in signal -to -noise ratio.
Then Audio Devices introduced "Master AudioHAS

-

tape " the solution to the print- through problem. By
the use of specially developed magnetic oxides and
special processing techniques, print- through has been
reduced S db in Master Audiotape- without changing
any other performance characteristics. Laboratory
studies indicate that stored Master Audiotape will
take decades to reach the same print- through level
that now mars ordinary tape in one week! So print through is "killed" for even the most critical ear.
Master Audiotape is available in 1200- and 2500 foot lengths in two types-on 11,4 -mil acetate and on
11 -mil "Mylar." These are part of the most complete
line of professional -quality recording tapes in the
industry. Ask your dealer for Audiotape-made by audio engineers for audio engineers -and backed by over
20 years of experience in sound- recording materials.

Take your recorder on vacation
It's almost second nature for

a vacationing family to take their
camera with them. Why not do the same with your tape recorder?
Seaside sounds, church bells, barnyard noises, square dances, a
sound track for your home movies -there are literally dozens of
"priceless" sounds you'll hear, and want to record, on your
vacation. Your best bet for tape recording of this kind is Audio.
tape on 11/2-mil acetate, type 1251. This economical, dependable
tape is the most popular type of Audiotape.

CIRCLE

10
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N Y.
In CalCato: 5428 N. MIIw
Ave.

AUDIO DEVICES, INC., 444 MaOlfon Ave.. N.Y. 22.
In Nollyno00: 840 N.
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WHY JERRY NEMEROFF OF BRYCE AUDIO IN
N. Y. C. RECOMMENDS & SELLS MORE
WEATHERS TURNTABLES THAN ANY OTHER!

Ir

JERRY NEMEROFF
Bryce Audio, New York City

IS NOT often a retailer finds a
turntable he can recommend to his
customers with such enthusiasm
and assurance of performance as the
Weathers turntable. What makes the
Weathers turntable so popular? Many

cc

reasons

... and here are just a few.

"For one thing, because of the manner
in which the turntable is spring
mounted, plus its extreme light weight,
the complete unit is almost impervious to
dancing, walking on the floor, and other
adjacent vibrations which cause stylus
bouncing. This is a problem not overcome in other well -known players.
"Secondly, if you place your ear near
the motor of a running Weathers turntable, in almost all cases you ranno/ hear
it at all. In comparison, other turntables
are noisy.
"Then, too, the overall height of the
Weathers turntable is extremely low.
This allows for easy installation in
cramped quarters.
"Another important advantage of the
Weathers turntable is that its motor is
unaffected by voltage changes. You'll
find you can use other electrical appliances in your house at the same time
your Weathers turntable is running without disturbing the speed of the turntable.
"These are just some of the many reasons why I confidently recommend the
Weathers turntable to every stereophile."

introducing many "first of its kind" features! Weathers was the first to use the
small motor concept. A tiny, precision,
12 pole synchronous motor is the heart
of the whole mechanical system in the
Weathers turntable. lts perfection of
performance assures constant, correct
speed regardless of variations in line
voltage. And by eliminating the need for
a large, inherently noisy motor, the
Weathers turntable gets rid of rumble at
its source!
Weathers was the firs/ to use a Light
Bass wood tone arm. This Micro -Touch
tone arm, the f,:ri to accomplish up -hill
tracking, is balanced so accurately turntable :cycling is absolutely unnecessary.
Also, Weathers was first to produce a
pickup which virtually eliminated record
wear. Superbly constructed for cueing
ease, with a 1 gram tracking force, it
eliminates all danger of damage to valuable records, Even. if pressure is exerted
on the arm, the stylus will retract into
the cartridge.
Weathers superb technical know -how
has achieved the world's firs/ lightweight
turntable
smooth, flawless, and unbelievably quiet! Because of this light
construction, Weathers turntable eliminates the mechanical noises inherent in
weight and mass . to a noise level
which is 25 db less than the noise recordec on the best phonograph records
available today! It is suspended on the
quietest and most friction -free bearing
yet devised, Therefore, the platter requires so little torque that a big, noisy
motor is unnecessary.

Floor vibrations of any kind have no
affect whatever on the Weathers turn-

table. Speaker enclosure vibration

is

totally isolated from the tone arm. This
eliminates any form of acoustic feedback, even when the turntable is mounted
in the same cabinet with the loudspeaker.
Another Weathers "first"
and an
entirely new development in ceramics is
the StereoRamic cartridge. This amazing
cartridge successfully combines low cost
with high quality reproduction, and is
the fiat ceramic cartridge which outperforms even the finest magnetic pickup!

...

...

.

Weathers Perfects Turntable Kit
That is Fast and Easy to Assemble

.

More and more people are seeking
the enjoyment and satisfaction of building their own turntables. For these "doit- yourself" stereophiles. Weathers has
developed the turntable kit, which offers
the incomparable performance of the
Weathers Turntable at valuable dollar
savings. This kit is identical
with Weathers pre -assembled
Synchronous Turntable, but is

without the motor board.

However, the motor hoard ran
be supplied if desired. It can

be put together with only
pliers and a screw driver
.
quickly and simply. No soldering necessary
no engineering background needed. And
in a matter of hours you'll be
enjoying the finest sound reproduction in your home!
For more information on
Weathers Turntables, write today to Weathers Industries. a
Division of Advance Industries,
Inc., 6 East Gloucester Pike,
Barrington, New jersey. OEPI. HF-5
.

.

...

Weathers Nationally Known
for Many Firsts in Turntables
Through years of research and development, Weathers has produced the
most advanced turntable on the market,
CIRCLE;
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General Electric VR -22 Stereo

Cartridge- Superior in the four
vital areas

1t.

:i1

for maximum stereo effect. (3) Response- Smooth and
flat for superior sound from 20 to 20,000 cycles (VR-22 -5), 20 to
17,000 cycles (VR-22 -7). (4) Freedom from hum -The VR -22 is

to 28 db

triple -shielded against stray currents.
with .5 mil diamond
stylus for professional qual-

VR -22 -5

ity tone arms, $27.95 *.
Stop to think for a moment of all the jobs required of a stereo
cartridge: It must track, with utmost precision, in not one but
two directions. It must separate the two stereo channels inscribed in a single record groove. It must perform smoothly in
mid -range and at both ends of the audible frequency spectrum.
And it must do all these things without producing noticeable hum
or noise. Only a fantastically sensitive and precise instrument
like the General Electric VR -22 can do all these jobs successfully.

General Electric's VR -22 is superior in the four vital areas of
tracks precisely,
stereo cartridge performance: (1) Compliance
without the least trace of stiffness. (2) Channel separation

-It

-tip

GENERAL
CIRCLE

:,U

with .7 mil diarrond
stylus for professional arms
and record changers, $24.95*.
Both are excellent for monophonic records, too. TM -2G
Tone Arm- designed for use
with General Electric stereo
VR -22 -7

cartridges as

integrated

an

pickup system, $29.95'.
General Electric Co., Audio Products Section, Auburn. N. Y.

`Monufaciurei

s
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Listener- Supported FM Moves East

an

unprecedented achievement
in

A Report on the New Regríme

stereo...

awe -inspiring

,

realism...
unparalleled
record

protection

A GIFT with no strings attached is something
of a curiosity in the field of communications
just now, and when such a gift promises to
set new directions ill PM broadcasting. the
transaction sounds almost too good to be
truc. Bur Louis Schweitzer's recent presentation of his New York station WBAI
to the Pacifica Foundation is timely evidence
that good things can still happen in radio.
Mr. Schweitzer, who is president of the
Peter J. Schweitzer Company, a division of
Kimberly-Clark and the largest manufacturer of cigarette paper in the world, has
been a radio hate n1t1.9t of his life. l\'ß:11 was
a pet project which began, in the way of
pets, to usurp more and more time and personal attention. Bids from potential buyers
failed to tempt hire. involving. as they
seemed to, lowering the high standards
which iefr. Schweitzer bad set for his stat ion.
A way out of the dilemma finally presented
itself: to offer the pet
lock, stock, and
transmitter- In Pacifica.
The Foundation, a nonprofit organization
established in 1949, is devoted to the operation of radio stations which are "educational"- a term apparently limited, in the
Pacifica context, only by the imagination
and working rapacity of individual station
managers, Specific aims arc stated in the
to encourage
Foundation's charter:
and provide ourlets for the creative skills
and energies of the community; to conduct
classes and workshops in the writing and
producing of-drama; to establish awards and
scholarships for creative writing: to offer
performance facilities to amateur instrumentalists, choral groups, orchestral groups,
and music students; and to promote and aid
other creative activities i l icit will serve the
cultural welf;irc of the community." Two
California stations, KPFA in Berkeley and
KPFI,;. in Los Angeles, arc operated by the
Foundation and entirely financed by voluntary donations from listeners. WBAI is the
first eastern station to enter the fold.
In the course of nearly four years, WBAI
itself built a substantial reputation for good
music, lively shows originating in its own
studios, and intelligent commentary. With
such creditable programing already in effect
under commercial sponsorship, what new
vistas might open up under Pacifica? Gene
Bruck, %VßAI's program director (who is
currently neglecting wife and child, he says,
to be on hand at the station approximately
sixteen hours a day), hardly knew where to
begin in answering. "It's an ideal station.
We're nor bound by any set philosophy and
we have absolutely no rime dictates. We
can play a five-and-one-half-hour Meister singer without interruption, or a two- or
three -hour festival concert without worrying
about the tapes' ending on the hour. And we

-

'r...

Shure announces a stereo arm and cartridge
that re- creates sound with incredible fidelity,
transparency, and smoothness throughout
the audible spectrum. Even elusive middlerange nuances emerge clearly. Tracks at a
-2Y2 grams and
hitherto impossibly light
will not geraten or damage retards, even if
carrleell, handled! Eliminates surface gear,
preserves record fidelity indefinitely!

lj!

the magnificent

High Fidelity Integrated Tone Arm and Cartridge

it
For Atrdiai,hiler; Hum -tree: 20 -20000
cps
2.4 db. Channel sep.: over 20 d6 at
1000 cps. Oinput per channel: 4.5 mv.
Vert, & lat. compliance: 9 x 10-0 cm per
dyne. Individually tested. With .0007" Shure
precision diamond stylus. $e9.50 net.
FREE BROCHURE: Shure Brother, Inc.,
222 Hartley Ave., Evanston, Ill.
WHEN REPLACING STYLUS. don't accept Inlorior
Imitations. They can ser;eusIy degrade pertormanoe.

CHICLE
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don't think culture is limited by the clock.
\'c're putting more emphasis on daytime
than is usual and we don't reserve operas
for the week end."
The freedoms of noncommercial sponsorship only begin with the musical side. of the
station's activities; they arc, if anything.
more telling in the "talk" programs, which
comprise about 40% of the weekly schedule.
"We don't want to be bland," Mr. Bruck
asserted. Some of the seasoning is supplied
by presenting as news commentators such
figures of decided views as Norman Thomas.
Father Robert A. Graham, S.
and Carey
McWilliams, Editor of the Nation; and
tvlten the Communist Party offered tapes of
its convention, at which tut press had been
barred, Mr. Bruck accepted them without
hesitation. "Some listeners phoned to protest, and some thought it was simply dull.
But we got more calls on Meistersinger."
Plans for discussions and lectures arc
almost unlimited, and by only the third
week of its Pacifica sponsorship WI3A1 had
presented programs ranging from "7'hc
Puerto Rican in New York" to the rebroadcast of a lecture by Melons Huxley on "the
nature of human personality, symbols and
immediate experience, creativity, and the
realization of latent potentialities." On the
docket for the future arc such subjects as
political polls, transportation in the City.
Blue Cross, and poetry-an array which
bears out Mr. Bruck'scontention that, while
the emphasis in FM broadcasting has been
largely on good music, there is still much to
be done with nonmusical programs of

J

quality.
The public response to WBAI's new
status has overwhelmed even the station
personnel. Because the undertaking must be
entirely self-supporting, in spite of Pacifica
sponsorship, early requests were broadcast
for a $12 yearly subscription fee from listeners. The call brought such a deluge of
checks-3,000 in the first thirty days -that a
second announcement was made, asking for
volunteer clerical help at the station. This, in
turn. resulted in such a deluge. of volunteers
that many had to be turned away from the
door. "We had to turn off the lights at midnight to make our helpers go home," Mr.
Bruck said in a somewhat dazed tone.
The only setback suffered by the Pacifica
project to date occurred at 7:20 one evening
not long ago. when an Upper East Side rat
electrocuted himself among the tubes of the
transmitter and took the station off the air.
The brighter side of the incident, according
to station officials. hväs the fact that during
the time it took to extract the victim and
replace the tubes no fewer than forty -one
listeners called to ask abóiìt the trouble.
SHIRLEY FLEMIttt

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

General Electric 56 -watt stereo

amplifier- Superior

four

in the

vital areas
When you select an amplifier for your stereo system, you should
pay particular attention to its power, versatility, ease of control
and functional value. These are the four areas which will chiefly
determine the pleasure and satisfaction you derive from your
amplifier, and these are the four areas in which the General
Electric G -7700 is most outstanding.

-

Power: 56 watts (28 watts per channel) music power
more
than enough to drive even low -efficiency speakers. Response is
flat (± 0.5 db) from 20 to 20,000 cycles, with less than 1% distortion. Channel separation 40 db for maximum stereo effect.

Versatility: Two simple multi -purpose controls let you select a
variety of inputs- stereo and monophonic cartridges (both magnetic and ceramic), tape heads, tape machines and tuners. The
operating mode control gives you flexible selection of different
combinations of stereo or monophonic operation.

GENERAL
CIRCLE

íl

of control: Bass and treble control are convenient dual
concentric type to permit adjustment of channels together or
separately for matching or different speaker systems. Contour
control provides automatic bass boost at low volume. Balance
control is continuously variable to "off" on either channel.

Ease

Value: In General Electric stereo amplifiers you get all the most wanted features-without expensive extras which boost the
price but add little t0 performance or enjoyment. Tie result is
honest -to- goodness quality at sensible prices.
G -7700 comes complete in a beige vinyl case; the G -7710
white vinyl case. The price is a modest $189.95 *, including
case. (The G -7600 delivers 40 watts, 20 watts per channel,
$139.95 *.) Other General Electric stereo amplifiers at $119.95*

The

in

a

and $169.95* including case.
Tuner, Series FA-10. Receives even weak
signals with unusually low distortion, hum and
noise level. Drift -free. Visual meter for pinpoint
FM center channel tuning and optimum AM signal
tuning. RF amplifier stage in both FM and AM
increases sensitivity, FM multiplex jack for stereo
adaptor. Built -in AM antenna: FM dipole Included.
Cases to match all G -E amplifiers.
$129.95.
FM -AM

General Electric Company,
Audio Products Section, Auburn, N. Y.
Monuiocturer's suggested resole prices.
Slightly higher in the West.

ELECTRIC
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from all preliminary tests the new

empire
108,,,
probably the

is

e

e

finest stereo -mono
cartridge ever
developed

1

The new Empire 108 stereo /balance cartridge -latest
addition to the growing family of fine Audio Empire
high fidelity components
represents the most effective use of the moving magnet principle. Its performance may well set a new standard.
The Empire 108 gives new meaning to the term
'compatible'. For, in playing monophonic records, it

-

outperforms the finest monophonic cartridges

previously available. its stereo performance is also
markedly superior to that of any cartridge available
today -tonal quality, stereo, /balance, channel separation, compliance, tracking efficiency and complete
freedom from hum pick -up. An examination of the
impressive specifications is best evidence of the performance capabilities of the Empire 108.
Major credit for the advances in the Empire 108 is
due to the experience and research resulting from the
original development of the popular Empire 88. The
Empire 88 is superior to any cartridge in the field

audio empire
precision products of Dyna- Empire, Inc.
1075 Stewart Ave., Garden City, N. Y.

... except for the new Empire 108.

Empire 108 with .7 mil diamond stylus.
Empire 88 with .7 mil diamond stylus

$34.50
$24.50

Complements Any Fine System
Empire 98 stereo /balance transcription arm

Whether you select the Empire 88 or Empire 108, you
get the most out of the performance of each when
used in an Empire 98 arm. Any cartridge for that
matter performs best in an Empire 98 -the one arm
that achieves dynamic balance -balance in all planes
assuring optimum tracking and stereo /balance at the
point where quality of reproduction begins.
Empire 98, 12 -inch transcription arm.
Empire 98P, 16-inch transcription arm

$34.50

$4450

distinguished Audio Empire stereo /balance
components are now at your high fidelity dealer. For
full details write Dept. HF -5.
These

/

Empire 108 performance specifícatìonst Frequency response: 15- 30,000 cycles ± 2
db
Output voltage: 8.0 millivolts por channel balanced to within ± db
Channel
separation: More than 25 db
Compliance: Vertical and horizontal 6x00 cm /dyne
Recommended tracking force 1.5 to 5 grams
Terminals: 4 terminal output1

CIRCLE.
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"When we heard the Citations our immediate reaction
was that one listened through the amplifier system

clear back to the original performance, and that the
finer nuances of tone shading stood out clearly and
distinctly for the first time." C. G. MoProud, Editor, AUDIO Magazine
We know you will be interested in these additional comments from

Mr. McProud's report:
Performance: "The quality of reproduction reminds us of the
solidity of Western Electric the. amplifiers of some years ago
...The bass is clean and firm and for the first time we noted that
the low- frequency end appeared to be present even at low volumes
without the need for the usual bass boost."
Specifications: "Our own measurements gave IM figures of 0.35
per cent at 60 watts; .08 per cent at 20 watts, and less than .05/0
(which is essentially unmeasurable) from 10 watts down."

Build the Very Best
I1ß 30

Construction: "It is obvious that considerable thought has gone
into the preparation of the Citation as a kit (and) when the amplifier is completed, the user may be assured of having a unit he can
be proud of ... The kit is a joy to construct."
For a copy of Mr. McProud's complete report and a Citation catalog, write Dept. I-I F5. Citation Kit Division, Harman -Kardon, Westbury, N. Y. The Citation I is a complete Stereophonic Preamplifier
Control Center. Price, $159.95; Factory Wired, $299.95. The Citation II is a 120 Watt Stereophonic Power Amplifier. Price, $159.95;
Factory Wired, $229.95. Prices slightly higher in the West.

ITATION KITS

by

harman kardon

CIRCLE, 55 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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Why Emory Cook records his "sound safaris"
on tough, long- lasting tapes of MYLAR"The tapes I use really take a beating," says high -fidelity pioneer

"'Mylar' isn't affected by heat or
humidity. It doesn't dry out or get
brittle with age. And I've never had
a tape of Mylar' stretch... or break,
either."
Before you buy your next reel of
tape, think about the exclusive advantages of tapes of "Mylar polyester film. Then, like Emory Cook,
get a reel of your favorite brand,
made with "Mylar ".

Emory Cook, who has recorded many
exotic sounds for Cook records.
"My tapes have to stand up in the
heat of a West Indies jungle or the
freezing cold of Mount Washington.
From calypso festival to mountain
thunderstorm, I need recording tapes
I can always rely on. That's why I
insist on tapes of ` Mylar'.
*' Mylar" is Du Pont's registered trademark hr its brand of
not finished magnetic recording tope.

"There's more Tape, more playing time on a reel
with tapes of'f Mylar'. That helps me travel light,
saves on storage space back in the lab."

2111

"a

BE SURE OF SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE... LOOK FOR THE

"

polyester film. Du Pont manufactures "Mylar"
manufacturers make tapes of "Mylar ".

DU PONT

aU PONT
n.,. ,M. on

Bercer Thing, for Be ucr Living... rh,00gh

`

Chuniiry

MYLAR

POLYESTER FILM

NAME "MYLAR" ON THE BOX
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Men of decision.. . demand precision
Captain W. A. Reedholm, American Airlines 707 jet pilot on
the New York to San Francisco non -stop run, lives with
precision instruments on the job. At home, his records provide him with hours of relaxation as he listens to music on
his precision -built Rek -O -Kut STEREOTABLE. Precision in a
stereo music system is essential today because the demands
of stereo records are more exacting. For this reason, stereo
records can only be heard to their fullest advantage on a
high quality instrument like Rek- O -Kut's distinctive STEREO-

The STEREOTABLE is unique in its remarkable combination of design and styling. It has become the classic of
high fidelity instruments
a cherished possession for the
music lover. If you seek one of the keys to flawless reproduction of your monophonic and stereo records ... look to
Rek-O -Kul STEREOTABLE ... world's most distinguished high
models to choose from.
fidelity music equipment
Model N -33H shown, $69.95. Others from $39.95 to
$139.95. Tonearms from $27.95.
TABLE.

-

-9

Speaker System by Andai -mode! CA -100, illustrated, $1$995
Send for colorful catalog and FREE STROBE DISC.

REK-O-KUT

STEREOTABLES
Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, N.Y. 13
Canada: Attas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto 19

CIRCLE

95

Rek-O -Kut Co., Inc.

Dept. FIF5

38.19 108th St., Corona 68, N.Y.

Name

Address
City

Zone

State
AK

4]
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only for those who want the ultimate

SHERWOOD

"TOP RATED"

again and again

-and

NOW AGAIN!

1=-..=-1@w.,
, -.;
--.r
®©:'e

®®

e

Model 5.5000, 20 +10 watt "stereo"
Dual Ampllnef- PreamIliller,

(2) ''_:_

_

rat! tilde

Pfit- $)19.50

_

_,..

(13

Model 54100, fM -AM MR

Stern tunet,

lair Trade Prke- 3119.50

1J
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AUDIO INSTITUTE
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1955

Sbeeeeoi electronic Labe.. Inc.
4500 11afth California Avenue

Memo

I9.

Minos.

Notes from Abroad
COLOGNE -Thc cultural landmarks of
this ancient city were largely destroyed by
bombings in World War Ii, except for the
fatuous Gothic cathedral, which miraculously stood amid total pulverization. Slowly,
arduously, the ruins have been rebuilt or
pushed aside. Among other buildings. the
last decade saw the construction of handsome
new quarters for lVcstdcutscher Rundfunk
(the state -supervised radio -T\- station), the
Gurzenidt concert hall, and -less than two
years ago-the magnificent Opera House
with its phoenix- façade of ground -rubble
concrete. Private enterprise has followed suit.

Electrola Reactivated. Electrola, which before the War had a large share of the German
record market. starred from scratch again
with a model factory -office layout. Rededication ceremonies (complete with Sir
Thomas Beecham) were held just last October. We recently said a leisurely half-day
visit to the Electrola plant and were impressed by the loving care that goes into
every operation, from the skillfully designed
"pop" recording studio ("With a few twists
we can make it sound like a cathedral ") to
the room where cat-phoned Flatten paticntl
listen to every twentieth disc. Automation's
ugly head was not visible here. in the monophonic matrix room. we noticed an American
Scully lathe married to an Ortnfon cutting
bead from Copenhagen. Asked about current
recording plans, Electrola's production manager spoke proudly of Fischer- Dicskau in
the complete Flying Dutchman, duc for
autumn release.

Gentlemen:
Re rind that the leeo,paratten
or e center- channes output sad
a damping
So

July, 7559. lac aaaa.. the
Soong Ratios of the Shereoed
S-5000 to the !aghast of all
IS Stereo
tested
the AAIeEnalcataonrTest Reports.
Sincerely.
AILLIMICA)1

k

AUDIO 1JJSTITUTS

Fell. R

9rany
eaecuuys Director

Most honored of them all"
-5000 stereo amplifier-preamplifier is joined by the 5.2200 stereo

The
S

tuner. As with its "Top Rated"
predecessors, the S -2200 features
FM "Interchannel Hush" plus push
button selector, internal plug-in
adaptor for Stereo FM Multiplex,
2 "Acre- beam" tuning indicators,

simulcast

FM /AM

stereo, All

Sherwood tuners feature FM sensitivity below 0.95 microvolts and
'A% distortion @ 100% FM.
For further details write: Sherwood

Electronic Laboratories, Inc., 4300
N. California Avenue, Chicago 18,
Illinois.

For complete spec.ficot.ons

write Dept. HI' -5

Electronic Music Going Strong. We next
visited Cologne's temple of the avant-garde,
the Electronic Music Studio at Westdeutscher Rundfunk. Dr. Eiwert, the station's
musical director and himself a composer of
electronic music, showed us into the taping
room (where, incidentally, we immediately
noticed a copy of the October 1956 HIGH
FIDELITY, which contains a comprehensive
article on the Studio). A young Argentinian. Mauricio Kagel, played for us Itis
two- minute opus Transition 1, in four channel stereo as written, then in a monophonic edition. Dr. Eimer( commented
slyly. "This piece is like staring into the
sun." Kagcl added, "Yes, but with the eyes
closed, then you have wonderful images."

New Opera, New Singer. The monumental
new Cologne Opera House, nicknamed by
conservatives "The Tomb of the Unknown
Intendant," has fantastic technical facilities,
fat subsidies. a world- famous general manager in Oscar Fritz. Schuh, a handsome -nurpt
de ballet, and a solid stable of singers. One of
the heights of the season has been Nicolas
Nabokov's Death of Rasputin, originally, a
Louisville commission. Schuh himself staged
Rasputin; Casper Nehcr did the sets; Joseph

Rosenstock conducted. Denise Duval was
imported, and the American mezzo -soprano
Shirley Verret(- Carter poured her gifts into
the minor role of the café gypsy who entices
the drunken Rasputin. Miss Carter, proving
her versatility at a Lieder- spirituals evening

in the Opera's chamber theatre, seems to
he the heir apparent to Marian Anderson.
Cologne cheered her on her way.

New Duties for Sawallisch. Guest conductor
at the Cologne Opera this season for Fa/stay
and Don Giotranni, Wolfgang Sawallisch has
been named chief conductor for next season.
He also has new duties as permanent conductor of tie Vienna Symphony Orchestra
and guest conductor for eight concerts-with
the Hamburg Philharmonic. We asked Sawallisch if he was not becoming a "flying
conductor," a temptation he has so far resisted. "No, I always go by train. That gives
me time I need between appearances." Now
thirty -six, Sawallisch is grounding a solid
European career, but has so far declined all
oilers from North and South America, including Bing's invitation to conduct German- Italian repertoire at the Met. Asked if
he considers himself primarily an operatic
or symphonic conductor, Sawallisch answered, "I like. opera and I like concerts.
After a good concert. I say, 'Better this.'
a good opera, I say, 'Better this.'"
Sawallisch faces a busy summer schedule,
including Flying, Dutchman at Bayreuth;
the Montreux Festival in Switzerland with
the hamburg Radio Orchestra; and two
Edinburgh Festival programs with the Philharmonic Orchestra. Until now, he has recorded for EMI (An-

After

gel), but recently he
has signed a new ex-

clusive contract with
Philips (Epic in the
U.S.) to record with

the Vienna Symphony. The first two

recordings will
Schu

Sawallisch

be

be r l's.... Lrnfrrf i shed

with Mendelssohn's

Italia,, Symphony, and
Brahms's Haydn Variations coupled with the
Second Symphony.
RANDALL WORTHINGTON

LONDON -Miss Beatrice Lillie

came down
to Kingsway Hall for Decca (London in the
U. S.) recording sessions wearing a scarlet
skullcap studded with outsize sequins. At
lunch break she changed into a cap of
soberer hic, explaining surrealistically that
this had been brought from Capri by her

lawyer. Thus the keynote was set for some
hours of purposeful nonsense.
Business in hand: Peter and the ifrolf
(Prokofiev) and Le Carnaval des animaux
Continued on page 26
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BOGEN- PRESTO

studio -standard turntables

Consider the record you are about to hear. The original
recording may very well have been made with a Presto
professional tape recorder. It is also likely that the master
was made on a Presto disc recorder, using a Presto turntable, a Presto recording lathe and a Presto cutting head.
Presto has been serving the recording and broadcast
industries for many years, and is the only manufacturer
of both- professional tape and disc recording equipment.
It's logical that the people who make the equipment
that puts the quality into the records -are most likely to
make equipment that will preserve this quality in playback. Which is probably why there are so many Presto
turntables in professional use.
The quality of a modern home music system need be
no different from that of a professional studio. The saine
records are played, and the quality of the amplifier and
speaker components can be quite comparable. Bogen Presto offers you this professional studio quality in the
record playback equipment, as well.
Whatever other equipment you now own, the addition
of a Bogen- Presto turntable and arm will produce an
immediate and marked improvement in the playback
quality of your stereo and monophonic records. And you
will find the compactness of these

Here are some of the Bogen- Presto turntables:
precision-ground
illustrated above) 3 speeds
aluminum turntable planetary, inner-rim drive independent
idler for each speed hysteresis-synchronous motor positive
turntable shaft autosmooth lever -operated speed change
matically distributes cylinder -wall lubricant for friction -free
motion
built -in strobe disc 'snap- action 45 rpm record
'radial -ridged' mat for improved record
spindle
traction and ease in cleaning. Less arm, $99.50.
MODEL TT5 Powered by heavy -duty, recordingtype hysteresis- synchronous motor
otherwise identical to TT4. Less arm, $129.50.
MODEL 713 Single speed ( 33% rpm )-beltdriven by hysteresis -synchronous motor
MODEL 174

-

units particularly convenient
Where space is limited.

®

BOGEN- PRESTO COMPANY

P.

(

-

-same turntable material and shaftbearing design as TT4 and TM.

Less arm, $59.05.
MODEL PA1 Professional Tone -Arm, $24.95.
MODEL B60 Speeds continuously variable
-click -stops for 16, 33% 45 and 78 rpm-

heavy -duty motor -heavy steel
960
turntable -cueing device automatically raises
and lowers arm to assure gentle contact between stylus
and record groove. With modified PA1 Studio Arm, $49.95
MODEL B61 7% pound non -ferrous, turntable -otherwise identical to Model B60. With modified PA! Studio Arm, $54.95.
All prices arc slightly higher in \Vest
See your high fidelity dealer or
write for illustrated catalog describWITH BETTER SOUND
Dept. HF -5.
STUDIO AND IN THE HOME. ing complete turntable line.
4 -pole

BOGEN- PRESTO

SERVES THE NATION
IN INDUSTRY. EDUCATION. THE

0.

BOX

PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY

A DIVISION OF THE SIEGLER CORPORATION
SERVI(:I
(:,1[ID
(:nt(:I.tt 22 ON RREii»:u500,
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Continued from page 24

most exciting
breakthrough ever achieved in
high frequency reproduction!

(Saint-Sans), with Julius Katchcn and
Gary Gra!fntan playing the pianos in the
second of these pieces. Your Skitch Henderson conducted, and Miss Lillie chipped into
both works with narration or rhymed commentary. The Peter "book" had been
adroitly retaliated for Miss Lillie's talents,
and her performance was gently bizarre and
sardonic, with lacings
of the macabre. 1 have
never heard anything
more forlorn than the
Duck's quacking, as
sitnula red by her, from
inside the Wolf's belly,
or anything uttered
with quite the cante
grisly relish as her payoff lint, "Good night.

ANNOUNCINGthe

cheeldren!"
The pianists'

MODEL T202 SUPER TWEETER
Apparatus potent pending on
acoustical aotion of ball. cone

...with frequency response
to the supersonic
range of 40,000 cps... -:
2 db to 22,000 cps!

tsu

and diaphro.arn. Design

patent pending.

I

r

,

l40
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COMPARE THE SPHERICON WITH ANY OTHER TWEETER
--at three or even four times its price!
Whether you wish to add thrilling
Bring your own record (one you know brilliance with musical warmth to your
really well) to your University dealer, present system, or to the system you're
and learn what you've been missing up now planning, you'll find that nothing
to now.
compares with the University Sphericon!
For the first time you'll hear the complete high frequency range, and with SPECIFICATIONS: Model T202 Power opacity:
120* In all directions.
the clarity, transparency and sweetness Dispersion:
30 watts integrated program. Impedance: 8 ohms
you never thought possible.
nominal (may be used with any 4.16 ohm speaker).
features( domed phenolic diaphragm. conoldal
The entirely new concept of this direct Design
loading, spherical dlfrrector. Crossover 3000 eps.
radiator tweeter, with its special domed ring
Sensitivity. 93 dba m 4 It. with I watt inpu4 MountIng
or rear surface or barneboard.
phenolic diaphragm and spherical dif- Iront
41/4' diamete 4' depth
95
fractor, results in a virtually linear re- Dimensions:
overall, PRICE with built In network
Leer
sponse -with true musical quality -far and ediustable brilliance control ...
nee
superior to even the finest of electrostatic
tweeters.
And unlike the electrostatic tweeter,
FOR CHOICE
the highly efficient Sphericon can be per- BY CHOICE
fectly matched to any system...especial ly high compliance...without sacrificing UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS. INC., WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.
A subsidiary of Ling -Mite Electronics, Inc,
bass efficiency.
.

.
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Lillie

tion of Carnaral, composed largely of scales and exercises, provided its share of entertainment too. The
Durand score has a footnote: Les ecécutants
ddevront imiter le jeu d'etn débutant ci sa
gaucherie. Katchcn and Graffman deliberately stumbled and fumbled their scales
accordingly. The results were harmonically
delicious. At one point during the shambles
a London Symphony Orchestra violin came
in with a fortissimo entry a bar too soon.
Voice from the Control Room: "No. the
mistakes are to be made by the pianists,
not by the orchestra." A day or two later
recording director John Culshaw sent a
mobile recording van to the London Zoo
to tape a lion's roar for incidental effects.
Miss Lillie has since heard and approved the
final edit. If things go according to plan,
the record will be in the shops next fall.

Plans far Callas. Between July 3 and September 19, Maria Callas is to do three
new Norma,
operas for Angel at La Scala
a new Traviata, and an as yet unspecified
third, which may turn out to he either
Trovatore or Cay.- and -Pag. Her last Norma
will soon be seven years old. "I am sure I
can do a better Norma now," she told
EMT's Walter Legge during one of their
biweekly talks by long -distance telephone.
Since their 1952 Lucia di Lammermoor,
Callas and Legge have made twenty operas
together- "and never a cross word," he
avers. Stine thirteen out of the twenty they
made in the Scala. With hypersensitive
microphones listening ravenously for traffic
noises on the contiguous Via Verdi, the
Scala is not ideally located. Extraneous
noises often entail retakes. But. in Angel's
view, it is well worth putting up with such
snags for the sake of the patina which La
Scala's uniquely knowledgeable orchestra
and the general tradition of the theatre put
on any performance.

-a

Continued on page 28
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SIMPLICITY

Maximum enjoyment in stereophonic reproduction is dictated by
adequate control flexibility in a Stereo preamplifier. Maximum
facilities, with simplicity of operation, has been carefully engineered in the design of the McIntosh C20 Stereo Compensator.
Stereo reproduction excellence and superior monophonic were
design requirements used to give even the keenest listener
the finest result.
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The C20 has conservatively modern beauty, and utilitarian design that compliments not only the decor of
your home but also your good taste. The lustrous, soft glow lighted panel permits easy viewing from your favorite listening
position. The cleanness of gleaming brass and black fits any decorator scheme. For unparalleled performance and beauty compare
the McIntosh C20 at your franchised McIntosh dealer's showroom.

ciNTOSH LABORATORY, INC.
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Hopes for Beecham. From HMV and
Glyndebourne Opera House come Beecham
hints and hopes. If all goes well, Sir Thomas
will go to HMV studios vi:h the Lmrbeyiöte
cast -including Pilar I.orcngar
Margarcta Halpin (Queen of the Night).
Geraint Evans (Papagcno), l) di Protcro
(Papagcna), Milhaly Szckcly (Sarastro),
and Richard Lewis ( Taurino)- which he
is billed to conduct on ten nights at this
summer's Glyndcbottrnc Festival, starting
on July 28.
Another pmject about which Beechen
and HMV have long been dreaming k
Berlioz's Grande :Nevi; de; Aforr,;. With its
supplementary brass ensembles and fantastically original aural effects generally.
this is a stcrco natural if ever there was
one. Beecham's last performance of it in
this country, at the Albert Hall some
months ago. was by common consent unmatched in current memory. Whether it
will be possible to arrange a studio line -up
of the requisite forces during his nest
sojourn here remains to be seen.

M
-

The moment your Fidelitone Diamond
falls into the first groove, you have
in
a flash
all the thrills of a live performance right in your own home. And you
can choose your needle from Fidelitone's
quality line
one just right for you.
Why Fidelitone? Because Fidelitone Diamonds are designed and manufactured
for the highest quality reproduction.
Each is hand-crafted; precision ground
on Fidelitone -designed machinery. Then
carefully polished to a mirror finish .. .
assures perfect reproduction, and protects
your records. You always can count on a
Fidelitone Diamond to add an entirely
new dimension of quality to stereo as
well as monaural reproduction.

-

-

New Pyromidm Diamond-Fide litone's finest

The only needle shaped to simulate the

Fidelitone
-

recording stylus
reduces distortion by
as much as 85 %. The full pure tones of
all original recorded sound
stereo and
monaural are faithfully reproduced. And
the greater surface contact area between
the needle and record prolongs the
needle and record life.
New Compatible Standard Diamond

Reproduces both stereo and monaural.
Gives the best possible combination of a
high quality needle and extra hours of
true high fidelity reproduction.

-

Whether you're a serious audiophile or a
stack 'em and listen fan
there's a Fidelitone quality diamond for you
stereo or monaural. Demand the very
best
it costs no more. Ask your dealer
for a Fidelitone Diamond today!

-

-

Nome
Address

Traces the center line
of the microgroove

with more surface
contact. Accurately
contacts all frequency moos. Assures
minimum distortion,
maximum true sound.

City

Ordinary

Diamond
Does not trace the
center line of the mi
crogroove. Has less

surface
Pinches

contact.

and

rides

-

bumpily in the high
frequency areas
distorts many sound
impressions.
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Fidelitone

CHARLES REIn

"Best buy on records"
Chicago 26, Illinois

V
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Recording "Freeze." For Anscrmct and
his Suisse Romande orchestra Decca had
drafted an elaborate new Stravinsky pro grant; but, at this writing, Stravinsky and
much other copyright music is shelved
throughout Europe, so far as recording is
concerned, because of a dispute between the
Bureau Internationale de ['Edition Afécanique (I3IEM) and the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry. The
standard contract between dose two bodies
expired at the end of last year. I.F.P.1.
proposed its renewal, subject to the addition
of a clause providing for a 10% deduction
on outgoings from the factories to cover
returns of unsold records. "We feel it wrong
and even unmoral," said an I. P.P.1. spokesman, "that we should have to pay royalties
on records which are not sold to the public
but which are returned to the ntanulacturers unsold and then used for scrap."
131Elf declined to concede the principle
of a percentage allowance, negotiations ran
into deadlock, and a general recording
"freeze" began of copyright music i.e.,
music by living composers or composers who
died within the last fifty years.

Please send me the complete Pyramid
Diamond story.

Pyramid
Diamond

Decca News. Decca- London isn't giving
out much, except that it ''intends to record
four major operas this year. Three will be
Italian, one will bc German, and they will
bc recorded in Romc and Vienna respectively. It is inadvisable to publish details
yet because contracts arc held up through
difficulties in coördinating artists' available
dates. All four nueras should be 'in the can'
by the end of October and released by the
end of the year."

J
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now ... greater performance from your present high fidelity
system than you ever imagined

SPACIAL F DEL TYbyliFL
Combined mono-stereo speaker systems in single consoles

In Spacial Fidelity you will discover a new listening experience
quite unlike the experience you normally associate with listening
to reproduced music. Spacial Fidelity is different, and the reason
it is different is that in addition to reproducing the musical sounds
faithfully, it also tends to recreate or, at least, simulate the environmental character of the surroundings in which the music was
performed.
Spacial Fidelity speaker systems utilize the environmental surroundings of your home -the walls, ceiling. furnishings -to achieve
the breadth and depth and dimension of the concert hall. Wherever
you stand or sit, the air seems filled with music- clear, articulate
and undistorted. And you find that you can set your controls for
lower listening levels with no loss in quality.
A Spacial Fidelity system consists actually of two independent
speaker systems in a single console. It may be used for either mono
A©

Radio Frequency Laboratories, Inc.

or stereo. If you now own a monophonic high fidelity system, its
performance will be noticeably enhanced by the added breadth
which your Spacial Fidelity speaker system will provide. And when,
at some later date, you convert to stereo, your Spacial Fidelity
system will he ready
ready to bring you the full dimensional
quality of stereo at its ultimate best. And there will be no additional
speaker or speakers for you to buy.
The Provincial (shown in illustration) is part of the deluxe
series. It is an example of Spacial Fidelity at its finest -in performance and in cahinetry. The console is a Petruccelli original, expertly
hand -crafted and superbly finished. It is available in platinum
walnut or cherry, at S795. Other styles in this series include the
Classic, the Colonial and the Contemporary.

-

The Suburban is an intermediate model of somewhat smaller
proportions. The Metropolitan, designed for limited space, may be
wall -mounted or used on an open shelf. Prices start at $225. Write
for complete details and dealer information.
Audio Products Division

Boonton, N. J.
CIRCLE 92
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TD -124
Turntable $99.75 net.

(Base only $9.00)

A pleasure

to buy.

Thorens has thought of many ways to make
buying a Thorens TD -124 a distinct pleasure.
A Thorens franchised dealer is a man of
broad knowledge and ability, can command
your immediate respect, That's why there
aren't too many of them. The service after you
buy is just as important as the initial sale.
You get an almost unheard of full one year
guarantee. All this in addition to "music as
it's meant to be heard." See your Thorens
dealer tomorrow... you're in for a real treat.

HOR!LS
Guaranteed for one full year. Sold only through
carefully selected franchised dealers.
SWISS MAGE PRODUCTS

Hr -Fl COMPONENTS

SPRINGPOWERED SHAVERS

LIGHTERS

MUSIC BOXES

New Hyde Park, New York

continuing
pleasure to own!

a

No other turntable combines all these
features. The Thorens TD -124 gives you

...

speeds -plays any record you have or
can buy.
Easy -to -use illuminated strobe lets you set
exact record speed for best musical
reproduction while record is playing.
Extra heavy table (111,cí lbs.) for
extra smooth running ... includes
light- weight aluminum cueing table.
Built -in level with easy-to-get-at
fingertip control.
Easy area installation or change.
Motor operates on 50/60 cps, any voltage
from 100 to 250.

4

This isn't all ... when you see it, you'll
agree that this is the turntable you've
been lvaiting for.

c.
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TO A CUSTOMER

THE PILOT 240 30 -WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER -PREAMPLIFIER
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** MADE IN
Many thousands of you have sought
out the Pilot 240 Stereo AmplifierPreamplifier when our advertising was
much more subdued than today's version. Apparently, the massive performance data combined with

U.S.A.
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the $129.50 price has had a most
desired effect. We are thus confident
that the more hard selling approach
o cents
used in this advertisement will surely add many
new thousands to the ranks of Pilot 29C owners.

Pn++e1- Balance your output orbes using
your speaker system as an indicator. No need for external meters.
the
Exclusive Stereo Plus Provides a center channel signal S
0
problem.
the
"Isole
-in
-themiddle"
B
lo
solve
SUM of channels A and

eExclusive Simplimatic Test

-

lut

preamplifier -amplifier that represents the
by feature! Four independent tone con
trots with Pilot TroLoK for optional ganging. 3 pairs of high level inputs
for permanent simultaneous connection of FM -AM tuner, Multiplex
adapter and tape recopier. 2 pairs of low level inputs for permanent
connection of record -cianger and turntable. All inputs non- shorting
to permit tape recording and playback without short-circuiting the tape
The

30 -watt stereophonic

best value in ils class

-feature

recording signal or changing of plugs. Direct tape
playback facilities. Amplifier terminals for extension
speakers, with front panel speaker selector switch.
Electronic crossover for monophonic bi- amplifier use.
Loudness switch

for

enhanced

FOUNDED 1919

-

LOE!'

listening at low levels.

37 -02 36th STREET, LONG ISLAND CITY
CIRCLE

MAY 1960

Automatic shut -off enables record changer to turn off complete system
after last record. Mono position on Mode switch automatically cancels
out undesired vertical stereo cartridge response when playing mono
Power
phonic records. Eleven front panel controls. Specifications
output: 30 watts total; 15 watts per channel, music power. Sensitivity
for full output: phono, 3 mv; FM -AM, multiplex, tape recorder, 110 mv.
Harmonic distortion 1%. Hum and noise 80 db below full output.
Frequency response: ±1 db, 20 to 20000 cycles.
Size: 53/a" hlgti x 14+/a" wide x 10/n" deep. Weight:
23 pounds. Complete with enclosure. $129.50.
For the complete Pilot catalog of quality stereo cornponents write today to the Pilot Radio Corporation.
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Model 210
ENGINEERED

THE LATEST GARRARD

New Deluxe Changer

AND WIRED SPECIFICALLY FOR STEREO

...Built in the Proud Garrard Tradition

Wow, Joining the Garrard family

...

$40

this entirely new four -speed player combining
an advanced automatic intermix changer and single.
play turntable, developed to meet and surpass today's

ItSS CAR/RIpGt

stereophonic requirements. This truly beautiful unit, sparkling
in white, black and chrome, incorporates the most distinguished qualities of Garrard engineering
and provides sensitive performance with any stereophonic cartridge, regardless of type. Compact
in size, the new 2to is easily mounted in any cabinet space; and conveniently levelled and
adjusted from the top with Garrard's exclusive snap- spring assembly.

o

New stylus pressure adjustment, to within a fraction of a gram, with knurled
Chrome knob conveniently set on top of arm. Garrard's arm suspension keep,
variation In pressure from one record to full slack leis than 0.5 gram.
New cast aluminum lone arm, a Garrard exclusive, assures freedom from resonance. vibration and structural distortion. Plug-in shells accept all stereo

®

cartridges.
New protective tone arm lock prevents accicentel damage to cartridge or record.
New selector controls, completely separate for manual and automatic operation.
Instantaneous, convenient and positive,
Canard's True- Turret Drive with oversized "soft.lread ", selhneulrallzing idler.
eliminates wows and flutter caused by flat soots. Sensirnalic testare makes this
changer track and trip at pressures far lower than required by any cartridge.
Garrard -built tout -pole Induction -Surge motor minimizes vibration and rumble.
This is an essential for stereo reproduction. Dynamically balanced rotor -no hum
oven with the most sensitive pick -ups.

o
o

e

o
,Tor the best in Stereo,

insist on The'World's Tinest, the
Send for

U

free Garrard comparator guida

Morne
Address

City

There's

a

Slate
Mail to Dept. GE -20 at address below

Garrard for every high fidelity system...all engineered and wired for Stereo and Monaural records.
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h Industries Corp., PORT WASHINGTON, N. Y.
Canadian Inouiries to Chas W. Pomtpn, Ltd,66 Racine Road. Radale, Ontario
d Engineering & Mfg. Co. Ltd.. S..ndon. Willa.. England
Territories other than V.S.A. and Canada to D

GARRARD SALES DIVISION,

Model TM
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Shakespeare's First Recorded Folio
Will. Shakespeare, gent., wrote that famous
( "Item, I gyve unto my rvicf my
second best bed
"), he had retired to his native town
as a respected and substantial property owner. His
planned bequest to his heirs is indited on those three
sheets of parchment now at the Probate Registry,
Somerset House, and it is the legacy of a well -to -do
businessman. The youth from Stratford had risen from
lowly player and indigent rvriter ( £5 to £11 was the going
rate for a full-length play up to the end of the sixteenth
century) to shareholder in the Lord Chamberlain's
Company and partner in the management of both the
Globe and Blackfriars theatres. Which facts are irrelevant, except as they serve to correct the misapprehension that Hamlet's creator was himself "sicklicd
o'er with the pale cast of thought" -and as they suggest
the whimsical notion that this Elizabethan entrepreneur
would thoroughly appreciate the enterprise behind the
British Council's sponsorship of a major twentiethlast testament
WHEN
.

.

.

century recording project.
Not that Argo Records probably expects its uncut
versions of the Complete Works of William Shakespeare
-to be issued (on the London label in this country) over
a six -year period, on some 120 discs, in forty albums-to
break sales records. In fact, both H. J. Usill, recording
supervisor for the project, and George Rylands, Fellow
of King's College, Cambridge, and director of the plays,
have the temerity to use the word "educational." But,
in listening ro even one album (the Sonnets and nine
plays have already been released in this country), you
will, we think, forget whatever opprobrium you attach
to that unfortunate adjective. You will forget, too, how
at a render age, under duress, you learned to parrot
"I- come -to- bury -Caesar- not -to- praise- him" and how, not
many years later, academic aspiration wilted before
"Senecan Elements in Richard III, with Special Reference to the Use of Stychomathyia." You will, rather,
revel in the splendors that are our mother tongue.
For in these productions "the first and last purpose
[Mr. Rylands is speaking] has been the delivery of the
lines." Charged with fulfillment of this intent is the
Marlowe Society of Cambridge University, founded
more than fifty years ago to revive Elizabethan and
Jacobean plays in performances emphasizing language
and versification rather than staging and theatrical
"effects." Many of the professional actors who take
leading roles in the present productions arc former

members of the Marlowe Society. Minor roles are filled
by undergraduate members, who occasionally also play
starring parts when a very youthful voice (as, notably,
Romeo) is called for. All the actors are anonymous, and
all have been trained in speaking Elizabethan verse. As
a consequence, no production need be made a vehicle for
an actor who has become a personage, and homogeneity
of style and standards is the rule. In short, in these recordings the play's the thing.
Recording sessions arc held during the University
vacations in the little A.D.C. theatre in Cambridge (the
initials stand for the unpretentiously named Amateur
Dramatic Club), a ramshackle structure completely vulnerable to the sounds of traffic, barking dogs, and jets
from a nearby air base. The A.D.C. has, however, a good
stage, large dressing rooms that serve well as monitoring
booths, and the inestimable advantage of a clubroom
where, between takes, everyone concerned can refresh
himself with wine and ale. Tapes are edited later by the
English Decca technicians responsible, and the musical
accompaniment is added at that time. The songs are sung
by choristers of the University; incidental music--assembled and directed by Thurston Dart and played on such
instruments as the hautboy, curial, lute, and citternreproduces, as far as the most recent studies can determine, the original music to each play.
By now, we have all been taught, of course, that Shakespeare belongs in the theatre. Even Departments of
Literature acknowledge the idea of the living stage and
the empathy that presumably can arise only when actors
and audience are sheltered by a single roof. Yet in spite
of tourist -crowded Stratfords -on Housatonic and on
both Avons -and in spite of the well- meaning efforts of
university and semiprofessional groups, where are the
theatres? As for that alternative, the study, it's a fine
and private place; but we have in large measure lost the
art of hearing as we read, of hearing even the verbal
echo. And whatever the moral profundities, the psychological complexities, the bloody tragedy and the low
comedy of his borrowed plots, Shakespeare is above all
a poet. It is as such that a spoken edition presents him.
Here his speech is not disembodied as in the silent pages
of the student's text, nor is it obscured by the actor's
"business" and the visual distractions of the stage. Here,
indeed, may be the most accessible way of entering fully
into that goodly heritage which he so lavishly beJOAN GRIFFITHS
queathed us all.

AS THE EDITORS SEE IT

Respe. atable?
Robert Parcni

Our critic suggests that attempts

by John S. Wilson

at social uplift have been a great mistake.

reasonably unspoiled child of musical nature
some thirty -five years ago when it began to attract a
steadily growing following, has been subjected since then

JA,,,

a

to several persistent courses of "improvement." Efforts
to raise its status have been made by its well -intentioned
friends as well as by those who felt that if jazz were
scrubbed up, dressed in a properly cut suit of clothes, and
taught to overcome its careless ways it might become a
respectable representative of American culture.
What effect has all this had on jazz?
One would like to be able to say None, to imply that
jazz is impervious to such foolishness. Unfortunately,
one can't.

-

'l'hc two major devices for "improvement" of jazz
"raising" its musical level and getting it out of the
smoke -filled dive and onto the concert stage -were both
in evidence in the event which. in retrospect, can be seen
to have launched the movement: Paul Whiteman's
concert at Aeolian Hall on Lincoln's Birthday, 1924.

This, of course, was the concert remembered today because it introduced Gcrshwin's Rhapsody in Blue, But
Whiteman had more in mind than presenting what
proved to be a significant premiere. The concert was an
experiment, as Hugh C. Ernst told the celebrity -studded
audience, in which Whiteman intended to point out
"the tremendous strides which have been made in
popular music from the day of discordant jazz, which
sprang into existence about ten years ago from nowhere
in particular, to the really melodious music of today."
Whiteman planned to demonstrate that "modern jazz
was different from the crude early attempts-that
.
it had taken a turn for the better."
So an orchestra that was in no sense a jazz band,
playing to an audience which was largely unaware of the
existence of such topflight artists as King Oliver or Ma
Rainey, attempted to show the attractions of jazz by
offering pseudosymphonic arrangements of .1 Pretty
Girl Is Like a Melody, Limehouse Blues, and To a Wild

..
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Rose. Although the concert was a failure until it reached
the climactic Gershwin debut, Whiteman found in these
earlier portions of his program the pattern for "improving" jazs, which was to be his hallmark throughout the
rest of the Twenties and which proved so popular that
he was widely accepted as "The King of Jazz."
For the purposes of his 1924 concert, Whiteman

may have been well advised to corne no closer to anything that might properly be described as jazz than his
parody of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band playing one
of their "hokum" numbers, Livery Slab le Bhres. 11e real
thing might have baffled such a jazz- ignorant audience.
The late critic Olin Downes, for instance, was delighted
by Whiteman's musicians: "mclo- maniacs," he called
then, "bitten by rhythms that would have twiddled
the toes of St. Anthony." Fourteen years later, he
covered the Carnegie Hall debut of Benny Goodman's
orchestra, which, unlike 1Vhitcman's, included mans'
jazz musicians. Gloomily predicting that "'swing' of
this kind will quickly be a thing of the past," Downes
confessed that his lack of response to Goodman might
be because he was "a hapless old -timer stink in the joys
of Whiteman jazz."
By this time, however, "the joys of Whiteman: jazz"
had already been swept from the scene by the direct,
unfussy attack of the swing bands. Through the Thirties
and the early years of the Forties, jazz was spared further
improvements. Bet after the War a new breed of cat
turned up in jazz -the conservatory -trained musician
whose primary interest lay in jazz although he had been
trained in European music.
These young musicians differed from the WhitenmanFerde Grof6 school of symphonicizcrs in that. instead of
camouflaging jazz under a fashionably palatable coating,
they were interested in expanding the scope of jazz by
Weans of the forms and techniques developed by European music. This is a tricky bit of mating which calls for
an extremely subtle hand. Duke Ellington. looking out
at European music from a uniquely jazz-oriented position, was drawing on it in a very selective fashion to
amplify his jazz palette. but those who approached jazz
from the outside were not apt to be as judicious. The
postwar jazz composers did not, like the Whiteman
school, get lost in pastel puffery, but the European
elements in their writing tended to take over at the expense of jazz. In some of the works written by the late
Bob Graettinger for Stan Kenton, for example, all
evidence of jazz had disappeared and the result can be
viewed only as an effort at serious. non -jazz composition.
Kenton, who in the late Forties and early Fifties was in
headlong flight from the kind of music that had first
brought him an international audience, served as a
rallying point for a great deal of writing of this type.
Since rben, the problem of composing in this musical
twilight zone has been reëxamined, but fairly soon it
became apparent that both the Whiteman sugar -coating
and the later injection of European formulas led down

the sane dead -end street -nor to the improvement of
jazz but to the negation of it.
There was a basic flaw in both these attempts to raise
the level of jazz: they were undertaken by men who slid
not really like it. They may have sensed a certain fascination in this music: but if they had really liked jazz for
what it was. then it is unlikely that they would have attempted to make it something that it was not.
The same cannot be said of the proponents of the
other major device for elevating jazz to respectability
-the removal of jazz from its traditional environment
of smoke- lìlled dives to a locale that would represent
wholesomeness and induce community acceptance: i.e.,
the place where other "good" music is found -the concert ball. This was one of the thoughts behind Whiteman's presentation at Aeolian Hall.
Real jazz chid not actually get into a concert hall of
consequence. however. until the Goodman Carnegie
Hall concert of 1938, followed that year and next by
John Hanimond's two "Spirituals to Swing" concerts.
"These were events of consequence in the jazz byorld.
Jazz was keeping up with the musical Joneses. It was
right up there on the saine platform with Toscanini.
But these were isolated instances. and jazz in the concert ball was still just a sometime thing until Eddie
Condon -who bad run a series of jam sessions in New
York's staid Park Lane Hotel until the New York
Central Railroad. which owned the hotel, got wand of
the project and threw him out -moved his friends onto
the stage of "l'own Hall for a series of concerts.
Conduit's series established some of the patterns for
jazz concerts which have plagued them ever since.
Goodman's 1938 Carnegie Hall appearance had been
carefully planned and programed but without seeming
to inhibit the improvisational talents of the band (pianist

Paul Itihiteman's band: m

1924 they

shooed how jazz had "improved."
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Below, Eddie Condon performs on the concert
stage before a group of avid listeners; at
left, Condos and group in their natural habitat (i.e., a Manhattan night club). Facing
page, the Duke in the throes of composition.

Stacy, finding Goodman's directorial eye burning
into him at one point during Sing, Sing, Sing, took this
as a cue for a solo and launched into some of the best
improvisation of his career). Condon's affairs, on the
other hand, were casual in the extreme. Performing
groups were organized in the wings, selections were
determined on stage, and the finale was inevitably a
mass charge by every musician present that had all the
aural charms of a mass pigsticking.
Even more influential as a jazz concert prototype
was the touring series of "Jazz at the Philharmonic"
concerts begun by Norman Grant in 1944. Granz's
concerts soon evolved a pattern based on a challenge
formula in which four or more saxophonists or trumpeters vied with each other at great length, building
solos compiled of squeals, grunts, and shrieks and inevitably climaxed by the frenzied repetition of a single
note -while the audience went gloriously mad. During
the late Forties and early Fifties, Ganz toured his
musical mayhem In packed houses up and down the Lind.
Grani was frequently taken to task for these exhibits.
He was accused of encouraging the shabbiest aspects of
jazz simply to appeal to thrill -hungry kids. Granz's
defense was that he was bringing thousands of new
supporters to jazz through his concerts, that once he had
interested this audience they would acquire a taste for
the better things in jazz. To some, this seemed like
dubious reasoning, and they may have felt vindicated
when rock 'n' roll shows, which made Granz's displays
seem came, began to appear and Grant's JATP audiences
simultaneously melted away. In fact, more than one
person who had developed a curiosity about jazz was
driven away from the music by sampling a Grant frenzy.
Jess

But because it was financially successful, Granz's
pattern, with minor variations, continues to be carried
on. The standard jazz concert is made up of several
"acts," either individual soloists or groups, which are
allotted just enough playing time so that they will
neither bore the audience nor get sufficiently warmed
up to play at their peak. Except for traveling "packages"
which work together for a series of concerts, a jazz
concert is apt to be a haphazardly organized affair with
much uncertainty about who is going to play with
whom, much less what's going to be played.
What is gained for the dignity or improvement of
jazz, one wonders, when a musician is introduced to an
audience and then stands alone on the stage for several
minutes while a desperate search goes on backstage and
at the bar next door to find two or three other musicians
to play with him? Only a strange rhinoceros -skinned
breed of audience, one would think, would continue to
pay money to be subjected to the sloppy production
and contemptuous treatment that have become synonymous with the terni "jazz concert."
There is, in fact, almost no similarity between a concert appearance by a classical musician and a similar
appearance by a jazz musician. The jazz musician finds
himself thrown into what amounts to a vaudeville bill.
He may or may not make any preparations for bis appearance -the experienced participant doesn't bother
much about planning for he knows he will have little
opportunity to do anything but the obvious.
Although in a concert hall the jazz musician is not
apt to be subjected to chatter or ro be hidden behind
pillars or columns of floating smoke, he has less real
opportunity to be heard there than he would have in
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the course of an evening in a night club. And the fact
that he can be seen clearly at all times is not an unmixed
blessing; by and large, for people mtho have chosen
careers constantly requiring appearances before audiences, jazzmen are astonishingly lacking in stage grace.
This is particularly unfortunate in a period in jazz
%%lien the long solo is the thing, since this means that one
or more members of any group are left with nothing to
do for five or ten minutes at a time. The normal solution
is to stare vacantly into space. An evening of observing
these space starers can have an extremely depressing
effect on a listener. The staring also goes on in clubs,
but at least stimulating fortification and the refreshing
opportunity for candid comment are available there.
Occasionally efforts are made to approach classical
concert standards of programing -this is possible when
a jam. concert is devoted to a single group with an extensive repertory such as the Modern Jazz. Quartet,
Erroll Garner's Trio, or the Dave Brubeck Quartet
and jazz festivals and concerts have sometimes attempted
to justify their existence by commissioning new works.
This latter step, however, is a bit of borrowing from the
classical field which in jazz has produced notoriously
thin and uninspired results. With the possible exception
of one or two of the pieces commissioned by the Brandeis
University Festival in 1957, the last time anything of
lasting value resulted from a jazz concert commission
was in 1946 when Duke Ellington commissioned himself
to expand the fourth section of his Deep South Suite to
create Happy Go Lucky for a Carnegie Hall concert.
Yet even if the programing and hooking of jazz concerts could be put on a sensible basis, the concert hall,
after more than fifteen years of steady trial, has proved
to be the wrong milieu for jazz. I doubt if there have
been as many as half a dozen jazz concerts presented
during this time that would not have been several times
better in a room where both listener and performer could
relax and where there could be established the mutual
response between musician and audience that is one of
the elements on which jazz performance feeds. For jazz
is played best and heard best in relatively intimate

-

surroundings. and that informality natural to the jazz
musician either becomes sloppiness in the context of a
concert stage or is stilled by the formality of the occasion.
The once seemingly meritorious idea that jazz dcserved a place in the concert hall has, in fact, led to an
increase in static, rnntswinging performances. It has
promoted an emphasis on numbers built around a single
soloist (a concert by the always potentially exciting
Duke Ellington band has, with alarming frequency,
amounted to little more than one solo showcase after
another). It has resulted in a tightening and stiffening
of patterns of performance as concert routines become
set and stay that way. And, not to overlook a dismal byproduct, it has encouraged the spread of drum solos.
It is time that jazz faced up to the fact that it is doing
itself no good in the concert hall. The rational locale for
jazz is one of relaxation and informality, a place where
those who want to respond by dancing can do so. Dancing, it should be remembered, was one of the disciplines
which were a part of jazz in its earlier days. It has been
missing since the \ \gar. and one can trace much of the
responsibility for the lumbering, unswinging qualities
of latter -day big bands to its disappearance. When a
band is playing for dancing, there can be no tampering
with rhythms and the emphasis is apt to focus on the
group as a whole with little encouragement for overlong,
showboating solos. Any present-day big band would
benefit from a year spent playing nothing but dances.
Does this mean, then, that all jazz musicians must
limit themselves to the smoke -filled dive or the ballroom?
By no means. There are a few, a very few. jazz musicians who fit readily into the concert hall atmosphere.
One striking example is the Modern Jazz Quartet,
which has developed a mixture of formality and jazz
attack more characteristic of the concert hall tradition
than a jazz club background. And many more jazz
musicians could be represented in the concert hall both
as performers and composers in what Gunther Schuller
has described in the New York Times as "a third stream"
of music
music that fuses the essential elements of
jazz and European music and which can be seen developing in some of the work of John Lewis, George Russell,
William Russo, John Benson Brooks, Robert Prince, and
Schuller himself. This, it would seem, should be the
logical way in which jazz enters the concert hall -not in
its present status of a gaudy and often noisome freak.
And if this "third stream" could absorb the concert
ball ambitions that some people have for jazz, then
jazz -basic, unadulterated jazz -might once more be
able to become just jazz, a vital, moving, and unique
music with a direction of its own and perfectly viable
standards of its own, a music which should be accepted
for what it is or else left alone.

-a

For John S. Wilson's Reviews
Of Current Jazz Recordings, See Page 91
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think of Boston's junketing joymaker as nothing more
than an entertainer do not realize his stature as a musical explorer.
Those who

by R. D. DARRELL

N OLD BOSTONIAN,

returning to the erstwhile Hub

of the Universe after many years' absence, is only
mildly shocked by its inevitable physical changes. Great
chunks of the West End have been bulldozed away for a
grandiose housing project. Out Huntington Avenue,
an enormous insurance center is beginning to fill in the
bleak expanses once occupied by ,Mechanics Hall and
the Back Bay freight yard. But there is also ample reassurance that plots ça change, pins c'eit In mMie chose:

queenly Symphony Hall itself still stands inviolate;
the rush line still gathers early for balcony seats at the
Friday afternoon concerts; and no advance billings are
necessary to guarantee that the seventy -ninth season
of the BSO will be followed as usual by the "Pops"
this year celebrating no less than its seventy -fifth anniversary. Even though the Boston Symphony Orchestra
itself (which, minus a dozen first -desk men, normally is
the "Pops" Orchestra) may he far away on a Japanese
tour, the "Pops" series will have its customary success;
and it will be conducted -as yesterday, today, and, one

-

-by

almost convinced. forever
the unchanging and
Fiedler.
indefatigable Arthur
Nowhere in the world is there surer guarantee of
more richly varied musical delights than that promised
by this conductor's precise baton, his infallible ear and
memory, the prodigious range of his taste, his interpretative verve. Yet. outside Boston at least. the fabulous Fiedlerian success story tends to be taken for
granted. His distinctive role as symphonic spokesman
to mass audiences is one calculated to win popular adulation. It also earns ultrasophisticates' supercilious disdain
for a "mere roulmkr." Of course Fiedler can afford to
laugh all the way to the bank at such snobbery; yet he
is too well grounded a "straight" musician and too sincere an artist to be unaware of the high price that seemingly must always be paid for wide popular acclaim.
The Fiedler "image" is well known; it is quite possible
that it obscures the true nature of the man himself.
My own return to Boston was, in parr, to search out
the realities behind the Fiedlerian legends. How has
is
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the spectacular rise from parochial to world -wide fame
affected him? What substantial grounds are there for
either the extravagant adulation or scarcely Tess extravagant disparagement in which he is variously held today?
And, further, I wanted to learn from the man who made
his own recording debut twenty -five years ago why it is
still essentially true that. as first prophetically noted by
so discriminating a judge as Philip L. Miller, "The Boston 'Pops' Orchestra has yet to make a poor recording."
Fiedler is so constantly on the wing nowadays that it
is not easy to catch him at rest. I managed to do so in a
brief interval following his latest recording sessions and
a guest appearance in Rochester, and just preceding a
televised concert in Chicago, a guest date with the Pittsburgh Symphony, and a government -sponsored six weeks return to the scene of his earlier triumphs in
South America. Yet from the moment I was shyly
greeted at the Fiedler door in suburban Brookline by
the barely teen -age daughter, Johanna, there was no
hint that I was robbing Fiedler of one of the too few
evenings reserved for relaxation with his family. Here
was rather the welcome renewal, after some thirty years,
of an old acquaintanceship.
Always striking in appearance, if perhaps almost too
suavely handsome in his younger man- about -town days,
Fiedler in his mid -sixties has matured far better than
most onetime matinee idols. Even at ease in a smoking
jacket he would impress a stranger as perhaps a Board
Director or United States Senator, but scarcely as a
musician. (It was not haphazardly that Schenley's advertising agency selected him as the first nonprofessionalmodel "Man of Distinction. ") His once -dark hair and
mustache arc snowy white now, but they grow as luxuriantly as ever (his hair still in a distinctive widow's peak);
his deep brown eyes still glow on occasion with mischief;
his unexpectedly soft voice and unmistakably Bostonian
accents still sound exactly the same. I confess that I was

partially bewitched from my purported duties as interviewer during our shoptalk duo, and completely so
when that was expanded to a strcuo trio -as Mrs. Fiedler
(the former Ellen Bottomley, a Beacon Hill debutante
when they were married in 1942) added an even more
vivacious and far-ranging contrapuntal voice. Even the
brief interruptions served to reinforce the off-duty
atmosphere as a children's trio (Johanna, now more
informally "Yummy "; her younger sister Debbie; and
the still younger Peter) trooped on and off stage to kiss
their parents good night, to be followed more sedately by
old Sparky-who, in view of Fiedler's celebrated firebuff reputation, could only be a Dalmatian. So warm
and relaxed a family scene was scarcely one ever dreamed
of by the roving bachelor's companions-in -arms in the
old days. Yet it is certain that Ficdler's home life has
been as unpredictably fortunate as his public career
seemed destined for triumph.
It is no less apparent that the personal and professional
lives are harmoniously integrated. The profusion of
audio equipment in the Fiedler home, to say nothing
of an enormous record library and a celebrated collection
of rare scores, speaks eloquently of the dominant role
music plays in both lives. And the baronial size of the
house seems less the cachet of success than a sheer neces-

sity to an omnivorous collector-not only of high- fidelity
gear, records, and scores, but also of books, antiques,
and even (what should be, but clearly isn't, the despair
of Mrs. Fiedler) an assemblage of more than eighty
helmets, mementos of the honorary Fire Chief awards
with which most of the cities in which Fiedler has conducted have recognized his services for the vital work
of fire fighting.
The conversation that evening was much too absorbing
to leave any time for audiophile discussion and record
listening, but I was interested to learn that in addition
to the RCA Victor equipment which dominates the
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For seventy -five years now, Bostonians proper
and improper have greeted the spring al the
annual series el the Boston "Pops" concerts.
Mr. Arthur Fiedler conducts, and everybody
shares in a tradition of festive musical cheer.
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living room, Fiedler's studio upstairs holds among other
components a still active Klipschorn of considerable
local fame as one of the first big corner speakers to be
acquired by any Bostonian outside the engineering fraternity itself. Fiedler confesses, however, that as a truc
discophile he is outstripped nowadays by his wife and
children. Like most professional musicians, he listens
to his own and others' records largely for specific study
purposes. "Rehearing my own recordings always makes
me uncomfortably conscious of how I might have donc
this or that differently. What I relish most now is more
casual listening to FM broadcasts in my car, especially
when I don't realize at first that a recorded performance
which particularly pleases, or even dissatisfies, me is actually one of my own." Later, when Fiedler generously
proffered me a ride back to my hotel in his Volkswagen,
I had the opportunity to hear for myself how well his
Blaupunkt AM /FM /shortwave car radio keeps him in
touch with music, as well as with fire and police calls.

I

rI am able to remember from this evening too few of
Fiedler's exact words, what does stick clearly in my
mind is the vivid impression of an extraordinarily robust,
curious, and above all vital personality -one almost
unique in my experience of musicians and other public
figures in freedom from either self-satisfaction or frustration. He is obviously a man who has clone exactly what
he has wanted most to do. Even his idol, Monteux, who
urged Fiedler to join him as associate when he first went
to San Francisco, and repeated enticements to other
important conductorial posts have not been able to lure
him permanently away from Boston. He is clearly proud
of his unparalleled association with the Boston Symphony
(in which his father had played for twenty-five years
and u'hich he himself joined at the age of nineteen, to
serve as violinist, violist, pianist, organist, and celestist
before he succeeded in launching his own conductorial
career) and proud of his no less unparalleled twenty -five
years with the same recording company. The sole indications of any discontent with his lot that I could detect
aside from mention of battles with that nemesis of conductors (and athletes), bursitis -were passing references
to friendly yet persistent jousts with RCA Victor's a & r
men in the unceasing effort to leaven his staple recording repertory of standards and remakes of best- selling
earlier discs with a more generous allotment of off-thebeaten -path materials.
Fiedler deeply regrets, as do so many veteran discophiles, that his pioneering reportorial adventures arc
inaccessible to present-day listeners. Well as I recall some
of them myself, it was not until I had checked back
through dusty files of catalogues and of magazines that
I realized the full number and variety of the "Delectable
Mountains" Fiedler was the first conductor in America,
and often anywhere, to snake widely known. And our
recent conversation brought back, for instance, warm
memories of such now out -of-print treasures as the

-

recordings he made with his "Sinfonietta" ensemble:
the Mozart Serenade No. 12 and Divertimento No. 15
(1938, 1956); Boyce Power of Music and J. C. Smith
Miniature Suite (1939); Schiassi Christmas Concerto
(1940); Hindemith Schwanendreher (with the composer
as violist, 1940); Telemann Don Quixote Suite (1943);
Reusner Suite and Pachelbel Canon (1944); and the

long series of Corelli, Handel, Mozart, and Felton organ
concertos and sonatas (with E. Power Biggs, 1939-46).
One thinks, too, of such unrestorcd "Pops" oddities
as the Paderewski A minor Piano Concerto (with San roma, 1939), Sinigaglia Dan= Pidmoutese (1947), and
Litolff Robespierre Overture (1951).
I envy the young listener of today, making his own
discovery of the more famous Fiedlerian specialities
which glitter provocatively in current catalogues: the
third edition of the Offenbach- Rosenthal Gatti Parisienne; the second of Piston's The Incredible Flutist and
second of Ibert's Divertissement; Anderson's Irish Suite
and the Rossini -Britten Matinees musicales; Mr. Strauss
Comes to Boston; Offenbach in America: the Gottschalk Kay Cakewalk and Kay's own Stars and Stripes ballets:
Ginastera's Malambo in the recent Slaughter on Tenth
Avenue album. But that young listener can't be expected
to realize what other no less appealing, and sometimes
even more substantial, rewards he is denied -until
Fiedler is given the opportunity for further re-recording
and expansion of repertoire.
MANY

of Fiedler's

less

immediately striking readings

have, to be sure, been criticized for

a

seeming lack

of individuality. It may

be granted that his warm and
magnetic personality is not overtly projected in his recordings and broadcasts. Fiedler realizes that his forte
is not emotionalism or dramatics, psychological profundity, or intellectual subtlety; and often his unswerving
insistence on straightforwardness leaves him deliberately
open to the charge of matter -of- factness. Yet, as I replay
many of the records I myself once criticized most
sharply on this score, or that of ovcrvchcmence, I now
realize how well suited, indeed often well -nigh essential,
these same interpretative characteristics actually are to
the particular "Pops" materials, purposes, and audiences.
Very probably the incisive crispness that is the distinctive Ficdlcrian hallmark is partially a consequence of
having to command the attention of audiences subject
to the distractions of eating, drinking, and talking as
at the "Pops" themselves) or those normal at any out
of -doors affair (as at the free concerts on the Charles
River Esplanade which follow the "Pops" season). These
audiences, like those for Fiedler's records, always include
a large proportion of listeners relatively inexperienced
in symphonic music. Perhaps this incisiveness is partially
also a consequence of the orchestral players' ultrafamiliarity with most of their program materials. But the basic
reason, to my mind, lies in the nature of the conductor's
own approach to music: his
Continued on page 113
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Stereo
Cartridges
Have

Personalities

Microphotograph of stereophonic record grooves

is used

through the courtesy of Wirelys

Wald

(London) and ElectroSonic laboratories. Smooth grooves are unrecorded.

Findings that may help you choose the
jeweled miniature best suited to your own stereo system
which has a personality, too.

-

by LARRY ZIDE

of HIGH FIDELITY readers shows that
almost 30,000 plan to buy a stereo cartridge this year.
Whether they arc dissatisfied with their present stereo
cartridges or are converting monophonic systems to
stereo is not very important. What is important is that
the cartridge purchase be made with the same care given
to choosing other elements in the system.
Different people will approach such a purchase in
different ways. Some will rely heavily on specifications.
Others will simply settle for the cartridge made by the
manufacturer of the tone arm they've already bought.
Still others will consider only an integrated arm and
cartridge. And, for some, price may be the most imporA RECENT SURVEY

tant consideration.
All cartridges color sound to a certain extent. For this
reason, the only really qualified judge of which cartridge
will be best for the buyer is the buyer himself. Equipment reports can discriminare the good from the bad,
but subtle differences between the many good cartridges
are not so easily distinguishable. The ideal way to decide
which cartridge is best for you is to listen to various
cartridges on familiar records through loudspeakers con-

MAY 1960

templated for, or already part of, your music system.
So many factors can affect a cartridge's performance
that a given model can sound quite different from one
installation to another. For example, a cartridge with a
rise of three db over most of its upper frequency range
will sound shrill and thin if combined with a speaker
having these same characteristics. The identical cartridge
will, on the other hand, sound fine if used with a speaker
that is two or three db clown over the treble range. Bear
in mind that either transducer (cartridge or speaker) will
be smooth within its own specifications. But, in combination, the dual rising characteristics may prove to be
unpleasant.
Another important, and often overlooked, factor
which can seriously affect performance is the position of
the cartridge in relation to the amplifier's power transformer. In all instances -whether the cartridge is installed in a cabinet with other components or is part of a
movable turntable base-the cartridge and the power
transformers should be several feet apart. Some cartridges, even those of high quality, are very susceptible
to induced hum from powerful magnetic fields immcdi-
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atcly surrounding these transformers. (Ceramic cartridges present no problem in this respect.)
Testing For Hum

Induced hum can always be diagnosed by moving the
arm back and forth with the volume turned up fairly
high. If hum intensity varies or disappears altogether at
certain locations, the problem is almost certainly
induced hum. The person whose amplifier or turntable
is permanently installed in a fixed location should
purchase a cartridge with an exchange privilege in the
event that induced hum is encountered.
The unique characteristic of a stereo cartridge is, of
course, channel separation. Separation of one channel
from another is measured for purposes of published
specifications mainly at the I,000 -cps level. As the accompanying guide to specifications points out, separation
varies considerably with frequency, narrowing at the

What you. should know
ABOUT
CARTRIDGE
SPECIFICATIONS

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Expressed as cycles per second
relative to sound intensity

upper frequencies. This means that when a recording is
played with a cartridge having widely varying separation.
the sounds of individual instruments tend to wander
across the listening room as they run up and down the
scale. A solo violin playing on the extreme left may
appear to move towards the middle as different notes are
played.
Bear in mind that the quality of stereo recordings
varies considerably, Much progress has been made since
the first stereo discs %vere produced but there is still room
for improvement, particularly in the reduction of high
frequency distortion. And. regarding channel separation,
no standards can apply. Separation depends on program
material, individual recording techniques. and the personal taste of the producer. Indeed, the principal tool of
the laboratory tester is a recording, the stereo test record,
and even here, the veracity of the tool is open to doubt.
There are many different test records. and each yields
different results with the same cartridge.

The most important thing to know about cartridge
specifications is that they are limited in their
ability to reveal how a given clrIridge will sound.
At best, they indicate the purely physical behavior
(frequency response, separation. compliance, output)
of the cartridge and lay down conditions for producing
peak performance (load impedance, tracking pressure).
The specifications of most stereo cartridges indicate a flat frequency
response of 20 to 20,000 cps 2 db. Some manufacturers make conservative claims of 40 to 15,000 cps. Others offer 10 to 45,000 cps. While
individual claims can doubtless be substantiated, relative frequency
responses are not very meaningful. Since methods of achieving the response curve vary with different manufacturers, comparisons are difficult.

*

is a force which, acting on one gram of mass, produces on acceleration of one centimeter per second. Thus, o cartridge having o compliance of five (5 X l0 -d cm /dynel is more "free" to respond to the
record grooves than a cartridge with o compliance factor of three.
A stereo cartridge must be able to move in all directions, and therefore
compliance is stated for both lateral and vertical movement. Compliance
figures do not take into consideration the degree of swing, however. A
high compliance cartridge may still be flexible only over a narrow arc and
thus will be incapable of playing heavily modulated grooves of the record.

A dyne

COMPLIANCE

Expressed as a number amulliplied
by 10'6 centimeters prr dyne

CHANNEL SEPARATION

Expressed in terms of decibels
al specific frequencies

All manufacturers claim between 20 and 30 db of separation. Measurement is customarily made at 1,000 cps, the frequency at which most cartridges exhibit widest separation. This figure does not indicate how the
cartridge will perform over the full audio spectrum. Better cartridges will
have between 6 and 12 db of separation at 12,000 cps or over. The
specification would be more meaningful if stated as o function of the
cartridge over o specified frequency range (for example: of least 20 db
of separation from 100 to 5,000 cps and not less than 12 db at 10,000
cps). The ideal cartridge would exhibit no variations in separation.

float l'ini m.ri -v
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Toward High Compliance

\

if

the foregoing makes the selection of a cartridge
seem difficult, remember that this delicate instrument
has a complicated job ro perform. It must permit the
stylus tip to maintain perfect contact- with the walls of an

undulating record groove. The stylus assembly must be
free in order to respond completely to accelerations that
often exceed 1,000 gs of force. Moreover, the assembly's
restoring force must be sufficient to return it to zero and
to prevent it from collapsing under the weight of the
counterbalanced cartridge.
Insofar as the cartridge's ability to move is concerned
(i.c., its compliance), stiffness requirements vary with the
kind of tone arms used. Those in changers, for example,
need stiffer compliance in order to track well and trip the
changer mechanism. Many manufacturers sacrifice something in ultimate performance to allow their cartridges to
be used tinder differing tone arm conditions. A few, to
overcome the problem, integrate their cartridge into an

DYNAMIC MASS

Expressed as a fraction of a gram

OUTPUT

Expressed as millivolts generated
at a .specific recorded velocity

LOAD IMPEDANCE

Expressed in ohms

TRACKING PRESSURE

Expressed in grants

arm designed especially to complement it. lost inregrated
designs show better compliance (everything else being
equal, better compliance means cleaner sound, particularly in the grooves towards the center of the record)
plus extended high frequency response. The purchaser

of

an integrated des.gn is, however, committed to that
manufacturer's prtxluct as long as he uses that arm. If
a substantially better cartridge should come along, the
user of the integrated arm could not change without
changing the arm as well and bearing the relatively
substantial added cost.
The foregoing considerations are important to anyone
contemplating a cartridge purchase. The accompanying
guide, describing specifications and the method of extracting them, will aid the purchaser to some extent. It is
worth repeating, however, that the wisest buyer is the
one who tries out cartridges on records familiar to him,
utilizing speakers and components that will be a permanent part of the complete system.

Relatively few manufacturers include "dynamic moss" among their specifications. It refers to the part of the cartridge that actually moves, as a
result of the impetus given by the record groove. The lower the dynamic
moss of the cartridge, the less inertial resistance to motion the stylus hos.
In other words, lighter mass offers less resistance to a change in motion,
and consequently the stylus follows the complex tracing of the groove
more easily and accurately. As with other specifications, considerable
disagreement exists regarding methods of arriving of dynamic mass figures.

Since the cartridge is a miniature generator, the output is simply the
voltage it develops. In comparing the output of one cartridge against
another, the volume, or recorded velocity, must also be considered. An
output specification of 5 mv is meaningless. A cartridge with an output of
5 mv at 5 centimeters per second recorded velocity can be considered
about overage. On the other hand, o unit which has on output of 5 mv at IO
centimeters per second may be considered to have rather low level.

For best results, the output impedance of the cartridge should match the
input impedance of the preamplifier. Slight mismatches are not usually
serious. For cartridges with impedance needs much above 1,000 ohms,
the preamplifier should be a close match. However, a three- or four thousand -ohm mismatch at the 50,000 -ohm level is of no great consequence. On most preamplifiers, the load resistor con be simply changed to
match the cartridge chosen if the mismatch between them is too great.

"Recommended" tracking pressures range from 11/2 grams to 7 grams.
Most are stated as "between 3 and 4 grams." Record wear is related to
tracking pressure, but it is not directly proportional. A 3- to 4 -gram
tracking pressure may actually mean less wear than a lighter pressure
that permits less than perfect contact of needle with groove walls. With
insufficient pressure the needle can rise and bounce against the groove
wall and exert force much greater than that observed with higher tracking
pressures. Higher pressures can also reduce distortion in some records.
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memoir of Ernest Bloch, who in his hermitage
on the Oregon coast composed much music -and polished
boxfuls of beach stones for his friends.
A

Lapidary of Agate Beach
by

M

of broad straps of sturdy
leather. His shiny bald head was surrounded by a halo of
snow-white hair. He spoke impeccable English, never at
loss for the right word, but with a strong French accent;
his voice was tense and penetratingly nasal, seldom used
at less than mezzoforte. He spent much time out of
doors, walking in the dense woods and practicing his skill
as an expert mushroom hunter. Liter, after a broken leg
had mended, Inc preferred to walk on the beach, collecting
rough agates which he polished in his own lapidary shop.
shoes were plain sandals, woven

PHILIP HART

of F.rncst Bloch is
visiting him in the garden of his home at

YMOST VIVID RECOLLECTION

Agate Beach, on the Oregon coast, where the composer
spent the last nineteen years of his life. Behind us was
the rambling weathered gray house, before us the Pacific

Ocean, its surf breaking on the narrow beach at the foot
on which Bloch's house stands. .\ few wind -

of the cliff

twisted pines cast shadows in the dazzling sunlight, and
the northern breeze was stiff enough to require weighting
down with stones the score paper on the table.
This manuscript contained on its lower staves a condensation of the score of the Eroica, and on its upper
staves the successive stages in the development of the
symphony as Beethoven had sketched them in his notebooks. Bloch had prepared this study of the creative
process for his seminar at the University of California
in Berkeley, where he occasionally taught. Following the
course of Beethoven's thought as if it were high adventure, he sang the various themes and insisted that I do
likewise. Now and then a particular episode in the
growth of the Eroica would remind him of an incident
in his own career as composer and conductor, and he
would digress, illuminating his subject from his own
experiences. Here was a great teacher at work.
Bloch looked then -this was in 1942 -as he did
almost until he was stricken with the illness from which
he died, in a Portland hospital, last July. Stocky in
stature, he dressed comfortably in loose -fitting clothes
flannel shirts, baggy slacks, and zippered golf jacket. His

-

moved to Oregon in 1940, after a life spent traveling about the continents of Europe and America,
and his years at Agate Beach were his longest sojourn in
any one place. Born in Geneva in 1880, he left his native
city at seventeen to study in Brussels under Eugène
Ysayë, later going on to Frankfurt, Munich, and Paris.
From 1904 to 1916 he lived in Switzerland, composing,
teaching, and conducting in Neuchâtel and Lausanne.
It was during this period that he completed his only
opera, ivfachesh (which was highly praised by Romain
Rolland at its Paris premiere in 1910), and composed the
Israel Symphony, Three Jewish Poems, and the well known Schelomo -works which established him as a
BLOCH

Jewish composer.

In 1916 Bloch carne to this country as conductor for
dancer Maud Allen's American tour and decided to
remain here. The next year a Boston Symphony performance of the Three Jewish Poems, the composer
conducting, met with such success that frequent performances of Bloch's music followed, often under his
own direction. For the most part, however, he was
teaching and composing (in New York, Cleveland, and
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of refreshment, Bloch himself embarked on

ERNEST BLOCH

First String
Quartet, the Concerto Grosso No. 1, America. the Piano
Quintet, Viola Suite, First Violin Sonata, and Baal Shen:.
In 1930 he returned to Switzerland, devoting himself
almost entirely to composition -Helvetia. A Voice in the
Wilderness, Evocations, the Violin Concerto, Piano
Sonata, and the Sacred Service. This quiet decade was
brought to an end, however, with the prospect of a
second world war, and again Bloch turned ro the United
States. These last years were possibly the most prolific
of his career, producing among other works four string
quartets, the Second Concerto Grosso, Suite SymSan Francisco) and from this period date the

phonique, Concerto Symphonique, Suite Hébraique, Sin lonia Breve, Symphony in E flat. and Symphony for
Trombone and Orchestra.

partly because he was attractcd by its relative seclusion and partly because it
was within a hundred miles of the Portland home of his
son Ivan. In this retreat he gathered the accumulations
of a lifetime of wandering. Built in a U- shape, the central
portion of Bloch's house was a high -ceilinged room at
least fifty feet long. At one end was the dining area, the
table set under a rustic chandelier, an old -fashioned
wicker floor lamp fastened upside down to the ceiling.
The other end of the long room contained Bloch's
writing desk, a small Steinway grand, a phonograph,
Bt.ocrt settled at Agate Beach

and tables laden with magazines, newspapers, records,
manuscripts, and miscellaneous paraphernalia. In the
middle of the room, centered on a great stone fireplace,
was the living area, a crowded grouping of creaking
wicker chairs, tables, and a chaise longue. Though there
was on either side of the fireplace a large window looking
out across the small garden to the ocean, the room was
badly lighted. In the dimness one made out such diverse
objects as an ingenious fluorescent lamp over the working
desk and, on the opposite wall, a life -sized Swiss crucifix
carved out of wood.
Presiding over this household was Marguerite Bloch,
an ample and tireless woman of great warmth and
friendliness. Her straightforward heartiness was matched
by her patient devotion to her husband, and the only
rivals CO her preoccupation with Ernest Bloch were a
miscellaneous brood of cats who had the run of the house.
A visitor received a swarm welcome from both Blochs,
as if he were the most important guest they had ever
received. While Mrs. Bloch attended to the amenities

a

conversa-

tional pattern that became increasingly formalized over
the years. A polite how- arc -you immediately produced
a dissertation, not only about the current state of his
health, but also about some of the more spectacular
ailments of his earlier years. Bloch was not so mach a
hypochondriac as a connoisseur of ailments that had
baffled the better portion of the medical profession.
Yet it must be noted that he bore his final illness with
great courage and reticence.
From ailments of the flesh Bloch then turned to
wounds of the spirit. "The Jews say I am not Jewish

enough," he would say, "And the Gentiles say I am too
Jewish. Some people think I am just a Jewish folk corn poser, but sonic Jews hate me because I don't write
Jewish music any more." In his youth Bloch had composed a number of Jewish works (by which he is still best
known to the public at large). but in later years he became increasingly, in his own words, a "classical" composer. Deeply as he was sorrowed by the Nazi persecution of the Jews, he could not respond to this feeling in
creative terms.
The third tribulation in Bloch's purgatory concerned
critics, performers, and other composers, who, in one
way or another, were keeping his music from being
performed, or who, when it was played, both perverted
and damned it. "I am not a coterie composer," he
would say. "I ani an artist, not a politician, and I have
nothing to do with the fashions and fads and feuds that
these Ncw Yorkers live on."
Bloch had a way of seizing the conversational initiative
and never letting it go, to the extent of frequently
offending other ego- centered visitors. One world -famed
performer, himself a zealous partisan of Bloch's music,
returned from a week end at Agate Beach much hurt
because he was not once during his stay asked to perform for the composer.
But once the litany of afflictions had been recited,
Bloch's conversation took a fascinating turn. He could
talk of art and literature as well as music, and he followed
current events with keen concern. Frequently he would
bustle out to the bedroom wing of the house to dig out
a letter or memento to illustrate an anecdote. He had a
good wit and, on occasion, could enjoy a joke on himself.
He liked, for instance, to tell the story of his dedication
of the symphony America, which had won a nation -wide
prize in 1928. Bloch had retained the original score and,
in 1933, he was so much impressed by President Roosevelt that he dedicated the manuscript to him and dispatched it to the White 1- louse. Months afterward, the
composer received an acknowledgment from Mrs. Roosevelt's secretary, thanking him and advising that the
music had been turned over to the library of the Marine
Corps Band. Strangely enough, Bloch -who could
bridle at the slightest affront from a conductor or a
critic -was simply amused at the fate of his score.
In later years visitors %very also entertained by being
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unit. There arc also two unswitchctl outlets. so that an entire stereo system can he controlled from the preamplifier.
Noteworthy by their absence are such common features as stereo channel reversing
and phase reversing, as well as individual input-level-setting controls and hum- bucking
adjustments. Dyna feels that channel and phase reversal arc rarely if ever required
once the system is properly installed, and, if needed, can be provided by a couple of
inexpensive toggle switches in the loudspeaker leads. The design of the preamplifier is
such that it cannot be overloaded by the signal source; potentially noisy level controls
have therefore been omitted. Loudness compensation is mild, and designed to be
noncritical as to the input level. Since all heaters are run from a DC power supply,
no bum adjustments arc needed.
Our tests, both in the laboratory and at home, have shown that the PAS -2 meets
its designers' aims flawlessly. In spite of its very high gain (only I millivolt at the
phono input drives it to volt output), the hum is totally inaudible at maximum gain.
A slight hiss can be heard if one's car is placed against the speaker. Nothing whatever
can be heard on the high level inputs, at maximum gain and with full bass and treble
boost. It is hard to imagine how this could be improved upon.
Frequency response in the flat position of the tone controls is within plus or minus
0.5 db from 20 to 20.000 cps. Tone controls arc of the very desirable sliding inflection
type, which can affect the frequency extremes appreciably without disturbing middle
frequencies. RIAA equalization error is negligible above 100 cps, and only about 2
db at 20 to 30 cps. This is more than acceptable. The loudness control action is very
pleasing, affecting only very low frequencies. No boominess is introduced by its use.
Perhaps the most striking aspect of the PAS -2's performance is its lack of distortion.
Our intcrmodulatinn analyzer has a residual distortion level of about 0.075% and that
is just what we measured up to nearly I volt output from the preamplifier. At 1.5
volts, which will drive a Dynakit or any other good power amplifier to full output,
the IM distortion was less than 0.15%.
The construction of the PAS -2 is greatly simplified, since practically all the circuitry
is on printed boards which are furnished with parts mounted and fully wired. The
only part of the job left for the home constructor is the mechanical assembly and
switch wiring. Instructions are explicit and easy to follow. Dyna says that eight hours
should suffice for the entire job, and we quite agree. Anyone with a little experience
took us about four hours. After assembly
in kit construction can do it in much less
it is turned on. and it works. No further adjustment is required. For those who have
doubts about wiring a kit, it is also available wired.
In conclusion, we feel that the Dynakit PAS -2 is the equal of any manufactured
preamplifier we have used, including some selling for several times its price.
H. H. LABS.
1
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AT A GLANCE: The AR -2a is basically the same as the %veil -known AR -2, with the
addition of one of the new "fried egg" supertwceters such as are used in the AR -3
system. Throughout most of the audio range its listening quality is similar to that of
the AR -2: and where the new tweeter takes over (at 7.500 cps), the response equals
that of the best electrostatic tweeters we have tested.
In brief, the response below 1,000 cps is full and solid, with the clean, low distortion
bass characteristic of AR speakers. The super-tweeter response is such that our microphone is incapable of measuring its limits, and is. so far as we can tell, nondirectional.
Between 1,000 and 9,500 cps, a depression in the response curve gives the sound a
somewhat distant quality, particularly when compared to speakers having presence.
X I I %" X 24". Prices: unfinished, 5109; birch or
The Alt -2a measures
mahogany, $124; korina, walnut, or cherry, $128.

Acoustic Research
AR -2a

Speaker System

I3"

Equipment tested by High fidelity is taken directly from dealers' shelves. We report only on regular
production -line models. The choice of equipment to be tested rests with High Fidelity's editorial department. Most equipment reports appearing here are prepared for us by Hirsch -Houck laboratories, o
completely independent organization whose staff was responsible for the original Audio League Reports.
A few reports are prepared by members of the High Fidelity staff or by other Independent testing organizations working under the general supervision of Hirsch -Houck loborotorles. All reports are signed.

REPORT POLICY
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ACOUSTIC RESEARCH

S

PEA KEtt SYSTEM

IN DETAIL : For response nncasurcmen: below 2,800 cps, the speaker was faced
upward, out -of-doors, with the. Alrec microphone five feet above it and on the center
axis of the cabinet. Measurements were made in two sessions, and the two sets of
data were combined on a single curve, with the calibration curve of the microphone
superimposed.
Starting from the low frcqucncy end, the first noteworthy observation we made
was that the useful response, even in its out- of-doors location -the worst possible
from the standpoint of low frequency propagation -extends to 40 cps or below. The
loin frequency harmonic distortion of the AR -2a is remarkably low, and in our experience has been surpassed only by the AR -I.
Above 100 cps there is a slow but definite rise, amounting to a plateau of some 5
db between 300 and 1,000 cps. This may contribute to the solid sound of the speaker,
though it seems rather high in frequency for such an effect. Above 1,000 cps the curve
becomes extremely jagged, and if speakers were judged only by their response curves,
the AR -2a would be considered less than spectacular. We found, however, that the
distribution of peaks and dips was affected greatly by the position of the microphone,
with a shift of a couple of inches changing the entire picture. It is evident that these
irregularities result from interference between the outputs of the two midrange speakers (5 -in. cone type units) and the woofer output.
The crossover system of the AR -2a (and the :\R -2 as well) is rather unusual. The
5-in. cone. speakers have a rising high frequency response and are much more efficient
than the woofer. The electrical crossover is in the vicinity of 7,000 cps, and the midrange speakers arc equalized to produce a relatively flat response up to 13 or 14 kc
(in the :\R -2). The woofer contributes considerable output in the range up to 2,500
cps, the approximate acoustic crossover frequency. And, when three speakers are
operating in the same frequency range, tiers is certain to be an interference effect
which produces peaks and dips in the response at any one point in the room. Fortunately, we do not listen to the sound at one point, but rather to a combination of
direct and reflected sound with two spaced cars. Thus the true response of the system
from 1,000 to 4,500 cps can be approximated by drawing a line through the midpoints
of the. peaks and dips.
When this is done, there appears to be a hole some 10 to 15 db deep centered at 2 kc,
relative to the bass and treble response. To some extent this can be corrected by the
midrange level control on the back of the speaker cabinet. All our measurement
were made with both midrange and tweeter level controls in their indicated center
positions (suggested by AR as optimum).
Above 3 kc the response is quite smooth and regular (here, too, the sharp dips are
interference effects). Our microphone is only calibrated ro 15 kc, and the response
curve of the .1g' -in. diameter hemispherical radiator faithfully follows the mike curve.
The shape of the tweeter makes it reasonable to expect symmetry in its polar response, and listening makes it immediately apparent that there is essentially no directivity to the high frequency response of this unit.
Tone burst tests, which we feel are the best clue to a speaker's performance, showed
the transient response to be quite. good in the. midfrcquencies. The scope photo shows
a typical tone hurst response at 1.2 kc. Other frequencies above that give varying
results due to the interference effects, depending on whether the frequency is in a
hole or peak of the response. Above 7 kc the tone burst pictures are nearly perfect,
and one cannot tell the difference from those taken with a top -quality (and very
expensive) electrostatic tweeter.
The efficiency of the A R -2a, compared to an older AR -2 which we use as a reference
speaker, is some 2.3 db higher (using white noise as a signal). Some of this may be
due to the improved high frequency response of the :\R -2a, since most of the energy
in white noise is in the upper octaves, and some may be due to subsequent modifications in the woofer design or to normal production tolerances.
I

AR -2a saus grille cloth.

LISTENING TESTS: When compared to the AR -2, the sound of the AR -2a is
much brighter and crisper. The bass is identical; that is to say, eery good. In other
words, anyone familiar with an AR-2 can appreciate that the AR -2a removes the
chief criticism leveled at the AR -2, which is a slightly dull top end. Certainly the
Typical tone burst lest of the
AR -2a is this taken at 1.2 kc.

addition of the supertwceter eliminates any need for the addition of separate electrostatic speakers to the AR -2. As stated earlier, the AR -2a tweeter. in its own frequency
range, is every bit as good as the most expensive electrostatics, which we consider to
he the finest high frequency reproducers on the high -fidelity market.
In A -i1 comparisons against another excellent small speaker system noted for its
smooth response, we noticed at once that the AR -2a seemed to have a withdrawn
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taken out to the large garage behind the house, where
part of the ground floor had been converted into an
agate- polishing shop, complete with professional jeweler's
equipment. Here Bloch himself polished the agates that
he found on the beach. He had literally thousands of
these colorful stones, lovingly sorted and graded, which
he delighted in giving to bis friends -not just a stone or
two, but whole cigar boxes full. (The boxes had contained fine Havana cigars, sent regularly by an admirer
in San Francisco.) The upper srory of the garage was
fitted out as a combined studio and spare bedroom.
When he wanted to work completely undisturbed,
Bloch moved to this apartment, working alternately
at his piano and at his grinding wheels.
to 1942, Bloch's son Ivan brought his father to
my record store in Portland. In the years that followed, Bloch acquired a modest collection of records,
sometimes for pleasure, but more often for study. He was
interested, of course, in recordings of his own works, but
he never seemed to regard them as a major means of
disseminating his music; he was more concerned with
how "honest" the recorded performance might be.
Among the recordings he liked best were those of
Casals and Landowska in Bach and of Toscanini in
Beethoven. So great was his worship of Toscanini that
he could admire even the badly recorded Eroica made
by RCA Victor in 1939. His general strictures against
"Teutonic" performers were lifted in the case of Adolf
Busch's Brandenburg Concertos and Bach Suites, and
he was eventually won over to Schnabel's Beethoven
although he had at first objected that the performances
were too "personal."
Possibly because of his Swiss background, with its
mixture of French and German culture, he was very
much interested in Gieseking; disturbed by reports of
Gieseking's political inclinations, he found no trace of
moral corruption in that pianist's Debussy or Ravel,
which he admired greatly. On the other hand, he looked
upon Mengelberg as a pathetic, if not genuinely tragic,
figure-the taste heir of Mahler, who in his conversion
to Nazism had betrayed that heritage.
EARLY

of this music. Bart&k was for him primarily a fine folklorist. Of Hindemith he knew little; Bloch, who loved
the Isenhcim Altar of Grunewald, found in Mathis der
Miler nothing relevant to it.
Bloch's thorough knowledge of other composers really
stopped with Debussy and Mahler. He regretted not
having known Mahler better. He had heard him conduct,
admired his music, and had had some brief correspondence with him, but could not count himself among the
Mahler circle. On the other hand, be knew Debussy well,
both in Paris and in Switzerland, where he conducted
some of the first Swiss performances of Dcbussy's orchestral music, sometimes with the composer present at
rehearsals.
On the same week end in July 1942 when Bloch and
I studied the Eroica Symphony, Toscanini broadcast
the Shostakovich Seventh Symphony. Bloch listened
with a combination of horrified disgust and unrestrained
laughter, and kept up a running commentary as to
what was "stolen" from Ravel, what from Mahler, what

from Prokofiev or Tchaikovsky. It was incomprehensible
to Bloch that his idol among conductors should play this
work. He could forgive Toscanini's neglect of the music
of Ernest Bloch but not his
Continued on page 112

toctt's isolation gave him only a very fragmentary
and frequently distorted idea of the music of his con temporaries, even though he had taught a number of

B

_

younger American composers. Absorbed in his own
music and that of his predecessors, he knew less of
contemporary music from first -hand bearing than from
hearing about it. He admired Stravinsky's early works,
but his opinion of Stravinsky's later music was colored
by his contempt for the reputed ideas of the "neoclassicists." Yet, on one occasion when he heard Stravinsky
himself conduct such a recent work as Orpheus, he was
favorably excited by the music. He had little use for
the twrlve-tone technique of the Schoenbergian school,
but it is doubtful whether he ever actually heard much

MAY 1960
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Steinway, a Swiss crucifix, mementos of a lifetime of wandering.
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
AT A GLANCE: The Dynakit PAS -2, a compact. self -powered sterco control unit
with a high degree of flexibility. is noteworthy for very low distortion and noise level.
The use of two printed boards makes its construction simple and foolproof. Kit price:
$59.95.

is a worthy successor to the well -known Dynakit monophonic preamplifiers. Much of the circuitry and many basic design concepts of the
original Dyna units have been incorporated into the PAS -2, together with some added
features. The result is a unit considerably smaller and less expensive than an equivalent
preamplifier composed of two monophonic units plus the Dyna stereo control unit.
And as noted above. the control unit is self-powered. It can also be built in about half
the time required for the older arrangement of three separate units.
Each channel has seven inputs, allowing for many combinations of stereo and mono
signal sources. The input selector has positions for magnetic phono cartridge, tape
head, and a third low level input, which may be wired for a second cartridge. tape
head, or microphone. As an example of its flexibility, the regular phono input can be
driven from a stereo cartridge, and a pair of mono pickups can be connected to the
special input. Either can then be chosen by using the function switch.
There arc three high level inputs. for FM -AM stereo, FM- Multiplex stereo, and an
extra input for TV. tape recorder, etc. As with the low level inputs. the function
selector permits the user to choose from a number of monophonic sources as well .al.

IN DETAIL: The PAS -2

Dynakit

PAS -2

Stereo Control Preamplifier

stereo inputs.
The function selector has three mono and three stereo positions. In mono operation,
the two channels may he summed, as when playing mono records with a stereo car
tridge, or either channel may be fed to both amplifier outputs. The stereo side of the
switch offers normal stereo operation, plus two degrees of blending. This partially
mixes the two channels to fill in the "center hole" on those stereo records with ex.
cessivc separation between channels.
The balance control reduces either channel output to zero without matcrialh
affecting the level of the other. The volume control is ganged for both channels.
with optional loudness compensation controlled by a slide switch. Separate bass anel
treble tone controls are provided for each channel. A feature of the PAS -2, not found
on the monophonic Dvna preamplifiers, is a treble cutoff filter. operating on boll
channels. It cuts off above î kc sharply, without disturbing program material belon
that frequency.
In addition to the audio outputs to the power amplifiers, there arc tape recorde
outputs. unaffected by tone or volume controls. and a front panel switch to monito
recording on three -head rape machines. The control complement is rounded out b'
a slide -type power switch which switches power to two AC outlets on the rear of th
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sound, the antithesis of presence. This was before any measurements had been made.
It is probably explained by the upper midrange response hole. This comment is
not to be construed as derogatory; several listeners were pretty evenly divided in their
choice of speakers. depending on program material. In this important frequency range,
where many speakers intrude their own characteristics on the sound. the AR-2a offers
what we might call a negative intrusion. Most listeners preferred to operate the midrange level control somewhat higher than the indicated center position, an adjustment
which partially corrected this condition.
A minor but desirable feature of the AR -2a is the placement of the connecting
binding posts and the level controls. All are recessed into the back of the cabinet,
making it possible to mount the unit flush with a wall or other surface. A jumper wire
between two of the three binding posts can be removed if the woofer only is to be
used, as with another tweeter system.
H. H. 1.Aes.
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A GLANCE: The Stromberg- Carlson PR -500 is a single speed (33% -rpm)
turntable with an integrally mounted arm. The turntable employs a somewhat unconventional drive system which results in a totally inaudible rumble level, and
low wow and flutter. The arm is simple yet effective, with a mounting system which
makes the unit relatively insensitive to shock and vibration.
The PR -500 is an excellent value at $69.95, offering performance equal to sonic of
the most expensive turntables and arms, and at a price competitive with the better
record changers.

It

is finished in black and silver.

IN DETAIL: For many years, turntable

designers minimized speed variations (wow
and flutter) by using heavy turntable platters whose large mass swamped out the
normal fluctuations in the drive motor torque. Naturally. heavy rotating masses required large motors with a corresponding heavy and rigid structure for the attire

turntable.
In recent years another school of thought has proposed the use of very light platters,
driven by small, low torque motors. Such motors (little more than glorified electric
clock motors) can turn at much lower speeds than the usual four -pole induction

Stromberg- Carlson
PR -500 Turntable and Arm

motors or hysteresis synchronous motors. Because these motors may have many poles,
the flow of power is smoother, with less tendency for speed fluctuations. A second
(and major) advantage of this design is that the motor may rotate at such a slow speed
that its mechanical vibration (rumble) is at subaudible frequencies.
Probably the chief disadvantage of the small multipole synchronous motors is their
minimize drag
very low torque. The turntable bearings must he friction free, and
on the record-pickup tracking forces must be low.
The Stromberg- Carlson PR -500 has the advantage of a light drive system without
its weaknesses. It uses two small motors, rotating at 600 rpm. placed diametrically
opposite each other on either side of the turntable. The turntable itself is light aluminum 8 in. in diameter. A soft rubber belt passes completely around the turntable and
both drive motor shafts. The drive pulleys on the shafts are fairly large (about % -in.
diameter) so there is a large area of contact between belt, drive shafts, and turntable.
The two motors, of course, give twice the torque of one, and the results, while
rather unspectacular in comparison with those of some of the larger turntables, are
more than adequate for their intended purpose. There is no difficulty in operating
with stylus forces far in excess of any that can be used without damage to a record.
In fact, the turntable starts and functions perfectly at any line voltage over 75 volts
(up to 140 volts, where we stopped).
Wow and flutter are each approximately 0.12 to 0.15%, and arc predominantly at
a l0 -cps rate. This is the basic frequency of the 600 -rpm motors. Rumble is also almost
all at IO cps, and measured -45 db in the lateral plane and -35 db in the vertical
plane (both referred to a velocity of 7 cm /sec at 1,000 cps). These figures arc good
but not outstanding. until one realizes that the loss of hearing sensitivity makes 10cycle rumble at least 15 db less audible than the usual .30 -cycle rumble associated
with larger turntable motors. In addition. there arc no speakers which can reproduce
10 cps, while many can deliver an audible output at 30 cps. Thus. for all practical
purposes, the PR -500 has no rumble.
The record itself rests on a I2 -in. diameter overplate which in turn rests on the 8 -in.
driven turntable. A rubber ring cemented on the overplate prevents most of the record surface from touching the turntable.

-to
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The arm is simple, yet flexible. It is suspended on a single needle -point pivot. A
portion of the pivot housing is immersed in a damping jelly which provides a modest
amount of viscous damping to eliminate the effects of the kw frequency arm resonance.
The cartridge is mounted on an insert which plugs into the head of the arm. The
only tool required to install or change cartridges is a small screwdriver to fasten the
cartridge to the insert.
A counterweight at the rear of the arm may be slid into position by pressing a button
at the end of the tubular arm which releases a clamp. Then, with the cartridge installed, adjustments are made until balance is obtained. The top of the arm has a
series of calibration lines engraved on it, and moving the counterweight forward from
the balance point increases the stylus force by one gram for each line of calibration.
This was checked and found to be accurate.
The arm is balanced on a single point, and thus is free to assume a slight angle to
the record surface (viewed from the front of the cartridge). It is important that the
stylus be perpendicular to the record, especially in stereo reproduction, and the
Stromberg- Carlson arm has an ingenious means for insuring this. The counterweight
is mounted eccentrically on the arm tube, and by loosening a screw it can be rotated
to maintain arm and cartridge in the correct relationship to the record in spite of the
single point pivot. It works very well, too.
Tracking error of the arm is less than 3 degrees except at a 6 -in. radius where it is
4 degrees. At the inner portion of a record, where low tracking error is most important,
it is a degree or less. The arm resonance with an Empire 88 cartridge was about IO to
12 cps, and had a peak of 5 db without the viscous damping material installed. After
damping, the resonance could not be found, and the response fell off gently below 22
cps, to -5 db at 10 cps. The arm tracks well at the lowest stylus forces recommended
by the cartridge manufacturer, and the viscous damping is so mild in its action that
it cannot be felt when handling the arm.
Much of the PR -500's fine performance is due to the novel mechanical design. The
motors arc mounted rigidly on the motor board. Turntable and arm arc on a separate
subchassis spring-suspended from the motor board. The only coupling between the
two sections is the soft rubber drive belt. Since the arm and record always move as a
unit, rumble is greatly reduced. Rather strong shocks and actual blowsdclivered to the
table on which the PR -500 was resting did not disturb its tracking, since the operating
elements of the unit are very effectively isolated from those which rest on the table
or other mounting surface.
The hum field surrounding the PR -500 is very low, and no difficulty should be
experienced from this source even with poorly shielded cartridges. A nice touch is
the grounding wire, with a clip at the end, which helps reduce hum when connected
to the preamplifier. The cartridge outputs go via integral shielded cables with color coded phono connectors.
In summary, the Stromberg-Carlson PR -500 performs in a manner comparable to
that of the most expensive turntables and arms, yet sells for much less. The integral
mounting of arm and turntable, in addition to all its performance advantages, eliminates the possibility of incorrect assembly, a consideration when installing a separate
arm and turntable.
H. H. LAOS.

AT A GLANCE: The CBS Professional 55 is a ceramic cartridge, similar to the less
expensive CBS SC -I cartridge, but with increased stylus compliance and extended
frequency response. It has a 0.5 -mil diamond stylus, and will track at less than 3 grams
in a good quality arm. It has good channel separation over the required frequency
range, a clean, slightly bright sound, and, like most ceramic cartridges freedom from
induced hum. It is priced at 528.95.

Professional
55 Stereo Cartridge
CBS

IN DETAIL: The CI3S Pro 55 is packaged in a transparent plastic body affording
a clear view of its two ceramic elements and the unique lever structure which couples
the stylus to the elements. Each cartridge is supplied with two pairs of equalizing
adapters which connect between cartridge output and preamplifier input. These are
designed to receive the standard phono plug at their inputs, and to plug into a phono
jack on the preamplifier.
Onc pair of adapters is intended to be terminated in megohm or more, such as the
1
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crystal or ceramic inputs which arc found on many preamplifiers. It equalizes the
cartridge to provide an RIAA response characteristic. with an output of approximately
0.4 volts. We did not test it in this type of operation. The second pair of adapters
converts the cartridge response to that of an ideal magnetic type (constant velocity)
when terminated in a 47K- to 100K -ohm resistance. This was the way in which the
Pro 55 was tested.
The output of the cartridge is higher than that of most magnetic cartridges, about
19 millivolts per channel at 5 cm /sec stylus velocity at 1.000 cps. Combined with the
Pro 55's inherent insensitivity to hum, this results in a dead silent background with
practically any preamplifier.
Its frequency response, when the \\'cstrex IA sterco record is used, extends to 15 kc
with a broad 3- to 4-db peak around 10 to 12 kc. Comparison of this response curve
with others obtained in using this record shows the Pro 55 to have substantially more
output in the middle range than most other cartridges. This is confirmed when the
monophonic Cook Series 12 record is played, The response rises about 6 db from kc
to 5 kc, apart from the peak we found at IO kc.
This. one might suspect, would give the Pro 55 a bright sound, with much of that
often misused term presence. Listening tests confirmed this. The sound is clean and
smooth. having plenty of snap without becoming strident. It is especially suitable for
use with speakers deficient in upper middles.
Stereo channel separation is very adequate up to 10 kc, and only becomes minimal
at 14 or 15 kc, where its effects arc unlikely to be audible, Some difference between
channels was noted, both in frequency response and channel separation, but not enough
to become objectionable.
Low frequency resonance in the Empire 98 arm occurred at about 20 cps, with
response falling off below 15 cps. The rise was only 3 db. The Pro 55 tracked our test
records and many musical records at 3 grams without audible distress, and in fact was
usable at 1.5 grams :n a large number of casks. Occasional breakup on loud passages
at this force made it advisable to use 3 grams in our tests, and it did well at that value.
The only objectionable characteristic observed in the Pro 55 was needle talk, which
was quite loud.
The CRS Pro 55 is the most expensive ceramic cartridge of American manufacture,
and obviously it is meant to compete with high -quality magnetic units. We feel that
its performance definitely puts it into the running, so to speak. and it merits consideration from anyone planning to purchase a cartridge in this price class.
H. H. Loss.
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A GLANCE: The Less CD2/21, a low - priced 4 -speed sterco record changer,
features rather flexible operation. including full intermix of record sizes, and is supplied with fitted cables equipped with phono plugs and an attached line cord. In
respect to rumble, flutter. and wow, it is not as satisfactory as several more expensive
record changers, but merits consideration for a low- budget sterco system. Finished in
two tones of gray and priced at 539.95.

IN DETAIL: The Lesa CD2 /21 is an Italian -made record changer, with a full complement of operating features, including some not found on other units in its price

Lesa CD2 /21

Record Changer

class.

It plays up to eight records, and shut -off is automatic after the last. Manual operation is possible by moving the overhead record balance to its side position. This does
not disable the trip mechanism, however, and therefore it is not possible to start playing near the inside of a record.
The feeler arm which senses record size reposes in a protective case except during the
cycling operation. This prevents it from interfering with manual play. A single knob
starts the operation of the changer or rejects a record. It has an OFF position which
stops the motor and permits playing to be resumed without dropping the next record.
The cartridge outputs arc shorted after the changer shuts off. to eliminate stand -by
hum or noise. The change cycle is a uniform six seconds regardless of playing speed.
The plug -in shell will accommodate any standard cartridge, and a 45 -rpm automatic
spindle

is

available.

Our measurements showed flutter and wow to be 0.13% and 0.25% respectively.
These arc reasonable figures for a low- priced unit such as this. The wow can he heard
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on piano and other sustained sounds but it is not bad enough to be obtrusive,
Rumble is -28 db relative to 5 cm/sec at I kc. When channels arc paralleled to
cancel vertical rumble, the figure drops to -29.5 dh, showing that vertical rumble
compares in magnitude to lateral rumble. At moderately high listening levels, or with
speakers having extended bass response, the rumble earl be heard; but presumably a
budget -priced system would use low -priced speakers of limited bass response and
therefore the rumble would not be objectionable.
These measurements were made using an Empire 88 cartridge. The motor induced
an appreciable amount of hunt in this cartridge, which is average in its susceptibility to
hum. The hum, being higher in frequency than the rumble, is much note audible.
For this reason, we recommend the use of a ceramic cartridge in this changer.
The metal arm is quite free of spurious resonances. Low frequency resonance with
the Empire cartridge is at about 25 cps, and takes the form of a sharp drop in response,
without a peak. The suggested tracking (orce is 6 to 12 grains, but we used 5 grams
with no signs of distress. Higher forces would nor, in all probability. be good for a
record. The force increased to 6 grams when the arm was one inch above the turntable.
As with any changer. the angle of the stylus to the record surface changes appreciably
with the number of records in the stack. It appears to be most nearly correct with the
maximum allowable number of records on the turntable. One might keep a stack of
records on the turntable if stereo records arc to be played, since this will also reduce the
induced hum level.
The tracking angle error of the arm is quite low, being less than three degrees over
H. H. LABS.
the record surface.

AT A GLANCE: The PACO SA -40 is a highly flexible stereo amplifier, available in
kit form or prewired. It is rated at 20 -watts output per channel steady -state output, or
25 -maps on music waveforms. Although it falls somewhat short of meeting these power
ratings, its over -all performance is superior to that of many amplifiers in its price
range, and equal to that of some considerably more expensive units, It is an excellent
value in kit form, though its construction is a lengthy process and not one to be
attempted by a novice. In kir form, the unit is priced at $79.95. Factory - wired, the
SA -40 sells for $129.95.

PACO SA -40

IN DETAIL

: The unit we tested was built from a kit. (For detailed story of how the
SA -40 goes together, turn to page I l.) The ninety- two -page instruction book-one of
the most complete we have seen- includes detailed pictorial sections covering correct
soldering procedures for all the types of components involved, wire stripping and
wire dress details, etc. The complete assembly involves some 336 steps, which makes it
one of the more complex amplifier kits. A nice feature is the checking out of the wiring
of the power supply and power amplifier before the construction of the preamplifier
section is begun.
The control functions of the SA -40 are unusually comprehensive. Seven pairs of
stereo inputs arc provided, three high level and (Our low level. The moor, selector
switch utters the choice of operating either speaker from the combined signal inputs
(for balancing levels), stereo and stereo reversed operation, monophonic operation
with both preamplifiers paralleled to cancel vertical rumble, and monophonic operation with either channel input driving both speakers. The TN :'rrr SELECTOR chooses
between two :urx high level inputs, tuner, two independent low level phono inputs.
tape head input. and microphone input. A slide switch selects either RIAA or 78 -rpm
record equalization. or. when :r tape head input is used, the playback equalization
for 71.5 ips or 3ji ips.
-lone controls are separate for the two channels, with the two treble controls
mounted concentrically and the two bass controls mounted concentrically. The volume
control affects both channels, and a balance control compensates for differences in
speaker efficiency and normal variations in .stereo balance. Slide switches cut in the
rumble filter and loudness compensation network. A separate slide switch controls
1

Stereo Amplifier
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power to the amplifier and one switched AC outlet, with another outlet energized
as long as the amplifier is plugged in.
Speaker connections are provided for 4 -, $ -, 16 -, and 32 -ohm speakers. The latter
connection makes it possible to parallel the two channels to obtain a nominal 40 -watt
mono amplifier and still drive a 16-ohm speaker. A switch on the chassis accomplishes
this connection. It is also possible to use the stereo control functions of the preamplifier
to drive both the paralleled power amplifier sections of the SA -40 and an external
power amplifier, for a more powerful stereo system.
Finally, the SA -40 is equipped with a pair of tape output jacks ahead of volume and
tone controls for driving a tape recorder.
The design of the SA -40 is neat and attractive, with a satin gold panel and escutcheon, and a satin black metal case.
The chief deviation found between ratings and measured performance in the PACO
SA -40 we tested was in respect to power output and distortion. It is rated less than
0.2% harmonic distortion at 20 watts per channel and 0.1% at 10 watts per channel,
at an unspecified frequency but presumably in the vicinity of 1,000 cps. Intermodulation distortion is rated at 1% at 20 -watts output.
We measured 1% harmonic distortion at 16.watts output at 1,000 cps. The power
bandwidth, according to the IHFM Standard for Amplifiers, is 37 to 4,500 cps at 8
watts and 1%distortion. This figure is derived from the maximum power obtainable at
1,000 cps with a specified distortion (in this case we chose 1%). The power output is
then reduced by half, or 3 db, and the frequency limits are determined for which the
harmonic distortion rises to 1%. In this case, these frequencies (which differed slightly
between the two channels) were 37 cps and 4,500 cps.
The intermodulation distortion characteristic has a kink, rising to nearly 2% at 5
or 6 watts, falling to below 1% at 15 watts, and reaching 2% at 23 watts. This test
reflects to some extent the music power capability of the amplifier, which is rated at
25 -watts Music Waveform output.
The frequency response is quite gat except for a smooth rolloff at high frequencies,
amounting to 5 db at 20 kc. This loss of highs, not particularly audible, also affects
the phono equalization error curve, which has some loss of highs in itself. Here the
combined effect of the two losses is a slight loss of crispness, which occurs at too high a
frequency to be compensated by tone controls. The rumble filter functions well
with only a moderate effect on audible frequencies.
The hum level on the test unit, not quite as low as rated, is nevertheless quite
inaudible at any reasonable gain control setting. On the high level inputs it cannot be
heard under any conditions,
The PACO SA -40 is unusual among amplifiers of its price class, or of any price for
that matter, in that it is completely stable under any conditions of capacitive loading.
The square wave response shows no signs of ringing,
Although in general it is very convenient to use, we did not care for the location
of the input jacks on the SA -40. They are located well inside the cabinet, next to the
output tubes of one channel. It is difficult to reach the innermost connectors, and almost impossible when the - amplifier has been operating for a time. The slide switch
for paralleling the two preamplifier outputs is completely inaccessible when the ampliH. H. LAas.
fier is in its cabinet.
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NEXT MONTH'S REPORTS

Bell Carillon 6070 Stereo Tuner
Bogen- Presto TP -3 Turntable and Arm

Audiogersh "Miratwin" 21O /D Cartridge
KLH-6 Speaker System

... and others
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"A Great New Feather in our

May 1960

Kapp"

`Kapp Records of Course

Critics Quartet Loves P, arami Quartet
N. Y. Times, N. Y. Herald Tribune,

CROUP PLAYS RAVEL & DEBUSSY

S. F. Examiner, Wash. Post
All Acclaim String Group

!

Writing with a remarkable harmony
of sentiment, four of America's most
authoritative critics have praised the
Paganini Quartet, American chamber
ensemble which has moved triumphantly onto the national musical
scene.

the best
"Golden string tone .
chamber music tradition of ensemble
give -and- take." Harold C. Schonberg
.

.

N. Y. TIMES

"A masterly string quartet.... 'blissful'
.
beautiful performance."
Alexander Fried SAN FRANCISCO
EXAMINER

-

.. Upholding the Paganini Quartet's traditional performance quality
in fine style ... vital, communicative
and precise without being mechan-

ical." -NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE
"Truly memorable in every way ..
ensemble playing that is seldom surpassed. The very greatest playing
and the most profound musical insights." Paul Hume WASHINGTON
POST AND TIME HERALD
Four of the leading voices which
have hailed this distinguished group
all over America!
.

-

IN NEW KAPP RECORD ALBUM
Ravel and Debussy each wrote one
quartet. All the more important that
you add this brilliant Kapp recording to your library. For here is music
deeply worthy of your attention, not
only because it is first -rate in and of
itself for themes and glowing tone
color, but also because it throws so
much light on the later careers of
the two masters and on the development of chamber forms in French
music.
Although Ravel and Debussy are
so often mentioned in the same
breath, these two quartets are separated by far more than the thickness of a record. Ravel fashions his
music here with restraint, delicacy
and understatement whereas Debussy pushes hard at the walls of
traditional quartet structure to
achieve a more wide -open self expression. But both quartets are
marvelous exploitations of the per-

forming instruments. Both are performed with great beauty by the
Paganini Quartet and recorded
with great fidelity on Kapp Records.
Ravel: Quartet in F Major. Debussy: Quartet No. 1 in G Minor,
Opus 10. Ica . 9038; Stereo xg 9038 -S

Their Newest Release

The Only Quartet

on Kapp Records

with "Matched Tones !"

-

THE PAGANINI
QUARTET
STRING
l:AV L'L'OVARTIT IN f'MAJOM
í01.04.1I\' 'OUARTRT Na

1

IN O MINOR.

-

THE PAGANINI STRING QUARTET

What the Other

6ASANAtu YEr IN a WOOL OPUS 7A NO.II TH[.i',rn.ti.
KOZAINIMBRIer

Iñ

O

IüIOR. K.

to in rzwvur

Critics Have Said
" Paganini Quartet in Top Form."
Alfred Frankenstein
SAN FRAN-

-

CISCO CHRONICLE

"Balanced sentiment and superlative ensemble playing." ATLANTA
JOURNAL

Connoisseurs invariably refer to the
consummate tonal excellence of the
Paganini quartet. In the main, of
course, this is due to the exceptional

"Paganini Quartet Performance Superb." John Voorhees
SEATTLE
POST- INTELLIGENCER

-

"Kapp has done a forthright job of
good recording here, in a style too
long neglected
just the four
instruments, exactly balanced in an
intimate close-up 'chamber.' " Edward Tatnall Canby -Aunro -MAG.

AZINE

"A great quartet." Arthur Bloomfield

-SAN FRANCISCO CALL BULLETIN
"Full of sinew and life ... beautiful
playing." HI FIDELITY MAGAZINE
"Beautifully performed and recorded. Technically, the realism of
the quartet sounds is unsurpassed."
DURHAM MORNING HERALD

Haydn: Quartet in C Major, Opus
76 No. 3 "The Emperor." Mozart:
Quartet in C Major, K. 465 "The
Dissonant."
xCL- 9045, Stereo xc -9045S
Send for our FREE color catalog.

musicianship of the performers:

Henri Temianka and Charles Libove, violins; David Schwartz,viola;
Lucien Laporte, 'cello. "One gets the
impression they could do magnificently with pawnshop fiddles,"
writes Jack Guinn in t}ie Sunday
Denver Post.
But no pawnshop fiddles, these!
Unique and wonderful the four
instruments played by the Quartet
are a matched set, made by Stradivarius himself. Once owned by Paganini, these instruments pour forth
a flood of golden tones which are superbly matched -and matchless!

-

RECORDS
136

East 57th Street, New York 22
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PETER GOLDMARK,dircctor of CBS
Laboratories, referred obliquely to a

s

newly developed
-ips tape cartridge
system in an exclusive interview published in HIGH FIDELITY awo months ago
) "The Coming Break- Through in Tape,"
March 1960). His description of the system had to be oblique, because our inter1

view

%vas

published almost

a

month be-

fore the official unveiling of this apparatus. The lid of secrecy is now off, and we
can fill in some of the missing details.

The new cartridge system developed
by CBS Laboratories and Minnesota

Mining and Manufacturing (3M) utilizes a specially devised kind of magnetic
tape. 150 mils (about ¡Ç inch) in width,
with provision for three separate tracks
of 40 mils each. The plastic cartridge,
measuring approximately 3% inches
square and
inches thick, contains sufficient tape to play continuously for 64
minutes. As indicated by Dr. Goldmark
in his Hlctt FIDELITY interview, the new
tale cartridge will work in an automatic

'Í

changer. The first players to be produced
will take five cartridges. As with record
changers, it will be possible to reject a
cartridge in mid- play.
Unlike the RCA Victor tape cartridge
system introduced last year, which puts
two reels side -by-side in one container,
the CBS Labs -3M system puts only one
reel in the cartridge. This is the so- called
supply reel. The take -up reel is a part of
the player mechanism. Threading of the
tale from the supply reel to the take -up
reel is accomplished automatically. You
just put the cartridge in the player and
the machine does the rest. Incidentally.
a 64- minute tape can Le rewound in
twenty seconds.
Why three tracks? Here it would he
best to quote directly from a paper prepared by CBS Laboratories for the Institute of Radio Engineers. "Extended
studies have been undertaken in the Lab-

oratories to determine the optimum
acoustic conditions desired by the listener
in the average home while playing prerecorded music. Conventional stereophonic music, as now recorded, provides
only a portion of the sounds that are
perceived by the listener sitting in a
concert hall. A large percentage of the
total acoustic energy that reaches the listener's ears is reverberated and delayed
sound which is considerably depleted of
its original stereophonic character. Experiments in the Laboratories have
shown that in a space simulating the
average living room, a much more exciting and realistic sound can be produced
giving an illusion of 'being there. Thus,
it is intended to record on the third
track, as an optional feature of the new
tape system, the stereophonic sum signal
delayed and reverberated to an optimum
degree. The new medium will provide
maximum flexibility and a new dimension in sound.So far, Zenith Radio is the sole American company to have announced its intention of manufacturing players for the
new cartridge. Zenith expects to have
equipment ready for sale some time in
1961. If any other tnanufacturers plan to
produce players, Lite)' are keeping mum
about it. The record companies are
being very silent too. Obviously, Minnesota Mining hopes to draw on existing
recorded material. Indeed. 3M's president, Herbert P. Buetow, announced
that his company is constructing a "tape
duplication center in St. Paul which
will insure all record companies an initial
adequate. high quality, independent
duplication facility." But there is as yet
no indication that any record company
has signed on the dotted line.
Clearly, the new tape cartridge is still
in the "wait and sec" stage_ We intend to
watch it with a good deal of curiosity and
a dash of skepticism.

IF YOU

have bought a new Deutsche
Grammophon recording in the last
month, you may have noticed that the
pressing carries a "Made in Germany"
notation. Until now, DGG recordings
have been mastered and pressed in this
country by Decca. The results dici not
always please the DOG technical people,
and hence the decision to export German
pressings -generally rated the world's
best
the United States. Decca Records will continue to merchandise and
distribute the Deutsche Grammophon
product here.
"It's difficult for a European record
company to make much of a splash in the

-to

American market," says DGG's New
York -based representative, Gerald Detlefs. "Our artists and orchestras are
familiar ro the informed record collector
reader of your magazine -but
they're nor inn well known to the general public. So we thought we would
stress the quality aspect of our recordings
by issuing them in German pressings."
DGG's initial "Made in Germany"
release is an imposing one that includes
a two -disc album of excerpts from Ber-

-the

lioz's Damnation of Faust (recorded in
Paris under Markevitch), Haydn's St.
Cecilia Mass. the first stereo recording
by pianist Sviatoslav Richter, and the
Dvoiák Requiem. We shall be publishing
reviews of many of these next month. A
random sampling left no doubt that the

of these imported pressings were
laudably quiet. The packaging of tie
records may not be to everyone's taste,
however. The text on jacket covers and
on record labels is in German (the
Dvoiák Requiem is performed by the
Tschechische Philharmonie Prag, Dirigent: Karel Ancerl), and the annotations
-though multilingual -are rather skimpy in content. It's good to have fine
German pressings available, but we have
reservations about imported jackets.
surfaces
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Berlioz's Grande Messe des Morts
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"as stereophonic as it can get"

by Joseph Roddy
Munch and she BSO in Symphony Hall.

Grande Messe des Morts
first heard in 1837 in Paris. The
composer himself led the performance from
the Tuba Minim on because, by his accounts,
the conductor who started the work was
about to make a shambles of it. Probably
no performance, even his own, has measured up to the score. Jn this country the
Boston Symphony Orchestra and Charles
Munch have now a proprietary grip on the
piece, and three times in the last ten years
that group has joined forces with choral
ensembles to present it. Last spring, they
set out to record it. Half the main -floor scars
in Symphony Hall were moved out to make
room for the orchestra, the four auxiliary
brass choirs were posted in the balconies,
the Ncw England Conservatory Chorus
stretched out across the stage, microphones
HECTOR BERLIOZ's

was

MAY 1960

were emplaced, and Charles Munch went to
work. Had he been on the scene, Berlioz
would not have leaped in to lead a bar of it.
As is Munch's custom by now with this
composer, the conductor has brought off a
magnificent performance, and RCA Victor

magnificent recording.
Not that the Berlioz Requiem can really

has acquired a

contained on discs, any more than the
altar mural of the Sistine Chapel can be put
on picture post cards. On the first page of the
album notes, Munch writes: "Everything is
more than life size. It would be frustrating to
listen to this music the way one looks at an
exquisite miniature." The album he has
made is, in fact, an exquisite miniature. But
listening to it is not frustrating.
Beyond the Boston orchestra, which has
the habit of perfection. the special splendor
be

here is the chorus. Luxuriously long phrases
pour from the sopranos (Kyrie, bars 44 -46).
That vanishing American, the tenor, turns
up in force and without strain at "Th dart
hymn's" (Kyrie, bar 83). Choral entrances
throughout arc never made at half strength
or by sliding into the pitch, and the entire
singing force scents to share one vibrant
intelligence that delights in keeping the
tied -over -type syncopations neatly trimmed

to Berlioz specifications (the "Lncear cis"
is the first proof). It is a chorus of young
collegiate voices that sounds more convincing in the suppliant or beatific sections of the
Mass than in the terrifying and tumultuous
ones, where trumpet - voiced hags and ogres
would help. In the Offertorium it is a chouo
des ¡Imes du purgaroirc, and after 136 bars
of unison As and B flats, in which the intona-
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Lions arc always the sane,

the colorations
descending ar-

always delicately varied, a
peggio resolves the section in

a

serene

I)

major. The a cappella "Quaerens me" which
precedes it has some of the loveliest and most
limpid choral passage work I have ever heard
recorded. It alone will probably assure the
singers of heaven. The singing of 1.6opold
Simoneau is less secure in thc solo sections of
the Sanctus. and the added brass force in the
Dics Trac blurs beats in places; but these are
good to hear in their way. They arc the
shreds of reassurance that mortals played
and sang here.

The recording is. of course, as stereophonic as it can get. That overesteemed
Berlioz invention, the Movie; trombone
pedal -tones paired with triads high up in the
flutes, was what sound engineers were born

for. Or was it for the four brass choirs in the
Dies Trac? Given the other excellences here,
a savoring of the so:md for its own sake is
like centering a discussion of Dante's Inferno
on the type face in which it is printed. It is
superb sound, but insufficient for mankind's
last cataclysm.
The extant Berlioz Requiems which this
set drives into limbo arc three. 11w Westminster set Hermann Scherchen made in Les
Invalides. where the work was first performed. is full of cathedral -like reverberations which eventually sap away all incisive ness. For Vanguard, Fritz Mahler directed
the Hartford Symphony and a choral crew
to little avail. It is without passion or devotion, and the cry of Rex Tremendac in it is
about suitable for the king of Liechtenstein.
The chorus and orchestra of the Rochester

by Robert

C.

Oratorio Society (now on the Harmony
label) is full of quixotic shifts of tempo,
uncertain intonations. and lots of good intentions. It lacks, mostly. Boston.
For almost all dedicated Berliozians the
old French recording by the Emile Passani
Choir and Orchestra conducted by Jean
Fournct was the introduction to this wonder.
It should be honored. possibly enshrined.
and always referred to with reverence. h
should no longer be played.

BERLIOZ: Grande Messe des Morts, Op.
5 ( "Requiem ")
Léopold Simoncau. tenor; New England
Conservatory Chorus; Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Charles Munch, cond.
RCA Vicroit LDS 6077. Two SD.
511.96.

Marsh

Haydn's Salomon Symphonies Completed
By Sir Thomas and the Royal Philharmonic
Beecham: his Haydn is his own.
IS is the hardest of all music to perform. Beethoven is child's play beside
it." So speaks a conductor of unique authority, who, after more than four decades of
study, has given us, in an edition no other
musician could duplicate, the twelve symphonies Haydn wrote for the London impresario J. P. Salomon.
For many of us, the name of Sir Thomas
Beecham has been associated, as long as we
have been listening to music, with the most
imaginative, refined, and eloquent performances of Haydn. Moaart, and Handel our
cars have found. When the first volume of
the Salomons (with symphonies Nos. 93 -9S)
arrived something more than a year ago,
there was every justification for rejoicing,
since half of than had never before been
committed to discs in a Beecham performance. Indeed, the only cause for concern was
the news heard shorty afterwards that thc
second volunte, with the premiere Beecham
recordings of the Afi!itary nod Clock symphonies. had been taken off the release schedse

.

the to await re- recording sessions and a general overhaul from Sir Thomas' hand.
According to the labels, all six symphonies
in the present volume wcrc recorded in

France. In a recent conversation Sir Thomas
disclaimed this. "Never believe a word of
what they tell you." he roared benignly, with
the lightning in his eye darting toward the
Midwestern representative of EMI. "Nearly
all" of the first volume. as Sir Thomas recalls, was made in Paris by the French
affiliate of the ENII group. It was recorded
monophonically only. because even now
stereo discs are of negligible importance in
France, and no one wanted to lose the time
needed to bring stereo equipment (and engineers to run it) from London. A few corrections front London sessions were inserted in
the tape editing process, but the first album
is substantially the Parisian product.
Volume Two is, however, more of a syn
thesis. The recording of Symphony No. 99
is entirely from Paris sessions, since Sir
Thomas recalls with pleasure even today that

in this work, always one of his special delights, all went exceedingly well. On the
other hand, virtually nothing front Paris is
found in No. 100 and No. 101, both of which
he did over from scratch in London. "The
orchestra found that desire of mine exceedingly irritating," Sir Thomas remarked in
passing, "but we did it." In No. 103, tape
from London sessions of a few years ago is
used, since after remaking the work in Paris.
Sir Thomas decided he preferred his earlier
try. In No. 102 and No. 104 Paris material
predominates.
In spite of these variations of source. the
finished album is remarkably consistent in its
sound. Monophonically, it has the refined
but radiant sonies of the first volume. For
stereo they scent to expand, naturally and
without any major alterations, to provide a
more spacious and vivid picture of the instrumental forces with precise directional
information. The results arc the true
Beecham sonorities. "No two orchestras
sound the same." he insists. "I-he Rovai
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Philharmonic has the finest wind players in
the world," and the robust wind band
heard here is that which Sir Thomas feels
necessary to blend with Haydn's strings.
The distinctive ensemble quality in these
records is the specific mixture Sir Thomas
wants, and it has been put together to meet
his musical ideas rather than provide demonstration material for stereo "hi -fi." In the
Military, for example. you will find he
makes far less of the bass drum than Scherdull sloes in his stereo version for Westminster, since musically it is less important
for Sir 'Thomas. "The string parts in these
works arc unbelievably difficult," he told me.
The difficulty. of course, lies not so much
in technique as in the artistic demands of
writing as transparent and deeply expressive
as this. Few conductors, you will find, use
Haydn's brilliant scoring for the blown and
bowed instruments to provide the delicate
contrasts and shadings Sir Thomas offers
in these sets.

-if

Scholars (or prigs
you want to use the
Beecham term for them) have chided Sir
Thomas from time to time over his failure
to play these works from one man's or another's critical edition. "1 have all the editions." Sir Thomas explains. "and I have
prepared my own text. I have bccn looking
over these scores, in one way or another, for
more than forty years. marking, editing,
adding bits here and there, in a sincere effort

The 1933

to realize as successfully as possible Haydn's
intentions. What do these fellows who could
not stand before an orchestra and direct
successfully a single page know of a musician's practical requirements? For example,
in the Brcitkopf and Hártcl scores. wherever
there is a tutti. all the instruments-- strings.
woodwnd, trumpet -are marked forte. You
can't play it like that. It won't balance. It
doesn't sound. It isn't music. I have to adjust
the dynamics to secure the ensemble quality
that I am sure Haydn was after.
"Many of the masterpieces of eighteenth century music were written in great haste.
and the manuscripts are full of elementary
mistakes which scholars and editors lovingly
perpetuate. I have been asked to issue editions of Haydn and Mozart. and once I even
started, but the publisher backed out-or
maybe I insulted him. I feel that music exists
to be heard. My edition of these works is my
recordings. Let me make one thing clear. No
one but myself does anything to these tapes.
At the close of the session, I go over the results with the engineers and tell them what
we shall sise. And if anything needs to be
fixed, I tell them, 'Fix that at bar so- and -so.'
I stay right there and sec that it's donc
properly, even if it has to be done four times
over. I assume the complete responsibility
for the results.
think that a musician can
present an edition on records just as effectively as he can by publishing a text. My
1

friend Artur Schnabcl, a man of the greatest
intellectual force. created for us a conception of the piano music of Beethoven which
is not likely to be duplicated in our clay.
He issued his text of the music for all that he
had done, but it is the recordings that possess the greater influence."
Here, therefore, is the Beecham Haydn,
the twelve last symphonies of the most prolific of the great symphonists, given to us
as the precisely polished efforts of the man
who, for me anyway, created the standard
by which all Haydn performances must be
judged. The initial six, from Haydn's London visit of 1791 -92, are in the first album,
Capitol GCR 7127. and the last half dozen,
dating from his trip to the British capital
during 1794 -95. are in this new one. Together they offer performances of such unfailing communicative impact as to rank
among the enduring triumphs on discs.

HAYDN: The Salomon

Symphonies, Vol.

11

Symphonies: No. 99, in E flat; No. 100. in
G ( "Military"); No. 101, in D ( "Clock");
No. 102. in Mat; No. 101, in Rpm ("Duan
Roll "); No. 104, is D ("London").

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Thomas
Beecham, cond.
CAptrot.
7198. Three LP.
GCR
$14.94.
CAptrot, SGCR 7198. Three SD.
$17.94.

Rosenkavalier-

Still at the Top of the List
by Conrad

L.

Osborne
Lette Lehmann as the Afarschallin.

seem that, in 1960, even the
appearance of a third edition of a performance recorded in 1933 hardly justifies

I

rmay well

extended comment, particularly when the
performance already has inspired such extensive critical commentary. But since this
recording's last incarnation (in the Victor
LC1'. later ¡NT. series), there have been
several additions to the Rosenkavalier catalogue. and one is curious to sec how the old
favorite stacks up against the recent competition. I can report that Mines. Lehmann.
Schumann, Olszcwska -and Messrs. Mayr
and Heger -are exactly where they have
always bccn: at the top of the list.

MAY 1960

It is essential that one own two Roscnkavalicrs -this, and one other. The recording's
dim sound and extensive cuts (nearly half the
score) dictate the need for a complete. aurally
up -to -date version in the collector's library.
The one to own is Erich Kleiber's London
set, the earliest of the available LP -era interpretations. Ls sound is still completely satisfactory, and the only serious weakness in the
hear, a fine
cast is Maria Reining- -once,
Marschallin, but much past her peak at the
time the recording was made. Otherwise,
London's Rosenkatmlier is a triumph, with
Klciber underlining every color and nuance
without for a moment becoming mannered:
1

with Jurinac singing Octavian in her cool,
even voice: with Guedcn's true Kochsopran
soaring beautifully through Sophie's sustained high tessitura; with Ludwig Weber,
one of the last of the prewar Wagnerian titans, singing handsomely and acting subtly
as Ochs: and with a long list of capable artists, notably Poell and Dermota, in the
smaller roles.
The two more recent Rosenkaraliers, both
available in stereo, do not achieve the London
production's level of excellence. For Angel.
Von Karajan is overfussy with the score. and
Schwarzkopf's Marschallin is more an accurate calculation than an artistic creation.
61

Stich -Randall (Sophie) sings sonu passages
with an admirably modulated, floating tone,
but that is apparently the extent of her capabilities -she is unable to sound at all abandoned with Octavian. Christa Ludwig and
Otto Edchnan are decidedly competent, but
the entire atmosphere of the recording is
precious and somewhat superficial. The
Deutsche Grammophon entry has its
strengths, but is crippled at several key
points-notably in the orchestral playing
and in the casting of Octavian and Ochs.
Despite its tubby sound and the drastic
nature of the abridgment, it is still this
Heger performance, now issued in Angel's
"Great Recordings of the Century," that
shows how Rosenkavalier should be done,
that shows what this opera is all about. This
is particularly true of Lehmann's Marschallin and Mayo's Ochs. Lehmann (need it be
said again ?) is simply unapproachable. In
our understandable admiration for her psychological perception and personal theatrical
magnetism, we sometimes forget that hcr
voice at its best was a truly great one, and
that, to begin with, she sang the notes Net ter than anyone else. 'there is much more
than that, of course. There is the lucidity of
her projection of the text; more importantly.
there is hcr peculiar capacity for putting
the listener through an entire emotional
spectrum within the few minutes required for
a performance of. say, Der Erlk(doig. Her
reading of the Monologue is. vocally and
interpretatively. peerless. In the Third
Act, her whispered rendition of "Irh weiss
each nix, Gar nix!" is surpassed only by hcr

/

CLASSICAL
BACH: Concerto jor Clavier and Strings,
No. 5, in F minor, S. 1056-See Handel:
Concerto grosso in B minor, Op. 6, No. 12.
BACH: Concertos jor Harpsichord and
Strings: No. 1, in D minor, S. 1052; No. 2,
ht E,

perfect sculpting of the trio's opening phrases
( "1-lab' mir's gelobt" ).:\s for Mayr, he is
almost as impressive. 1-ie falls back on that
last resort of any self -respecting Lcrchcnau:
singing. He does not have to employ a detached head -voice on high F, nor a beer -bass
on low E. Nor does he have to make a retarded bumpkin of Ochs in order to get
across the idea that he is a childish boor. His
Baron is rude, all right, and provincial. but
is not so blatantly offensive as to be unfit for
conversation with the \Vcrdenbcrgs and the
Rofranos.
There is no point in denying that Schumann is uncomfortable and overcautious
in the high register. and that a freer, fuller
tone would Ise preferable at points. But the
quality is always appealing, the musicianship
impeccable. And she is Sophie von Faninal
every moment she is singing; especially delightful is her characterization in the Third
Act-hcr rebuke to the Baron ( "Er wird
mich keinem ,Nenschn,," etc.), or hcr moments of despair when she thinks Octavian's
expressions of love have been insincere ( "1st
es war melt meter als eine
hall vorheit
Farce'). Or again, hcr embarrassed gratitude to the Marschallin. or her frightened
formality with Octavian ("War mir von
Eller Gnaden Fre unlschafl." etc).
I have never been very fond of Olszewska's
Octavian, for the higher tones. which Octa-

...

vian usus: have, are much too precarious and

booty (Olszewska was a genuine contralto),
and her gloriously creamy middle and lower
registers arc of limited use in this music.
Her instrument is just the timbre called for

available. and the of the E major superior
to the others. Kirkpatrick plays with passion and poetry in No. 1; the first and last
movements are spirited in different ways,
and the Adagio does not drag. as it often
does. No. 2 emerges as a better work than
one had thought it. probably because of
the joyf.d quality Kirkpatrick gets into
the opening movement. The accompaniment
by Baumgartner and the orchestra is first N.B.
class in every respect.

S. 1053

Ralph Kirkpatrick, harpsichord; Festival
Strings Lucerne. Rudolf Baumgartner. cond.
\acntve ARC 3132. LP. $5.98.
.\acutvr.ARC 73132. SD. 56.98.

.

Readers accustomed to listening to recorded
ensemble works with solo harpsichord may
find it necessary to make a slight adjustment in their auditory habits when they
put this disc on. Usually such works arc
"mitred" so that the ordinarily frail keyboard instrument sounds considerably larger
than life and the other instruments somewhat smaller. Here, however, as in the recent Vanguard stereo recording of Concertos I, 4, and 5, the balance between
harpsichord and orchestra is much more
realistic, though the solo instrument can
still be clearly heard. The present performance of the 1) minor is as fine as any now

BACH: Concertos for Violin ant/ Orchestra: in A minor, S. 1041; in E, S. 1042.
Concerto jot- Two Violins and Orchestra,
in D Minor. S. 1043
\'clinch Menuhin. violin: Christian Ferras,
violin; Festival Chamber Orchestra (in S.
1043), Robert Masters Chamber Orchestra
(ils S. 1041, I042), l'ehudi Menuhin, cond.
C.v'rrol. G 7210. LP. 54.98.
Cevrrot. SG 7210. SD. $5.98.

by the role, however -as are Lehmanni s and
Schumann's for theirs- -and when the voices
join in the final trio and duet, there is an
incomparable weaving of the strands. one
color growing directly from another, then
blending and balancing to perfection -an
effect i have never heard duplicated.
About the rest of the cast there cannot
possibly be any complaint, for we have a
front-rank mezzo (Bella Paalcn) for Minim.
and what sounds like a potent baritone
(Victor Madill) for Faninal's one remaining
line. It must be admitted that little of the
Vienna Philharmonic's tone conies through
the repressing; the 78s. though narrow in
range, were assuredly more alive. Still, Hcger's rhythmic flair and sense of proportion
do emerge, and everyone plays and sings
with animation and precision. Angel has included an informative booklet on the opera
and the singers. plus a libretto with a superior translation by Walter Legge. If you don't
own a copy of the album, lose no time in obtaining one.

STRAUSS, RICHARD; Der Rosenkavalier (excerpts)
Lotte Lehmann (s), The Feldmarschallin;
Elisabeth Schumann (s), Sophie; Anne Michalskv (s). Marianne; Maria Olszewska (c),
Octavian; Bella Paalcn (c), \noires; Hermann Gallos (t), Valzacchi: William Wergnick (t), innkeeper; Victor Itladin (b). Von
.

Faninal; Richard Mayr (hs), Baron Ochs;
Karl Ettl (bs), Commissary. Chorus of the
Vienna State Opera; Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra. Robert Heger, cond.
ANGEL GRB 4001. Two LP. 511.96.

lins and basses comes out nicely while the
decorations in the solo violin remain plainly
audible in the background. An interesting
touch is the use of what sounds like a harp,
instead of a harpsichord, as continuo instrument in the slow movements of S. 1041 and
10.3 (1 could not hear any continuo instrument in the Adagio of S. 1042). lis the stereo
version of the Double Concerto the obvious
separation is made, set that you can at last
tell the players without a score. Pine sound
in both versions.
N.B.

BACH: Italian Concerto, S. 971; Chromatic
Fantasia and Fagne, S. 903; Partita No.
1, in B flat, S. 825; Toccata and Fugue, in
D,

S.

912

Wanda Landowska, harpsichord.
A NOEL CO1.1 -1 71.
l_P. 55.98.

This

is

the group of performances recorded

in 1935 and 1936 that used to be available in
this country as RCA Victor I.Ci' 137. It is
good to know that the disc is once nsore in
the current catalogue, for this is indeed one
1

These are big, broad, warm performances.
with Menuhin displaying excellent Joran as a
fiddler and remarkable finesse as a conductor.
For once the solo is properly subdued when
there are more important doings in the orchestra. This sensible procedure is especially
effective in the working out of the theme of
the first movement of the E major Concerto: the dialogue between orchestral vio-
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of the "Great Recordings of the Century."
All but the Partita have never been surpassed on records. as far as i know. and the
Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue is one of the
finest performances of Bach ever stamped
onto a disc. The sound, despite its age, is
perfectly acceptable,
N.B.
HIGH FIDELITY Ni. G:\ZINE

www.americanradiohistory.com

BACH: Mass in

U

minor,

S. 232

Pierrette Alaric, soprano; Nan Merriman,
contralto; Léopold Simoneau, tenor; Gustav
Ncidlingcr. bass; Vienna Academy Chorus;
Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Hermann
Schcrchcn,cond.
WESTMINSTER WST 304. Three SD.
$17.94.

From the standpoint of sheer sound, this is
the most beautiful recording of the 13 minor
Mass I have heard. The chorus sounds letter
than it has ever sounded before. to my
knowledge. It is perfectly balanced and
transparent: for once the altos. tenors, and
basses have character and presence, and come
out clearly when they have a leading role.
\Vhcn sopranos or tenors soar above the
staff. there is no screaming or shouting. My
first reaction when I put the first side on was
just to it back and bask in the waves of
gorgeous sound coming at me.
But a musical masterwork like this one is
not merely a mat ter of sensuous appeal; it is
a communication to the mind and heart, an
expression of thought and feeling by one of
the greatest geniuses the world has seen. And
with respect to this aspect of the set, with
respect to the interpretation of Bach, one
soon begins to have misgivings. The chief
trouble, 1 think. is the tempos Scherchen
clmoses for many of the slow sections: they
strike one as crawling. Not all of them, to be
sure: the tempo of the hushed and very lovely -Et incarnants est" and that of the Agnus
Dci (No. 23) seem just right, and the slowness of the second Kyrie (No. 3) seems quite
acceptable. But in the first Kyrie. in the
"Laudanuts te," the Quoniam. the Bcncdictus, one is made acutely ass -are of a lack of
forward motion. while in the Sanctus (No.
20) the individual tones of the triplets arc so
slow -Iv and cis- tinct -Iy ar- tic -u- lest -ed that
the movement becomes a choral exercise instead of a heavenly caroling. In the "&
raurrnit," on the other hand, the tempo is
so fast that the chorus for once is unclear.
Some passages in this movement are speeded
up even more, and there are one or two spots
where everybody is not quite together. .
Of the soloists the two ladies are especially
good. Miss Alarie is at the top of her form
here. singing accurately and with an attractive tone. Miss Merriman lately seems to be
getting better all the time; her Agnus Dci is
very moving. Simoncau is satisfactory. but
Ncidlingcr, whose voice has a pleasant quality, cannot seem to get oriented with respect
to pitch. In his arias he sounds as though he
could not hear the orchestra and was getting
slightly faulty
his pitch from memory

-a

memory.
The stereo recording is first -class. When
marked separation is a special advantage to
the music it is effectively clone, as in the
N.B.
two -choir Osanna.

BARTOK: Music for Strings, Percussion,
and Celesta; Hungarian Sketches
Chicago
cond.

Symphon Orchestra, Fritz Reiner,

RCA Vicron LM 2374. I.P. S4.98.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2374. SD. $5.98.

afore and the Stokowski version recently
released by Capitol. This is odd, because the
score stipulates just how the instruments are
to be placed in order to secure a certain

spatial effect which is of the essence of
Bartók's conception and which stereo can
approximate with considerable success, although it cannot reproduce it exactly.
Stokowski's interpretation of the piece is
excellent, but his disc suffers from the somewhat ragged performance of a pickup orchestra. Reiner, on the other hand, is working with his own orchestra and one of the
most perfectly disciplined in the world;

of the same quality
clearly the preferable disc. The Hungarian Sketches, with which the second side is
completed, are pleasant little pieces better
known as parts of ,\likrokosmos.
A.F.
since the recording is

this

is

BEETHOVEN: Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra, in D, Op.

61

David Oistrakh, violin; Orchestre National
de la Radiodiffusion Française, André
tens, cord.
: \xraa. 35780.
LP. $4.98.
.\scat. S 35780. SI). $5.98.

Cluy

NEXT MONTH IN

high fidelity
Firebird's First Flight
The world's greatest living composer talks
about the work which first established his reputation,
just fifty years ago this June.

by Igor Stravinsky

Towards Stereo Compatibility
Some people claim there can be a compatible stereo disc.

by Ralph Freas

The Life and Death of Leonard Warren
The author was present on that Friday evening
this spring when America's greatest baritone

voice was suddenly stilled.

by Alan Wagner

Mozart As You Motor
How to have exactly the music you want as you
spin along the open road.
by Charles Fowler

Music for Strings, Percussion. and Celesta is
the most frequently recorded of Bartók's
orchestral works, hut so far only two stereo
editions of it have appeared -the one listed

mAY 1960
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The arrival of this set gives us five Oistrakh
editions of this work in Schwann- representing two Western European recording sessions and one or more in the Soviet Union.
This new Angel is. however, the only version in stereo and the only pairing of Oistrakh with a conductor of international
reputation. The results are, consequently,
more impressive than those found in its
rivals, and we may safely atone that the
demand for Oistrakh in the Beethoven will
be concentrated an this pair of discs.
Surely no one needs be told at this date
that Oistrakh is one of the great string players of this century. His performance of the
Beethoven is a comprehensive demonstration of his powers. Cluytens provides a polished and forceful accompaniment that
gives Oistrakh all necessary support without
challenging his dominant position.
As heard in stereo, the sound is slightly
brighter and more attractive than the
monophonic set. In two copies of the stereo,
however,
have yet to End a pressing without rattles and distortion in one or another
place. The recent Stern - Bernstein version
1

may be safer in terms of sonic quality, as
well as competitive musically.
R.C.M.

BEETHOVEN: Overtures: Coriolan, Op.
62; Fidelie, Op. 72; Lenore No, 3, Op.
72a; Egmont, Op. 84; Zur lPeihe des
Hauses, Op. 124
Orchestre des Concerts Lamoureux, Igor
Markevitch, cond.
DeUTSCHs GRAMMOPHON DGS 712019.
SD. $5.98.

David Oistrakh: in Beethoven, masterly.
to the record catalogue since the close of the
Var has been limited for the most part to
East Germany and the Soviet bloc. It is
good to have an opportunity to heir it in
stereo, since plainly it remains a line ensemble. thoroughly schooled in this music and
its traditions. Konwitschay's reading of the
Second is felicitous in its relaxed good humor: and although the first movement is
convincingly strong, it is the finale that is
most likely to please yon. The engineering is
up to all expectations, with the stereo particularly relined and spacious.
R.C.M.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 8, in P, Op.
93-See Schubert: Symphony No. 8, in B
minor ("Unfinished").

Of the various collections of Beethoven
overtures available, this disc provides the
finest performances, the best selection of
works, and the greatest amount of music. It
can therefore be. rated among the wisest investments in the Beethoven listings.

Markevitch approaches the composer with
deeply felt respect for Funwängler, mingled
with his own strivings for dramn, intensity,
and linear clarity. The results could be a
hodgepodge, but Markevitch is too fine a
musician to let this happen. One hears, instead. readings that are often unorthodox in
detail, but never lacking in either the spirit
of the composer or the sense of grandeur that
distinguishes the finest Beethoven performances from those of uninspired reverence.
It may take your ear a few moments to
adjust w the sound of this orchestra. It is
French and playing in a large, revenant hall.
Thus one Bears very clear, but small and delicate, sonorities as modified acoustically by a
reverberant root. i would prefer a somewhat dryer quality, but this is acceptable-unless, of course, you insist upon the darker
and richer ensemble qualities of the Vienna
Philharmonic. If that is the case, von will
want London 6053.
'R.C.M.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 2, in D, Op.
36: Die Geschiipfe des Prometheus, Op.
43, Overture
Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, Franz Kon-

witschny, cond.
Ertc LC 3634. LP. $4.98.
Elite BC 1052. SD. $5.98.

BERLIOZ: Grande Messe des Monts, Op. 5
( "Requ iem ")
Léopold Simoneau, tenor; New England
Conservatory Chorus; Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Charles Munch, cond.
RCA Vicroa LDS 6077. Two SD.
S11.96.

For
59.
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feature review of this album, sec page

BRUCH: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra. No. 1, irr G minor, Op. 26
tGlazunov: Concerto for Violin, and Orchestra, in A minor, Op. 82
Erica Morini, violin; Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra, Ferenc Fricsav, cond.
DEUTSCHE CRAK,.mu'HON

LP.

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

SD.

64

DGS 712029.

$5.98.

Two lyrical staples of the romantic violin
concertu repertoire arc here accorded worm,
big -toned, relaxed treatment that, suits
them perfectly. The sound is good in both
aeons and stwren, with the solo violin standing ont well from the orchestra. .Vhat stereo
accomplishes here is to give greater expansiveness to the tone and to eliminate a slight
hosed -in feeling which, in the monophonic
version, is imparted by the fairly close -to
solo microphone.
P.A.

CHOPIN: Ballades (4)
Artur Rubinstein.

The Cewandhaus Orchestra is one of the
oldest in Europe, although its contribution

DGM 12029.

$4.98.

piano.

LM 2370. LP. $4.98.
RC.\ Vic'e's LSC 2370. SD. 55.98.

One signal omission from Rubinstein's
Chopin discography has been the set of
Ballades, among the composer's greatest
works. Now he prcxluces the best complete
recording available (not, however, difficult,
in view of the competition). Since these
are highly personal, subjective works, their
treatment here probably will nor suit all
people in aU instances, but the percentage
of satisfaction shoúld be higher than with
any other disc.
It is a remarkable facet of Rubinstein's
artistry that his appratch to the 13alladcs
is not the .same as to other Chopin works.
Here his playing is freer, mote introspective,
with a higher incidence of rubatos. An almost discursive air hovers over the performances, but this is as it should be, considering the nature of the works; and it is
Rubinstein's genius that, while letting the
music flow now this way, now that, he holds
it together.
in the same way, the Four Ballades lead
independent lives- The G minor meanders
along moodily. highlighted by bits of bright
color. In the F major, I would have liked
more plainness in the melody of the first
section. bat how- wonderfully savage are
the fast sections, with the breathtakingly
simple chords that bong the work to an
end. The A flat major is all playfulness,
caprice, and charm. The F minor follows
its devious but nusically rich paths in a
rambling manner, but at the cud the cumulative experience leaves a profound impact.
So, too, dots the whole recording.
R.E.

CHOPIN: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, No. I, in E Minor, Op.
Adam

ii

hlarasicwicz, piano; Vienna Sym-

phony- Orchestra. Heinrich Hollreiser, cond.
Eric LC 3643. LP. S4.98.
Eric BC 1060. SD. $5.98.

When Harasicwicz won the international
Chopin contest in Warsaw it 1955, some of
his performances were recorded and issued
by Paihif. At that time his playing had a
serene innocence, an immaculately beautiful
tone, and perfection of line which made it
seem wonderfully pure and refreshing; one
was willing to forego subtlety and profundity for the sake of the other, quite rare
qualities. This new Epic release of the
Chopin concerto suggests that the young
Polish pianist is going through a transitional
phase, sttit rug for a more emotional concept
of the music at the cost of clear, uncomplicated expression.
The concerto is well performed, at its best
having the straightforward, lucid, inherently
poetic style o(uld, but Harasicwicr.-s attempts at little rubatns are strained, fussy,
even meaningless. -.l-hc result is disappointing. The orchestral playing is adequate,
sounding muffled on the LP but emerging
with fine clarity on stereo.
R.E.

CHOPIN: Les Sylphides (trans. Douglas)
(Schumann: Carnaval
Philharmonia

Orchestra,

Robert

Irving,

cond.

EM1 CAPt-rot. G 7206. LP. $4.98.
EMI Carmen. SG
1206.
SI).
$5.98.

RC:.. V tt,-ron

Continued on page 66
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FROM EPIC: NEW RELEASES FOR MAY

DVORAK
CONCERTGEBOTJW ORCHESrI,R_A.
OF AMSTERDAM=
Symphony No. 2; Slavonic Dances Nos. 1, 3, 7, 8
Haitink, Cond.
LC 3668 BC 1070 ( Stereorama)

AUc-

Sona

a in B

Minor

Sonata No. 4; Invitation to the Dance

E-21 FLE-0-LrE
Pianist LC 3675

V OZA RT

GRID HAEBLER
VIENNA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Piano Concertos Nos. 18 and 27
C. Von Dohnányi, Cond.
LC 3677
BC 1075 (Stereorama)

HANDEL
HANDEL FESTIVAL ORCHESTRA
Concerti
Grossi, Op. 6, Nos. 1, 2, 3
Margral, Cond.
LC 3676 BC 1074 (Stereorama)

STRAUSS

VIENNA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
LC

Waltzes -P. Walter, Cond.
BC 1045 (Stereorama)

3624

A WORLD OF WONDERFUL MUSIC IS YOURS ON

iEPIC

...

Ur.
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Since we are celebrating this year the sesquicentennial of the birth of both Chopin
and Schumann, it is appropriate that these

two popular balletic adaptations of their
music should be coupled on one record. Les
Sylphides, originally orchestrated by Glaannoy, appears here in a more recent orchestral setting by Douglas-one of the
have
more tasteful of the several versions
encountered over the years. Carnaval is the
composite work of a number of different
Russian arrangers, incheling Glazunov,
Arensky. and Rintsky-Korsakov, and consequently there is an occasional diversity of
style from movement to movement. Robert
Irving's experienced direction accounts for
well-proportioned performances of both
works. The recorded sound is clear and well
balanced in both mono and stereo, with the
latter offering a pleasantly wider spread of
orchestral tone, thus a closer approximation
of realism.
1

DELIUS: Florida Suite; Dance Rhapsody
No. 2; Over the Hills and Par Away
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Thomas
Beecham, cond.
C.terrot G 7193. LP. $4.93.
CAPITOL SG 7193. SD. $5.98.

The first recording of a long work by
Delius should be an event with a capital
E. but the Florida Suite. which covers
most of this disc, is a very early and very
weak production,. of interest primarily as a
historical curiosity. The second Dance.RhapJody is later but not much better. -01,er the
Hills and Far 4s4'1' is, however, one of those
nostalgic masterpieces which Delius was
born to write. Sir Thomas is, of course.
Delius' foremost orchestral interpreter and
the editor of most of his orchestral music,
including that here recorded. The performance is moho con amore. The recording
is modo ordinario, non troppo chiaro.
A.F

C1=2ES-T. RCC:31=2f=2S.rsrestest-rt.s

2 'musts'

for the Jazz Enthusiast

!

DVORAK,: Slavonic Dances,

Opp. 46

and

72

Philharmonic Orchestra, Vichy
Talich, cond.
PA/MANIENT PLP 121. Two LP. $3.96.
Czech

On the basis of my aural detective work.
judge that this paír of dises were mastered
from the same rapes as the Urania recording,
which has long held a distinguished place
in the catalogue. The only difference is that
Dances Nos. 3 and 6 of Op. 46 have been
restored to their original order in the present
release. The sound quality, almost identical
with that on the Urania discs. is still very
acceptable. And since Tal-idi remains one
of the really great Dvolik interpreters of
our tinte, this modestly priced set is highly
recommended.
P.A.
1

DVORAK: Symphony No. 5, in E
op. 95 ('From the New World").
Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Vladimir
Golschmann, cond.
VANGUARD SRV 114. LP. $1.98.
VmsouAan SRV 114. SD. $2.98.
Besides its low price attractions and con-

EV/EMT:4
rome Kern

JOE

VENUTI

sistently high technical merits. Vanguard's
bargain demonstration series frequently pro-

stimulatingly fresh approaches to
standard masterpieces. Colschmann's poetic
yet zestfully elegant New World is one of
the best of these, and except for the more
robost and idiomatically Czechish versions
by Kubelik and Szell, this is surely one of
the most attractive of the many recorded
alitions-sonically as well as interpretatively. The unexaggerated, luminous, and
floating stereoism again achieves the "twodimensional frieze .
almost chamber.
music" effect which one reviewer praised in
Golschmann's earlier Tchaikovsky Pathétique
(SRV
and which again -makes it possible to hear with what breach-taking
delicacy and beauty of phrasing the Viennese
orchestra plays." The present monophonic
edition has somewhat more bite and solidity.
and scarcely less clarity. hut little of the
engaging airiness and radiant grace of the
stereo version.
R.D.D.
vides

.

A COLDEN CREST

CR 3100 *
JOE VENUTI PLAYS GERSHWIN

JOE VENUT1

-

CR

JAZZ CLASSIC
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3101*

JOE VENUTI PLAYS JEROME KERN

the man in all his splendor

.

!

CREST:

GOLDEN
of Joe
MEMO FROM
two albums
recording
and
of
GERSHWIN
In the process
VENUTI PLAYS
Golden

Venuti--JOE PLAYS KERN -the staff ofthe horns
JOE VENUTI found itself perched on
should

Crest Records dilemma -which of the twowanted
who
of a pleasant
There were thosewanted Kern.
first?
who
be released
were those offense to either
Gershwin: there
without
both at
problem
release them
To settle the
to
can
decided
school, it was this in the belief that nobody
his
all
in
once. We do
Here's the man
Venuti.
have enough
splendor!
Playing the Date with Joe:
Ellis Larkins-piano

Tony Gottuso- guitar
Bobby Donaldson-drums

'Available on STEREO

at the same price

Jack

Zimmerman-boa

Nobody can have enough VENUTI
OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER or YOU MAY ORDER DIRECT
GOLDEN CREST RECORDS 220 BROADWAY Huntington Station, N. 'Y.
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ENESCO: Symphony No.

1,

in E flat, op.

13

Rumanian State Symphony Orchestra,
George Gatemen. cond.
Alums ALP 11S. LP. $4.98.

in

Enesco's native country. it would appear,
they remember that he wrote more than the
Rumanian Rhapsodies. His first symphony,
which dates from 1906, is a well-made
Franekian piece, of no great individuality,
but beautifully put together and beautifully
scored. The performance seems II) be firstclass and the recording is passable.
A.F.

GERSHWIN: An American in
Rhapsody in Blue

Pat*

Earl Wild, piano (in the Rhapsody); Boston
Pops Orchestra, Arthur Fiedler, cond.
RCA Victor LM 2367. LP. $4.98.
RCA Vie-roa LSC 2367. SD. $5.98.

Fiedler has just the right, insouciant touch
for An American in Paris, and he and Wild
Continued on page 68
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SR902I 3/MG50213

WAGNER Tannbiinser Overture and Venusberg Music; 5rislan und 7soide
Prelude and Liebestod; Lobengrin Prelude to Act 111- London Symphony,
SR90210/MG50210

Dorati. SR90234/MG50234
DEBUSSY Prélude 5 l'Après -midi d'un faune; Petite Suite. RAVEL Valses

nobles et sentimentales; Le Tombeau de Couperin. Detroit Symphony,
Paray. SR902 13 /MG50213
BRAHMS Horn Trio in E flat Major; Violin Sonata No. 2 in A Major. Joseph
vat.2

DUPRE AT SAINT-SULPICE

THE MUSIC OF MARCEL DUPRE

Szigeti (violin), Mieczyslaw Horszowski (piano), John Barrows (horn).

SR90210/MG50210
I

.1

SR90229/MG50229

MARCEL DUPRÉ AT SAINT- SULPICE, Vol.
1t

IL

DUPRÉ Variations sur un

Noël; Carillon; Cortège et Litanie; Lamento; Final. SR90229/MG50229
MOZART Serenade No. IO in B flat Major. Eastman Wind Ensemble,
Fennell. SR90176/MG50176

KENNAN Three Pieces; BERGSMA Gold and the Señor Commandante;
ROGERS Once Upon a Time. Eastman- Rochester Orchestra, Hanson.

SR90147/MG50147
album number.
SR indicates Ibe stereo album number, Iffj, the monaural
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full sympathy in their treatment of
the Rhapsody. Furthermore. Victor's engineers arc in full sympathy with Mem. A.h.
are io

GLAZUNOV: Concerto for Violin and

Orchestra, in A minor, Op. 82-See
Bruch: Concerto Jor Violin and Orchestra, No. t, in G minor, Op. 26.

HEHE

COMES
THE
NCIN
SW
MR.

GOUNOD: Faust

-cAACWSILLOdTIS

WILKINS!

Victoria de los Angeles (s), Marguerite;
Lilianc Berton (s), Sicbel; Rita Gorr (c),
Martha; Nicolai Gedda (t), Faust; Ernest
Blanc (b), Valentine; Victor Autran (b),
Wagner; Boris Christofi (bs), Mephistopheles. Chorus and Orchestra of Thé3trc
National de l'Opéra, Andr6 Cluytens, cond.
CAPrrot. GDR 715.1. Four LP. $23.92.
CAPITOL SGDR 7154. Four SD.

ERNIE
WILKINS,

$27.92.
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stereo updating of the

major casting change being the substitution
of Ernest Blanc for Jcan Bortitayrc in the
role of Valentine. should say that this remains the best Fans: available, though, to
put it bluntly. that's saving very little. It
means only that it is better than the very
pedestrian Columbia set under Cleva; it is
also preferable to the weakly sung Beecham
albuin, now tt'ìthdr,,wn.
Briefly. these arc its advantages. ft is
nearly complete. the only cur of consequence
being the Mar ucrite /Sicbcl scene, which is
never played. (T happen to think that Fans'
should be presented with all the grand opera
trappings a company can summon. and this
means including the full billet. After all.
if we are going to start snipping out the bars
of Gounod's music that do not seem to us
to go exactly to the heart of the subject,
we shall have to eliminate much more than
the ballet. Faust must be met on its own
terms, as a representative grand (pent, till
of charming music, capable of considerable
emotional impact if presented with sufficient
flourish.) Secondly, the sound is excellent,
and though little use is made of stage effects
-for instance. there is no crowd reaction
when Mephisto calls on Bacchus for the wine
-stereo is nonetheless responsible for some
splendid aural impressions: the stony hollowness of the Church Scene. or the gradual
approach and deployment of the very authentic- sounding military band before the
Soldiers' Chorus. Finally, De loss Angeles'
Marguerite, probably the hest to be heard
today, remains vocally beautiful. stylistically
apt, and interpretatively touching. It may
1

it

used to

but it is never lacking in feeling. One
might add that. Blanc is also impressive.
though he tends to let his big, open voice
do all the work for him- Borthavrc, who
also has a rich voice, did more with the
music. The small roles arc extremely well
be,

SONGS OF HAWAII; CHARLES K. L. DAVIS. LPBR 5060; SDBR 1060 (STEREO). IRVING BERLIN: A GREAT MAN OF
AMERICAN MUSIC WITH A NEW INTERPRETATION BY POLIAKIN, HIS ORCHESTRA AND CHORALE. LPBR 6058;
SDBR 3058 (STEREO). HERE COMES THE SWINOIN' MR. WILKINS: ERNIE WILKINS AND HIS ORCHESTRA. LPBR 5077;
SDBR 1077 (STEREO). A ZILLION STRINGS: DICK HYMAN AT THE PIANO. LPBR 5074; SOUR 1074 (STEREO). GISELE
I,IACKENZIE IN PERSON AT THE EMPIRE ROOM OF THE WALDORF; LPBR 5069; SDBR 1069 (STEREO).
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essentially,

be somewhat more restrained than

stereo and monaural
retail
.list Drive

is.

HMV Faust of several years back, the only

IEN IITEIPIETATIO

RECORDS

cast.

The set's major flaw is in Christotf's
Mephistopheles. He has his moments, to
be sure. The "Venn d'or." snarled out at
an unremitting forte/ fortissimo, becomes a
thundering stomp. Brit his lack of rapport
with the French language and style is really
disastrous, and his interpretation, which at
first scents bizarre, is soon simply monotonous. Gedda, too, is finally tiresome-always
adequate, tasteful, conscientious (hi; Prendi

READER- SERVICE CARD
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quite correct), and unexciting. The same
of Cluytens' conducting, especially during the first two scenes, when it
appears the whole performance will be logy.
Things go better in the Garden Scene
(though these voices, at least as recorded,
refuse to blend in the quartet), and the
ballet is ecry well played. Orchestra and
chorus are good throughout. If you want
Faust, it will have ro be this one.
C.L.O.
is

can be said

HANDEL: Concerto

grosso

if

-

Pick yourself a romantic "perennial"
from Angel's lilting Light Opera Crop -blossoming out in
for the first time and all sung in English!

in B miner, Op.

Ne 12
¡Hach: Concerto for Clavier and Strings,
No. 5, in. 1s minor, S. 1056
iMozart: Adagio and Fugue for Strings, in
C minor, K. 546
6,

1

3644.

Epic BC 106L

L.P.

SD.

Stereo

SADLfAS WELLS THEATRE

Nrr

G
.7-Fa4tg .X4ti4,3

Musici.

Eric LC

Springtime H'orld of Light Opera ...on

$4.98.
$5.98.

LILAC TIME

'I'YdI'.
<(7

vital performance of the Handel
concerto, marred only by the absence of
an audible continuo. In the Bach the soloist is Maria Teresa Garatti, regular harpsichordist of this ensemble, who here chooses
to play, surprisingly, the piano. It is a decent
but not outstanding reading, a little heavy handed in the finale. The. Mozart is, as
always, an exciting event. To this intense
and introspective introduction, followed by
Mozart's most powerful fugue, the vibrant
style of 1 Musici is especially well suited.
Very good sound in both versions.
N.B.
A warm,

MERRY WIDOW

N

Remember "Blossom Time"? Here
are all the lovely Schubert melodies
-with lyrics translated from the
original German -that have kept
this operetta in bloom since 1916.
Amongthcm,the famous "Serenade,"

Franz Lehar's winsome widow hasn't
stopped waltzing since her first appearance in Vienna, in coos. Here's
the world's most popular operetta
with THE Walrs- recorded in Stereo
for the first time--on Angel! Elegant
performance by the Sadler's Wells
Opera Company and Orchestra.

-

"Hark, Hark!

Angel (S) 35816

HANDEL: Concerto for Harpsichord and
Orchestra, in G minor, Op. 4, No. 1; Air
with Variations in B flat; Suite No. 7, in
G minor

The.

Lark! ", "Under

the Lilac Bough" and others.
Angel (S) 35817

ñrt'`.ia

;yiw

1:.I'

Sylvia Marlowe, harpsichord; Baroque
Chamber Orchestra, Sylvia Marlowe, cond.
Decca

DL

10020.

LP.

DeccA DL 710020.

$4.98.
$5.98.

SD.

The Concerto is perhaps more familiar as
work for organ, but the title of the first
edition specifics the harpsichord too. Miss
Marlowe plays this, as she does the other
works on this disc, with much energy and
drive. In filling in the passages left open for
improvisation by Handel, she uniohi itedly
pours ornamentation out with both hands;
she also embellishes fully written -out passages, as in the repetition of the Sarabande
in the Suite. There is an exhilarating air
about this playing, and impressive power,
but there arc also moments when one feels
N.B.
the need of a little snore lyricism.

a

LONDON

of London, Thurston
SOL 60010.

SD.

favorite among
all Ms shows. In this first extended
recording, British musical comedy
stars Vanessa Lee, Roberto Cardinali,
Julie Dawn arc featured.
Angel (S) 35814
Sweet his personal

More GILBERT & S ULLI VAN on Angel: lolanthe

HANDEL: )Pater Music (complete)
Philomusica
cond.

A lively antidote for winter waspishness, this Tyrolean musical ran for
2t3 Broadway performances in 1936,
with captivating Kitty Carlisle as
the Inn proprietress. Since then it's
waltzed its way from Berlin to the
Belgian Congo -and now, Britain's
musical comedy stars waltz it right
into the catalog, for the first time.
Angel (S) 35815

Sc e You Again "..."Zigeuner"
... "Tokay '... hardly a melody in
this musical that hasn't become a
standard! Noel Coward called Biller

"I'll

Dart,

$5.98.

Another excellent performance to add to
the several already available of the complete Water Music. Either Dart or Brian
Pricstman, who prepared his score, has
joined in the game of guessing what the
twenty surviving pieces grouped under this
tide were originally used for. The solution
proposed here is that they represent three
suites, all performed during that one famous
outing on the Thames which George 1 made
in 1717. Suitt 1, in P, the longest one, surmises Dart, was played on the way out to
Chelsea; Suite II. in G, indoors at Chelsea

Whether you're n "little Liber-al or a little Con- serv-a- tive", you'll want to own
this newest Gilbert and Sullivan on Angel.
SiR MALCOLM SARGENT conducts the Glyndebounu Festival Chorus and Pro
drte Orchestra in a buoyant performance. And "something extra for Gilbert 8t
(S) 3597 13/1.
Sullivan...really excellent voices!" (N.Y. Herald-Tribune)
Also in Angel's fabulous G & S Series: H.M.S. PINATORE (S) 3689 B/L THE MIKADO
(S) 3573 B/L THE GONDOLIERS (S) 3576 B/L YEOMEN Or THE GUARD (S) a596 B/L
Have you heard ELISABETH SCHWARZKOPF SING OPERETTA?
"Her exquisite voice and personality give special radiance to any song she touches."

(High Tfidelity)

/ Songs

by Strauss, Lehar, Suppe, ere. (S) 35696
L,4ar: Merry Widow (Sting in German) Angel 3501 B/L (complete)
Strauss: Gypsy Baron Angel 3666 B/L
Strauss: Die Fledermaus Angel 3539 B/L
Lehar: Land of Smiles Angel 1507 B/L

Schwarzkopf Sings Viennese Operetta

Prefix (S) indicates stereo version available.
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ZBIO BRASS

THE SOIINO
OF MUSIC
BENNY

HAYDN: The Salomon Symphonies, Vol.
Symphonies: No. 99, in E flat; No. 100, in
G (Militay"); No. 101, in D ( "Clock");
No. 102, in B /fat; No. 103. in E flat ("Dmnr
Roll "); No. 104, in D ("London").

SONNY ROLLINS

tOCSttS t.

during supper; and Suite III, in D, on the
way hack. This is as plausible an explanation
as any other that has been put forward. Et
has, it seems to Inc. only two weaknesses:
it is difficult to sec how Suites II and III
could each be made to last an hour, as a
contemporary report tells us they should;
and Hander's always active sense of color
contrast makes it Seeps unlikely that he
would use the trumpet in five consecutive
movements, as in Dart's "Suite Ill" here.
But these arc perhaps minor matters.
More important arc the vitality of the playing. the interesting conttasls in phrasing.
the animation of a line by occasional etn.
bcllishntcnt. always done tastefully, and the
brilliantly clear recording.
N.B.

c000m

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Sir Thomas
Beecham, cond.

CArlrol.
THE SOUND OF MUSIC

BENNY GOODMAN
Stereo 5E3810 E3810

SONNY ROLLINS AND
THE BIG BRASS

SHORTY ROGERS
MEETS TARZAN

Stereo SE1002 E1002

Stereo SE3798 E3798

_

rxt

Nast

wruutu

' úwñîpm

GCR

7198.

Three

_. 7.7-1.17-T=1:"--

C.tPtrot. SGCR 7198. Three SD.
$17.94.

For

a

feature review of these recordings,

sec p. 60.

IMPOSSIBLE
PETE JOLLY Piano
RALPH VIÍk I...

HINDEMITH: Symphonia Serata;
certo jor Horn

THE MITCHELLS

IMPOSSIBLE
Pete Jolly At The Piano
Stereo SE1014 E1014

with ANDRE PREVIN
Stereo 5E1012 E1012

MELBA LISTON
AND HER 'BONES'
Stereo SE1013 E1013

MGM STEREO
"Now, listen to this!"

-- .,

»

tñ:;..

LP.

$14.94.

and Orchestra

Con-

Dennis Brain, horn (in the Concerto);
Philhnrntonia Orchestra. Paul Hindemith
cond.
ANGEL 35491. LP. $4.98.
ANGELS 35491. SD. $5.98.

The horn concerto is a poor piece, but its
recording may be of interest as the last
one mark by Dennis Brain before his sudden
death in the fall of 1957. The symphony
is magnificent- Hindemith at his sunniest,
wittiest, and most ingenious. "Serene"
means "happy" so far as this symphony is
concerned, and Hindemith has never produced a happier piece nor had a happier
performance and recording.

`a°

aa.o.,..

LALO: Symphonie espagnole, Op. 21
tMeodelssohn: Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra, in E miner, Op. 64
Mischa Elman, violin; Vienna State Opera
Orchestra, Vladimir Golschmann, cond.

WÌIS.wM wYÌ.Eß'S

4:11lt

VANGUARD VRS 1050.
LP. $4.98.
VANGUARD VSD 2047. SD. $5.98.
GIGI (Sound Track)

BEN -HUR

Stereo SE3641ST
E364IST

Deluxe Edition
Stereo SIE1 1E1

THE MUSICAL WORLD OF
LERNER & LOEWE

Stereo SE3781 E3781

SEktTI iSF.1U)<tE(

WAR AND PEACE

Yn..

T t./Ot

0

e-

I'M IN THE M000

WAR AND PEACE

BABY DOE

Stereo S3CC-2 3CC2

CIRCLE

70

Stereo 3CCI
79

36C1

FOR

STRINGS -RAY ELLIS
Stereo SE3779 E3779

Although he plays only the customary four
movements of the Symphonie cspagnole,
omitting the Intermezzo, Elman gives an
admirable display of his stylistic sense, investing the music with a true Spanish flavor.
His approach to the Nlendclssohn Concerto,
on the other hand, is more individualistic
and reveals a few disturbing idiosyncrasies.
His tone in both works is smooth and rids,
but his intonation, while impeccable in the
Lalo, is a bit edgy in portions of the T'lendclssohn. He is fortunate in having Golschmann
as a collaborator, for the conductor is always
in perfect rapport with the soloist's inter-

pretative ideas.
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Both mono and stereo versions preserve
an excellent balance between solo and ac-

companiment. Two channels give added
direction to the orchestra, while keeping the
violin nicely left of center.
P.A.

LEONCAVALLO: Pagliacci
Gabriella Tuai (s), Nedda; Mario del
Monaco (t). Canio; Piero di Palma (t).
Heppe; Cornell MacNeil (b), Tonio; Renato
Capecchi (h), Silvio. Chorus and Orchestra
of Accademia di Santa Cecilia (Rome),
Francesco Molinari- Pradclli, cond.
LONDON A 4237. Two LP. $9.96.
LONDON
OSA
SD.
1212. Two
$11.96.
is the first stereo Pagliacci. and a very
good one. London has gone at the sound
effects as if this were an old -fashioned Sun-

Here

day evening radio chiller. and the results
are frequently hair- raising, as when we hear
Canio pounding across the stage in pursuit
of Silvio, or, just a moment earlier, Tonio's
voice coining from behind the player's
wagon with the words "Canmtina adagio, e/i
;orprendcrai...." The strolling players'

New albums from RCA VICTOR

in Living Stereo and regular LP
LIVING

Ì

STEREO tg

MIRACLE

SISRFA(F

STRAVINSKY

When Nijinsky danced in the 1911 premiere

of t(Petrouchka," Monteux conducted, Now,

PETROUCHKA

BOSTON SYMPHONY
MONTEUX

with the Boston Symphony, Monteux turns
Stravinsky's colorful score into a stereo and
hi -fi showpiece. Also new: the

trumpet- and -drum sounds wonderfully

and

"Clock" Symphonies

trashy, and the choruses are heard in detail
for the first time on records On fact, one
abnost never hears them so clearly in the
opera house).
The performance, too. is first- class. R
is easy to sneer at Lconcavallo's crudity,
but when his music is performed with conviction and dignity, it can be tremendously
moving. Conviction and dignity are qualities
that Del Monaco brings to his Canio. This
clown weeps in pain and rage, but he never
sinks to self -pity; he is proud to the end.
The tenor has not conquered quite all of
the problems presented by the score -an
ideal Canio woulcl be able to summon the
suppleness and richness of texture called
for by the great cantilena of the second -act
aria (" Sper i, Canto i/ delirio"). But he molds
many phrases quite smoothly. and his
"l'esri In giabba" is an honest rendition,
not gallery- playing.
The other principal roles arc also well
done. Casting Nedda is always a problem,
since the soprano must sing the 134!/ niella
with grace. and vet stand up convincingly
to Canio in the last scene. Gabriella 'l'ucci
has temperament, but her voice is unevenly
produced. straying from pitch much too
often, and she meets the obstacle of the little
bird calls just before her aria by simply
omitting then`. Shc can make an ilnp esing
sound with her voice, and is good at the
climactic moments. MacNeil's natural endowment entitles hint to a place among the
great baritones, and he sings warmly. openly,
all through the score, with a plump, ringing
.\ fiat at the conclusion of the Prologue.
He needs more time to build the character,
and to perfect his Italian vowels, but the
voice alone makes for an impressive Tonio.
Capecchi, always a sensitive artist, makes
much more of Silvio than do his recorded
rivals, and the really lovely singing of
Beppe /Arlecchino by Piero di Palma demonstrates again that this comprimario tenor
is one of London's most valuable properties.
Molinari- Pradclli conducts with flan and
line dramatic emphasis, and the chorus and
orchestra arc outstanding. The sound in
both editions is unexceptionable, though

first

Haydn album

-in exquisite readings.

When a leading pianist records Beethoven 4

for the first time, it is

a

major musical

event. Such a pianist is Gary Graffman,
and such an event is this album. It reaf-

-

"Surprise"
Monteux's

EIVINO j STEREO

YIRA(nilt

I

RFAl1

.c+Vrao.I4

Beethoven

CONCERTO No. 3
GRAFFMAN

CHICAGO SYMPHONY

Wolter Henil
conducting

firms the fact that, at the age of 31, Graff man is already in the small company occupying the top rung of authentic greatness.
r- LIVING

STEREO

t..

Le

.:.

.,.

.c.V,Ro

REINER
CHICAGO
SYMPHONY
MAUREEN
FORRESTER
RICHARD

LEWIS

A

landmark of 1960's Mahler centennial is

Fritz Reiner's recording of ((Song of the
Earth. "The phenomenal response accorded
Reiner's concert readings of the work has
set off

a

groundswell of anticipation for

this historic album. The magnificent soloists: Maureen Forrester and Richard Lewis,

The so- called "three big K's" of Soviet

music are united in this utterly captivating
album. Kondrashin, who first impressed

ell

LIVING !STEREO

[C

l'IK;Lif

0.10

.ewV,ero.

Khan ha lurtan
MASQUERADE SUITE

U.S. audiences in the Van Cliburn home-

coming concerts, again displays limitless

musicianship and vitality in these vivid

Kabnlcrvky
THE COMEDIANS
KIRIL KONORASHIN
RCA VICTOR SYMPHONY ORCH.

works by Khachaturian and Kabalevsky.

the world's greatest artists are
t:rltt:I.F:

on...RCAMCI

R,
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Nein Release!
STEREO DELIGHTS

IOR EVERY TASTE

Mussorgsky: PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION

Llsrt:

THE HUNS

V

la Sul ese Romande

Bartok: MUSIC

FOR SPRINGS, PERCUSSION AND

V

CELESTA

Beethoven: GROSSE FUGE
L'Orchestre be la Suisse Romande- Ansermet
-,croc CS -0159

delightful selection of Overtures and Interment)
Paris Conservatory Orchestra -Nello Sant!
CS 6154

-Karl

PIANO CONCERTO NO, 27

Bohm

Src,co Cá.6141
ORGAN RECITAL

No.

12.

MOZART: Concerto for Clarinet and Orchestra, in A, K. 622e Concerto for Bassoon and Orchestra, in B flat, K. 192
Jack Brumer, clarinet; Gwydion Brooke,
bassoon; Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir
CAPITOL

Karl Richter
Stereo C5.6172

G 7201.

1-13.

Cnet rot. SG 7201.

BACH ORGAN RECITAL

Karl Richter
c:oreu CS -6173
RECITAL

(Salome, Oberon, Ah, Perfido!)
Siereo OS -25102

HIGHLIGHTS FROM LONDON'S
GREAT OPERA CATALOGUE/ N STEREO AND MONO
Ponchielli:

4

Op. 6,

Thomas Beecham. cond.

BACH ANO LISZT

INGE BORKH

V

a

Mozart: PIANO SONATA NO. It ( "Alla tuna")
Wilhelm Backhaus- Vienne Philharmonic Orch.

MOZART: Adagio and Fugue /or Strings,
in C minor, K. 546 -See Handel: Concerio grosso in B mirror,

JEWELS OF WOLF- FERRARI (A

Moon:

MENDELSSOHN: Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra, in E minor. Op. (rd -See
Lalo: Symphonie espagnole, Op. 21.

-Ansermet

L'Orchestre de
51,,eo. CS .o17ì

oroo

sterco surely has the edge during choruses
and momenti of stage action.
The fourth side of the album presents Del
Monaco in a program of several popular
halian songs in lush, sometimes bombastic
arrangements. He sings them with passion.
force, and a surprisingly legato line. C.L.O.

LA GIOCONDA

Sre.eo OS -25114

Mono 3518

Wagner: DAS RHEINGOLO & DIE WALKÜRE
Slnroo OS -25126

Mono 5333

$4.98.
SD. $5.98.

When Sir Thomas is good, he can be, like
the little girl with the little curl right in
the middle of her forehead, very, s'crt' good.
And he certainly is that here. His orchestra
is neither too reticent nor too bold, it
phrase, with quiet eloquence, and it constantly sings. It his tempos in the Clarinet
Concerto arc on the easygoing side. necessitating cuts totaling twenty -eight measures
in the finale, they do not at any time drag.
The soloists are first -desk men in the Royal
Philharmonic. Mr, Brumer plays smoothly,
with a warm tone, and he lilts not been
placed
close to a mlcrophonc. Mr.
Brooke, too, is an expert player, se'itlt deadcenter intonation, but the Bassoon Concerto
does not come oil- as well as the other.
There is a lack of precision at Boles in the
first movement, and the soloist scans a little
hurried or nervous there. In the finale he
makes a big retard, much bigger than the
structural situation warrants, and plays
some grace notes long that, according to
common eighteenth -century practice, should
be short.
N.B.

to

MONO RELEASE OF
ACCLAIMED RECORDED PERFORMANCES
Tchaikovsky: THE SWAN LAKE

L'orchestre de la Suisse Romande- Ansermet
Mono CMA -7201 (2 records)

Late: SYMPHONIE ESPAGNOLE
Ravel: TZIGANE
Ruggiero Ricci- L'Orchestre de la Suisse
Romande-Ernest Ansermet
Mono CM -9016

Beethoven: SYMPHONY NO. 3 ("Eroica ")
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra -Georg Solti
Mono CM -9032
Ravel: DAPHNIS ET CHLOE -Complete
London Symphony Orchestra- Pierre Monteux

mot,. CM -902B

VIENNA CARNIVAL (Music of Johann & lose(

Strauss)
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra --Willi Boskovsky.
Mono CM -9031

Beethoven: PIANO CONCERTO NO.

5

"Emperor')
Wilhelm Backhaus- Vienna Philharmonic Orch.
-Hans Schmidt-Isserstedt
(

nnono CM -9023

Grieg, PIANO CONCERTO INA MINOR
Franck: VARIATIONS SYMPHONIQUES

1,

V

Wolff:

lL

SCHERZO

Clifford Curzon- London Symphony & London
Philharmonic -Olvin Fjeldstad, Slr Adrian Soult

V

Mono CM.-9029

lI'

p

Verdi: IL TROVATORE-HIghlIghts
Mono SS2l
TERESA BERGANZA SINGS MUSIC OF SPAIN

Nono 5517

KIRSTEN FLAGSTAO SINGS SONGS FROM
NORWAY
Mono 5575

D

E1

4ivoiy

ffrr
Meno

ffss

rco,es

i39 W,

2515

Si., N. T. I, N.

Storno
Y.

MOZART: Symphony No. 40, in G minor,
K. 550

tSchubert: Symphony No.
( "Unfinished ")

8, ire B

minor

London Symphony Orchestra, Leopold Ludwig, cond.
EvC.REs-r LPBR 60.6. LP. $4.40.
EveResr SDBR 3U46. SD. $4.40.
These works were recorded with what is
claimed to be a revolutionary new technique, employing -i> -mm. Jilin instead of the
usual half- or quarter -inch rape. 1 must leave
the details to the technical experts, and confine this report to how the result sounds from
a Musical point of view. 1Vcll, not to beat
around the bush, it sounds wonderful. The
sound is clean and syarm, in the stereo version spacious, but evenly spread so as to Icavc
Ito holes. Some stereo recordings give the
impression that each instrument or orchestral
section was recorded separately and then the
whole Thing pasted together. Here the defini-

tion
sharp

is

excellent but not so unrealistiudly
to keep the tones from blending

as

well. There is resonance without blur.
could hear no distortion. not even in violin
tone or in pizzicato basses, and no pitch
waver. not even in the long -held chord that
ends the 1bnishrrl, All in all, it is a type of
sound that seems to bring out the best qualitiCs of one's equipment.
The performances of boot die Mozart and
Schubert are pntiseuurtIL). Musirdh', tow,
there is no distortion. L.urlwig achieves considerable intensity and eloquence without
resorting to exaggeration of any sort. The
tempos arc plausible (though one might
prefer more tautness and drama in the first
movement of the Mozart), the phrasing
N.B.
musical, the balances perfect.
1

PROKOFIEV: Symphony No, 7
Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, N. P. Anosov, cond.
PARLIAMENT PI.P 122. LP. $1.93.

I

have no idea who N. P. Anosov may be,
but I do know this: he has a more vivid,
vital, and grandly scaled conception of this
work than any of the other conductors who
have recorder) it. Fie makes major Prokofiev
out of it --or as close to major Prokofics' as
that composer came in the latter years of his
life. The recording is quite good too; al-

though most bargain records are actually
is one that
really is.
A.F.

anything but bargains, here

PROKOFIEV: War and Peace
Radmila Vasovic -Bokacevic (s), Natasha;
Milica Miladinovic (s), Helena; Biserka
Cvejic (rtts). Sonya; Drago Stare (t). Anatole; Alexander Marinkovic (t), Pierre;
Dusan Popovic (b), Andrei: Djordjc Diurdejevic (bs). Koutouzov; Nikola Cyclic
(bs), Napoleon; et al. Ensemble of the
National Opera of Belgrade, Vienna Karnmerchor, Vienna State Opera Orchestra,
Werner Janssen, coud.
M -G -M 3 GC2. Three LP. $14.94.

After listening to this recording several
times (and seeing the NBC -TV Opera's
presentation of a few seasons back), my
impression is that Prokofics' here bit off
great deal more than he could chew.
The current edition of the score apparently results from the composer's belief
that the earlier version, for presentation
in two evenings. was unwieldy. It probably was. hut I cannot escape the feeling
that there are two operas being thrust at
us at nnCe -YLIC opera about certain individual human beings (itself Involved
enough. dramatically, to subdivide into
several more operas), :t.icl another about
the triumph of the Russian people. The
first opera occupies the early part of the
evening. the second the latter part. I suppose that one is the "Peace" opera and
the other the 'Car" opera, but the jusraposition is just not theatrically workable.
The characters have no time to take hold:
Pierre, for example, has about as much to
sing as Roue-her in Andrea Churrcr. Perhaps
Prokoficv should have expanded to three or
four evenings--a whole cycle of War and
Peace operas -or else have taken the cue
from such maligned operatives as Rene Barbier and Michael Coo!, who may have been
disloyal to their sources, but who ss'crc
a
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invariably faithful to the opera under
composition.
The music has a truly poetic lyricism
when it deals with the feelings of individuals, whether the feelings are those of
Andrei and Natasha discovering cadi other
in the opening scene, or of Marshall Koutouzov apostrophizing Moscow. There is a
graceful lilt to the waltz airs that pop up
early in the work, and the Death Scene of
Andrei includes some striking choral effects
and a fine duct. The long passages devoted
to the Barde of Borodino and to hymns of
determination and victory arc loud but
arid; the scene picturing Napoleon directing
the progress of the fight is a flat failure.
I might be more taken by the work if
the current presentation were on a higher
level. Thcrc is not a lirst -rate singer in
the cast, and there arc some who arc leas
than third -rate. The chorus is hollow and
thin -sounding, partly because M -G -M's recording, besides being shallow and, from
time to time, harsh, is most deficient in
the matter of balances. The accompanying
booklet contains test and translation, to,ether with a phonetic transliteration of
the Russian. but fails to credit several singers, including one or two with fairly significant parts, and the chorus master.
C.L.O.

á 111,t'
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A SELECTION FROM THE FIRST RELEASE
DVORAK:
Requiem, Op. 89 (Complete)

HAYDN:

HANDEL:
Organ Concerto in

F

tt

t

Major -Mi-

chael Schneider, organ; Symphony
Orch. of the Bavarian Radio; Eugen
Jochuni, cond.
LPM 18545/46
SLPM 138028/29'

Cesare Angelot ti; Fernando Corona (bs), A

Sacristan; Ernesto Palmerini (boy soprano),
A Shepherd Boy. Chorus and Orchestra of
Accademia di Santa Cecilia (Rome), Francesco Molinari-Pradelli, cond.
1, OS nos OSA 1210.
Two SD.

SVJATOSLAV RICHTER

SCHUMANN:

S11.96.

Piano Concerto in A Minor, Op.

54- Introduction

and Allegro, Op.
92 Novelette, Op. 21, No. 1
Toccata, Op. 7- Svjatoslav Richter,

A surprisingly uninteresting entry in the
Then sweepstakes. The underlying problem
is %tith Adoli,iari- Pradclli, whose leadership
has none of the tautness or drive that marks
a topflight Tosca. It is slow and flabby. 13evond that, none of the principals attains his
or her best form in this performance. It

-

-

piano; National Philharmonic Sym.
Orch. of Warsaw; Witold Rowicki,
Stanislaw Wislocki, conductors.
LPM 18597, SLPM 138077

downright silly (front the artistic, not
the commercial. standpoint) to cast Del
Monaco as Cavaradossi when the London
stable of tenors includes several whose voices
arc well suited to the role (1abò is a firstseems

MOZART:
Piano Concerto in D Minor, K.
466

PROKOFIEFF:,
Piano Concerto No

gracie Cavaradossi, Rergonzi a good one who

5 in G Major, Op. 55 Sviatoslav Richter,
piano; National Philharmonic Sym-

-

phony Orchestra of Warsaw; Wislocki and Rowicki, conductors.
LPM 18595, SLPM 138075'

BERLIOZ:
La Damnation de Faust (Cornplete)- Consuelo Rubio, mezzo -so-

prano; Richard Verreau, tenor; Michel Roux, baritone; Pierre Mollet,
bass; Choeur Elizabeth Brasseur;
Lamoureux Orch. of Paris; Igor
Markevitch conductor.
LPM 18599/600,
SLPM 138099/100'

-it

C.L.O.

-

Missa Sanctae Caeciliae Maria
Stader, soprano; Marga Hoeffgen,
alto; Richard Holm, tenor; Josef
Greindl, bass; Choir and Symphony
Orchestra of the Bavarian Radio;
Eugen Jochuni, conductor.

Renata Tebaldi (s), Floria Tosca; Mario del
Monaco (t), Mario Cavaradossi; Piero di
Palma (t), Spoletta; George London (b),
Baron Scarpia; Giovanni Moresc (b), Sciar ronc and A Gaoler; Silvio Maionica (bs),

ponderous.

-

Maria Stader, soprano; Sieglinde
Wagner, alto; Ernst Haefliger, tenor; Kim Borg, bass; Czech Choir;
Philharmonic Orch. of Prague; Karel Ancerl, cond. LPM 18547/48
SLPM 138026/27'

PUCCINI: Tosca

would be must impressive in a recording).
Dd Monaco tries, to be sure, to make a
malleable thing of his ironlike tenor, but the
smooth, easily flowing legato just is not Isis
to command, and his efhortful performance,
rousing in the moments of defiance, is capped
by a weird "E lucer'un le .idle."
Tebaidi has her heavy moments, too, and
the second act brings some raw, driven tones
above the staff. !fers is. as always, singing on
the grand scale, with many passages superbly rendered, and a moving "D'issi
il'arte "; but it dues not have the case of her
previous recording of the role. George London's resonant Scarpia is so carefully studied
and projected as to be lacking in spontaneity
is a performance that demands respect,
but does not really catch up the listener. The
other singers do well, and the sound is line,
but the over -all clhcct is just a Little too

s

a
a

TCHAIKOVSKY:
Swan Lake Suite -Sleeping Beauty
Suite- Polonaise from "Eugen Onegin"- National Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra of Warsaw; Witold Rowicki, conductor.
LPEM 19201, SLPEM 136036'

LISZT:
Piano Concerto No, 1 in
Major -Piano Concerto No

E

Flat

2 in A

Major -2nd Legend of Sc. FrancisPaganini Etude in E Flat Major
Tamàs Vàsàry, piano; Bamberg
Symphony Orch.; Felix Prohaska,
cond. LPM 18589,SLPM 138055'

-

BRAHMS:
8 Hungarian Dances
DVORAK:
5 Slavonic Dances -Berlin Phil-

harmonic Orchestra; Herbert von
Karajan, conductor.
LPM 18610, SLPM 138080

BARTOK:
Bluebeard's Castle (Opera in One
Act)- Dietrich Fischer -Dieskau,
baritone; Hertha Toepper, contral-

to; Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra; Fereoc Fricsay, conductor.
LPM 18565, SLPM 138030'
Stereophonic

Distributed by
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ROSSINI:

Il

Barbiere di Siviglia (ex-

lyric tenors. The next band presents a
zestful, flexible- voiced baritone, Marcel
Roque, who has a grand time with Figaro's
aria. Both of these virtuosos then join in a
splendid rendition of the scene beginning
With "D'un mild si preticux," as fine in its
Gallic way as the Italian version by Stracciari and 13orgioli.
As if that were not enough, we are then
treated to an early Pons performance of
Rosin's cavatina. in which the music all but
disappears beneath a flood of brilliantly
executed embellishment; this is folhoswtd by
a wonderfully oil' Air de la calomrric (Andre
Perna); an airy, well -sung Rosina /Figaro
duo (Roque again, with Marie- Thertse Gaukv, who is not quite Pons, but very competent just the same); n lively ''Pensen -noun
(111'11 fait bien facile" (Pierre Dupre. really a
baritone); and finally Superviás highly innest

cerpts)

Lily

Pons, Marie- Thdràe Gaules', sopranos;
Conchita Supervia, mezzo -soprano; Miguel
Villabclla, Manuritta, tenors; Marcel Roque,
baritone; André Pernet, Pierre Dupre,
basses; Orchestra.
Onmos ORX 108. LP. $4.98.

This release -still another in the "Bel
Canto" series --is almost too good to be truc.
It starts off with an astounding account of
"Ecco ridenre" (rather, "Des rayons de
!'am'orc "-- everything on the record. except
for Supen'ia's contribution, is in French) by
the tenor Villabclla, a rendition scattered
with beautiful tones in alissimo, rendered in
a genuine voix ntixre, and with lucidly articulated runs that would do honor to the great-

A THING

-but

OF

BEAUTY IS

A JOY

FOREVER

sometimes it has to be discovered
Some recordings you
will find it a pleasure to know

GRILLER QUARTET WITH WILLIAM PRIMROSE: Mozart Quintets

Vol. 1,
Vol, 2.
Vol. 3.

ELMANr Khachaturian

MISCHA

Violin Concerto
' VRS-1049'
The grand old master astonishes all hearers with a vitally
youthful performance of a 20th
century Charmer.

minor K. 516 & C minor K. 406
VRS -1052'
D major K. 593 &
E
flat K. 614
VRS -1053'
C ma ;or K. 515 & C minor Adagio E Fugue
VRS -1054'
A new, deep and revealing look at 6 ,nuorerpteas. newly
recorded Sept. 1959 at the University of California in
G

Berkeley.

h

ALFRED DEALER and THE DELLER
CONSORT: Vaughan Williams Folk
Song Album
VRS -1055

I

Marvelously creative folksong
settings that revive the Golden
'Age of English polyphonic
madrigal and part song.

SOLISTI DI ZAGREB play Telemann
BC -575'

Four concertos and a sonau disclosing why Tekmann was "The
Richard Strauss of the late Baroque."

JELINEK:

HUBERT
Harp

The

Virtuoso

The

VRS-10A3'

big

19th century

show-

pieces by the 1st harpist of the

Vienna Philharmonic.

GERMAINE MONTERO: Lament on
the Death 01 a Bullfighter
'
VRS- 9055

Inexpressibly moving readings
of the poems and sons of

Federico Garera Lorca, in Spanish, with full texte and translations.

-PRO ARTE ANTIGUA

ERICH KUNZ: German University Songs, Vol. 4
VRS -1045'

"Kunz brings to
MOCENS WOLOIKE

conducting Bach's

Matthew Passion
Bach Guild Anniversary Release,
BG-594/P
Monaural $11.90
Stereolab $17.85
With Stich -Randall and other great
artists. in The most satisfactory
and i nteresting St. Matthew ever
brought co records." (Harold C.
Schonberg, The Gramophone)
St.

A

-

these

wonderfully human

songs

all the consum-

OF

PRAGUE:

Birth of the Baroque
BG -591'
Rich sound of a Consort of
Viols. in works new w the
catalogue by Couperin, Gibbons, Lully, Biber, Gabrieli,
and others -

mate artistry he imparts
to assignments at the

Vienna Opera." (Min..
eel Courier)

'Available also

on Stereolab
stereophonic disc

Prices_

Monaural

$4.98

Stereolab $5.95
(Except special price albums

listed above)

VANGUARD
4recordings for the connoisseur

Send for Catalogue to: Vanguard Recording Society, Inc., 154 West 14 Street, New York 11,
N. Y.

pressive performance of the Lesson Aria,
" Contro un cor." Odeon's sound is clean, the
orchestra of course a bit faint, but the voices
C.I -.O.
clear and alive.

SAINT -SAENS: Symphony No.
minor,

3,

in C

Op. 78

Berj 'Lamkochian, organ; Leo Litwin and
Bernard Zighera, piano; Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Charles Munch, cond.
RCA VICTOM. LM 2341. LP. $4.98.
RCA Vlcron LSC 234!. SD. $5.98.

Though it appears all too infrequently on
concert programs, this attractive. interestingly constructed work is now represented
in the catalogue by no fewer than eight
different recordings. This profusion may lye
laid less to the work's popularity at a piece
of music than to its appeal to the buyers and
sellers of high -fidelity and stereo equipment,
who find it an admirable showcase for the
latest amplifier or speaker system.
In view of the fact that the sound is so important to prospective purchasers of this
symphony, let us discus that first. Even in
the big climaxes, the monophonic version
has tremendous tonal breadth and impact.
But it remains for the strikingly separated
stereo edition to reveal this stirring work to
its fullest extent.
For this recording session, the scats in the
front half of Boston's Symphony 1-lall were
removed, and the orchestra was transplanted
from the stage to a space occupying the. entire width of the auditorium. The organ
pipes, located at the upper rear of the stage,
could not be moved. of course, so to bring
the sound down to the new orchestra level,
the engineers arranged an extra three channel microphone pickup in front of the
pipes. The result is an amazingly lifelike
re- creation of the original sound. Violins
appear to be on the left, violas and cellos on
the right, woodwinds in the center, brasses
sound as if they arc actually in the rear, and
the full range of the organ-even the lowest
pedal tones - -forms a sonic canopy across the
back of the orchestra. The auditory perspective is to acute that it is possible to
distinguish between first and second violins.
The only disadvantage is a slight excess of
hall resonance.
While the over -all sound may produce a
more exciting effect, the slightly drier
acoustics of Detroit's Ford Auditorium in
the Mercury stereo recording by Patti Paray
and the Detroit Symphony Orchestra allow
for cleaner orchestral execution.
As to interpretation, both Munch and
Pamy are specialists at performing this symphony. Each brings out details with fine
clarity, and each manages to make an exciting experience of this music. The chief
difference is that Munch takes a somewhat
broader approach, whereas Paray is sharper
with his dramatic thrusts. The difference is
slight, however, so the choice between the
two -and these are by far the two best, at
least in stereo -will depend on individual
preferences for conductor and sound characteristics.
P.A.

SCHUBERT: Die Schöne M:UIlerin, Op. 25
Aksel Sehi¢rz, tenor; Gerald Moore, piano.
ODEON MOAK 1. LP. $5.95,

Honesty compels the observation that the
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Schi <itz voice, though of pleas-ant quality,
was somewhat short in range and restricted
in its ability to set up contrasting dynamics
or tone colorations. His success was duc

largely to an intelligent scaling of the music.
a polished style. and unfailing perception of
mood. All these attributes can he seen in his
presentation of Schubert's incomparable
cycle, at. once sunny and poignant- While he
is content to sing the songs in a straight forward, tasteful manner (and his insistence
on landing; firmly on each downbeat sometimes causes the music to hump along), he is
always involved with the music and the text,
and the simplicity of approach probably
evokes a more accurate picture of the wandering miller's helper than does the more
sophisticated view of most Lieder singers.
Moores work is topnotch, though it is instructive to compare his playing here with
his contribution to the HMV Fischer Dicskau set of the early Fifties, so much
more violently inflected and vividly dramatized.Odron'ssound on these transfers-the
originals date from 1945 -is considerably
above that of some of this company's earlier
releases. if not tip to the standard of the
GEO.
Rossini disc reviewed this month.

SCHUBERT: Quintet
Strings, in A, Op. 114

interesting and varied than either Mcntihin
Badura -Skoda; hut the interpretation as
a whole is often angular and mannered, and
though there is some sensitive playing by
the ensemble, it is neither as polished nor
as carefully integrated as the performances
on the other two discs. As a matter of fact.
the double-bass playing isn't at all expert.
The main portion of the Schero is rushed
way out of proportion to the Trio, which
is taken at the normal pace. The recording
does not cover as wide a frequency range as
that in the two competitive discs, nor is the
stereo effect as strongly marked.
P.A.

Wonderer; Friilingsglanhe; Die Tanbcnposa;
An Silvia; In, Frühling; .4uf der Bruck.

Or

Dietrich Fischer- Dieskau, baritone; Gerald
Moore, piano.
ANGEL 35699. LP. $4.98.
More of the Schubert songs, and a very
strong collection -the most intriguing, musically,

of Angel's three volumes thus far

issued. Every one of the songs on Side

2 is a

great One, including the seldom heard Auf
der Bruck, and while Side I may not sustain
quite this level, there is no dross here. either.
Singer and pianist are both remarkable in
every way, They conspire for the slowest
Der.IVanderer I have ever heard (justified, I
should say, by Schubert's marking of Sehr
langsunr), and create a totally different, totally convincing effect with it. The baritone

SCHUBERT: Songs
Dcm Unendlichen; Die Sterne; An die ,1Rrtik;
Wehnull; Kriegers Ahnung; Der Zwerg; Der

GRADO
"Truly the world's finest..."

for Piano and

( "Tb Trwii'9

Hcphzibah Menuhin, piano; Members of
the Amatlens String Quartet; J. Edward
Mcrrctt. double bass.
Anent. S 35777. SD. $5.98.

Master Stereo Cartridge

$49.50

Custom Stereo Cartridge

$32.50

Micro Balance Tone Arm

$29.95

Paul Badura- Skoda, piano; Members of
the Barylli Quartet; Otto Ruhm, double
bass.

Wesrsmsrert WST 14074. SD. $5.98.
Clifford Curzon, piano; Members of the
Vienna Octet.
LoNnox CS 6090. SI). $4.98.
Record manufacturers don't seem to be
in much of a hurry to issue stereo recordings
of chamber music. For that reason, every
release in this category is worth noting.
It seems a pity. then, when there is so much
yet to be committed to two-channel discs,
that everyone shotdd concentrate on the
Trout Quintet. Already there arc four stereo
versions of this popular work in the catalogue; why three more?
In all justice, it must be said that the
Menuhin-Amadcus Quartet-Mcrrctt disc is
so line in every respect that it would be
welcome in any company. This is a performance that balances neatly between the
light und bright and the romantic and lyric
c.cmcnts of the music. The ensemble is
beautifully integrated and just as beautifully
reorodueed- -with naniralncss, extremely
wide (but never offensive) tonal range, and
quiet surfaces. Here good stereo distribution
certainly adds realism to the chamber music sound.

Many of these admirable characteristics may also he found in the Westminster
collaboruion. though to a lesser degree. The
performance is correct, except for a rather
uxn rapid treatment of the Scherzo; it is also
tasteful and often quite expressive. There is
reasonably gcxxl separation and rather :vide
tonal range, though neither is as marked as in
the .\n' l recording.
At times, Curzon, for London, is more

mar
Skilled watchmakers working to almost unbelievable tolerances, handcraft each GRADO Stereo Cartridge to a degree
of performance which has become et universal standard of

quality.
Extremely low surface noise due to phenomenally wide frequency response, coupled with extremely low distortion and
excellent channel separation, achieve uncompromising realism.
Full bodied sound olive with delicate timbres, combined wit`,
wide dynamic range, will thrill you with the impact of a liv>
performance.

GRADO LABORATORIES, INC.
4614 Seventh Ave., Brooklyn 20, N.
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a few dry top tones in Dern Unendlichen, but otherwise his singing is spun gold,
unalloyed - I personally cannot understand
those who find his voice lacking in sensuous
appeal. When he applies it to a straight lyric
line, it has a peerless beauty, at once soft and
pointed. Several of these songs are in Scbubert's sunniest melodic vein, and his handling
of them is bel canto in the most literal sense.
Moores playing is perfect, and piano and
voice are joined as one. The sound is excellent. An immensely satisfying disc. C.L.O.

gets off

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 8, in B minor
( "Unfinished")
f Beecboven: Symphony No. 8, rn F, Op. 93
Hague Philharmonic Orchestra, Willem van
Otterloo, cond.
EPIC

LC 3642.

Eric BC

1059.

LP. $4.98.
SD. $5.98.

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 8, in B minor
(" Unfinished"); Rosamunde, Op. 26.Overbere ("Magic Harp"); Entr'acte No,
3; Ballet No. 2
Royal

Philharmonic

Orchestra,

Paul

Kletzki, cond.
ANGEL 35779. LP. $4.98.
a ANGEL 535779. SD. $5.98.

Van Otterlcòs achievement with the Unfinished is considerably greater than Kletzki's,
since the Dutch conductor appears to have
greater appreciation of the strong ties between the early romantics and their classicist forebears, You will respect the warmth
and melodic grace of the performance and

the finer architecture revealed when the
repeat of the exposition is given a hearing.
More than this, however, you may admire
the way he blends poignancy and strength,
without tearing a passion to tatters.

NOTICS
YOU

NOW STEREO RECORDS
CAN PLAY ON ANY PHONOGRAPH

cellent in both editions. The monophonic
version of the Beethoven seems to have
somewhat more body than does the stereo
edition, but you will find that both are thoroughly acceptable.
Kletzki's Unfinished better fits my ideas
of Schumann than of Schubert. His performance has merits, but so do its rivals.
The Rosamunde Overture is the more familiar of the two. (Schubert, of course, never
really wrote a Rosamunde overture. The
pieces that go by that title each have
another, more appropriate, designation.) As
a performance and monophonic recording,
I prefer the Lehmann edition of the complete incidental music, although what
Kletzki does, he does pleasantly enough.
Angel's stereo and monophonic engineering prove good, but the stereo version of
Rosamunde is pressed from two different masters. Number 2 YEA -X- 148 -D1 is a better
transfer than the later one, identifiable by
D7 at the close, which suffers from preEcho
and other infirmities. The samc double
issue holds for the Unfinished as well, although my copy of the Dl version could
not be properly evaluated because it was
hopelessly noisy with the added curses of
off-centering and a thumping ripple in the

R.C.M.

surface.

PRESENTING
DESIGN COMPATIBLE FIDELITY:

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 8, in B minor
("Unffinisbed "}--See Mozart: Symphony
No. 40, in G minor, K. 550.

A phonograph record which will reproduce with equal fidelity when

SCHUMANN: Carnaval -See Chopin:
Les sylphides (trans. Douglas).

played on stereophonic or monophonic equipment, without increased
wear when compared to a conventional monophonic record.

SIBELIUS: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, in D minor, Op. 47; Tapiola,

These records are cut with a Fairchild No. 641 Uni- Groove cutting
head. We believe it eliminates the need for duplication of your library
in stereo and monophonic discs. Our tests in the field for a six month
recperiod have resulted in an extremely favorable reaction to
ords. We invite you to test one of these discs and hear for yourself the
amazing sound of DESIGN COMPATIBLE FIDELITY. Audiophiles
should find ample grounds for their tests in such albums as "The
Radio City Music Hall Pipe Organ," "Dixieland All- Stars," "Flower
Drum Song," "Ferde Grofe's Grand Canyon Suite," "The Symphony
of the Air Visits Spain," and "George Gershwin's Porgy and Bess,"
all available for only $1.98 each. A cross-section of selections on twelve
different compatible albums can be had on our sample DCF -1000 for
only $.99.

Op. 112

violin (in the Concerto) London Symphony Orchestra, Tauno
Hannikainen, cond.
EvErrasr LPBR 6045. LP. $4.40.
EYExasi. SDBR 3045. SD. $4,40.
Massy Spivakovsky,

the

;

For the audiophile, we have prepared a technical brochure (free upon
request) explaining DESIGN COMPATIBLE FIDELITY. Please
enclose self-addressed envelope.

DESIGN C9MPATIBLE FIDELITY
WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG
A PRODUCT OF PrCRWicg 8 ...Es CORP.
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In the Beethoven Van Otterloo offers a
second fine performance (again respecting
an important repeat). Although his approach
is completely orthodox, he produces a strong
effect simply by stating a familiar score with
vitality, simplicity, and force.
In the Schubert the Epic sound is ex-

as ON

PICKY/MR BUILDING -LONG
READER- SERVICE CARD
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NEW

'nits

Spivakovsky's conception of this tortuously
difficult concerto is a highly individual one.
I found his phrasing in the end movements
quite jerky, owing to his excessive use of
detached bowing (particularly noticeable in
the cadenza of the first movement). His
intonation in these movements is also something less than perfect. It is in the slow
movement, which he delivers thoughtfully,
that he is at his best. His tone throughout is
unusually big and firm. But the one really
satisfactory recorded interpretation and
performance of the concerto is the recent
stereo disc by Ricci.
The highlight of the present release is
Tapiola, Hannikainen, who directs a meaningful accompaniment in the concerto, also
gives a revealing account of this, the last
and certainly one of the most "northerly
sounding" of Sibelius' tone poems. Incidentally, this Finnish conductor, now in
charge of the Helsinki Municipal Orchestra,
was once musical director of the Duluth

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

STRAVINSKY: The Rile of Spring

Symphony and associate conductor of the
Chicago Symphony.
Both mono and stereo versions offer a full
tonal range. In the concerto, the solo violin
is set off in bold relief against the orchestra,
yet the latter is never relegated to the background. In stereo. though, the soloist is
inclined to spread between the two speakers
almost as much as the orchestra. All the
instrumental tones, however, are clean. natural, and realistically distributed.
P.A.

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Antal

Dorati, cond.
MEncunv MG 50253.
MERCURY SR 90253.

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Anral
Dorati, cond.

London Symphony Orchestra, Sir Eugene
6047.

SDBR 3047.

EVEREST

LP.
SD.

$4.40.
$4.40.

Philharmonia Orchestra, Igor Markevitch,
cood.

cond.

STRAVINSKY: The Pirebird (complete)

LP.
SD.

ANGEL

$498.

S

35549.

SD.

$5.98.

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Antal
Dorati, cond.

$5.98.

One can usually count on Paray to deliver a
commanding reading of a dramatic work
such as this. He surely doesn't disappoint us
here. There is sweep and vivacity in his
interpretation from beginning to end, and
he builds his climaxes with forethought. In
fact, his whole idea seems to be to propel the
listener steadily towards the majestic and
exciting final movement, and this he carries
out most convincingly. The Detroit orchestra proves once again that it ranks among
the best. Its playing is expert in every deparrtmcnt. and every section is revealed in
lifelike fashion by Mercury's engineers. The
stereo separation is truly spectacular, especially in the last movement. Elsewhere,
there might have been a bit more emphasis
on woodwinds and trumpets, which are occasionally on the weak side of the balance. P.A.
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PARLIAMENT
$3.96.
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COSMOS

ELECTROSTATIC
SPEAKER SYSTEM
recently unveiled
by Monarch research engineers! Four electrostatic
elements are combined with a special low-resonant,
flex-i -loam speaker with foam plastic cone suspension and die-cast frame; electronic crossover net
work, and power supply; completely enclosed in a
tuned cabinet 25" x 18" x 12", beautifully finished
in Swedish walnut. GUARANTEED true response
from 35 to 25,000 cps. 10 watts will drive.
Model No SP-100. Audio Net
$79.95
An inspired, six-element, creation

Voted The best
new product
of 1960
at the Los Angeles
Hi -Pi Show*

STEREO
AR
No

Der Rosenkava-

see page

over one thousand
at realistic prices!

Two LP.

of this album,

Le Sarre du Printemps las little in common
with the story of Goldilocks and the three
bears, but one is reminded of it here: Dorati
is too hot (too fast,- too nervous, too bang)'),
Goossens is too cold (too slow, too dull, too
flabby); but Markevitch is just right. Furthermore, Markevitch has the best record ing..All three versions, ro be sure, capture
every last shriek of piccolo and growl of

high- fidelity components

/

finer tone arm available...roller bearings, two plug-in

heads. micro weight adjustment, excellent vertical and
lateral compliance. Ebony with gold or ebony with chrome.
Model No PA -100, Audio Net ..... ....................... $12.95

ß

Elisabeth Schumann (s), Sophie; Anne MichaLsky (s), Marianne; Maria Olszcw:ska (c),
Octavian; Bella Paalctt (c), Annina; Hermann Gallos (t), Valzacchi; William Werg nick (t), Innkeeper; Victor Marlin (b), Von
Paninal; Richard Mayr (bs), Baron Ochs;
Karl Ettl (bs), Commissary. Chorus of the
Vienna State Opera; Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra, Robert Heger, cond.
ANGEL GRB 4001. Two LP.
$11.96.

61.

$4.98.
$5.98.

MONARCH

Lotte Lehmann (s), The Feldmarschallin;

For

SD.

NEW WALD 1
F SoU N'D WAll'iold

Talich is as at home in this cycle of six symphonic poems by Smetana as he is in the
music of Dvorák. He puts a trifle more fire
into his interpretations than did Rafael
Kubelik in his recent London album, but
both approaches arc perfectly valid. Because
his is in stereo, Kubelik enjoys better sound,
but as a monophonic effort, Talich's is first rate (and its cost is about one -third). Hctrìng the cycle as a whole gives more meaning
to its most familiar section, The Moldau, an
affords the opportunity of making the acquaintance of the immensely attractive
S«rka. Ma Was! is Czech nationalist music at
its best, performed here by artists who understand and communicate its musical
P.A.
message.

STRAUSS, RICHARD:
lier (excerpts)

LP.

-.,.

SMETANA: My Country (Ma Mast}
Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, Viclav
Talich, cond.

MERCURY MG 50216.
MERCURY SR 9021G.

Goossens, cond.

Evsrpsr LPBR

LP. $4.98.
SD. $5.98.

STRAVINSKY: Pétroucbka (complete)

LP. $4.98.
SD. $5.98.

SIBELIUS: Symphony No. 2, in D, op. 43
Detroit Symphony Orchestra. Paul Patay,
MERCURY MG 50204.
MERCURY SR 90204.

MERCURY MG 50226.
MERCURY SR 90226.

4
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trombone that the score contains. but the
Markevitch manages to sound like a symphony orchestra through it all.
Dorati's Pérrouchka and Fìrebird arc very
good performances, well recorded. The
Markevitch is a stereo reconversion of a disc
previously issued monophonically. The DoA.F.

rati recordings are new.

SUK: Symphony in C minor, op. 27 ( "Angel
of Death")
Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, VAclav
Talich, cond.
ARYin ALP 107. LP. $4.98.
To those who think of the Czech composer,
Suk, as a creator of music in the
lighter vein, this tragic symphony will come
as a revelation. He began the work as a
memorial to his father-in-law, Dvofil, who
died in 1904. But about the time he finished
the third movement, in June 1905, Suk's
wife also died, plunging him into deeper
despair. It is this bitterness and struggle
against Fate and Death that are depicted in
the long score. The first two movements are
dark and brooding; the third, a Scherzo, is a
sort of Dance of Death with a slow, rather
too long middle section. The fourth movement, again in slow tempo, is more contemplative. The fifth and final movement
represents a struggle against the forces of
darkness, with the music emerging victorious in an affirmation of life.
Suk has not gone through these five long
movement.: crying in his beer. There arc
power and intensity in many sections, and
there is just enough dissonance in his har-

of

r
¡

monies to give them poignancy and originality. In fact, this symphony might be

cited as Suk's declaration of independence
from the Dvo'r ik influence. Nevertheless,
although the composer avoids raving and
ranting. he seems to protest too much, and
some tightening up of his score would have
made it more convincing.
Talich and the Czech Philharmonic interpret the symphony with conviction
the conductor has always had àn affinity for
music of this period -and the recording,
made h) Supraphon, is clear and wide- range.

-

Rubinstein among them -achieve a greater
brilliance or emotional power to satisfy
most listeners in this work, but Mr. Curzon
brings a very special patrician quality to it.
The sound of the piano and orchestra
and the balance between the two are usually
right, but these factors arc not stable, as if
this was -a much -spliced version. During
the first -movement cadenza, the soloist
seems to be playing in a studio, away from
the orchestra, and the body of the orchestral
tone thins out in the middle on occasion.
R.E.

P.A.

TCHA1KOVSKY: Concertofor Piano and
Orchestra, No. 1, in B fiat minor, op.
23

Clifford Curzon, piano: Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Georg Solai, cond.
LostooN CS 6100. SD. $4.98.

Mr. Curzon is such a good pianist in literature such as Schubert and Schumann,
unsympathetic to many of his collc agues,
that it seems a waste for him to record
this 'l'chaikovsky concerto. 13ut it should
come as nu surprise that, this eminent
Englishman understands the work thoroughly and serves it worthily with his
remarkable musicianship and resourceful
technique. He tackles the work in the
grand manner, makes the lyrical themes
sing poetically and not lushly, keeps a steady
momentum without creating great cscitcment. The slow movement has an elegant
simplicity, its central .scherzo touched with
a winged precision more welcome than pure
speed. Other artists-Horowitz, Cliburn,

TCI-IAIKOVSKY: Concerto for Piano
and Orchestra, No. 1, in B fiai minor,
op.

23

Sviatoslav Richter, piano: Czech Philharmonie Orchestra, Karel Anccrl, Bond.
PARLIAMENT PLP 120. LP. $1.98.
Muffled, echoing sound shrouds much of
Richter's playing on this recording, and
the orchcctni on occasion plays soggily and
out of tune. Nor is this one of the Russian
pianist's most rewarding performances on
discs. But there are great merits: in the
powerful urgency' of the opening chords: in
steady, deliberate tempos, where other
pianists rush; in an octave run almost as
steely as Horowitz's; in the first -movement
cadenza, with its clinging tones. feathery
runs, clear line and shape. There is rio opportunism in the second movement -no
oversentinmentalizing the slow sections. no
overspeeding the scherzo interlude. Oddly
enough, a dubious fussing around with
rhythm comes in passages of loud, dramatic

i

OA

the number jazz group
in the world

THE MODERN.'

ZZ QUARTET
PyRAMid
LP

PYlzanid

¡

1325

available monaural $4.98
and stereo $5.98
Contains a collection of Modern Jazz
Quartet classics recreated In Ws brit.
Ilant LP. Selections Include VENDOME,
DJANGO PYRAMID, IT DON'T MEAN A
THING (IF IT AIN'T GOT THAT SWING),

lis

HOW HIGH THE MOON, ROMAINE.

,

't

h of the last few years the
ern Jazz Quartet has
tsistently won every important
ollrjn jazz, not only in America
.-'h"ut'in Europe as well.
The solid musical achievement of
this distinguished group has been
summed up in a recent hook by
High Fidelity jazz critic,
John S. Wilson: "No other body of
recorded work since World War II
holds up as well as that of the
Modern Jazz Quartet."

Other
Modern Jazz
Quartet Albums

1299
1284
1285
1247

------------

1231

MJQ AT MUSIC INN VOL. 2
ONE NEVER KNOWS
THE MODERN JAR QUARTET
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FONTESSA

1313

Albums by
John Lewis

1272
1267

IMPROVISED MEDITATIONS
& EXCURSIONS
THE JOHN LEWIS PIANO
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Albums by
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PLENTY, PLENTY SOUL
BALLADS & BLUES

157 Wes, 57th Si.,
New York 19, N. Y.
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scope. In view of the record's low price,
ardent admirers of Richter will enjoy adding
it to their collection. For others it will not be
a bargain.
R.E.

TCHAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracker, Op.
71 (complete)
New York City Ballet Orchestra, Robert
Irving, cond.
KAPI' KXL 5007. Two LP. $7.96.
KAPI' KX 5007 S. Two SD. $9.96.

TCHAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracker: Suite
No.

1,

Op. 71a; Suite No. 2

Orchestre dc la Suisse Romande, Ernest
Ansermet. cond.
LONDON CS 6097. SD.
$4.98.

The third complete Nutcracker in stereo
is no mere duplication. Its special appeal
is. of course, to fans of the New York City
Ballet, who will be visually as well as aurally
pleased by the memento of that company's
celebrated production, which is accompanied
by a six -page illustrated leaflet as well as by
a double spread of photographs in the folder type album. But it is also extremely interesting as an essential balletic performance
(as distinct from the more tightly integrated
concert approaches of Ansermet and
Rodzinski) and wholly admirable as an
example of beautifully transparent and
bright modern recording- particularly in
its remarkably vibrant and airy stereo edition. It seems to me, however, that Irving's
generally faster tempos and somewhat man-

nered concern with details result in an overall performance which never matches either
Rodzinski's poetic warmth or Ansermet's

dramatic impact.
The difference between a good ballet
company orchestra and a topnotch symphonic one is vividly illustrated when one
directly compares Irving's performance with
Anscrmct's-either in the latter's complete
set, reviewed here September 1959, or the
present abridgment featuring the popular
Suite and the so- called Second Suite (here
including Nos. 5. 14. 10, 11. 12a, and 15 of
the complete work). As in the complete
edition, the orchestral virtuosity and ultrabrilliant recording are thrilling in the extreme. but I just can't imagine any truc
Tchaikovskian's ever feeling wholly satisfied
with merely fragmentary splendors from
this score.

R.D.D.

TCHAIKOVSKY: The Sleeping Beauty,
Op. 66

Orchestre dc la Suisse Romande, Ernest
Ansermet, cond.
LONDON
CSA 2304. Three SD.
$14.94.

From its first decisive and sonorous chords
this albuni (containing the work substantially complete) is proudly stamped with the
inimitable hallmarks of Ansermet and the
London engineers: crackling power, kaleidoscopic coloring, almost palpably solid
sonies, and a breath -taking sense of theatrical
immediacy. There are quibbles that can be
made, of course. 13alletomanes may insist

that Ansermet's reading is less one to be
danced to than it is a symphonic -concert
tone poem. String specialists may complain
that the conductor -and perhaps engineers
too -predominantly favor the brass. woodwind, and percussion choirs. Some listeners
will feel that all the piquancies and grandeuts
here do not entirely compensate for a lack of
lyric tenderness. Purists will protest the
omission of three entire sections (the No. 18
Entr'acte: No. 22, Var. 3, "Sapphire Fairy ";
and No. 27a Entrée) and a few other cuts.
For myself. I note the failure of either the
monitoring or editing engineer to permit the
reverberations of the climactic final chord to
dic conclusively before being "faded out."
Yet such criticisms arc merely part of the
expense of greatness. l -ike all truly "big"
works, this Sleeping Beauty is greater than
the sum of its parts. Even the most objective
critic must succumb to the festive vitality
and dramatic power which arc truly quintesR.D.U.
sential here.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No.

F

4, in

minor, Op. 36
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Picrrc Monteur, cond.
RCA VICTOR LM 2369. LP. $4.98.
RCA Vieron LSC 2369. SD. $5.98.
release, the trio of popular Tchaikovsky symphonies is now made available in
monophonic and stereo recordings by Monteux and the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Probably more than any other Frenchman.
Monteux has a magical way with a Tchai-
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TELECTRO Series
900 Stereo Tape Deck

kovskv symphony. His reading of the Fourth
is notable for its freshness of spirit. its easy
flexibility, and its expressiveness. all achieved
without undue stretching of tempos of
pulling apart of phrases. Save for a rather
rapid second movement. his is a nearly ideal
perfo :mance. The excellent instntmcntal
definition and presence in both mono and
stereo provide a most naturalistic sound.
Sterco has the usual advantage here of giving
added spaciousness, direction, and separation
P.A.
to the orchestra.

TCHAIKOVSKY:

Symphony No. 5, in

E

minor, Op. 64
Cleveland Orchestra. George Szell. cond.
Epic LC 3647. LP. S4.98.
Epic BC 1064. SD. 55.98.

Vienna Philharmonic
Krips. cond.

Loan:. CS

ADDS

VERSATILITY...
3- speeds, 4 -track head for
every kind of stereo and monaural tape, with interchangeable head assemblies. Stereo
and monaural recording and

playback facilities.

CONVENIENCE...
Unique pushbutton controls
for fast, positive tape handl-

ing. Special brake design permits easy reel rotation. Solenoid operated auto shut -off.

ENJOYMENT...
Twenty, fifty, five hundred
4playings from now, your tapes
will still sound clean, crisp,
mint- fresh, long after discs
have developed
scratches.

You can add a Telectro
Stereo Tape Deck for as little as $89.95. There are five
models in all, one perfectly
suited to your requirements.

TO YOUR HIGH

FIDELITY SYSTEM
Telectro also makes a complete line of
tape preamplifiers, design -mated for use
with Telectro tape decks, See the Telectro Series 900 stereo tape decks at your
high fidelity dealer. For further information, write Dept. F5.

TELECTRO
a product of TELECTROSONIC Corp.
35 -28 - 37th Street
Long Island City 1, N. Y.
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Joseph

$4.98.

George Szell leads a well -ordered, coherent
performance that is neither dry nor lading
in force. He shapes the music distinctly and
firmly; he finds a pace just that much faster
to get vitality; he lets climaxes quicken and
blaze excitingly without letting them overpower him. In the same way, the horn solo
in the second movement is pliant and expressive but not stretched to the point where it
falls apart. The orchestra reflects its conductor's strong. sane, but still sensitive
approach. Finally, the engineering is equally
sensible- clean. cohesive,alivc. well- rounded.
By comparison with Szcll's thoroughly
satisfying version, the London recording is,
musically. on the prosaic side. It has certain
incidental virtues: a gentle. even mysterious
statement of certain themes, the wonderfully mellow tone of the Viennese strings in
the Valse. And the stereo sonnet has more
transparency and depth, to that spectacular
degree associated with London. But Krips's
steady rhythms come in the end to seem
merely unimaginative and inflexible, the
phras-ng wooden, the emotion avoided or
understated.
R.E.

RECITALS AND
MISCELLANY
JOHN BARROWS: French
RE 7002.

Like many of the

percussion ensemble
records appearing nowadays, this one is
sensationally line in recording, long on
piquant and unusual effects, but short on
the creative uses thereof. The most unusual
thing here is the Danse du Diable from
Stravinsky's Histoire du soldirt transcribed
by John Engelman: as the notes inform us,
this is "the first recorded example of a work
for pitched ensemble being arranged for
non -pitched ensemble." An amusing stunt.
Benson's Variations on a Handmade Theme
is scored entirely for clapping hands and is
delightful; in fact, all the music on the disc
is pleasant, but none of it is of any particular

stature.

A.F.

KIRSTEN FLAGSTAD:

"Songs from
Norway"
Kirsten Flagstad, soprano; London Symphony Orchestra. Oivin Fjcldstad, cond.
LONDON OS 25103. SD. $5.98.

The amazing Flagstad voice here sounds like
a genuine contralto much of the time, and an

excellent one- mature to be sure, but by no
means old. The singer would now make the
perfect Erda. Unfortunately, most of the
music has little interest. R is nearly all of the
spring -breaks -through -the -snow variety,
brimful of predictable cadences and cloying
harp glissandi. Some of the more blatant
clichés can probably be blamed on an arranger, but the songs themselves arc really
nothing more than good encore material. and
the two Ti! en songs of Grieg. which seem to
me the only significant ones in the set. arc
among the pieces adapted by an arranger.
The accompaniments are certainly lush.
and the sound spacious.
C.L.O.

MORTON GOULD: "Living Strings"

Strauss, J.: Pizzicato Polka (trans. Gould).

Turina: La Oración ticl Torero. Boccherini:
Quintet in E: Minuet (trans. Gould). Rach maninolf: Vocalise. Op. 34, No. /4 (trans.
Gould).

Horns

Recital

LP.

$4.98.

John Barrows, French horn.
GOLDEN CREST

Ithaca Percussion Ensemble, Warren Ben.
son. cond.
GOLDEN CREST CR 4016. LP. $4.98.

Tchaikovskyt Serenodefor Strings, in C. Op.
48: Elégie. Ries: Perpetual Motion (trans.
Gould). Bach, J. S.: Suite No. 3, in D: der.

pops and

ECONOMY...
$89.95

6095.

Orchestra,

WARREN BENSON: "Warren Benson
Presents Percussion"

One gathers from the notes on the sleeve
that Alec Wilder admires John Barrows
above all other men. The people at Golden
Crest obviously admire him. too; they have
recorded him right up inside the mike, and
the piano player is just barely audible a
good bit of the time. The piano player
doesn't get his name on the label or the
jacket or anywhere, but 1 suspect it is Mr.
Wilder, because the disc contains two sonatas and two suites he wrote for Mr.
Barrows. Mr. Barrows must have high regard for Mr. Wilder, too. since he has
learned his compositions. That would make
it all complete and very jolly if it were not
for one thing: the sonatas and suites arc
dreadful stuff.
A.F.

Morton Gould and His Orchestra.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2317. SD. $5.98.

The title of this collection might lead one to
suspect that it is full of souped -up string arrangements. This is far from the case. Where
possible, the music is presented straight. and
where there are transcriptions Gould has
made them with taste and a feeling for the
original. The one olfbem item is Joaquin
Turina's La Oración del Torero (The /3,,!!.
fighter's Prayer), a hauntingly beautiful tone
poem originally written for string quartet. I
still prefer it in the more int :mate version. but
Gould and his splendid string players deliver
it with reverence and sonority. Sterco is especially effective in pinpointing and blending
the widely spread strings throughout this
superbly recorded disc.
P.A.

Continued on page 85
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Lightly Turn Your Fancy
To Capitol's New Pop and
Classical Stereo Albums!
O DINAH EHONS
Red Norvo'e quintet

perfectly

punctuates Dinah's expressive,
lilting style. Skylark, Who, Bye Bye
Blues, Lucky In Love, more.

ST

134

O LAORINDO ALMUDA

Keyboard gems (Bach to Granados) in new settings, interpreted
on two and three guitars by the

brilliant Brazilian.

SP 8521

O NEWMAN, HOLLYWOOD FOWL
"Lin Be! Da" "Musetta's Waltz,"
all the best-loved La Boheme and
Madame Butterfly melodies in
symphonic suites.
SP esle
THE KINGSTON TRIO
Get tickets early! Or, get Bimini,
El Matador, With Her Heed Tucked
Underneath Her Arm...the Trio's

brand-new album!

ST 135z

O MICHAEL COLUNE
Lush, romantic adaptations of

10

beautiful Tchelkovsky melodies,

recorded in England by full string
orchestra.
ST lone

Tlrr'

Lowly /Mart

O THE MACRAME

Nightclub team in

a

sparkling

Broadway mood. All the Things
You Are, A Wonderful Guy, Love and
Marriage, a full dozen.
ST 1353

STEREO ALBUM NUMBERS SHOWN:
TO ORDER REGULAR L P., OMIT "S"

ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK ALBUM

a-.r

GREAT SHOWS
GREAT CASTS
GREAT MUSIC

GREAT ALBUMS
SOUNDTRACK PROM CANCAN
Cole Porter's triumphant score has been masterfully
arranged for the film and its lour stars by Nelson
Riddle. Hear / Love Paris, C'est Magnifique, It's All
Right With Me, others like Just One of Those Things,
and Let's Do It. Great album)
SWAG +sol

r

n

y

It ml

SM(ONOOSI

TNIIIU

U FIORILLO!
Broadway smash with "lyrics as
funny and intelligent as the infectious score" -Kerr. Trib. SWAG
l
¶

OKLAHOMA!

Still the nation's favorite R6H
score. Gordon MacRae, Shirley
Jones. movie soundtrack. SwAO ws

U Till MUSIC MAN
Now a millionse ling album!
Original cast with 76 Trombones,
all the rollicking sorgs. SWAO 990

THE KINO AND

U LITTLE NARY SUNSHINE
"Bubbles with music. mirth," Her.
Triti. "Fine spoof of oldfashioned

musical," World.Tel,

SY:AO '240

CAROUSEL

I

June is Bustin' Ou: An Over, You'il
Never Walk Alone, Soliloquy, the
delphtlul f lm soundtraci' SW as.

Sparkling soundtrack with Getting
to Know You, A Puzzlement, Shall
We Dance ?, many others
Set'

r
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MARCEL GRANDJANY: "La Harpe:
Classique et Moderne"
Respighi: Sicilians, K irchhoff: Aria and
Rigaudon. Schubert: Andante. Couperin: La
Commère. Mozart: Sonata for Piano, in E
fiat, K. 282: Adagio. Locillet Toccata.
Tournier: Férie; Jas: Band. Godcfroid:
Etude de Concert. Renk: Légende.

Marcel Grandjany, harp.
CAprrot. P 8514. LP. $4.98.
Csptrmt. SP 8514. SD. $5.98.

Grandjany plays with his customary elegant
taste, and the music is a neat contrast of
pre- nineteenth- century items and twentieth century works designed to exploit the harp's
yirutosic possibilities. I regret to say that
Tournier's Jazz Band. dating from the mid Twenties, is as bland as a piece by Chaminade. The LP finds the instrument a little too
close to the microphone for the tone to blossom comfortably but the SD is full and
R.E.
natural sounding.

THE MASS
Sydney MacEwan; Choir of the
Church of Santa Susanna (Raine).
Cot.ustatA KL 5311. LP. $5.98.
Canon

This issue

designed to convey the history
and meaning of the Roman Catholic Mass.
The elaborate illustrated booklet presents
three articles: "The Meaning of the Mass"
by Bishop Fulton J. Sheen; "A Short History of the Roman Mass" by Monsignor
John J. Dougherty; and "The Mass: A Uni versal Sacrifice" by Edward Jamieson. Then
follows the complete text of the Mass of the
is

twenty -first Sunday after Pentecost. with an
English translation and rubrics explaining
the meaning and origin of sonic portions of
the text. On the record we hear all the portions of the service except those that are said
privately by the priest.
The music for the Proper of this Massthat is, the portions whose text relates to
this particular Sunday -is of course the

-

music specified for that day; the music for
the Ordinary -the portions whose texts remain the same regardless of the occasion
the set of chants called Orbi; factor. Credo
111 is used, and if the listener wonders at the

-is

unusually rounded form of this melody, it
may interest him to know that, according to
the Liber usuali;, the melody dates from as
recently as the seventeenth century. as compared with the Gloria, say, which dates from
the tenth. All of this music has the lovely
flow and otherworldly ambiance of Gregorian chant when it is competently performed, as it is here. Taken all in all, this is a
recording that should be most enlightening
to non-Catholics and Catholics alike. N.B.

JOHN McCORMACK:

Opera and Song
Recital
Méhul: Joseph: Champs paternels. Massenet:
Manan: 11 sogno. Goumxl: Faust: Salve. dimora. Puccini: La Bohème: Che gelida manilla. Bizet: Carmen: II flor the aver; a me;

This is the cone of a KLH speaker, ready to leave the mold.
Cones from standard sources are variable, so KLH produces its own
With improved production techniques and a special formula of cotton
and wood pulps, asphalt and wool;
Holds each cone to extremely close tolerances in weight and rigidity;
Patiently tests each speaker again and again, throughout production and
after assembly, with most precise instruments, many of KLH design;
And confidently offers each KLH loudspeaker system to your judgement.
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Research and Development Corp.

Cambridge, Massachusetts
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! Pescatori di perir: Mi par disdir ancora.
Rimbotti: Sospiri mici. Boito: ,\Mefistofele:
Dai campi, dai prati; Giunto sul passo.
Mattci: Non c e'er. Delibes: Laknif: Vieni
al contento. Herbert: Mamma: Paul's Ad-
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John .McCormack, tenon Orchestra.
RCA CAMDEN CAi., 512. LP. 51.98.
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"Mood in Mink" Teal Joy's first album for
Seeco contains ten all lime favorites. presented
in a distinctive and tasteful manner. An album
that you will find yourself playing again and
again. The tunes? Oh yes, Bul Beautiful,
Long Ago and Far Away, Didn't Know What
Time It Was, Fall in Love too Easily, I
Remember You, Skylark, Alone in Paris, I
Married an Angel, So Many People, They Didn't
Believe Me.
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THE TALE OF A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY

Commodity Futures options are actively
tracted by Americans on 10 exchanges. They
represent the debt of /or right to receive
any 23 physical commodities during a spaMite future delivery month. These include
Wheat, Colton and Hides.
as well as mercaanand growers, make use of SPREADS.
To spread. one buys a futures option and
sells a related but non-Identical option, e.g.
March Wheat K.C. vs. Idea is heat Chic-ego.
o,
or July Rubber vs. Dee. Rubber. or March
Corn as. May Soybeans,

Commodity traders.

liters

Until now there

had never been n comprehensive mathematical study, one reason beins. the combination of research talents requirud for true exactness. NOW we have
made the large capital expenditures. cotterted the reams of data. fixed the operational
modifiers, aid shrewdly programmed the
monster IBM 709.

DOUGLAS STEEN

The results are outstanding! We have Detoted 43 periodic movements which display
astounding vend regularity (plus 83 excel lent auxiliary spreads). Their regularity is a
reflection of natural growth. weather, mar Acting. public psycholonv. exchange deliveries. ew.
Such entail's, spreads are insensitive to news
events, and relatively insensitive to the
general market ups and downs. An example
with Much Coffee ys. Dec. shows 1^_ prof.
tux and
loss. Plus 2202. minus 30, After
commission this means a. ISO pt. net which
Is 100% clear profit over the Automatic fixed
5 mo. life of the transaction.
1

Thru one of the WORLD'S most renowned
brokerage houses. we are handling invest nient accounts. Limited power of attorney
for letal guidance. Each account Milli: dust.
Each account carefully diversified between
5 or more quality spreads at all times 55.000
mitt. to 550.000 max. CONTACT:

445 McGilvra Blvd.

Seattle 2, Wash.

President al Conunrtrics hut. Inc. Research scientist In physics
and parapsychology. Former World Champion in Contract Bridge
CiIICAG0 MERCANTILE EXCHANGE
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE
WINNIPLO GRAIN EXCHANGE
NEW ORLP.AN. COTTON EXCHANGE
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A Icnnthy evaluation of McCormack's singing would certainly, at this date, be redundant. He was probably the greatest of the
century's purely lyric tenon, vocally flawless
and, in the Italian repertoire. stylistically
perfect. (The precision ni his enunciation can
sometimes verge on the ridiculous; the
separation of "i" sound in "het castelli/ in
aria," for instance, is a needless affectation.)
The selections here all represent his voice in
good estate, and of the McCormack LPs
1 have heard, this is the most consistent in
terms of good sound. Anyone interested in
vocalism will find it worthwhile, especially
C.L.O.
at the low price.
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BIRGIT NILSSON: Beethoven, Weber,
Mozart Program
Birgit Nilsson, soprano; Philharmonia Orchestra, Heinz \Vallbcrg, cond.
ANGEL 35719.
I.P. $4.98.
ANGEL S 35719. SD. S5.98.

The Beethoven side of this release dots nor
quite fulfill my own expectations. Nilsson
certainly has the vocal size and approximately the right timbre for the two Fidelio
arias, but it is not quite possible t) escape
the notion that she is working energetically
away at the music. For sheer case, her renditions do not equal Flagststrl's; for projection
of fnaxl and meaning, they do not outclass
Schaarzkopf's; for vocal variety and beauty-,
they fall somewhat shore of Farrell's. In stem.
hers is good dramatic singing, but it does nor
by any means run away- front the field. The
same rut be said of her Weber "Leine, leise"
on the other side. On the other hand, her
"Oscan, 'iii Ungeheuer" is as impressive as
any know, especially in the climactic final
1

bars (this, too, was one. of Plagstad's bcsr
efforts), and it is exciting to hear Anna's
"Or $:ti chi l'onore" from Don Giormmi
peeled forth with such amplitude. The accompaniments are altogether worthy. and
the sound good, though I found a small
C.L.O.
amount Of treble boost necessary.

LEONARD PENNARIO: "The Two Pianos of Leonard Petma rio"
Leonard Pennario, piano.
CAPI'CUI. P 8517. LP. $4.98.
CAPITOL. SP 8517. SD. $5.98.

Mr. Pennariós stunt of playing both parts
of two -piano or piano -duct works (by
Brahms. Johann Strauss. Jr.. Grieg. Dvoiák.
and others) is carried off neatly, but I think
two heads arc better than one in this music.
Unity of style, which can be achieved by
two people as well as oat. is not enough; a
sense of proportion, balance, give-and-take is
essential, also, and requires two personalities
thinking for themselves and listening to
each other. Air. Pcilnar:(is two hands. doubled, throw the music out of focus by giving

too much force to subsidiary material. The
stereo disc, where the two pianos do not
sound as if they arc right on top of each
other, is more satisfactory than the mont-
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phonic one, and gives a well -blended, clean
texture to the combined instruments. R.E.

PAUL ROBESON: "Encore, Robeson!"
Paul Robeson. bass; Alan Booth. piano.
MoNrroa MP 581. LP. $4.98.
The sheer beauty of Robeson's voice, plus the
case and sincerity of his approach. are in
themselves enough to make this an enjoyable
recording. Still, the record is not an exciting
one. About half the songs arc quite unengaging, and one or two arc downright terrible
-puerility should not be taken for simplicity.
The recital contains none of the protest
songs that might have provided a tonic here
and there, and of course there is no audience
to inspire the singer to a real communicative
effort, as there is on his Carnegie Hall recital
for Vanguard. Didn't My Lord Deliver Daniel
turns up on both these records-the new version is smoother, but far less rousing than the
one taken from live performance, and this
serene tone prevails throughout most of the
numbers. The solo piano arrangements are in
good taste, and well enough played by Alan
Booth. The engineers, though, have de nlbothasizcd the accompaniment too much, and
th voice and piano arc sometimes blurred;
otherwise, the sound is satisfactory. C.L.O.

How to get a lot
of fine sound
for only
s27só

Get Sonotone's all-new
CA -12A coaxial
speaker! Astonishing

performance.. . top
specs... amazing
low price!

DANIEL SAIDENBERG: "Concerts in
Me Horte"

w

Purcell: The Gordian Knot Untied, Incidental
Music. Pergolcsi: Trio Sonata in G. Boyce:
Symphony No. 8, in D. Telemann: Trio
Sonata in C.

Whether you want a basic speaker ...stereo speaker ...or an
extra speaker... one listen will convince you that Sonotone's
new CA -12A gives the brilliant performance you've been seeking.
Sonotone's high quality speakers cost less because the beauty
is in the sound ...not appearance. Unnecessary frills, chrome,
and fancy packaging are eliminated. For fine craftsmanship at
a budget price... get Sonotone. You'll hear the difference.

Saidenbcrg Little Symphony. Daniel Said cnhcrg, cond.: Gotham Baroque Ensemble.
AMERICAN SOCIETY CONCERTS IN THE
$4.98.
HOME AS 1003. LP.
AMERICAN SOCIETY CONCERTS IN TIIE
HOME SAS 1003. SD. $5.98.

This is one of half a dozen discs that constitute the opening release of a new organization whose naine is given above. The musical
director is Mr. Saidcnberg and the series, it
is announced, plans to concern itself principally with music of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. A unique aspect of the
series is that the sleeve for each of the six
discs so far issued has on its front a framable
reproduction of an unpublished drawing by
Picasso, two of them in color. 'l'hese arc
strikingly handsome. and remind one of the
remarkable black-and-white designs by such
masters as Matisse and Leger that were used
by the French publisher 1-Icugel as title
pages for songs by Paul Arma. But, as was
the case with the Arma songs, the question
is: Is one ever going to want to get past the
cover to what's inside?
In the present instance the answer is a firm
yes. Saidcnberg. as many New Yorkers
know, is an able conductor with excellent
taste, and his performances here arc lively
and stylish. All of the music is very agreeable; the Purcell, which comprises all eight of
the short movements printed in the Collected Edition, and the Telemann, with its
combination of contrapuntal mastery and
airy insouciance, strike me as particularly
fine. l'he players all seem satisfactory, aside
fmm a sugary first violin in the second movement of the Pergolcsi, and the sound in both
N.B.
versions is very good.
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Impedance...16 ohms
Flux

Lait

density...wooler-

12,000 gauss

tweeter -9,500 gauss

Frite... $27.50
Slightly hl/hat In Well

Sonotone's 8 -inch WR -8 -no other speaker
gives you so much to like at so low a price!
Compare anywhere...WR -8 surpasses all other
8 -inch speakers in its price class for fine quality
reproduction.

SPEC! FICATIONS
Frequencyrange...55 to 15,000 cycles
Resonant frequency...65 cycles

handling...20 watts average
program, 40 watts peak

Power

Impedance...8 ohms
Flux density...12,000 gauss
Voice coil

diameter...1 -Inch

list price...$12.00
sagnuy higher in West

Electronic Applications Division, Dept.

L4

-50

Sonotre$.

ELMSFORD. NEW YORK
In Canada. contact Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto

Leading makers of fine ceramic cartridges, speakers, microphones, electronic tubes.
CIRCLE
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Frequency range...35 to 20,000 cycles
Resonant frequency...50 cycles
Crossover frequency. _2,000 cycles
Power handling... t0 watts average
program, 80 watts peak
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3 Great New Kits
for Stereo
by P A
..

with the famous specially- prepared giant -size diagrams and super -simple step -by-step instructions for
fool -proof assembly and wiring. Crafted by PACO, Kit
Division of PRECISION Apparatus Company, Inc.,
world- famous manufacturers of laboratory electronlg
test equipment for over a quarter of a century.

The PACO SA -40 40 WATT STEREO PREAMPAMPLIFIER The Last PreampAmplltlor 'You'll Ever

Have to Buy
Model SA -40 -KIT, complete with gold and satin black
cabinet.
Net Price: $79,93
Model SA -40W- FACTORY- WIRED, complete with gold
and satin black cabinet.
Not Prieur $129 :95

The PACO ST-4S AM -FM STEREO TUNER A Truly
Unusual Engineering Achievement In Stability and
Sensitivity
AVAILABLE THREE WAYS:
Model 57.45 -KIT will factory pre- alrgned transformers, complete with gold and satin black cabinet.
Net Price: $94,95
Model ST -45PA- SEMI -KIT, with both FM and AM tuner
sections factory wired and completely pre-aligned and
calibrated for hairline sensitivity, complete with gold
and satin black cabinet.
Net Price: $49.95
Model ST -45W FACTORY- WIRED, aligned, calibrated
and assembled, complete with gold and black satin
cabinet.
Net Price :$134.95

-

HARRY SHULMAN: Music for Ober
and Orchestra
Handel: Concerto for Oboe and Strings, No. 1,
in 13 flat. Marcello: Concerto for Oboe and
Strings, in C minor. Fiocco: Adagio (arr.
Shulman). Bach: Sirfonias from Cantatas
Nos. 12, 21, 156. Telemann: Concerto for
Oboe and Strings, in T minor.

Harry Shulman, oboe; Orchestra. Daniel
Saidenbcrg, cond.

KArr RC

9041 S.

SD.

$498.

a round tone. with
reedy tang but not pinched or nasal. He
apparently never has to breathe, his intonation is accurate, his fingers arc nimble. While
the. Handel and Marcella works arc not unknown, they are not overplayed either, and
all three concertos tnake very agreeable listening, the Tclenlann having an unusually
pittaant finale whose thane sounds as though
it may be Polish in origin. The Bach pieces.
Adagios for oboe and orchestra, are beautiful
little arias for the instrument, Add to
these distinctions expert accompaniment by
Saidenberg and his orchestra, and fine sound,
and you have a disc that could hardly be
bettered for what it is.
An inveterate scanner of liner notes, I am
fascinated by the things that can sometimes
be learned from this curious branch of literature. We are informed here, for example,
that the oboe was "called at various times,"
among other things, "chalumeau and sack but:." And here stuffy old musicologists have
been insisting for years in their books and
musical dictionaries that the chalulncau was
a predecessor of the clarinet and sackbut an
old name for the trombone.
N.B.
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CLAUDETTE SOREL: Piano Recital

The PACO ST -3S FM TUNER
AVAILABLE THREE WAYS:
Model ST-35 -HIT will factory

Chopin: Sonata in B minor. No. 3. Op. 58.
Liszt: Sonetto del Petrarca /23. Rachmaninoff:
Prelrales: in B minor, Op. 32, No. ¡Li; in E
fiat. Op. 23, No. 6; in A minor, Op. 32. No. 8;
in D minor, Op. 23, No. 3. RaIl: La Fileuse.
pre -aligned transform-

wired and compleletly preallgned for hairline sensi.
tivlty, complete with gold and satin black cabinet.
Net Price: $69.95
Modal ST -35W
FACTORY- WIRED, aligned, calibrated
and assembled, complete with gold and satin black
cabinet.
Net Price: $89.95

-

Claudette Sorel, piano.

Monroe MC

2044.

LP. $4.98.

Claudette Sorel, a young Paris-born American- trained pianist, has a mind of her ownor, perhaps, an intuition Amu music that
she is not afraid to express. The resultant
unnrtltotioxies give added color to a delight-

fill

NEW PACO 2 -WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM SEMI -KIT
featuring Jensen Mid -Range Woofer and Horn -Type
Tweeter

Model L2- U- SEMI -KIT. with unfinished, sanded cabinet.
Net Price: $59.95

Model

1.2

-F- SEMI -HIT, with walnut -finished cabinot.
Net Price: $69,95
AVAILABLE

AT

LEADING

ELEC.

IRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTORS R
WHEREVER 6000 SOUND IS SOLD.
You'll want much more data

the

...

performance specifications

will amaze you...write for complete, Illustrated b
Eltm

ELECTRONICS CO., INC.
70-31 84th Street, Glendale 27, L. I., New York
Kit Division of PRECISION Apparatus Company, (ns,

CHICLE
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min ndberg

eda

Moszkowski t Etiucellel.

ers, complete with gold and satin black cabinet.
Net Price: $59.95
Model ST -35PA -SEMI -KIT, with tuner section factory-

.

musical sense. Sometimes the excessive
rubatos, odd accents or stresses, are ton personal and arbitrary to be persuasive; at other
tines they illuminate the turn of a phrase or
an inner voice. Miss Sorel's free style is a
virtue rather than a defect in a large work,
where it is confined to details and blends in
with a firm over-all concept. Thus, the
Chopin sonata is given the finest performance of any on the disc. Throughout, her
sense of give- and -take in the rhythms keeps
the music alive and smooths out the transitional passages, Only a capricious rallerrando
in :he last section of the last movement
breaks the How of the music. The Limer and
Rachmaninoff works alternate passages that
are attractively played wit h unconvincing
ideas on phrase shapes, dynamics, and
rhyth++rs, but the charming works by Rail'
and Moszkotvskt, once in every concert
pianist's repertoire, get a welcome revival
here. Miss Sorel's lovely piano tone is satis-

READEII- SERVICE CARD

PROMPT SERVICE
LARGEST SELECTION
of guaranteed used equipment

TRADE BACK PLAN

- write for detads

Write Dept. FIE-50 for our unique TrodeBock plan and Trading information.
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audio exchange
Registered Component Dealers
0.11,1,11 00

HIGH FIDELITY
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The Hi Fi Trading Organization
153 -21 Hillside Ave., Jamaica 32, N.Y.
Closed Mondays Parking at all stores
Bronches:
Brooklyn
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factorily recorded, with only an occasional
R.E.
muffle or blurring in the treble.

CESARE VALLETTI: Recital
Cesare Valletti, senor; Leo Taubman, piano.
RCA Meteo LM 2411. LP. $4.98.
RCA VICTOR LSC 241 L SD. $5.95.

tx M rt -

T111 Va.Y.xL\

vx

myself a little disappointed in this release. The recital (at Town Mall, October
16, 1959) recorded here was an extraordinary
I find

MUSIC NIT

one, but much of the occasion's atmosphere
has been lost in the transfer to records. The
sound is not, ro tell the truth, very satisfac-

I

tory. The monophonic edition is little more
than passable, with some blurring of the singer's higher taus, and the sterco version.
though it captures audience noises with
startling reality, has not been terribly kind
to the singer. Valletta's voice is, I imagine,
difficult to record, since it has a tendency
to thinness and whiteness. In Town Ball, it
sounded swarm. round, even fairly large,
but here those qualities are only occasionally
in evidence. There is still, naturally, his unusual musicianship and technical command,
his refined sense of style, his serious and aristocratic approach. Three interesting Berlioz
songs are impeccably done. and the tenor's
voice is well suited to the Wolf selections.
which arc in the composer's lyrical vein. The
voice's flexibility is shown in the extended
Mozart aria ("Alisero, o sogno"), though
the bravura passages of the final section pose
problems \'alletti has only partially solved.
The singer invariably keeps the music moving, and carries evcn'thing off with elegance.
Leo Taubman had as serious an ofl -night
as expect ever to hear from so experienced
and accomplished an accompanist; and
although some of his worst transgressions
are not included on the recording, his work
here is heavy- handed, metronomic, and
overloud,
C.L.O.

SM 6006

"This is by far the best Album
Jean 'Tools Thielemons has ever
mode and is besides one of the
most thoroughly enjoyable jazz
sessions in months' -Nat Hentoff

RAY
BRYANT
PLAYS

NIGH FIDELITY
SM 6008

1

This n,alnut finish mounting panel neaitable

o-evt.fis

'Customized"

Tape Recorder Components
Complete your hi -fi or stereo installation with a Roberts tape deck and amplifier. Identically the same components
included in world-famous Roberts Tape
Recorders.

MAKE YOUR OWN HI -FI
OR STEREO TAPES WITH
Recording Studio Quality
Send 25r for Roberts' great new
Stereo Tape Information Kit. 84
tape applicdtion methods are described. Shows exactly how to
make your own recorded music.
ROBERTS ELECTRONICS, INC.
829 No. Highland Ave.. Los Angeles 38, Calif., Dept.

F

Please send me your Stereo Tape Information Kit.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

Enclose 2S¢ (stamps, cash)

for handling. postage.

(Monaural)

6006 (Stereo)

SS

(Monaural)

6008 (Stereo)

SS

"The newest of the modern Jazz
pianists makes on exciting debut
playing compositions written by 12
foremost Jazz composers"

-Steve Allen

HERBERT VON KARAJAN: Orchestral
Program
Philhartnonia Orchestra, Herbert von Karajan, cond.
ANCSL 35612. LP. $4.98.
ANGEL S 35614. SD. $5.98.

Whether or not a metaphor

is being mixed,
are donc to a T.
In fact, the recording is perfect. The music
is all on one level of quality, entertaining,
orchestrated as if expressly for stereo, played
and conducted with diamondlike precision
and brilliance, and recorded with the utmost
transparency and vividness. Although it
cannot offer the full glories of stereo, the
monophonic disc is, in its lesser way, unblemished.
The major credit for this stimulating
exercise goes, I believe, to Karajan. In the
Hungarian Rhapsody, for example, he extracts every drop of moody languor in the
lasso, every ounce of keyed-up excitement
in the frics, and stops short at the borderline
of caricature. The Tchaikovsky 1812 is
superbly beautiful in atmosphere, legitimately exciting. and it ends with a thrilling
cascade of tolling bells and booming cannon.
Even those bored by the music (which includes also the Hungarian March from The
Damnation of Faust, Sibelius' Valse Triste,
and the Weber- Berlioz Invitation to the
Dance) will enjoy the extraordinary artistic
showmanship Karajan exhibits here. R.E.

the warhorses on this

disc

SM 1039

"Great Modern American Jazz.
men Recorded hero in Concert in
Paris, France. Truly an exciting

musical
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FOLK MUSIC
I

Newport, R. I..
brought

a

a July week end in 1959
pale and uncertain echo of that

resort's ja72 jmnborec --the Newport Folk
Festival. While the affair suffered from its
lack of precedent, Vanguard's three-volume
recorded memento (Falk Festival at Nemlrort, VRS 9062/64. LP: VSD 2053/55. SD)
preserves the inherent excitement of the occasion. among the performers, Pete Seeger
contributes his customary diverting but
ovcrtalkativc interlude. i..cnn Bibb is a virile
singer, Earl Scruggs darles the ear with his
banjo virtuosity. John Jacob Niles offers xn
ovcrstylized ballad, and Ed McCurdy wallops our the best Frankie and Johnny on discs.
But the set's prize offering is the big, warm,
serene voice of Odctta. You will not soon
forget her devastating Water Bay.
The same Odetta graces another emincntlvdcsirable Vanguard release, My Eyes Have
(VRS 9059. Li'; VSD 2046, SD).
Seen
Power and grace characterize her art, and
her version of the Trish republican lament
The Foggy Dew will wrench even an Anglophile's emotions. Another Newport performer, John Jacob Niles, is at his high pitched best in Tradition's An Evening with
John Jacob Niles, FLP 1036, L.P. Composer
of a host of American "folk" ballads. including I Wonder As I i'ander and Venezuela,
Niles is an original talent descrying of much
more attention than he has ever received.
:flan Lomax's Folk Song Festival at Carnegie Hall, UAI., 3050. LP, recorded by
United Artists, is a step closer to the soil than
the Newport hoedown, but also a step less
satisfactory. Jimmy Driftwood's voice pro jects beautifully iu his melodic accounts of
today's Ozarks, and the Stoney Mountain
Boys do complete justice to the 131negrrss
school; but the whole impresses me as a bit
on the synthetic side -best exemplified in
the swiftly palling spoken introductions that
are too folks' for words.
An old hand on the ballad brat returns in
United Artists' Ballads with Guitar, UAL
3060, [.P. featuring the easy voice and style
of Burl Ives. Happily rid of the pretentious
orchestral accompaniments that disfigured
scan: of his more recent records, Ives is
felicitously at horns with the likes of Henry
Martin and Turkish Revery. The sound, however, is somewhat dry. Less enjoyable is
Harry Bclafonte'.s :H' Lord What a À.forniñ ,
1.PM 2022. LP, for RCA Victor. Relafonte's
natural abilities -which are considerable
tend to dissipate in a cloud of mannered
arrangements and overelaborate choral backgrounds. Bclafmttc Lint will not be daunted,
but the hero himself used to know better.
Slicked -up folk ballads are enjoying a tremendous vogue, and no one sings them better than the Kingston Trio on Capito -'s
iHerc We Go Again!, ST 1258, SD. Bright
stereo sound shows this group in handsome
relief. Here is close -textured harmony, ebullience, deceptively simple communication of
the mood of a given song. .1 Worried \!a,,
spotlights rhcir collective abilities, while the
subtly shaded San Miguel exemplifies the
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very real profundity of the Trio's artistry.
Just as suave an ensemble, The Gateway
Singers, are heard on Warner Bros.' Wagons
West, WS 1334, SD. Benefiting from excellent stereo sound and the rich alto solos of
Elnterlce Thomas, the quarter sketches a
beguiling picture of the Old West, featuring
a henutifull- etched variant of The Streets of
Lard's called Tun, Home, Beloved,
Central Europe has been particularly well
served of late. The cultural exchange program has brought us a brace of Czech Artia
releases on the folk music of Rumania. Anyone who has ever thrilled to a gypsy fiddle
will delight in the throbbing melodies of
Folklore Romarre in Hi -Fi, ALP 115, L.P.
This is heady but authentic fare, and lotna
Radu's version of the song Piatra, Piatra is
sheer loveliness. Much more exciting, however. and much better recorded is running
mate Rumania, Rumania. ALP 116, LP, in
which muted trumpets and bagpipes spell
each other in tracing the Oriental- Occidental musical splendor of Byzantium's down at -the -heels successor.
Poland fares less well, although the primitive, blurred sound of Moiaitor's ,Slack, MF
326, LP, cannot dull the exuberance. and intensity of the Polish State Folk Mallet,
which recently_ toured the United States.
The recorded selections run the full Polish
emotional gamut -which is par for any
course -and are brilliantly and movingly
sting. A Yugoslavian counterpart, the Ivan
Coran Kovacic Folk Dance and Song
Croup, brightens Epic's This Is Yugoslavia!,
LN 3571. I.P. Here is a succinct but relatively comprehensive tour of Yugoslavia's
widely variegated musical traditions; a clear
recording and an expert performance.
On the purely ethnic front. Folkways remains in the vast with the striking ,\frtsic of
Thailand, FE 4463, LP. 1-Icre is a haunting
portrait of unique Asian culture. Folkways'
excellent -as always-annotation provides a
happy introduction to music that draws
heavily from both Chinese and Indian
sources, at the sane linty transmuting these
antecedents into a new and shining idiom.
Folk ballad fanciers would also do well to
investigate ?wan MacColl's deep -felt, granitic ,Songs of Robert Burns. FW 5755, LP,
also on Rolkways, as well as Cisco Houston's
skilled and authentic recital on Vanguard's
Tite Cisco .Sperial (VRS 9057, f.P; VSD
2042, SD) and Germaine Monteroc s earthy,
full -throated reprise of Cancii'ne:r de Esprit'
(VRS 915(1, l.P), also for Vanguard.
Finally, may recommend an cow that
falls halfway between folklore and fact, halfway between song and spoken word -RCA
Victor's Stories and Songs +f the Civil 11'ar,
LB1. 1032. LP. 'Ms well- conceived narration by Ralph Bellamy. with sung interstices
by Ed \1cCurdy, is aimed at children, but
any adult will be both moved and informed.
in the centennial flood of Civil \Veer material, this disc stands out lithe. ican, and unassuming. For $1.98, no one can afford to
miss ir.
EDWARD [.. R.tND.AL
is
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"Red Allen Meets Kid Ory." Verve 1018,
$4.98 (LP); 6076, $5.98 (SD).
There can be little doubt that the best thing
that has happened to Red Allen in twenty
years was his recent association with Kid
Ory while touring England. English critics
were surprised to find not the raucous,
rambunctious Allen who had been spouting
standard clichés for many years but a sensitive, lyrical soloist who could, when the
occasion called for it, lift the group to a soaring, driving climax. This is the Allen heard
on the present disc. His solos are admirably
shaded, his tone has a fine, crackling edge,
and he leads the ensembles with clarity and
proper directness. It is a side of Allen that
has rarely been heard on records since the
early Thirties. Ory's trombone is still virile
and positive, and clarinetist Bob McCracken's work is unobtrusively helpful.
This is nor the tradition -bound traditional
jazz usually heard these days (there are such
swing tunes as In the Mood and Ain't Misbehaviri in the program along with Tishomingo Blues and a variant of Sister Kate).
These men are not trying to sound like anyone but themselves. The result is honest,
stirring, heart -warming jazz.
Count Basic and His Orchestra: "Dance
Along with Basie." Roulette 52036, $3.98
(LP); S52036. $4.98 (SD).
More consideration for dancing audiences
is a thing that some of us have thought
might be helpful to present -day big jazz
bands. Ostensibly this Basic disc should
be an answer to that hope-but it isn't.
There arc a few delightful moments -the
suave delicacy with which the rhythm section serves up Al Grey's wah -wah trombone
on Makin' Whoopee and Basic's bright but
uncharacteristic use of Hines -style in the
introduction of How Am I to Know. This
last piece is the only one in the set that gets
right up and swings. The rest hump along
politely with clean section work and precisely
stated solos. But it all seems so stodgy. Can't
dancing be fun any more?

Sidney Bechet: "Recorded at the Brussels
Fair, 1958." Columbia CL 1410, $3.98
(LP).
Loose- limbed, lusty jazz pours out of this
collection of performances taped at the
1958 W'orld's Fair. Vic Dickenson, obviously
feeling in fine fettle, produces magnificent
examples of his provocatively lewd, leatherlunged growl and slurs used in impeccably
logical context. Becher is, as always, dependable, and George Wein fills the piano
MAY 1960

role remarkably well. Only the usually
infallible Buck Clayton slips below his expected level at times. Over-all, however, this
is a superior set of swinging jazz.

Patti Bown: "Plays Big Piano." Columbia
CL 1379, $3.98 (LP).
Miss Bown is a Quincy Jones protege who
has the piano chair in Jones's new big band.
Accompanied by Joe Benjamin. bass, and
Ed Shaughnessy. drums, her debut as a
soloist shows an overfondness for the use of
a down -home. gospel -based blues approach.
She does it well, but the style tends to make
each piece sound very much like the last.
She is quite ingenious in the way she turns
such show tunes as I'm Gonna Wash That
Man Right Otua My Nair and 1 Didn't
Know What Time It Was into vehicles for
this style. but it is to be hoped that she will
show more variety in future recordings.

John Coltrane: "Giant Steps." Atlantic
1311, $4.98 (LP).
There are signs here of a mellowing of
Coltranc's bruisingly hard tenor saxophone
attack. suggestions that he is beginning to
pull himself away from the outpourings of
strained notes with which he has assaulted
his audiences. But even though he is an
impressive technician with a remarkable
consistency of tone, the lack of shading or
variety in his playing makes these pieces
monotonous. Despite the potential richness
and warmth which seems to be lurking just
under the harsh surface he is, at this point,
much like clarinetist Buddy De Franco.
The selections here are Coltrane originals.

The Confederate Colonels of Jazz: "Tour
the South." Golden Crest 3063, $3.98
(LP).
The Colonels arc an in- and -out group of
swing- cum- Dixiclandcrs who can play in a

Beche,: "loose -limbed, lusty jazz."

happily loose -gaited fashion (on Missouri
Waltz, Georgia on My Mind, and On Miami
Shore in this collection), but frequently
have trouble getting together (Beak Street
Blues is clumsy and unpromising before the
front line eventually gets things under
control). Despite a stodgy rhythm section.
the front line-Bill Crais's lusty trombone,
Armin Kay's sure, crisp trumpet, and James
Pugh's suitably rough -toned clarinet -has
the ability to make somewhat silkish purses
out of several sows' ears.

Johnny Dankworth and His Orchestra:
"England's Ambassador of Jazz." Roulette 52040 $3.98 (LP); S52040, $4.98
(SD).
This well -rehearsed English band seems to
be following the pattern (both the good and
not -so -good aspects) of the Count Basic
band of the I950s. Several of the numbers
have the heavy, ovcrarranged lumpiness
characteristic of the Basic band when it
was still trying to find itself. Others, however, suggest the fluid case, the smooth
section work, and the bright solos that
Basic finally achieved. Aside from Dank worth, who plays alto in a graceful, clean
style that seems to stem from Benny Carter,
none of the soloists is identified although
there are good contributions by the pianist,
a trombonist, and a tenor saxophonist. This
is an in -and -out set which loses some potential interest largely because the Dankworth
band, for all its polish, does not yet have
an identifiable character of its own.

Duke Ellington-Johnny Hodges: "Side by
Side." Verve 8345, $4.98 (LP); 6109,
$5.98 (SD).
Ellington appears with Hodges on only
three of the nine selections on this disc,
apparently leftovers from the session which
resulted in the admirable Back ro Back
(Verve 8317). One of them, Stomp), Jones,
builds through strong solos by Hodges,
Harry Edison, and Ellington to a rip roaring climax that has all the driving urgency of some of the best of Duke's full band efforts. The remaining pieces bring
together an excellent group (Hodges, Ben
Webster, Lawrence Brown, Roy Eldridge,
Billy Strayhorn, Wendell Marshall, and
Jo Jones) which plays well up to its capabilities and provides Eldridge with a framework in which he can play with crisp tastefulness and without resort to the overstatements that have marred so much of his
recent work. And it's good to have Brown's
elegant trombone back on records again
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even though he has a moment or two of
uncertainty. Hodges and Webster appear to
flourish in this exceptional company.
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CHICAGO'S ONLY DOWNTOWN MOTEL -RIGHT ON MICHIGAN AVENUE ACROSS FROM GRANT PARK. Closest to all convention centers -museums -Theatres and shopping. Register from your cor.
Every room excitingly furnished -tile both with tub and shower, free TV.
AM & FM, Hi -Fi radio, room controlled heating and air- condlioning.
Self dialing phones -24 hour switchboard and message service. Free
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Phone HA 7 -8200. Teletype CG -82
Closest to all Chicago convention centers. Suites and
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Quality Courts
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Red Garland's studio recordings have shown
great deal of promise, although most of
them have worn thin before he was finished.
This sct, recorded at a Harlem club, finally
brings his piano into focus. His playing is
airy with an added resource of gutty strength
on which he draws from time to time. Faced
with the necessity of holding the attention
of an audience, his performances have a
a

simple, direct development that builds with
unpretentious consistency. An important
factor in the success of this disc is the bright,
perceptive drumming of Specs Wright.

Virgil Gonsalves' Big Band Plus Six: "jazz
at Monterey." Omega 1047, $3.98 (LP);
47, $3.98 (SD).

One side of this disc is played by a capable
thirteen -piece band (five saxophones, five
trumpets, three rhythm) notable for its
polished saxophone ensembles and several
excellent solo appearances by pianist Junior
dance. Given a free hand on one selection,
alto saxophonist Leo Wright produces an
impressively firm, singing solo in a wellformed individual style. But on the other
side Gonsalves' Sextet, made up of men
drawn from the big band (but without Mince
or Wright), is extremely drab and wooden.

Glen Gray and the Casa Loma Orchestra:
"Swingin' Decade!" Capitol T 1289,
$3.98 (LP); ST 1289. $4.98 (SD).
Big -band hits of the Forties make up the
fare here-Woody Ilcrman's Apple Honey,
Goodman's Alston to Moscow, Kenton's
intermission Riff, Tomnty Dorsey's Opus No.

-SERVICE CARD

Free Covered Parking

"Red Garland at the Prelude." Prestige
7170, S4.98 (LP).

rr

J. and so forth. Since the intent is to duplicate the original recordings (why ? -most of
them arc readily available), the listener auto matically looks for flaws. And, despite some
slick performances, he finds them. Mostly
it is a matter of spirit -tire Hollywood pros
who make tip this band duplicate solos or
ensembles to within a hair's breadth but
they can't conjure up, for instance, the fierce
bite that Woody Herman's hungry young
Herd had when it originally played Apple
Honey. Its one thing for Gray to dress up
the old Casa Loma arrangements (as he has
done successfully on earlier discs) for many
of them could stand it, but all he can do
when he competes with the definitive performances of other bands is to lose.

The Guitar Choir: "The Nov Jnzz Sound
of 'Show Boat.
Columbia CL 1418,
$3.98 (LP).
The intent here seems to have been to form
a guitar group to play jazz arrangements,

"'

Somewhere along the line, however, a
trumpet (John Carisi), a trombone (Bob
Brookmeyer), and an alto saxophone (Phil
ll'oods) were added. the guitars were shoved
into the background, and tunes from Show
Boat were chosen as the incongruous fodder.
The result is an unexciting and rather selfconscious set. The quiet. easy charm it
might have had is suggestrd from time to
time when Barry Galbraith and the guitars
get brief opportunities to take the spotlight.
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Wilbur Harden: "'Tanganyika Strut."

Sa-

voy 12136. 54.98 (LP).
Four long selections made up of solos by
Harden (a colorless flugelhornist), tenor
saxophonist John Coltrane running scales,
and trombonist Curtis Fuller mumbling
desultorily have little to recommend them.

wuk

o

Jimmy Heath Sextet: "The Thumper."
Riverside 12314. $4.98 (LP); 1160, $5.95

(SI)).
tenor saxophonist and brother of
Percy 1-kath of the Modern Jazz
Quartet, plays with a hard, flat tone and
a paucity of ideas. Possibly taking its cue
Heath,

DYNAKIT

a

bassist

from him, his SCStet assumes an anonymous
quality although it includes trombonist
Curtis Puller and pianist Wynton Kelly
who, under other circumstances, arc apt to
find something interesting to say. Only
cornetist Nat Adderley brings any enlivening qualities to these routine performances.
Ahmad Jamal

Trio: "Happy Moods." Argo

662. S39S (l.P).
Jamal appears to have given up the more
eccentric aspects of his use of silence and to

into a pleasantly airy and
rhythmic cocktail piano style. Even on the

have settled

one occasion on this disc when he leaves his
pop tunes to venture into the blues, he uses
a fluttery, surface approach that is smoothly
melodic, designed not to disturb those who
are listening with half an car. As usual, he
receives excellent support from bassist Israel
Crosby and drummer \'ernell Fournier.

Fred Katz and His Jammers. Dean 9217,
S.3.98 (LP); 99217, 54.98 (SD).
a cellist, has often seemed in the past
needlessly starchy in a jazz context. This
time, however, he puts his best jazz foot
forward. It is a foot that swings with a
needling, gutty quality, sometimes light,
tight. and bright, then again moodily blues
brooding. His group has contrasting lines
of sound running through it (cello, guitar,
vibes, trumpet) which enable Katz to weave
some interesting ensemble and duct effects.
The result is jazz that is unusual without
being far out, jazz that is essentially pensive
yet has an interior liveliness. It's both foot tapping and mind- nudging.

Katz,

Kings of Dixieland: "Riot in Dixie." Timc
100118. 53.98 (1.P).
On the surface, this disc would seem to be
pure sucker bait-a "bargain" (twenty -four
tunes) played by an unidentified group of
musicians hiding behind an obviously phony
name. The anticipated hammincss, however,
dots not show up in the performances, which
are honest, unpretentious, and well played.
Inquiry discloses that this is a group of English studio men. identities unknown in
Time's New York headquarters. They deserve something better than the shamefaced
presentation they receive here, for the
trombonist has a fine, big. warm, lazy
sound midway between Jack Teagardcn and
Lou

McGarity, the trumpeter plays clean,

direct lead horn, and the clarinetist slows
traces of Goodman's singing lines and Pee
Wee Russell's phrasing. The impression they
leave is not one of derivativeness but of
understanding and professionalism. And the
programing goes far beyond the usual trite
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BEST!

The new Dynakit Stereophonic Preamplifier has all
the quality features which you require for the finest
high fidelity reproduction. This handsomely styled
control unit is a model of classical quality and contemporary simplicity.

BEST

IN EVERY WAY

In either kit or wired form, the new
Dynaltit Stereo Preamp represents
both the finest quality and the finest
value available. It utilizes the basic
circuitry of the famous Dynakit
monophonic preamplifier without
compromise of quality. This circuit
has the lowest possible distortion, an
absolute minimum of hum and noise,
superior transient response, and
every other attribute which can contribute to natural, satisfying sound
quality.

* Best

along with impeccable performance,
is well exemplified in the design.
Every useful function is incorporated,
but the operation of the unit is not
complex since the controls are arranged and identified in a functional
manner. Operation of controls and
switches is smooth, noise -free, and
non- interacting. The unit is a pleasure to assemble, a pleasure to operate,
and a pleasure to hear.

It is not necessary to spend a lot of
money to have the best sound available. Dynakit equipment has no
compromises in quality. It is designed
to he the finest and to be used by
those who are not satisfied with less
than the best. We suggest that you
listen to it at your Hi Fi dealer, or
write for our brochure which gives
complete specifications on all Dynakit
high fidelity components.

Performance

Frequency response within 1 db 10 cps to 40 kG
Distortion (either IM or harmonic) less than .05%.
Response and distortion unaffected by settings of
volume control. Undistorted square wave performance
demonstrates outstandingly line transient performance.
Noise and hum inaudible of normal listening levels.
High gain permits operation with lowest level cartridges. ( I millivolt input gives I volt output on RIAA
input.)

* Finest Quality

Components

I%

tolerance components used in critical equalisationdetrmining circuits. Tone control components matched
to provide absolutely flat rasp
t center
settings, Highest quality plastic molded capacitors, low
noise resistan, conservatively operated electrolylin,
plated chassis and hardware, all lead to long life with
unchanging specifications. One year guarantee on
all pons.

Dynakit's basic philosophy of simplicity of layout and control action,

*G

Flexibility

7 stereo inputs (or

1l

monophonic ones) provide for

all present and future sources. "Spacial" input provides
option for special equalization characteristics. Provision for tape head, tape playback amplifier, and
monitoring tape recordings. Independent tone controls for each channel. Exclusive Dyna "Blend" switch to
control stereo separation. Unique feedback scratch
filter takes out the hash and leaves in the music. Rear
panel ac outlets enable switching other components
with preamp on -off switch. Self- powered (with de
heater supply) permits use with any amplifiers.

*

Outstanding Appearance
Choice of bone white or charcoal brown textured finish
cover. Solid brass, etched from panel. Designed by
Raoul Ibarguen, prominent industrial stylist. Requires
only 13" by 33/4" panel space and can be readily
mounted on any thickness of panel with convenient
PM -3 ausiliory mounting kit.

* Easiest Assembly

About 8 hour average assembly lime -from one-third
to one -fourth That of other kits. Assembly speeded by
use of pre -assembled printed circuit boards plus ultra
simple and accessible layout of pans. Complete pictorial diagrams included plus stepby -step instructions
so that no technical skill is required. Also available fully
wired and individually tested.

DYNACO, INC., 3916 POWELTON AVENUE, PHILA.

4, PA.

CABLE ADDRESS: DYNACO, PHILA.
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Dixieland selections to include Cake War /ki,,
Babies, My Monday Date (given a vere
interesting slow treatment), lest End Blues,
Heebie Jeebies, Mama's Gone, Goodbye, and
Sadie Green the Vamp of New Orleans.

ahmaD
jalMat,

"A Study in Classic Ragtime." Folkways FG 3562, S5.95 (LP).
This is still another of Samuel Charters'
documentations of the early days of jazz.
Joseph Lamb was one of the front -line rag.
time composers and performers along with
Scott Joplin. James Scott, and Tom Turpin.
Joseph Lamb:

He was seventy -two when Charters recorded
him in his home in Brooklyn last year. playing his own compositions. Unfortunately.
lack of practice and, presumably, his advanced years have resulted in hesitant, uncertain performances which arc sometimes
very difficult to listen to with any pleasure.
On four talking tracks. Lamb recalls his
early days with a warmth and flavor that
redeem the disc to some degree and at least
give it validity as documentation.
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The Mastersounds: "Play Horace Silver."
World Pacific 1284, S4.98 (LP).
The parting disc gesture of the now defunct

'NEWEST
ARGO
on

CHESS PRODUCING CORP.
2120 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 16, III.

Mastersounds is what one assumes is an
all -out effort to show that they can play
jazz (most of their recordings have been
notably unjazzlikc). Horace Silver's compo.
sitions arc so deeply jazz-dyed that it would
scarcely be possible to play them without
sonic suggestion of jazz. To give them credit,
the Masterson nds do achieve that suggestion,
but it's a glib, surface praying.
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Charlie Mingus: "Blues and Roots." Atlantic 1305, $4.98 (LP).
This was designed, according to Mingus'
liner continents, as "a barrage of soul music:
churchy, blues, swinging, earthy." And
that it is --all, of course, done in Mingus'
pliable, sliding, exultant style. To a degree,
it may be too much of a good thing although
there is a great deal of variety in the program
from the wild hullabaloo of :LSoanin to the
passionately blue statements of Cry'in Blues.
But actually, now that Mingus has achieved
an articulate and personal musical expression,
there cannot be too much of any one aspect
of his work. It is all stamped with his prob.
ing, impatient, intense, mercurial personality and, like the work of Ellington and
Monk, is not duplicated by anyone else.
This is roaring, shouting (literally), urgent
jazz played by such experts in Mingusism
as Jimmy Knepper, Willie Dennis, Horace
Parlan, Jackie McLean, John Handy, and
Dannie Richmond.
Thclonious Monk: " Thclonious Alone in
San Francisco." Riverside 12312, $4.98

(LP).

BOTH FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!

Extraordinary offer! Get two exceptional albums -and both for the

price you'd expect to pay for the Lanza record alone! You get a
brand -new album of Mario Lanza singing Caruso favorites like
"Musica Proibita" and "Santa Lucia" (in Living Stereo or regular
L. P.) ... plus an album of 15 original Caruso selections, including
the legendary Quartet from "Rigoletto." This is a limited time offer.
Visit your record dealer... today!

RCA TICTOR
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a program of his own tunes (old
ones -Blue Monk, Pannonira; and new ones
-Round Lights, Bluchau'k; and some offbeat
pops -There's Danger in Your Eyes Cherie,
You Took the Words Right Out of .\!y Heart)

Playing

without accompaniment, Monk reveals a
reflective. relaxed aspect of his playing.
There is an ease and gratinusness here
which could serve as a helpful bridge to
those who have not yet become attuned to
Monk's musical ideas. He has not diluted or
smoothed out his material, but he approaches
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it with such seeming casualness

that the
listener is seduced rather than attacked.
On both Pannonica and Ruhr Mr Dear his
kinship to Duke Ellington. when Duke is in
a rambling meditative mood. comes across
with striking clarity. Even though his treatment of the pop material is occasionally
plodding and aimless, this D a disc that
should have a wider appeal than anything
Monk has clone before.

"Gerry Mulligan Meets Ben Webster."
\'cre 5343. S4.98 (LP); 6104, S5.98 (SD).
It is a rare thing when a flawlessly finished

performance of one selection comes out of
jazz recording session. It is almost unheard
of to have an entire session remain close to
this level of perfection. 'l'hat. however.
was the case in the session that produced
this superb disc. Mulligan, or most of the
pieces, plays a graciously supporting role to
Webster who, now at the very peak of his
powers, plays with all the passionate strength
and tenderness of which he is capable and
avoids the excesses into which he frequently
has fallen. \Vcbster's two chortmes on Chelsea
Bridge are sheer perfection, and it is no small
accomplishment on Mulligan's part that
his solo between these choruses sustains
the level of the entire performance. Another
ballad. Tel! Ale When. written by Mulligan,
is an ideal Webster vehicle, and once again
he rises superbly to the occasion. At faster
tempos the two saxophonists simmer in a
deceptively nonchalant way that is a model
of deeply rnntrrl swinging. This is a record
that belongs in everyone's collection.
a

Dizzy Reece: "Star Bright." Blue l'Jotc
4023, $4.98 (LP).
Recce has a Clark rough -edged tone that
stabs through these performances with
urgent insistence. His swinging attack.
complemented by a strong rhythm section
( \Vynton Kelly, Paul Chambers. and Art
Taylor), keeps all the pieces moving. even
the ballads. Although the format is that of
a blowing session, there is more cohesion in
the playing of this group (Hank Mobley,
tenor saxophone. is the other horn) than
usually comes out of such affairs. What Reece
has managed to do on some of these pieces
is to capture the kind of excitement generated by hard bop groups but without the
harshness and lack of dynamics often found
in their playing. Side 2 of the disc is far
better than Side I and leaves the impression
that this might become an unusually good
group if it could work together for a while.
Tony Scott: "My Kind of Jazz." Perfect
12010. S1.98 (LP).
The title is an apt one-this is distinctly
Tony Scott's kind of jazz. It swings lustily
most of the time, it is played with passion.
and it is drawn out just a shade longer than
it should be. Scott's group (the vapid liner
notes provide no useful information of any
kind) consists on four tracks of a rhythm
section and trombone (which sounds like
Jimmy Kneper); on one track an excellent
trumpet replaces the trombone, while on
another a baritone saxophone seems to have
been added to the group (it might be Scott
overdubbing although it is not his style of
baritone). Scott is in excellent form on
clarinet all through the set, but his occasional
appearances on baritone have less joie de
vitre than his earlier baritone efforts. His

NEW RELEASES
DAVE BRU BECK: Southern Scene

Brand new jazz creativeness ... the kind
Brubeck seems to come up with consistently.
CL 1439 CS 8235 (Stereo)
MICHEL LEGRAND: Legrand Piano
The wellknown Legrand genius in an instru
mental jazz setting. "I Love Paris" redone by
its creator in a breathtaking piano album.
CL 1441 CS 8237 (Stereo)
ANDRE PREVIN: Like Love
The Columbia debut of one of the greatest
talents In American popular music. Previn's

style -his trio -his piano-add up to jazz at
its stimulating best.
CL 1437 CS 8233 (Stereo)
TEDDY WILSON: And Then They Wrote
Here are the great jazz piano solos composed
by 12 of the greatest jazz masters ... and
played by Teddy Wilson, one of the great jazz
pianists of all time.
CL 1442 CS 8238 (Stereo?
CHARLES MINGUS: Mingus Dynasty
An exciting and vivid followup to the much
praised "Mingus Ah Um." It's in the unique
Mingus style ... individual, inventive, appealing.
CL 1440 CS 8236 (Stereo)
OF SPECIAL INTEREST
MILES DAVIS: Jazz Track
Jazz improvised for the reat French movie.
"Elevator to the Scaffold' ' -a jazz collector's
must!
CL 1268
J. J. JOHNSON SEXTET: Really Livin'
A marvelous new album by America's great
modern jazz trombonist.
CL 1383 CS 8178 (Stereo)
ALL STAR JAZZ:
Something New. Something Blue
Great plues, standards and original composi
tions arranged by four of America's finest jazz
composer -arrangers, and featuring some of
today's best jazz-men.
CL 1388 CS 8183 (Stereo)
LAMBERT, h:ENDRICKS & ROSS:
The Hottest New Group in Jazz
The unique trio internationally acclaimed as
the most exciting and fascinating new vocal
group In jazz!
CL 1403 CS 8198 (Stereo)
DUKE ELLINGTON: Festival Session
Duke's own composition especially written for
and performed at the famous summer jazz
festivals by the incomparable Ellington orchestra.
CL 1400 CS 8200 (Stereo)
JIMMY RUSHING: Rushing Lullabies
The one and only "Mr. Blues" in a priceless
collection.
CL 1401 CS 8196 (Stereo)
PATTI GOWN: Patti Bown Plays Big Plano
Roughedgedjazz piano with a modern sound
and a contagious beat!
CL 1379 CS 8208 (Stereo)
JOHN CARISI:
The New Jazz Sound of "Show Boat"
Five guitars, a bass, drums, piano, trumpet,
trombone and alto sax propel the famous
musical score along a fascinating new trip.
CL 1419 CS 8216 (Stereo)
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tone on baritone has improved, but he no
longer has the individuality he once had.

ACCLAIMED
BY THE
EXPERTS
YOU
KNOW!

Smokey Stover's Original Firemen: "Where
There's Smokcy StoThere's Fire
ver." Argo 652, $3.98 (LP).
Stover's Dixiclanders try to get away from
the warhorses in this program but find little
that is rewarding in a set of fire. songs (i
Don't Want To Set the World on Fire. Keep
the Home Fires Burning, My Old Flame.
etc.). I-Iis group is good-natured but limited,
a Tess Capable Firehouse Five Plus Two,
Stover himself, on trumpet, is the only posi.
rive voice m the group. He is often exuberant to the point of recklessness, but at least
he offsets the drab playing of the group.

...

Sir Charles Thompson: "And the Swing
Organ." Columbia CL 1364, $3.98 (LP).
Sir Charles, who has been a delightfully
swinging pianist, has followed the current
trend to the organ. He still swings and leans
to a use of mellow chords rather than the
harsh, jabbing phrasing favored by most
jazz organists. His potential is diluted on this
disc, however, by a concentration on ballads,
which turn soupy on the organ, and undeveloped riff pieces. There are a couple of
occasions when things Cotise alive (19th Holt
and Junipii at Basic's) as tenor saxophonist
Percy France and clarinetist Rudy Rutherford open up with some vigorous solos.

LESA CD2/21

The Three Sounds: "Good Deal." Blue

LESA MEANS HIGH QUALITY AND NIGH PERFORMANCE! Since their
introduction a short time ago, thousands of LESA CD2 /21

-

record changers have been sold to satisfied music enthusiasts
and they stay sold. Less than 1 /10th of 1% have been returned.
This amazing record is the reason that dealers
the experts
you know acclaim the LESA CD2 /21. It sells on the basis of
quality construction and performance. LESA means quality!
No wonder dealers are happy with LESA and you will be, too.

-

-

-

a
LESA 4V3/11 MANUAL STEREO
PLAYER
Pre -wired for monaural
and stereo, plays records of all sizes
and speeds. Automatic stop at and
of last record. Precision turntable
speed control accurate to 1.5%. Small
space, elastic suspension mounting.
$23.25

-

...

*3995
The smartly styled LESA CD2 /21 record
changer features: 4 speeds
fully automatic prewired for monaural and stereo
automatic size intermix
flutter, wow
and rumble of broadcast standards
smooth action, 6- second change cycle

guaranteed jamproof
universal plug
heavy duty 4 -pole motor
precisely balanced no- resonance. no-feedback tone arm.
In head

Dealers
Distributors! See and hear the complete LESA line during the
Chicago Parts Show, May 16, 17, 18
Room 604-A, Conrad Hilton Hotel.
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SEND TODAY FOR FREE LESA LITERATURE
AND NAME OF YOUR NEAREST DEALER
ELECTROPHONO & PARTS CORP.
530 CANAL STREET, NEW YORK 13, N. Y.

NAMF
ADDRESS
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Note 4020, 54.98 (LP).
This is the third LP by the Three Sounds,
and it can fairly be said by now that they
have little to otter. Pianist Gene Harris, who
carries the load most of the time, is capable
but limited in conception. Whatever good
moments he brings to these performances,
however, arc negated by Bill Dowdy's
doggedly monotonous drumming.
Joe

Venuti: "Plays Gershwin," Golden

Crest 3100, $3.95 (LP); S 3100, 54.98
(SD). "Plays Jcromc Kern," Golden
Crest 3101, $3.98 (LP); S 3101, $498

(SD).
Venuti has managed to stay out of the
spotlight so successfully for the past twenty five years that it comes as a shock -a delightful shock -to find that he is still playing
his violin with tremendous conviction and
excitement. On these two excellent discs
he swings with a light touch, digs into the
stronger pieces with passion. and bows with
singing soulfulness on the ballads. He gives
the impression of being totally involved in
everything he plays, even though he can't
resist an occasional "Hot Canary" lick.
The group svith hint (Ellis Larkins, piano;
Tony Gottuso. guitar; Jack Zimmerman.
bass; Bobby Donaldson, drums) gives him
an excellent setting and, particularly in
Gottusò s unusually good single -string. unanmplified guitar passages, extends the feeling
of Venuti's playing. Gottnto does not try
to follow closely in Eddie fang's style, but
his work with Venuti on these discs inevitably invites memories of that old team.
Although Venuti grew tap with a generation
of jazz musicians whose work often seems
dated now. there is a timeless quality in his
playing, a mixture of charm and excitement
that retains its immediacy in any period.
Joe

JOHN S. WILSON
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Here at Home
"Little Mary Sunshine."

Original Cast

Recording. Capitol WAO 1290, 55.98
(LP),
Jn this brilliantly satirical and uproariously
funny musical, operetta, which has been on
its last legs for a number of years. is given
its final quietus. Book, lyrics, and music arc
the work of Rick Bcsoyan, and with them
he just about demolishes the whole structure
of those old - fashioned musical excursions
into Ruritania that delighted our grandparents, our parents, and we might as well
admit it. some of us. The story line of Little
Mary Sunshine reads like a nu1angc of all
the operetta plots ever written, and though
the locale is Colorado it could just as well
be the Canadian Northwest of Rose Marie,
or the Louisiana of Naughty Marietta. The
heroine is, naturally, a lady of unimpeachable operetta purity who. just as naturally,
winds up wilt the upright and manly hero,
who not unexpectedly is the Captain of the
Forest Rangers. Since love never rums
smoothly in operettas, there are the usual
stock villainies, misunderstandings, and
reconciliations. There are the inevitable
elderly couple who discover they have succumbed to the charm of -Dublin; Paris, or,
in this case. Vienna. The usual bevy of
lovely young ladies are on hand to sing of the
pleasure of playing croquet. (Since they arc
wealthy, from the East, and on vacation, their
choice of sport is singularly appropriate.)

While the book is a good deal funnier than
the originals it lampoons, even more devastating is Besoyan's music. In some quite
extraordinary way. he has captured both
the musical style and the musical spirit of
many of the most successful operetta composers, The songs bear a fascinating resemblance to numbers written by Herbert,
Friuli, Kern. Leslie Stuart, Romberg, Tier ncy, and Karl Hoschna; and if your Memory
is good, you will thoroughly enjoy matching
Besovan s music with its original source. The
cast of the Off -Broadway production carry
the whole thing off splendidly. Eileen Brennan is coy and winsome. as Mary, William
Graham a line Captain Jim -and I can't
resist mentioning that Elizabeth Parrish
extols
as Mine. Ernestine von Ltebedich
the beauty of In lzzensclrnooken on the
Lovely Essenrok Zee with the greatest
persuasion. Capitol has given this little gem
of a musical a splendid recording. rot sure
you'll enjoy it as much as I did,

MAY 1960
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ilntertai n men

"Grcenwillow'." Original Cast Recording.
RCA Victor LOG 2001. i-L0S (LP).
Frank Loesser's highly unconventional score
for Greenwillow is as different frurn his three

-

previous successes
ilrhere's Charley, Guys
and Dolls, and The Most 1 -Happy Fella -as
those three as different front each other.
Based on B. 1. Chute's novel of the sane
name, Greenwillow is an excursion into the
world of musical fantasy. a notoriously
treacherous area where Broadway musicals
arc concerned. Certainly l..ocsscr's score is
no stereotyped Broadway product with a
clutch of tunes any listener could sing or
whistle after a single hearing, To savor fully
the taste. and subtlety of this music calls for
more attention than usual, but the listener
who will devote some time to replaying the
recording will be well rewarded.
Among the many lovely Loesser inventions are the quiet, almost brooding, romantic ballads Summertime Love and Faraway
Boy, sung by Anthony Perkins and Ellen
McCown respectively. An equally charming but more buoyant ballad, The :5lusic of
Hone, may easily turn out to he the big
song hit of the score, though personally
prefer the wistful little folk song Walking
Away iI'histling. Ilerc is one of the most
hauntingly beautiful songs to have shown up
in a Broadway show in some time, and Ellen
McCown sings it most fetchingly. Could've
Been a Ring, a bouncy country -style number,
is a mischievous commentary on the more
rambunctious side of village life, given by
Pert Kelton and Lee Cass a zestful rowdy
performance that adds point to Loesser's
amusing lyrics. As a clergyman whose philosophy of life is strongly optimistic. Cccil
Kellaway has an impious soliloquy, What a
1

a sly sort of
relish. Earlier in the show he is joined by
William Chapman, a cleric of more pessimistic outlook, in a skillfully constructed duct,
The Sermon, which manages to amalgamate
the divergent viewpoints of the two characters with quite hilarious results.
Although neither of the two leads, Anthony Perkins and Ellen McCown, is an outstanding vocalist, each offers a sincere and
honest performance that captures the essential simplicity of the character portrayed. A
more sophisticated approach by more finished singers might easily have destroyed the
entire mood of this fahle. T must also commend Don Walker for his deft and tasteful
orchestration of Loesser's music and Ahha
Bogin for his perceptive and carefully controlled direction of it When this review was
written, only the monophonic version was
available to me; it seems to me to be one of
the best RCA Victor has yet produced -and
there are hints that the stereo version may
be quite remarkable.

Blessing, which he sings with

"A Zillion

Strings and Dick Hyman at the
Piano." Everest LPBR 5074, 33.95 (LP).
"Zillion" suggests that a pots-erful complement Of strings is at work here, but Mr.
Hyman as arranger pros taken good care to
sec that Afr. Hyman as pianist is never submerged by them. Occasionally, as in the big,
semisymphonic treatment of Synip)i i v,
the pianist has to work hard to override the

competition, hut elsewhere the balance

is

far more equitable, The program rums the
gamut front corn to contemporary jazz. and
as a practitioner in the dual role of arranger
and pianist, Mr. Hyman is remarkably efficient. I liked particularly his bright treatment of Just in Time, his exotic handling of
Caravan. and even his outrageously corny
version of Sugar Blurs. Not being susceptible
to musical pictures of Hawaii, f was left
rather cold by Kiapuala, but Hyman's arrangement of Willow iVeep for Me was an
unalloyed joy. Everest continues to offer
some of the best sound to be heard these
days, and this record is a tine example of the
company's best work.

"A Gilbert

Eileen Brera ;an, or Little Mary Sunshine.

and Sullivan Song Book."
The Ralph Hunter Choir. RCA Victor
LSP 2116, S5.98 (SD).
In the wake of numerous productions of the
Gilbert and Sullivan operas, Gons Singapore
to Syracuse, by groups ranging from the
D'Oyly Carte Opera Company to 'flic
Women's Guild of Council Bluffs, lies a trail
of frustrated Savoyards. Would -be Ko.Kos,

97

Yum -Yums, Little Buttercups. and Major
General Staple >S %eho had to settle for
chorus work, as well as those singers who
couldn't quite make even that, arc all over
the landscape. Frustrated they may be, but
still hopeful that sometime, somewhere they
will have a chance to sing these roles. Well,
now's their chance, in this, the most unexpected of all community sing recordings.
Here are eighteen numbers from the
almost complete Gilbert and Sullivan repertoire, excellently arranged for orchestra and
mixed choir by Ralph I-hinter. Mr. Ht.nter
hass- ightly refurbished the original Sullivan
orchestration (and for the better), but kept
the Gilhertian lyrics intact. His vocal ar-
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rangements are in the very best of taste. and
his chair is notable for its well -balanced tone,
its clarity of diction, and its complete responsiveness to the conductor's demands. There
arc a few of Gilbert's tough tongue twisters
in the program, hut even these arc as clear
as a bell, and sung with quite extraordinary
precision, though taken at :t tauter clip thin)
usual. Only a dyed -in -the -wool G et: S
purist could object ro these solos being
arranged for full chorus, but some of the
results are certainly startling: to hear I'm
Culled Lintel Eutureup sung by so many
voices conjured up, in my mind, a whole
field of yellow flowers; and then there's the
moment when the Women's Auxiliary Police
seems to join forces with the Constabulary
in When a Felon's Not Engaged in ¡lis
Employment. RCA Victor has given the disc
a dóitblc -fold album. with no fewer than
eight do luxe song books containing the complete lyrics of all the songs. [finless I miss my
guess, this should prove to be one of the
most successful issues of its kind.

Vaughan at the Palladium."
Frankie Vaughan; Beryl Stoat Singers;
Raymond Long, piano; London Palladium
Orchestra, Reg Cole, cond. Columbia
CS 8201, $4.98 (SD).
Newest darling of London's Palladium
Theatre audiences is Frankie Vaughan, a
thirty- two -year -old Liverpudlian who has
ascended the throne so long held by Danny
Kaye. A completely uninhibited singer, at
cast both in ballads and in fast -paced vaudeville standards, Vaughan sounds like a mixture of "red Lewis. Al Jolson, with a dash of
Sinatra thrown in. As a vocalist, he is not
in Sinatra's class, but he can create the same
sort of mass hysteria in his London audience
that Sinatra used ro generate among the
bobby-soxers in his Ncw York Paramount
days. In this extremely live recording, sighs,
whistles, shouts, and groans punctuate most
of his songs. and there is a fair amount of
audible backchat between artist and audience, often quite amusing. Although his
material is nothing exceptional. Vaughan is
obviously a first -class showman, with an
undeniable flair for selling his numbers.

from Million

Dollar Movies."

Boston Pops Orchestra, :Arthur Fiedler,
cond. RC:A Victor 1SC 2380, $5.98 (SD).
The always dependable 13ostonians, with
Fiedler at the helm. give a rattling good
account of excerpts front ten of the more
popular and durable film scores of the past
twenty years. Balanced against the theme
songs from recent movie successes such as
Gig:', Around the World in 80 Days, and
Moulin Rouge are three extended excerpts
3

AGROSOUND
popular Acroscund

These

kits are

simple and fast to assemble .
bring the newest sound advancements into your home in a matter of
hours! Best of all, Acrosound's easy to- build, reasonably priced kits save
you dollars!

ACRO'S PREAMPLIFIER
new all feedback preamplifier with low
noise, 2 MV referred to phono input, high
gain, 60 DB phono and tape, and law distortion, 0.15% IM for 1.5V out. Extra features
include individual bass and treble controls,
rumble and scratch filters, phase switch, third
channel output, light matrix, and exclusive
Mic. Dub switch. Supplied with two low noise
7199 pentode /triade, two 7247 dual triode
tubes
$69.50
A

"Frankie

"Music

CIRCLE

for the finest in high fidelity kits

ON READER -SERVICE CARD

ACRO'S ULTRA LINEAR II AMPLIFIER
This famous 60 watt basic amplifier has long
been a favorite of discriminating audiophiles.
Acro perfected Ultra- Linear circuitry has been
combined with a unique feedback system to
provide an amplifier with unusually low dlstorllon, superior feedback stability, and finest
transient performance. Construction time is
only two hours, Supplied with two EL -34 output tubes. one 12AX7, one 12AU7, and G234

ractifier.,

$79.50

ACRO'S STEREO 20 -20 AMPLIFIER
two channel stereo amplifier which provides
full 18 watts In each channel, or a total of
36 watts of low distortion stereo in Your listening room. Distortion is only 1.5% IM al
16 watts per channel, 0.5% at 16 watts. Excellent square -wave and transient performance. Supplied with four EL- 84/6805 output
tubes, two 12A87 driver tams. Finest performance and lowest price foi a dual amplifier.
A
a

write for information to:

$69.50

ACRO PRODUCTS CO.
410 Shure lane, Phil,,. 28, Po., Dept. HF560

Acro
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'TOP FLANK
PRFSENTS
THE SOUND

OF STE R

PERFEGT'ON
MANNY ALßAM

ql#1.4.11W4VRES

RS 613 (SIereol
$3.99 Suggostod
LW Price

SIDE 1
JERSEY BOUNCE / I FOUND A
MILLION DOLLAR BABY
UNDECIDED / THIS CAN'T BE LOVE
TAKE THE "A" TRAIN / EXACT.
LIKE YOU
JADA
IT'S A WON.
DERFUL WORLD
BLUE MOON
MOUNTAIN GREENERY

/

/

/

/

/

SIDE 2
CRAZY RHYTHM / OPUS 1 /
SWEET SUE / HONEYSUCKLE

/

I LET A SONG GO OUT OF
ROSE
MY HEART
DON'T GET AROUND

/

/

MUCH ANYMORE
YOU'RE DRIVING ME CRAZY / MOTEN SWING
YOU CAN DEPEND
PERDIDO

/

/

ON ME

The record is just what the title
implies -"Double Exposures ".
Each Band of LP contains two

well -known songs that have been
integrated musically. When you
listen Stereophonically, you will
hear one selection from one
speaker, and the second song will
emanate from the other. It also

-the songs sornetiMOs
switch positions, Manny Albam,
who arranged and conducted this
LP, is considered to be one of the
most brilliant and inventive young
arrangers in America,
gets tricky

P.S. It also sounds

great mon-

auratly-RM 313
At all boner deo'ers or order direct

from Suicide Squadron, (While I Lire, and
Low Story. if the titles of these low -budget
English Mn s of the early Forties mean
nothing to you, may I mention tbnt the
scores contained three of the finest contributions to light music- Adinscll's Warrant

NAVE A

USICAL
lESTA!

Concert, Williams The Dream of °liven,
and Bath's Cornish Rhapsody. All arc in
the form of short piano concertos, and all
arc brightly performed by the orchestra with
Leo Litwin at the piano.

sr°

"Tell Me About Yourself." Nat "King"
Cole; Dave Cavanaugh and His Orchestra.
Capitol SW 1331, $5.98 (SD).
After his recent bouts with hymns, spirituals, and Latin-American songs, Cole reverts
to the romantic ballads with which he has
been more generally associated. There is a
good deal less of the languorous, insinuating
approach he has used in the past, however,
in this program of nid and new songs. Most
of these arc given a fret, swinging treatment
such as one hasn't heard from the singer in
several years. Particularly fine arc his versions of I Would Do Anything for You and
For You, both done in up- tempo, and his
relaxed swing treatment of The Berl Thing
for You. The weakest numbers in his program
arc the new songs, which fail to measure up
to the old standards he sings. The vocalist
is in fine voice, and gets superb support from
the Dave Cavanaugh hand, which Capitol
has accorded singularly fine stereo sound.
a Platter." RCA Victor
LSP 2131, $4.98 (SD).
Directing most of their jibes at radio and
TV programs, radio funsters Bob and Ray
almost seem to be biting the hand that feeds
them. Long-time deflators of the more
inane programs that clutter up the air
waves, the team has a flair for puncturing
pompous subjects that recalls the work of
old- timers Stoopnagle and Bud. Here they
arc humorously disrespectful of readers of
poetry on the air, of the record -hop guest
star, of man- inthe- street interviews. There's
also a very funny swipe at the commercial
that insistently gets in the way of the
weather report. A re- creation of a televised
football game, plagued with temperamental
sight and sound equipment, is extremely
funny too, but no more sn than their parody
of the fatuous Oscar awards. The stereo
sound is excellent, so much so that the four
scenes entitled "Non Sequitur" may make
recent visitors to the dentist chair a wee

"Bob and Ray on

bit squeamish.

"My Buddy." Buddy

Epic LN
3660, 53.98 ([.P); fiN 557, ;4.98 (SD).
The intimacy of A small night dub is
realistically suggested in this Buddy Greco
program, recorded live in Chicago's Le
Bistro. Greco, a one -time Goodman vocalist,
has developed into it song stylist of considerable individuality. Although the voice
itself is not exactly outstanding, the singer
uses it with the utmost understanding
and he's obviously aware that charm is a
potent force in the constricted area in which
he is working. The personality conies through
quite strongly, as does a good deal of Grcco's
jazz background. Of the eleven numbers
he has recorded. backed by a trio of piano
(presumably Greco himself), rhythm, and
bass f was especially taken with his unusual

For

slier thrilling entertain-

ment Top

`

Rcu

k' presents this

-a

history -Of\ Flame:deg Music
2- record ket -with its;Wild, colorful, exciting, hand'dapping, ,
heel- slampiny autheñrif;Sgali -`
ish Gypsy/Music. This- :monu mental vv/ark, enclosed in bright
red velvgl fold-paver cover, is
done bÿ Spain's outstanding
Flamenco Artists, and 'contains
an 8 -page Libretto giving the
origins and meanings of various songs.

Truly the most authentic and

unique recording ever made
available en the American
Market.

A HISTORY OF
GANTE FLAMENCO
Sc mt

+rprticd

by

MANOLO CARACOL
-i`

ROM
2.11ECORD SET

Suogaitod

Greco.

LIrt Price

;9.99

*Monaural Only
(Special 2.roco,d
parka gel
At oll bailer dealen
or order direct
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presentation of The laxly Is a Tramp and
! -hua elbow You, but almost everything he
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sings is delightful.

and hit

Orthnstr
'THE BEST

Of MODERN

Raccox 120 (Monaural)

-

-

Hear this one on 2 -track
4 -track

or

reel -to -reel

or new tape cartridges.
Write for Catalog S of

over 100 Bel Canto releases.
Bel Canto Stereophonic Recordings
a subsidiary of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.

1120

St

STREET
(Sicrro)

GARNER PLAYS GARNER
Enrico 2001 (Monawall

2001

St

(Stereo)

SI

(Stereo)

BENNIE GREEN
SWINGS THE BLUES
Enrico 2002 (Monaural)

2002

DON ELLIS
NEW SOUNDS FOR 60'S
Enrico 2003 (Monaural)

2003

Si

(Stereo)

JIMMY FORREST
COOKING WITH
Enrico 2005 (Monaural)

FORREST
2005

CST

(5,erec)

1977 -1985 McAllister Avenue
COLUMBUS, OHIO

ENRICA - RAECOX Records, Inc.
1697 Broadway, N.

CIRCLE
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Y.

Direte 5.0640.1

19, N. Y.
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BERNARD PEIFFER
INTERPRETS
IN MODERN

JAll

BERNARD ,.vr^t

AIV.
=AK

PFFFER`'

THE FIRST STEREO
RECORD CLEANER!
Lektrostat...gentlest...
safest...surest of all record
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chemical corp.
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845 Edgewater Rd., New York 59.
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"Concert in Rhythm, Volume Two." Ray

t

d

tasteful

ptanner
te,

Cole Por

LAURIE LLP 1008
LAURIE RECORDS. INC., N.Y.C.

CIRCLE

orchestra, garnish with a wordless vocal
chorus, and serve up in wc:I- balanced, striking sound. This has hccn Connifi's usual,
and successful, musical recipe. The present
disc (like the earlier Vohtme I) deviates
from it only in replacing the standards with
melodies from the great 'tasters. Telraikorsky. Grieg, Liszt, Saint -Sacras, Lch3r, and
Coward provide the baste ingredients. Somc
of the numbers arc termed "Improvisations," but these split -second. brilliantly
coö rdinated performances arc quite evidently anything but extemporaneous.
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an exciting
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"Songs from the Old West." The Diamonds; Pete Rugolo and His Orchestra.
Mercury SR 60159, $4,98 (SD).
The wide open spaces of the West seem
strange territory indeed in which to find The
Diamonds. a tine vocal group whose previous domain was nce %yorld of rock and rull,
but the quartet has made the environmcnt,d
transition with complete success. Of the
twelve 'mothers, only Hone on the. Range
and Street, of Laredo arc really true cowboy
ballads, the balance being the contributions
to Western lore of Tin Pan .Alley composers.
Fortunately these are some of the better
Songs from that area, however, and all arc
given sensible, unaffected performances. Pete
Rugolo's arrangements and good support
from his orchestra add much.

Conniff, fais Orchestra and Chorus. Columbia CS 8212, 54.98 (Sl)).
Take a dozen familiar standards, arrange
them attractively in dance tempo for large

Kl!.OSTAT

cleaners, is a non -gummy,
anti- static detergent.
Special applicator cleans to
bottom of grooves...
eliminates static electricity.
Adopted by professional
and broadcast studios
everywhere. A MUST FOR
STEREO! See your high
fidelity dealer, $2.00.

Maurice Chevalier; Orchestra. RCA Vic-

orchestra, these arc reissues of sides Chevalier cut during his first American film career
(1929-1935). They have long been collector's items. and their reappearance will he
welcome news to all admirers of the Frenchman's art. Most of the numbers arc, understandably, from the films in which Chevalier
starred, while others are popular songs of the
day which the artist selected as %veil suited
to his unique style. So once again we can
hear his incomparable early versions of
Rodgers and Hart's Mimi, Victor Schertzinger's My Love Parade, and Sam Coslosv s
Sweeping the Clouds .-Irmay. Occasionally
Chevalier was stuck with some really soggy
numbers (two from his last film of the period,
Polies Bergère. have been exhumed for this
disc) which even his charm and exuberance
can't lift to the level of the rest of the program, but on the whole one can echo,
"Thank Heaven." Very- presentable sound,
in view of the age of the recordings.

new STEREO TAPE by

bel canto

"Thank Heaven for Maurice Chevalier."
tor LPM 2076, $3.98 (LP).
With the exception of Valentine and Louise,
recorded in 1947 with Henri RenC and his

EDMOND HALL
RUMPUS ON RAMPART

BILLY VAUGHN
never sounded better
than in Blue Hawaii

IAllt

"Fascinating Ernestine." Ernestine Anderson;

Orchestra,

I-fal

Mooney,

cond.

Mercury MG 20492. $3.98 (LP).
A fine showcase for the talents of Ernestine
Anderson, who continues to impress me as
one of the better jazz singers to have come
along in the past year or two. Her warm
voice, good rhythmic sense. and stylish dc-
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livery are all well displayed in this program
of widely varying material. Consciously or

never before in Hi -Fi history
has an FM tuner offered
so much for so little

otherwise, the singer seems to be aping the
mocking manner of Pearl Bailey in lust
.4- Sittiri and 4- Rockiri , and her version of
Stompin' at the Savoy owes something to
Ella Fitzgerald, but elsewhere her projections arc more individual and successful,
particularly in Harlem Nocturne and Beale
Street Blues. She is ably backed by the Hal
Mooney orchestra on some bands, by his
small jazz combo on others. I thought that
one or two songs were pitched uncomfortably low for the singer. but Miss Anderson
did not seem to be seriously ill at case.

"Everybody Sings." Johnny Rollins Singers. Time T 10005, $3.98 (LP).
A lively session of musical "togetherness,"
which achieves a certain distinction in the
now heavily populated world of "Sing Along
With" recordings by dispensing with the
full -throated mixed chorus usually employed
in these ventures and by providing some
fresh material. Though not all the American

lop numbers included

were spectacular successes,
be well enough known,
without being too familiar, to most listeners.
The two or three English music hall songs,
which provide a nice change of pace, are
pretty rare fare for American consumption.
George Lashwood's great success In the
Twi-Twi- Twilight, which goes all the way
back to 1907. can easily be picked up at one
hearing, but I doubt that I Belong to Glasgow (very well done here) or the rowdy
Cockney ditty Knees Up. Mother Brown can
be quite as quickly assimilated. -The entire
presentation is admirable. The songs have
been sensibly arranged as solos, ducts, with
an occasional full chorus brought in, as the
lyrics demand. The vocalists are all good,
and the sound discreet and pleasant. Time
has not printed the lyrics of all the songs,
however. nor has it provided additional
copies of them.

SZTLF-1.1.0O2.1"1

they will

Designed for tomorrow! Incorporates both circuitry and
switching for broadband multiplex operation

Traditional qualify

ASK

YOUR

"Lady Lonely." Toni Harper; Orchestra,
Marty Paich, cond. RCA Victor ISP
2092..$4.98 (SD).
Whether by design or pure accident, these
fourteen songs written by students of Hal
Levy's extension course in song writing at

HI -FI
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"extracts." Actually they oiler

quite attractive reading of Weill's bittersweet score (and even manage to convey the
effect of a small 1928 orchestra), but the
sound of the Hammond organ is a curious
musical anachronism that tends to lessen the
impact of Weill's astringent score. The
sound is good on both sides, although the
Gershwin inclines to be too reverberant.

engineering, offering unusually

SARGENT -RAh

Vox has been unnecessarily modest in labeling these orchestral performances from two
of the most memorable of modern theatrical
extended coverage of both scores, svítlt ten
numbers from the Gershwin opera, and
thirteen from Weill's. The performances arc
uneven. Th- Blake orchestra, presumably
British, handles the lyric sections from Porgy
and Bess with complete conviction, but
fails to catch the basic, and highly essential,
rhythmic vitality of Gershwiu's jazzier
numbers. Hotter and his orchestra ive a

-R

Full 15 -month guarantee

"Porgy and Bess" (excerpts). Percy Blake
and His Orchestra. "The Three Penny
Opera" (excerpts). Heinz Hotter and His
Orchestra. Vox VX 26180, $3.98 (LP).

scores as
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LIFETIME
GUARANTEE
DIAMOND PHONO NEEDLE

Anytime, during the life of
the owner, the needle may be
returned to the Jensen factory
for inspection and renewal. If
any part of the needle shows
wear, that part (or the entire
needle if necessary ) will be
replaced free. Jensen even
pays the factory postage!

clebanoff plays

more songs from

great films

the clebanoff stringa and orrabestra

auntie mame
but not for me
separate tables
Iove is a many splendored thing

an affair to remember
around the world
anna
the high and the mighty
aprii love a certain smile

secret love all the way
Foreign Flavor

for your life!
...

UCLA are all in the blues idiom. This steady
diet of gloom did nor provide me with a
very exhilarating listening session. All the
songs carefully follow the regulations as to
construction, exposition, development, release, etc., but none. seemed to me to have
that spark which announces the arrival of
a major composer on the musical pop scene.
Toni Harper, who ).ears ago made a particularly fetching record of Candy Store Blues,
has been selected to voice these numbers.
She does an excellent job, but f am afraid she
is defeated by the material handed her.
Juux F. I)tocox

"Olatunii! Drums of Passion." Babatunde
Ohatunji, His Drummers and Singers. Columbia CS 8210, $4.98 (SD).
A driving performance that bursts with the
raw dynamism of Africa. Intricate drum
rhythms and nasal, iterative songs underlie
the musical traditions of Nigerian tribesmen;
Olatunji not only preserves these ancient rhythmic values-as in his gripping

-hut

Shango
also applies them with arresting
effect to his own musical ideas..dkinrvorro
(Chant to the Trainman) and Oye ( Primi
five Fire) are splendid examples of this fiery
wedding of old and new. And rarely lias percussion enjoyed more thrilling sonies; no
drum bull should he without this disc.

"Tinikling!" Nitoy Gonzales and His Manila Rondalla. Capitol ST 10233, $4.98
(SD).
A stunning disc on every count. Playing
"popularized" versions of traditional Filipino dances, Nitoy Gonzales' Manila Rondalla-an orchestra of stringed instruments
indigenous to the Philippines -- introduces a
colorful idiom to Western tars, an idiom compounded of the islands' unique blend of Asia
and Spain. There is nothing "ethnic" about
Gonzales' arrangements of these dances, so
rich both in rhythm and in melody. Some
possess a haunting beauty: the wedding dance
Panlomina, for instance, is pure loveliness.
Capitol's sound boasts crisp separation that
spotlights the various instrumental groups
without ever sacrificing over -all texture.

IIwMI NM

SIRM 1011?

Hollywood
fills the luny
Clebanoff revisits the world of the wide
screen for these well -loved melodies. Each
one a showcase of extravagant sound
masses of violins, liquid horns, exotic

-

cymbals,

Listen as Clebanoff plays 12 recent

movie themes, including "Separate
Tables"; "Affair to Remember"; "All the
Way." Own his preceding hit album, too

-"Great Songs From Great Films."
The new sound of leisure
best
Interpreted
on
MERCURY RECORD CORPORATION
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"Basque Songs and Dances." Stella Maris

JENSEN INDUSTRIES
7333 W. HARRISON
FOREST PARK, ILLINOIS
CIRCLE 62 ON RF :ADER-SERVICE CARD

Chorus of San Sebastian, Maria dc los
Angeles Usoz, coud,; Potcntzi Guezala
and Xahin Guezala, instrumentalists,
Lyrichord LL 79, $4.98 (LP).
the origins of the mysterious Basques, straddling the western Pyrenees along the curve
of the Bay of Biscay, arc veiled in the mists
of prehistory: ethnically and linguistically
they are without significant affinities. Ver, a
stubborn, unassimilated minority, they
guard their ancient enclave half in France,
half in Spain. Musically, they arc divorced
from the European mainstream but with a
solid, melodic tradition that imparts immediate appeal to their songs and dances.
Lyriehord has captured two sparkling fitters
of the Basque musical diamond -- -choral and
instrumental music -in a recording that is
all excitement and all tunefulness The
AgorJrurnak sung by the Stella Maris Chorus
is a particularly fine example.

The amazing STATICMASTER Record Brush
operates on a simple nuclear principle.
When the record is brushed, a shower of

alpha particles neutralizes the static
charge. Soft jaguar hair bristles provide
the exact degree of stiffness to remove the
static free dust and lint from the record
grooves. A few circular sweeps or a rotating record make dust and lint vanish Tike
magic. STEREO AND MONAURAL RECORDS
SOUND BETTER AND LAST LONGER.
Puy STATICSNASTERS from your foeol audio dealer
or order direct -sent postpoid -cosh with order.'

NUCLEAR PRODUCTS CO.
10173

E. RUSH STREET, EL
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"Hawaii Calls: Greatest Hits." \Ycblcy

Don't be led by the nose!
BE LED BY YOUR EAR!
Remember that overall performance
of your audio system is governed by
the CARTRIDGE that you choose.
'l'he system can be no better than
the weakest link. Don't let your
cartridge be a weak link,
fairness to yourself and your
dollars, hake sure you LISTEN
null compare stereo cartridges before you buy. Audio enthusiasts
have a reputation for intelligence
and discernment. Use your discreSo , in

tion

.

,

.

DON'T BE PRES-

SURED INTO MEDIOCRITY.

Listes[ to the FAIRCHILD
the quality stereo cartridge front the

quality component manufacturer,

FAIRCHILD. We

are confident
you will choose the FAIRCHILD
SM -I in a factory- scaled package.

FAIRCHILD
the norm, with u history

of quality

Fairchild Recording
Equipment Corporation
TO-40 45th AVENUE
LONG ISLAND CITY 1, NEW YORK
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Edwards; various Hawaiian artists. Capitol ST 1339, $4.98 (SD).
1Vebley Edwards' soloists sing from dead
center in Capitol's broad, deep stereo recording of favorites chosen by mainland
listeners to Edwards' weekly radio program
Hawaii Calls. Predictably enough. Blue
Hawaii, .Sweet Leiluni. and .Volta Oc are
the backbone of the disc, but Edwards'
listeners have displayed commendable taste
in voting for The llukilau Song and King';
Semnade. Among the soloists, 1-launani
Kahalcwai with her big, beautifully controlled voice is outstanding.

"This Is Rumania." Various artists. Parliament PLP 119, SI.98 (LP).
T

was prepared to recognize the ethnic ex-

cellence of this record taped in Rumania but
to expect the .sonic worst of a disc priced at
$1,98. The truth is, however, that while the
highest and lowest frequencies may suffer
and an occasional mike is misplaced, Parliament's sound is startlingly good for the
price. Performances
by skilled artists

-arc

-all

intensely communicative, and virtually without exception the songs exert an
instant appeal. Try. Ca Ghcrnere Barran Mai
Rar for a sample. A genuine bargain,

"Bon Voyage! -Continental

Souvenirs."
Percy Faith and His Orchestra. Columbia
CL 1417. $3.98 (LP); CS 8214, $4.98
(SD).
A handsome. unhackncyed collection of
European favorites -among them the de-

lightful Guaglioise and Piccolissima Serenata
-played in the suave Faith manner. Truc,
the orchestrations tend to overblow the
but Faith never quite slops over the
boundaries of pleasant listening. Columbia's
two -channel sound, tidily differentiated and
very clean, edges its warm but narrowly
focused cousin.

"Virtuosi of the Accordion, Balalaika,

THAT HAS
HEARD

EVERYTHING,
HAS HEARD

NOTHING
UNTIL
IT HEARS

BILLY MAXTED
Two of the best recorded jazz albums to

date,

by one of the top groups of Its kind. In
CELP 438 BIlly Maxted brings you such all
time favorites as: Bourbon St. Parade, Tailgate

Rambles, Parade of the Salols, etc. h CELP
-158 such favorites as: Sugar Foot Strut,
Heart of My Heart, Bill Bailey Won't You
Please Come Home, High Society, etc.
Available in both Stereo and Monaural.
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SOUND ECONOMY
of
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STENTORIAN
LOUDSPEAKERS

...

THE SOUND THAT STANDS ALONE
Now, with W/B Slentoriens, you can enjoy
high -quality high fidelity nt unbelievably low.
low cost!
Mnnufnetured in England by , ri l -renotvned Whiteley F.lectricnl Rodin Company
originators or the ilyst conimerelat per-

-

manent magnet lon.lspeakers in 11127
Stentorians provide a beauty and realism that
has won the unqualified praise of nearly
every lending- swifts critic and user. both here
and Moused.

songs,

THE EAR

Low -Cost Hi -Fi with the

Domra, and Zhaleika," Pìatnicsky and
Andrcycv Orchestras of Folk Instruments.
Monitor MP 515, 54.98 (LP).
Clear -cut Soviet sound -as good as most uncollectivized engineering available-frames a
disc that is uncomfortably pretentious. Using folk instruments and folk themes, the
Soviet composers here represented have
striven for effects that far overreach the material. Nonetheless, the instrumentalists of
the two orchestras provide breath- taking
technical performances, and one would guess
that the lutelike domra and the haunting
played with

balalaika have never
greater skill. Musical Russophiles could pay
far more and do far worse.
been

!'Brendan O'Dosvda Sings immortal Irish
Ballads." Brendan O'Dowdn; Philip
Green's Orchestra. Capitol ST 10213,
$4.98 (SD).
O'Dowda lurks in the left speaker rather
than front and center, but his voice is clear,
his delivery unmannered. His selection of
songs --cull by the late composer-entertainer
Percy French- includes Phil the Footer's
Ball. The .4'orullainf of :Mourne. and Crone
Back, Paddy Reilly, To Bally Joiner Dtß
French's ballads have laded a bit, but
O'Dowda is a new and pleasant vocal perO. 13. l3RGNMELL
sonality.

But benriop Ca befieviup! Hear the Will
Stentollana at yeus' sera' first eprn,'tunIty
and discover for sourself why these
distinguished units are the leading low -cost
speakers in the world today.
STENTORIAN EXTENDED RANGE SPEAKERS
SPECIAL
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Response, 26
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Watts; 10 Ib. Alcomax Magnet System
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sonance, 39 cps.; power rating, 15
watts; 51/2 Ib. Alcomax Magnet System

-

-
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List $18.25
sonance. 65 cps.
Model HE 610 (6 ")
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Response, 60
List $14,95
sonance, 70 cps.

-

$10.95
$ 8.95

UNIVERSAL IMPEDANCE LOUDSPEAKERS
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Model HF 1012U (10'9

-

Response, 30
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cps.; power rating, 10
gauss; 2
Magnet System
I List $3160
Model NF 101841 (10 ")
Response. 30. 15.000 cps.; bass resonance, 35 cps.; power rating, 15 watts:
16,000 gauss; 31h tb. Altomex Magnet
System
List $61.95
Model 812-U Pr)

sonante,

35

Response,

SO

-

$18.95

$36.50

12,000 cps.; bass

resonance. 65 CDS

power rating,

watts; 12.000 gauss;

2

10

Ib. Memos

Magnet System .................... List $25.00
Modal HF ems -U
as above but with 16,000 gauss; 344
Ib. Alcomax Magnet System List 549.95

$14.95
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STENTORIAN TWEETERS

Pressure Tweeter Model T -10
Response, 2000. 18,000
power rating. S watts; 21/e lb. Alcomax Magnet
System
List $35.00
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For complete literature on these and many
other famous Stentorian loudspeakers and
audio accessories, see your dearer or write:

Barker Sales Company
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Irish

-man! He wields a baton instead of a shilArthur Fiedler is an
lelagh, but Arthur Fiedler, Conductor of the Boston Pops Orchestra and RCA
recording star, is a faithful Irish -man! In the studio, this gifted artist chooses his
music with meticulous care. His orchestrations, his every nuance of interpretation
... all are the result of painstaking choice. And he selects the tape for his home
recordings as carefully as he evaluates his orchestrations. Of course, he chooses

Irish! For only Irish tape offers the ultimate in fidelity and sonic brilliance. It
makes no difference to Arthur Fiedler, but Irish costs no more than ordinary brands.

Irish high fidelity recording tape
Manufactured

b3'

Orr Induslriee Company, Opelika, Alabama

CIRCLE

Expo,L Morteau Exporlìng Corp., Neu, York
R6

Canada: Atlas Tiadio Corp., Toroi o
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Tape Deck
Reviewed by IL D. DARRELL

The following reviews are of 4- track,
7.5 -ips stereo tapes in normal reel form.

BEETHOVEN: Concertos for Piano and
Orchestra: No. 3, in C ,niuor, Op. 37; No.
4, in G, op. 58
Wilhelm Backhaus, piano; Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Hans Schmidt- Isserstedt,
cond.

min.

LONnoN
$11.95.

LCK

80007

(twin- pack).

68

Whatever objectively measurable differences' there arc between equally well -processed tape and disc editions of the stmt recorded performances, the former long have
had what may he largely the psychological
advantage of a seemingly greater sonic solidwhich contributes significantly, for are
at least, to tape's more authentic reproduction of the piano in particular. Fietimtal or
real, this advantage is especially evident in
the present concerto recordings, surpassed
by none i've ever heard in the beauty,
strength, and above all naturalness of reproduced piano timbres and sonorities. For that
matter, they are also unsurpassed for their
perfect balance and blend of piano and or-

ity-

chestra. Perhaps this Fourth lacks some of
the personality and poetry of other leading
versions; some connoisseurs may question
Backhaus' choice of the Reinecke cadenza
here (as well as his own in the finale of the
Third Concerto); but for sheer musical intelligence, nobility, and eloquence this is a

thoroughly admirable performance. while
that of the Third is well -nigh ideal. One of
the supreme triumphs of the four -track
repertory to date, this red is sure to command a prominent place of honor in every
recorded -tape collection.

GILBERT & SULLIVAN: The Mikado
(or The Tows of Titipu)
Jan Flindmarsh, Jennifer Toyc, Beryl Dix son. sopranos; Ann Drummond Grant, contralto; Thomas Round, tenor; Peter Pratt,
Alan Styler, baritones; Kenneth Sandford,
Donald Adams, basses; D'Oyly Carte Company Chorus and New Symphony Orchestra; Isidore Godfrey, cond.
LONDON LOH 90001. SS min. $12.95.
Pending the promised early appearance of
London's outstanding opera series on tape,
the present operetta provides an excellent
notion of what we may expect in more serious works and from more versatile and distinctive singers. The voices here are scarcely
outstanding, but the younger generation of
D'Oyly Carte artists sing with engaging enthusiasm, and certainly none of their more
famous predecessors ever enjoyed as spirited
and precise backing as that provided here

MAY 1960

by conductor Godfrey and chorus master
W. Cox -Ife. One of the first large-scale
stereo recordings on discs. this sounds even
more impressive on tape where the unexaggerated channel differentiations arc perhaps
slightly more distinctively marked, where
the dynamic and frequency ranges may be
even wider, and where one is more aware
of the recording's theatrical immediacy and
expansiveness.

HAYDN: Symphonies: No. 94 in G ("Surprise"); No. 99, in E flat
Philharmonic
Krips, cond.
Vienna

LONDON

LCL 80018.

Orchestra;
44

min.

Josef

$7,95.

HAYDN: Symphonies: No. 96, in D ("Miracle"); No. 104, in D ("London ")
Philharmonic
Vienna
Manchinger, cond.
LONDON

LCI. 80017.

Orchestra,
48 min.

Karl
$7,95.

The best that can be said for either conductor is that all these performances are admirably planned :und executed in the long accepted solid Germanic Haydn tradition;
the worst, that they arc lacking in humor
and that use of too large a string choir reinforces an erroneous, however well established, notion of overthick and weighty
Haydn sonic textures. The Vienna Philharmonic plays beautifully, of course, and the
conductor: heaviness and Intensity are less
evident in the present expansive but unexaggerated stcrcoism than they were in the 1958
monophonic versions. Yet, substantial as are
the musical attractions here, they have only
ro be compared with \VOldike's Haydn series
(only two of which have appeared Si) far in
four - track tapings) for one to realize the full
difference that musicological authenticity
allied to interpretative genius can achieve in
transforming merely pleasant music- making
into electrifying aesthetic experiences.

LEHAR: Die Ltestige iViteve
Hilde Gueden, Emmv Loose, sopranos; Per
Grunden, Waldemar Kmentt, Peter Klein,
tenors; Karl Dtinch, Kurtz Equiluz, baritones; Chorus and Orchestra of the Vienna
Sotte Opera, Robert Stolz, cond.
LONDON LOF1 90003 (twin -pack). 94
min. 512.95.
Although the 1953 -4 Angel LP album of
The Aperry Widow (with Schtt :trzko pf, Gal da, and Kunz) is still unsurpassed for sheer
vocal radiance, the singing lacre, especially
by Gueden and Krttentt, has imitable charm
and grace; Stolz's reading is mellower and
more idiomatic than Ackermann's; and
stcrcoism pmvidcs a theatrical breadth and

vcve, as well as greater clarity of sonic details (particularly in the delectable orchestral playing) that never were achieved in
monophony. The prescrit tape processing
provides even better stereo channel differentiation and luminosity than the SD version
of just over a year ago, but it is regrettable
that London still is supplying only a summary of the operetta plot instead of a full
text with English translation. Yet what a
pleasure it is, even for a listener to whom the
beautifully enunciated German words are
largely unintelligible, to hear this diverting
work in its original language, and best of all
to hear the seductive music itself clone with
genuine Viennese lilt and warmth.

LISZT: Concertos for Piano and Orchestra: No. 1, nt E fiai No. 2, in A
Julius Katchen. piano; London Philharmonic Orchestra, Ataulfo Argenta, cond.
Lostoos: LCL 80030. 38 min. $7.95.

Katchen's Liszt concertos may be dramatically surpassed by more magisterially virtnoso stars, and the more recent EntremontOrmandy versions may be more exciting,
but there is a zestful freshness of approach
here. as well as an almost feminine poetic
grace at times, which notably galvanize
these musical warhorses into high -spirited
life. One must hear them in stereo, however,
to appreciate not only the wealth of piano
and orchestral tonal coloring but also the secure over -all sonic balance.

MENDELSSOHN: Symphony No. 4, in d,
Op. 90 ("Italian")
iSchuberr: Symphony No. 5, in B fiat

Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, Georg Sold,

cond.
I.ONtuON

LCL 50009.

49 min,

$7,95.

MOZART: Symphonies: No. 35, i,: D K.
385 ("Haffner "); No. 41, irr C, K. 351

("Jupiter')

Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, Josef Krips,

cond,

I.oxnoN LCI, 80025.

It

48

min.

S7.95.

hard to believe that the same orchestra
different under two conductors, both pre-:umahly recording in the same
(not particularly reverberant, but acoustical.
(' warm) Frederick R Mann Auditorium in
Tel Aviv, The Israel Philharmonic plays
well enough, but sounds heavy- toned and
rather unwieldy in Krips's sluggish Jupiter.
and none too light-footed in his more spirited
but never sufficiently joyous or individual
Ilnffner. Under Sold, however, it dashes
is

can .sound so

Continued on new page
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TAPING YOUR
FAVORITE FM

PROGRAMS?

along with genuine vivacity through a remarkably high -voltage Dalian Symphony.
and with gracious songfulness and bouncing
gusto through the delectable little Schubert
Fifth. Solti's reading misses some. of the
Fifth's tenderness, and I wish he had reduced his string choir to suit the smaller
scale of this more delicate work, but otherwise his performance is admirably planned
and executed. Here, and in his Mendelsohn
as well, a great deal of the aural appeal must
be credited to London's well- marked yet
airy stcreoism, which is far more effective in
this reel than the more broadsprcad but less
lucid technology given the !Clips tape.

PUCCINI:
lights)

Madama

Butterfly (high-

Renata Tebaldi, Lidia Nerozzo, sopranos;
Fiorenza Cossouo, nteuo :soprano: Carlo
Bergonzi, Angelo Mercuriali. tenors; Enzo
Sordcllo, Michele Cazzato, baritona; Virgilio Carbonari. bass; Chorus and Orchestra
of L'Accademia di Santa Cecilia (Rene);
Tullio Serafin, cond.
Losnnc LOL 90013. 47 min. 57.95.

Whatever operatic connoisseurs may have to
say about 'l'ebldi's (and her colleagues')
lack of full dramatic insight into the present
Puccini roles, or about the perhaps over stateliness of Serafin's conducting. the sing.
ing here, by "l'cbaldi in particular. is nothing
short of superb -and surely no operatic
chorus and orchestra ever have been reproduced more resplendently than these are in
the present rich, broadsprcad, and transparently open stereo recording. The only
drawback to the reel is that it includes excerpts only, although at that they arc substantial and adroitly selected.

DEMAND

RCA

HANS KNAPPERTSBUSCH: "This Is
Vienna"

SOUND
TAPE

Proud of your hi -fi rig? Every component
carefully selected for top performance and
reliability? You owe it. to yourself to
choose your magnetic recording tape with
the same care, to assure superb recording
and playback. RCA Sound Tape will give
you high fidelity reproduction... full frequency response from the thrilling highs
to the powerful lows...and the best sound
reproduction your tape recorder can de-

liver.
RCA Sound Tape is available in the popular and economical 5" and 7" reel sizes,
on splice -free Mylar« and acetate bases.
Ask for RCA Sound Tape wherever superior quality magnetic recording products

\
Vi/
Vick

are sold,

amrntreci:,er.dw.m.,w

LONDOx

I.CL 80016.

Orchestra,

Hans

min.

$7.95.

53

Electron Tube DIvlslon
Harrison, N. J.

Those who have beard these not ovcrhackneved Viennese favorites only in .salon orchestral versions will be mightily impressed
by their sheer size here, both interpetatively
(in Knappertsbusch's boldly ponderous. if
sometimes a bit vulgar, readings) and sonically (in broadsprcad stercnism and extremely
resonant and reverberant acoustics). i
should like considerably more Gcnsiitlichlfeit
and rhythmic subtlety than the conductor
chooses to provide for most of this program
and that it is a matter of choice on his part is
clearly evident in the quieter parts of the
Bad'ner .1fud'Io anti ll'renrr Biller waltzes,
or of the Lcic/ur-r Nut and ,lnncn polkas.
where Knappertsbtisch relaxes a bit and
proves himself capable of genuine jauntiness
and piquancy. But the zither solo in Tales
front the I"icnna Woods is a fine one (and for
once the soloist, here liar lancik. is identified), and even in the conductor's and orchestra's most blustery moments they reveal
a generally unsuspected dramatic breadth
and impact in this so- called light music.

-

"The Cats in Stereo." Jerry Murad's Harmonicats. Mercury STA 60028, 29 min.,
$6,95.

deftly balance their varied harmonica solo
and ensemble passages with other instrumental combination; and solos (particularly
it lyrical high (lute), and are very brilliantly
and stercoistically recorded. But 1'd still
like to hear inure of Don Les', bass and
double bass, featured too infrequently here.
"Hawaiian Sunset." Arthur Lyman Ensemble. hliFiTapc 9T 807, 33 min.,
$7.95.

l-lerc we have the pscudoexoticisnt of which
Lyman was one of the first and is still one
or the most successful exponents. The first

Hawaiian lVar Chant, sounds
quite authentic and unmannered. and represents a wide variety of uncommonly interesting percussive timbres, including those of
the ¡ i (i-law:aii:n gourd), Puili (pair of
split bamboo stalks), and Boobares (bamboo
piece here,

i

stalks). Elsewhere there are thrilling blasts
from a conch shell. hut only occasional and
restrained use of the more synthetic- sounding bird calls and surf noises featured so
strongly in earlier Lyman releases. There
arc some examples of imitative Hawaiian
music heir, but more of the real thing.
Best of all, there is none of the usual sideslipping steel- guitar nausea or wailing vocals
which usually make so- called Hawaiian music
stn hard to take. Instead wondrously mellow
vibes (in one channel) arc blended with a
brightly solid piano and exceptionally crystalline celesta (in the other) in quite poetic
snug transcriptions and gently but catchily
rhythinetii dances-all recorded to stereoistic
perfection in the superb acoustics of the
Kaiser Aluminum Doane Auditorium.

"Holiday in Havana." Noro Morales and

TI' 405, 27 min.,
54.98.
A very pleasant program of tea dance music
in discreet Matin- American stylings- topped
by a lyrical Rome cha -c.hn, piquant Dark
Eycs manulxi, and an intricate Mississippi
His Orchestra. Teleetro

RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
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Vienna
Philharmonic
Knappertsbusch. cond.

Agars. as in the SD "Harmonicats in the
Land of 1- ii -Fi," .laracl, with his versatile
harmonica partners Don Les and Al Fiore,
and a small supporting ensemble impress me
as the best exponents of the mouth organ
on record, They play with immense gusto,

mambo. Rather than orchestral performprimarily piano
rhythm -section
accompaniments; and while the recording
is clean and bright, if n bit dry, the stereo
separation is somewhat excessive and the
tape's I1 side seems to have been processed
at a considerably higher level than side A.

ances, though, these arc
solos (by Morales) with

"Joe Jones Plus Two." Vanguard VTC
1604, 43 min., $7.95.
Although the great Basic drummer is the
starred artist in the title. it is Ray Bryant
on piano who really steals the show. Jones
has a long and quite virtuoso solo in Old
Alan Ricer, and briefer solos elsewhere, but
for the most part he contributes his skillful
percussive backgrounds and commentaries
for Bryant's highly distinctive and varied
piano playing, which is excellent throughout,
The channel differentiations are very pro
nounced, making the strongly recorded
piano on the left somewhat lopsidedly
prominent in some of its solos, but brother
Tommy Bryant's bass and Jones's drums
(the latter centered only for Jones's big solo)

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

normally balance the over -all conics. and the
recording throughout is admirably bright
and natural.

.. in

"More Jewish Folk Songs." Theodore
Bikcl; Orchestra. Fred HeHerman, cond.
Elcktra ETC 1502, 37 min., 57.95.

small space

h

Bikc!'s almost Chaliapinesquc genius, if more
dramatically than vocally distinctive, is only
too likely to impress listeners so strongly
by its sheer personality (and here vividly
recorded presence) that they may overlook,
at first anvwa , much of the novel charm of
his materials (topped here by the drinking
song Der Becher, the florid A Zemer, pas toralish Papir !z Doch Veis, and vivacious
Az der Rehhe), as well as the uncommon
effectiveness of He Ilerman's arrangements
and the delectable playing of his small
orchestra, especially that of his lively accordionist and clarinetist. The recording
is bright and live, but the soloist is perhaps
too closely miked as well as placed so far
to the left that the channel separation is
unduly accentuated.

Gracious listening for
bookshelf or floor.
Luxurious wood grained Panelyte
outwears wood
... is cigarette and
liquor proof. 8 -in.

free-cone woo /er,
high- dispersion
tweeter, superbly
matched.
24 x 11 x 10% in. deep.

Honey Blonde or
Autumn Walnut. .4t
your hi-fi store, or
write Dept. H.,
Argos Products Co.,
Genoa, Illinois.

"Music of Today the Glenn Miller Way."
Ray Eberle and Orchestra, Tclectro TT.
40f, 31 min., $4.98.
The famed vocalist of the Miller band proves
that he can sing as straightforwardly and
attractively as ever in My Reverie. You
Stepped Out of a Dream, etc.. but I like him
still better as a conductor in spirited, Miller ich, wholly instrumental performances of
Ebb Tide, Chattanooga Choo -Choo (in chacha style), One O'clock Jump, and others
all very smoothly and warmly recorded in

Deluxe Coralino No. T5E25 St9.95Net

Products Company

-

CIRCLE

strongly marked stcreoism.
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"One More Time." Count Basic and His
Orchestra. Roulette RTC 501, 37 min.,
$7.95.

Another Roulette Basic masterpiece, this
time a "Birdland" series program of music
by Quincy Iones, infectiously jumpy and
exhilarating throughout, but perhaps at
Jones's (and Basic's) inventive best in Rat
Race, Meet B. B.. 1 Needs to he Bee'd With.
The Midnite Sun Never Set,, and Jessica's
Dai'. I wish there were more of Basic's own
solos here, but his propulsive background
pianoing is evident even when it is not
given a spotlight, and there arc superb solos
by Al Gray on trombone, Frank Wess on
flute, Eddie Joncs on bass. and many others.
The high level recording is a bit dry, but
perhaps all the more brilliant for that.

Did you get a bur steer by being
directed to a pickup which is
stereo in name only? Many socalled stereo cartridges fail to
provide channel separation in the

vital midrange and high frequencies, resulting in only one ear rather than two -ear reproduction.

Join the musicians, engineers,
and music lovers who have
changed to the magnificent new
ESL -C99 MICRO /FLEX- world's

"Tribute to Charlie Barnet" and "Tribute
to Woody Herman." Members of the

newest stereo cartridge. Hear the
difference ESL's phase control
can make in your two -ear listening pleasure. Only $49.50 at your

Barnet and Herman Orchestras respectively. Omegatapc SST 817, 30 min.;
and SST 815, 31 min.; $6.95 each.
No devotee of the Golden Age of Swing will
be able to resist either of these two reels
in which alumni of the great Barnet and
Herman bands (twcncv -live and nineteen
men respectively) re-create under unidentified but authoritative leaders many of the
superbly sonorous and driving masterpieces
of Yesteryear in truly virtuoso performances,
which are infinitely more brilliantly and
dearly recorded (in the best of concern vorary stcrcoism) than they ever were
originally.

dealer's.

Are you
umphant

the tri-

ESL -51000 GYRO /BAL-

It improves the performance of Ly cartridge; only
$34.95 including shell.
ANCE arm?

FOR

EIectro- Soliic Laboratories, hic.

LISTENING

AT ITS BEST

Dept.

t:tR(:L4:
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IF YOU LOVE TO CREATE... BUILD5E/
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j KITS

Mono Hi -Fi ...
the experts say
your Best Buy
is EICO
Stereo Amplifier -Preamplifier HFBtt

Stereo Preamplifier HF85tt

FM Tuner HFT9Ott
AM Tuner HFT94tt
FM /AM Tuner

HFT92tt

Stereo Automatic Changer/
Player 1007
3 -Way Speaker System HFS3
2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker Systems
HFS5 and HFS1

a
100W Stereo Power
70W Stereo Power
28W Stereo Power

Amplifier HF89
Amplifier HF87
Amplifier HF86

Stereo Integrated Amplifier

AF4tt

1.41.171.77T

Or

HICH FIDELITY
wiMIJVACII. MM.

Exclusive advanced systematized engineering
Lastest and finest quality parts
Exclusive "Beginner- Tested" easy step -bystep instructions
Exclusive TRIPLE quality control
Exclusive LIFETIME guarantee at nominal cost
IN STOCK
Compare, then take home any EICO
equipment
right "off the shelf " from 1500
neighborhood EICO dealers throughout the U.S.

--

and Canada.
HF81 Stereo

-

Amplifier -Preamplifier selects,

amplifies, controls any stereo source & feeds It
thru self- contained dual I4W amplifiers to a pair
of speakers. Provides 28W monophonically.
Ganged level controls, separate balance control,
independent bass and treble controls for each
channel. Identical Williamson -type, bush -pull
EL84 power amplifiers. "Excellent "
SATURDAY
REVIEW. "Outstanding
extremely versatile."

...

-$109.95.
ELECTRON /CS WORLD.
Incl. cover.
HF85 Stereo

-

Kit $69.95. Wired

Preamplifier: Complete master

stereo preamplifier- control unit, self -powered.
Distortion borders on immeasurable. Level. bass.
treble controls independent for each channel
or ganged for both channels. Inputs for phono,
tape head, mike, AM, FM, & FM- multiplex. One
each auxiliary A & B Input In each channel.

-

"Extreme flexibility .
a bargain.'
HI -FI
.
REVIEW. Kit $39.95. Wired $64.95. Incl. cover.
New HF89 100 -Watt Stereo Power Amplifier:
Dual 50W highest quality power amplifiers. 200W
peak power output. Uses superlative ultra -linear
connected output transformers for undistorted
response across the entire audio range at full
power, assuring utmost clarity on lull orchestra
& organ. 60 db channel separation. IM distortion
0.5% at 100W; harmonic d- stortion less than 1%
from 20- 20,000 cps within 1 db of 100W. Kit
$99.50. Wired $139.50.
HF87 70 -Watt Stereo Power Amplifier. Dual 35W
power amplifiers Identical circuit -wise to the
superb HF89, differing only in rating of the output transformers. IM distortion 1% at 70W;
harmonic distortion less than 1% from 20- 20,000
cps within 1 db of 70W. Kit $74.95.Wired $114.95.
HF86 28 -Watt Stereo Power Amp. Flawless reproduction at modest price. Kit $ 43.95. Wired S74.95.

FM Tuner HFT90: Prewired, prealigned, temperature- compensated "front end" is drift -free. Pre -

HWO: 24 ", 121/2", 101/2". Unfinished birch $47.50.

& F.E.T.

Walnut, mahogany or teak $59.50.
HFS1 Bookshelf Speaker System complete with
factory-built cabinet. Jensen 8" woofer, matching Jensen compres<inmdr vor exponential horn
tweeter. Smooth clean bass; crisp extended
highs. 70- 12.000 cps range, 8 ohms. HWO: 23"
x 11" x 9 ". Price $39.95.
HFS2 Omni -Directional Speaker System (not illus.)
HWD: 36", 1S1/2", Its /a ". "Fine for stereo"
MODERN HI-Fl. Completely factory -built. Mahogany or walnut $139.95. Blond $144.95.
New Stereo Automatic Changer /Player: The first
& only LUXURY unit at a popular price! New
unique engineering advances no other unit can
offer regardless of price: overall integrated
design, published frequency response. stylus
pressure precision- adjusted by factory, advanced
design cartridge. Compact: 10? " x 13 ". Model
10070: 0.7 mil diamond. 3 mil sapphire dual
$59.75. Model 10075: 0.7 mil & 3 mil
stylus
sapphire
$49.75. Includes F.E.T,

New AF -4 Economy Stereo Integrated Amplifier
provides clean 4W per channel or OW total output. Kit $38.95. Wired $64.95. Incl. cover & F.E.T
11F12 Mono Integrated Amplifier (not illus.): Corr. -

1Shown in optional Furniture Wood Cabinet
WE71: Unfinished Birch, $9.95; Walnut or

wired exclusive precision eyetronic£) traveling
tuning indicator. Sensitivity: 1.5 uv for 20 db
quieting; 2.5 uy for 30 db quieting, full limiting
from 25 v. 1F bandwidth 260 lie at 6 db points.
Both cathode follower & FM- multiplex stereo
outputs, prevent obsolescence. Very low distortion. "One of the best buys In high fidelity kits."
AUDIOCRAFT. Kit $39.95'. Wired $65.95'.
Cover 53.95. 'less cover, F.E.T. incl.
AM Tuner HFT94: Matches HFT 90. Selects "hl -fi"
wide 120-9000 cps @ -3 db) or weak -station
narrow (20 -5000 cps @ -3 db) bandpass. Tuned
RF stage for high selectivity & sensitivity. Precision eyetronicw tuning. "One of the best
available." -HI -Fl SYSTEMS. Kit $39.95. Wired
$65.95. Incl. cover & F.E.T.
New FM /AM Tuner HFT92 combines renowned
EICO HFT90 FM Tuner with excellent AM tuning
facilities. Kit $59.95. Wired $94.95. Incl. cover
I

-

plete "front end" facilities & true hi -fi performance. 12W continuous, 25W peak, Kit $34.95.
Wired $57.95. Incl. cover.
New HFS3 3-Way Speaker System Seml -Kit complete with factory -built 5/4" veneered plywood (4
sides) cabinet. Bellows- suspension, full -inch excursion 12" woofer (22 cps res.) 8" mid -range
speaker with high Internal damping cone for
smooth response. 31/2" cone tweeter. 2112 cu. ft.

ducted -port enclosure. System

0

of

1

for

smoothest frequency & best transient response.
32- 14.300 cps clean, useful response. 16 ohms
impedance. HWO: 261/2". 13T/e ". 143/n". Unfinished birch $72.50. Walnut, mahogany or teak
$87.50.
New HFS5 2 -Way Speaker System Semi -Kit cotnpiete with factory-butt 3/4" veneered plywood
(4 sided cabinet. Bellows- suspension, 5/a" excursion, 8" woofer (45 cos. res.), & 31/2" cone
tweeter. 11" cu. fl. ducted -port enclosure. System 0 of s/a for smoothest (rep. & best transient
resp. 45-14,000 cps clean, useful resp. 16 ohms.
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Mahogany, $13.95.

ttShown in optional Furniture Wood Cabinet
WE70: Unfinished Birch, $8.95; Walnut or
Mahogany, $12.50.

HF.5

EICO. 33-00 N. Blvd., L.I.G. 1, N. Y.
Show me how to SAVE 50% on easy -to build
top-quality HI -Fi. Send FREE catalog, Stereo Hi -Fi
Guide plus name of neighborhood EICO dealer

Name

Address

City

Zone........ State

Listen to the FICO Hour, WABC -FM, N.Y..95.5 MC.
Mon. to Fri. 7:15.8 P. M., Sat. 1112 P. M.

© 1960 by

EICO, 33-00 N. Blvd., L. I. C.

I, N.Y.
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High Fidelity
Newsfronts
Speaker in the Duct. The Utah speaker
people are publicizing "hot and cold
running musk." One application they

for

their product involves
mounting a 12 -inch speaker in the cold air duct of your heating system. Cut a
hole in the duct -work, bolt the speaker
over the opening, attach speaker leads,
turn on the sound system, and voila!
music in every room in the house. We
haven't tried it and won't vouch for the
sound quality. Better figure some way
of testing it before hacking into the duct.
suggest

-

Schematics for Do- It- Yourselfers. rf
you feel ready to graduate from putting an amplifier together by- the -num-

from a kit manufacturer's rigid
prescription, you may want to read the
Audio Designer's Handbook. This 33page booklet, published by Amperex,
tube manufacturers, contains fourteen
pages of schematics of monophonic and
stereo prcamps and amplifiers. Text is
bers

'

readable and informative. .\mperex
(230 Dull
Avenue, Hicksville. New
York) label their handbook "for advanced audiophiles" and price it at
$1.50.

Hurry...:

"To

the Man in a
I.ct's say you have a complete sound
system and you want to upgrade it
by adding a stereo control amplifiertuner combination. You've read the ads.
You've been to your dealer's to hear
various units and have finally made a
decision. When the unit arrives home,
you have one, and only one, thought in
mind
hear it with your system as
quickly as possible. It doesn't matter
that you've never used it, are unfamiliar
with it, and may goof in hooking up and
operating it.
Well, you're the average person, and
at least one manufacturer is aware of
your anxieties. Avery Fisher of Fisher
Radio Corporation is the man. Every
unit that goes out from his plant has
not only an instruction manual, but a
tag hanging from one of the knobs on

the front panel. addressed "to the man
in a hurry." The information conveyed
on the rag is the basic story on what -toplug -in -where and which knobs to use.
Then, after the unit is in operation, a
more leisurely perusal of the instruction
manual gives the complete story of how
to get the most out of the newest addition to your system. Thoughtful? We

think so.
Next Fall's Products. An event called
the " Electronic Parts Distributors' Show"
takes place in Chicago this month. We
mention it here because this is the trade
show at which manufacturers exhibit to
distributors and sales people the high fidelity products You will find at your
audio dealer's in late summer and fall.

Next month, this column will preview
of these products for you.

some

"Grado

Laboratory Series." Fortunately, a midwestward trek is not always
necessary to get the news. For example,
a subway trip to Brooklyn recently
turned up the fact that a new Grado
tone arm, cartridge, and turntable will
soon be unveiled. hoe Grado, energetic
young boss of Grado Iabs., showed us a
sample of his "Laboratory Series" arm
and cartridge and pointed out its chief
features.

"I think of it as having a `European
flavor,' " said foe.
The arm is (as shown) natural finish
wood, slimmer than present models. Set

-to
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New Grado arm with "European flavor."

by RALPH FREAS

screws for balance adjustment reminded
us of a microscope. Other metal parts are

finished in black.

\

fost important, however, is the fact
that although Grado's arm and cartridge
are built for, and calibrated for, each
other, the owner of a Grado arm has the
option of using another cartridge. Brass
shims, each weighing exactly a gram,
can be added to or subtracted from the
cartridge assembly to compensate for
weight differences. And the assembly
moves back or forward in the arm to
allow for exact setting of stylus overhang.
We didn't we Grado's new turntable
but learned that it is set in a marble slab
spring -suspended front a wooden base.

The complete ann -cartridge -turntable
combination will sell for around $130.
Organs by Electro-Voice. Electro -Voice
steers an exciting new course in the
music business with the introduction of
pair of electronic organs. Two models
not immediately-be seen
may soon
on display at your audio dealer's: the
"Baroness" ($445) and the "Baron"
($545). Both units have a control that
switches the keyboard front manual to
chord accompaniment. The advantage
of the chord keyboard, of course, is
that even the beginner can sound (to
his own ears) like E. Power Biggs.
a

-if

Quickly Noted: A 1960 manual from
:\udiotcx (3225 Exposition Place, Los
Angeles, California) lists more than 150
"stereo-audio accessories" with descriptions, photos, and prices of each item.
. . . Down goes the price on Orr Industries' "Irish Brand" recording tape from
$6.65 to $4.25 on 1,200 -foot reels of oneand-a- half-mil \Qylar tape. Other lengths
on other hubs and reels reflect the price
\nd another tape firm is
drop
entering the market..\gfa, a name familiar to cantera fans, has introduced two
polyester tapes on the market in three
lengths (I,200, 1,800. and 2,4(10 feet).'I"hc
West German firm also has an accessory
kit with splicer, leader tape, etc.
109

BoFfòr built -ins
When planning a built -in high fidelity system, is is wise to
specify speakers that work best in simple, easily- constructed enclosures.
This not only saves time and money in carpentry but avoids
the possibility of disappointing performance caused by unavoidable alterations to dimensions of labyrinths, folded horns,and other tricky configurations.
Bozak speakers are the ideal choice
they are designed to
give optimum results from the simplest enclosure- the infinite baffle. You
can listen to a Bozak in a showroom and be assured of obtaining equally fine
sound from your built -in Bozak System.
Bozak speakers are available as individual units and in a
variety of fully- wired, ready to install panel systems. They are the best you
can buy, yet surprisingly reasonable in price. Visit a Bozak Franchised
Dealer soon and discuss your requirements.

-
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Complex Task Made Easy in PACO SA-40 Kiit
Precision Apparatus Co., Inc., a long-time manufacturer of fine test instruments, entered the
Feld of stereo high fidelity with the introduction
a stereo preamp -amp kit, the SA -40.
Hirsch- Houck Laboratories, High Fidelity's
independent taxing organization, has checked
out the SA -40 described below. The perform-

There are thirty -one steps in the mechanical assembly-the mounting of all hardware,
tube sockets. transformers, phono jack strips,
etc. When mounting the selenium rectifier
at the location indicated, be sure that its
positive ( +) side is toward the chassis. This
is the bias control voltage rectifier and its

ance characteristics, behavior, and outstanding
features are set daunt in full in the equipment
serlion this month (see page 54).

positioning is important.
The wiring process is more involved,
needing some 287 steps to reach completion.
The power amplifier section is the first to
be constructed. This follows along standard
lines, and we had no trouble.
III the last steps of wiring the right and
left power amplifier comes the connection
of the two silicon rectifiers. Since these
units arc very easily damaged by heat, it is
essential to provide some sort of heat sink
to keep the units cool. We used, as suggested,
two alligator clips Tilled with solder. These
clip over the leads between the rectifier
and the connections to be soldered, drawing
the heat away from the heat -sensitive parts.
It is also wise to use an iron of low wattage
and to make connections as fast as possible.
On completion of the power section it
is possible to run a test to determine if the
output stages are working properly. it is
easier to correct a mistake at this point
than to search out an error sehen the entire
amplifier is completely wired. To make this
test, hook up a tuner or a phonograph to
the grid of the 7199 driver phase inverter
of whatever channel you test first. Connect
a speaker to the terminal of that channel.
The program heard should be clear with no
distortion or lunn. If it is nor, check ytxur
test connections for improper contact. If
this does not help. a check of the power amp
of that channel is necessary.
i..ast comes the prcantp wiring -the most
critical part of the construction. Careful
connection of the input selector switch is
essential. In as much as there arc four decks
to the switch and forty -eight terminals, it is
fairly easy to make a mistake.
To simplify wiring of the right and left
equalization sections, two printed circuit
type units are used. These resemble a large
ceramic or wafer capacitor, each with six
wires attached which must be cut to varying
lengths. With the wiring of the mode

tf

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

On unpicking the SA -40 the found a
formidable- looking 92 -page instruction manual along with a myriad of parts. For a
moment we wondered if we were equal to
the task. However, the manual explains
each step of the construction in full detail,
and large and easy -to- follow illustrative
diagrams are provided.
As usual, we took the precaution of
checking all parts on opening the box. We
also read through the instruction book,
carefully noting the page of addenda giving
revisions (due to circuit changes and simplification of construction) which have been
made since the manual was first written.
After checking the three pages of parts and
getting a general idea of the workings, we
were ready to begin.
PACO have gone to great lengths to start
the beginner off right. Beginning on page I I
of the instruction booklet they devote almost live pages to the proper method of
making connections and soldering. This is
particularly helpful since there arc no printed
circuits or shortcuts in the SA -40. All
circuits have hand -wired connections.
Despite the maze of wire that seems to
appear in the illustrations. wiring is really
very simple. Each step is so carefully explained that it is virtually impossible to
make a mistake if one follows directions
carefully. in all the wiring procedures be
sure to dress wires neatly against chassis
wherever passible. (Following the diagrams
aids greatly.) This not only produces a neat
appearance but also allows better dissipation
of heat and reduces the chance of shorting
out components. We found ample room for
all wiring procedures.
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Control parcel sabasse,nbly, with mode
switches, balance, treble, and bass controls in place and wired, is ready for mounting on the SA -40's power ampler chassis.

Power amplifier chassis is completed, ready
assembly to be put in
place (top of picture). Note placement of
input terminal section on the right side.

for preamplifier

Underside of arnplifner section shows completed wiring. Proper dressing of wires is
important to satisfactory operation of unit.
This also facilitates in tracing of circuitry.
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MOVICORDER?

The MOVICORDER is a precision instrument

with electronic, mechanical and construction
features usually found only in costly
broadcast studio equipment. The MOVICOR DER contains separate record and playback
amplifiers, a hysteresis synchronous drive
motor, two custom reel motors, five
heads, records sound on sound plus many
more features. It is truly a complete,
professional quality stereo recorder with

specifications second to none. For the complete facts see the MOVICORDER at an
authorized Movic dealer or write direct:
Dept HF

MOVIC COMPANY, INC.
SANTA MONICA BLVD.
ANGELES 25. CALIFORNIA
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switch and input selector switch, this section
is ready to be joined to the power section
of the amplifier.
After connecting the equalization circuits,
volume and tone controls. and preamp
tubes you arc ready to try the SA -40.
Before plugging the amplifier in we made
a thorough check of all connections and
soldered joints. We also rechecked all instruction steps in this phase of assembly.
There are certain points on the amplifier
that should be checked with a vacuum tube
voltmeter. I f the values shown in the manual
do not correspond to the meter reading.
a thorough check of the amplifier should be
made before it is plugged in. We were
lucky: our SA40 worked fine.
The nest step is ro set the bias of the
four 7189 output tubes, a procedure which
involves disconnecting some of the previous
wiring. You do not need a meter for this
operation. adjusting the bias and putting on
the metal cabinet completes the assembly of
the SA -40. Just hook it up, plug it in, and
enjoy some good stereo listening.
DIEGE_L

ERNEST BLOCH
Continuedfrom page 47
presentation of the Seventh Symphony of
Dmitri Shostakovich.
The last time I saw Bloch was in Portland,
in 1955. when he came up from Agate
Botch CO hear Igor Stravinsky conduct a
symphony concert of his own music. The
two composers had been acquainted many
years before in Paris, and, through the
efforts of Bloch's daughter Suzanne, they
had met briefly in New York a year earlier.
A friend or Bloch arranged a small supper
party for the two composers after Stravinsky's concert, and the other guests had the
extraordinary privilege of sharing their reminiscences of the Paris of Debussy, Ravel,
and Diaghilev. and their comments about
critics and performers, a subject on which
they were in full agreement.
The two composers- -both short in stature
-offered a striking contrast. Stravinsky was
urbane, and flushed from a successful concert-the very picture of a cosmopolite.
Bloch presented a stocky figure, dressed
for the occasion in a loose -fitting brown
suit. his hair a silver aureole about his suntanned bead, his eyes flashing with animation, his whole being bubbling over with
the excitement of an eager hermit enjoying
a rare moment among worldly men.
The most characteristic moment of the
entire evening
least where Ernest Bloch
was concerned- occupied the first few min utcs after the two met: while the other
guests were arriving and greeting one
another, Stravinsky and Bloch withdrew
to a corner, deeply engage) in conversation
in French, with Bloch holding forth vnluhl'
concerning his health, doctors, quacks, and
medicine in general.
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for monaural and

Continued from page 40

determination to make it first of all bout
intelligible and entertaining, to let it speak
wholly for itself, and to restrict his own
role to that of a vital medium rather than
protagonist.
Today, Fiedler may be no longer unique
as a conductor who combines the finest of
European training and traditions with the
jauntiest of American verve. but he was the
first and is still the most versatile exponent
of that fertile combination. Above all. he
still is unique for his inexhaustible gusto.
Listening to any Fiedler performance, no
matter how familiar the work itself, one
never doubts that he and his players arc
eagerly relishing the music themselves, and
the infection of such zest is irresistible. At the
same time every detail is given its exact
weight and duration, and there never is any
lapse in a sure -handed control. Of the standards, one may hear elsewhere more heartfelt
or more subtle interpretations, but one seldom can hear more accurately proportioned
and tautly organized realizations of the
scores. And whatever he plays, Fiedler never
fails to elicit the cleanest, yet- most warmly
colored and plastically eontaxred sonorities
of which his players arc capable.
li'itlt all duc credit to the skill of RCA
Victor engineers over the years and to the
sympathetic coisperation of a long succession
of gifted recording directors, the remarkably
consistent excellence of the "Poïs' discography must be credited in large part to the
conductor himself. He is the engineers' ideal
to work with, partly because he wisely leaves
the engineering itself entirely to them, but
primarily by virtue of a superb sense of timing, a rigorous insistence on thorough preparation, and a sure command of the utmost
sonic clarity and balance. Then. too. his
players have been infected with the same
sense of confidence and efficiency. They have
learned exactly what he wants from them
and that he never demands more than they
can provide. I am told that the only time
rehearsals do not proceed with celerity is
when the conductor must concentrate on
getting the same responses and tonal qualities from a new member of the orchestra as
from his colleagues-particularly an avoidance of Fiedler's special bite noir, sonic hangover, the failure to end a tone or chord as
precisely as it has been attacked. And it is of
course this exact and complete shaping of
tonal envelopes which provides the best
possible guarantee of immaculate clarity in
both recording and reproduction.
Fiedler has been an inexhaustible gold
mint for the RCA Victor Company and the
Boston Symphony, as well as for himself, one
of the most financially successful conductors
of all time. He was the first to win a "gold
record" for a million -seller Red Seal disc (his
own discover', Jacob Gade's Jalousie) and the
first serious recording artist to win another

-

Continued on next page
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stereo hi -fi systems
cabinet made lo order from selected woods
with the care and attention lo detail found only
in fine custom cobinetry. All designs proved prcctical in service, affording ample ventilation and
ideal acoustical response.
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Write for free illustrated brochure

CUSTOM DESIGN OF WESTCHESTER, INC.
516 West Post Road, Mamaroneck, N.Y.
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TRADER'S MARKETPLACE
Here's the place to buy, swap, or sell
used equipment, records or what have
you. Rates are. only 45¢ a word (no charge
for name and address) and your advertisement will reach mere than 110,000
music listeners. Remittance must acpany copy and insertion iustruet'
. Copy must be received by 5th
of 2nd month preceding publication
and is subject to approval of publishers.
BERKSHIRE ESTATE

Lovely colonial residence built 1761. Tanglewood 17
miles. 70 arras with possible landing strip. 10 beautiful
3h baths, servants quarters. 3 car garage, horse
barn. Charming rosa and rack gardens. Views. Asking
$70,000. The Kramer Agency, Great Barrington, Mass.
HIGH FIDELITY 1-87.

Best

offer. Bill Lankford, 1735

Lexington Ave., Lorain, Ohlo.
YOUR INQUIRIES INVITED. Authorised distributors. Professional Service. F. T. C. Brewer Co., 1714 N. Pace Blvd.,
Pensocolo, Flo,

HI -FI DOCTOR-Will salvo your hili problems on -Ihospat, Acoustic, Audio, Radio engineer. Stereo designing.
Professional visils, day, evening. New York area, weekdays. William C. Bahn, 550 Fifth Avenue, New York City,
PLasa 7 -6569.
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-Irk. Stereo Topes- Records. All Labels
Arnia- Zedioc. The Definitive Recordings Club,
11024 Magnolia Blvd., North Hollywood, Calif.

BUY OR RENT

from

A -7 Endo
beautifully veneered In distress walnut, $135.00. Capi. H. R. Cavanaugh, 9104 Garland Drive, Savannah, Georgia.
SELL, ALTEC

STEREOPHONIC COMPONENTS, Recorders, Tapes. Package quotas. Boyle Co., 1470 -F MIMIC Road, Wontagh,
N. Y.

LOW QUOTES on everything HI -Fi and Stereo tapes. Bargain List. HI -F1, Dept. HF, Roslyn, Pa.
ALL MAKES HIGH FIDELITY speakers repaired. Amodio,
168 W. 23rd SI., New York 11, N. Y. Chelsea 3.4812.

all
your
d storage and indexing problems. Unique new
card file helps make you an armchair critic, compare
your record ratings with the critics, and help you select
your next new records. Free brochure shows all this and
wore. Sample Record Index cards and Composer Guidon
included. Racecards (HS), 503 Hyde Park Bank Building,
1525 East 53rd Street, Chicago 15, III.
DEEPEN YOUR UNDERSTANDING of music and solve

QUOTATION on any Hi -Fi components,
Sound Reproduction, Inc., 34 New Street, Newark 2, N. J.
WRITE FOR

LIKE COLOR, too? Texture? Music room need mellowing?
Try Carol Brown's hand woven Irish woolens for walls,
windows, furniture, clothes. Deal. HF, Putney, Vermont.
sleep learning
equipment, lapes. Unusual values. Free Catalog. Dressner,
69 -02A, 174 St., Flushing 65, N. Y.
TAPE RECORDERS, Hi -Fi components,

Fairchild 282 Stereo Arm and XP -4 Stereo Cartridge,
$25.00. A. C. Smrha, 11 Mountoinvlow Drive, MountainSELL:

side, N. J.

SALE: 78 R.P.M. RECORDINGS, 1902 -1950. Many types.
Free lists. Collodion: bought. Mr. Ellie Hirschmann, P.O.
Bor 155 (HF), Verona, N. J.

AMPEX, CONCERTONE, Magneto's!, Preste. Bogen, Tand berg, Pentron, Sherwood, Rek -O -Kul, Scott, Shure, Dyne kit, others. Trade:. Boynon Studio, Dopt. FH, 10 Pennsylvania Ave., Tuckahoe, N. Y.

outfit-550, and
Larla,

PRECISION RECEIVER ALIONMBITs FM -SS; AM/FM-$9.
HI -Fi equipment meticulously serviced. Telephone: ED
4.4490. I. Pollack, Westbury, L. I., N. Y.

UNUSUAL VALUES. 141-F1 components, lapos, tape recorders. Catalogue, package quotations. Budget Hi -Fi
Distributors. 83.068 Victor Ave., Elmhurst 73, N. Y.

HARPSICHORDS, CLAVICHORDS-Excellent modern German instruments by Sperrhaie. Beautiful cabinetry, moderate prlus. Robert S. Taylor, 6710 Garfield Shah,
Bethesda, Maryland.

WEATHERS MM -5 mono -FM
C- 501D -$10. Ronald Vopicka, 6
Rumson, N. J.
SELL,

Oakwood

e
UNIVERSITY SI l -H Walnut. Excellent condition- S150.00.
Bernard Hyman, 3403 Sumner Rd., Louisville 18,

Kentucky.
QUALITY SEEKERS, We distribute only the finest hoochleafed components. Consultation. Custom installations.
Trades. No catalog. Cambridge Hi -Fi Center, 468 West cell Shat, Syr
, N. Y.
FISHER

Iowa.

80C preamp, $37.50. J. W. Welch, Wall Lote,

HI -FI RECORDERS, Tapes. Send for tree wholesale cata:ogue. Carlton, 215-N East 88 Street, Now York 28, N. Y.

-over 1,000 different -all major
labels -free catalog. 5toreo- Porti, 811 -D Centinela Ave.,
RENT STEREO TAPES

nglewaod 3, California.

$65;
Fairchild 412 -1 turntable, base, $75; two months old.
SHURE M212 stereo studio dynetic arm, cartridge,

Long, Box 943, Lafayette, Louisiana.

-7"

reels.
QUALITY RECORDING TAPE
30 -1500 cps. guaranteed. 1200' Acetate, 3/3.90- 6/7.50;
1800' Acetate 3 /5.10 -6 /10.00; 1200' MYlor, 3/4.80EXCELLENT

6/9.00; 1800' Mylar, 3/6.60. 6/13.00; 2400' Mylar,
3/9.60.6/19.00. Plus 15e PP A handling per reel. Fofo

WESTERNERS/ Save money on your components'. Free
delivery and advisory service. Special prices on package

deals. Charles Munro, Audio Components, 47S Linden
Ave., Carpinteria, Calif.

Sound, 8B Harbor Road, Pod Washington, N. Y.

-In

WANTED
good condition-Entry record RL -3022. A. J.
Franck, Box 171, Richmond HIM N. Y.

YOUR FAMILY TREE from American lines to European
history. Holland, Genealogies, 53 West Logan Street,

Philadelphia 44. Pa.
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signalizing the sale of over two million f.Ps.
But such triumphs obscure only too well the
more lasting Fiedlcrian contributions to the
whole musical life of America and to the
symphonic education-and widened horizons
innumerable concert. broadcast, and
record listeners all over the world.
It wasn't until the day after my visit with
the Fiedlers that I guiltily recalled lm inexcusable oversight and popped into his office
off the first balcony in Symphony Hall to
admit that I'd neglected the proper interviewer's obligatory query about "future
plans." Now very much the conductor -asbusiness- cxceutivc, absorbed in his secretary's
telephone conversation with an airways
official concerning the intricacies of conveying a bulky shipment of scores and parts to
coincide with the conductor's Own arrival in
South America. Fiedler cook time out to
chortle over my remissness. "No wonder you
forgot to ask; I seldom even think about it
myself. But if you want to know whether i
have any retirement plans, the answer is
emphatically no. I've been lucky enough to
set, as well as to make, quite a few records,
but there are many more to shoot for. For
one, you must remember that Sir Henry
Wood rolled up a full fifty years with the
London 'Proms' -and I still have a way to
go before I can match that with the Boston
`Pops.' "
He isn't alone in his hope of continued
activity. It is shared by his management and
record manufacturers, and of course by audiences and discophiles. It is also shared by his
normally unsentimental, if not hard- boiled,
orchestral players. One of them, after expressing genuine admiration for Fiedler's
musicianship and directorial expertise, surprised me by the almost passionate warmth
with which he suddenly declared, "For me,
the 'Pops' are Fiedler, and i pray his retirement doesn't come in my rime: T just cannot
imagine playing
fact I wouldn't ever
,want to play -the "Pups" repertory under
anyone else!"
A bread- and -butter conductor? Perhaps.
Bur, if so, one who invaluably reminds us
that bread is the staff of life, Besides, ss'ith
Fiedler, it's always ''the very best butter,"
and often, for added relish, there's a generous
topping of jam. Countless listener, have
grown up healthy and vigorous on just this
diet. May it long he prescribed!

Forge St., Akron 8, Ohio
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Newly Designed

Elliptical Port
Specially
Engineered
Diffracting Ring.
if 4

iPat. Applied

For)

Now it is possible to have all the advantages of a high efficiency 12" speaker in
a bookshelf size enclosure.

Specially designed 12" coaxial speaker
with 3/4" sheepskin cone edge suspension
and 11/4 Ih. magnet provides a response
from below 30 to 15,000 cps.
"Eliptoflex"

result of an intensive research
program whose 3 -fold purpose was to:
1. Develop
a
speaker system that would meet the
space requirements of stereo.
2. Utilire the full advantages of efficient 12" speaker
performance.
3. Provide optimum performance without the use of
large wattage expensive amplifiers which are necessary with inefficient bookshelf speaker systems.
The Results Were Remarkable
. The Eliptoflex utilizes a unique elliptical port which broadens Ire
quency response and provides better transient response. A specially engineered diffracting ring ellm
Mates cancellation effec!s between front and rear
radiation. These engineering advances are coupled
with the famous Lafayette free edge Sl(-58 12" coaxial speaker with 3" cone -type tweeter. "Eliptoflex"
achieves a degree of natural smoothness, low distortion and rich robust bass hitherto found only in large
enclosure speaker systems or inefficient bookshelf
speakers many times its price requiring high powered
amplifiers. With the "Ellptonex" there is no need for
costly high wattage amplification due to its highly efficient design characteristics. Impedance 8 ohms. Finished on 4 sides in mahogany, blonde, walnut or oiled
walnut Dimensions 14 "H x 23.7/16 "W x 13- 5/16 "D.
The
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The Sound of Genius
Alexander BRAILOWSKY, Pianist
CHOPIN: Preludes (complete)
ML 5444 MS 6119 (Stereo)
"Mr. Brailowsky has learned the deep secret
of touching the emotions of the listeners."
Christian Science Monitor.

-

Rudolph SERKIN, Pianist
MENDELSSOHN: Piano Concerto No. 1 in G
Minor. Piano Concerto No. 2 in D Minor. With
the Philadelphia Orchestra and the Philadelphia Chamber Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy,
Conductor.
ML 5456 MS 6128 (Stereo)
First recording of either concerto in Stereo
and only one with the musicianship of
Serkin.

-

Leonard BERNSTEIN, Conductor
and the N. Y. PHILHARMONIC
VIVALDI: Concerti for Diverse Instruments.
Includes Concerto in C Major for Strings and
2 Mandolins; Concerto in D Minor for Oboe,
Strings and Cembalo; Concerto in C Minor
for Flute, Strings and Cembalo; and Concerto for Piccolo. Strings and Cembalo.
ML 5459 MS 6131
the BUDAPEST STRING QUARTET
MOZART: Clarinet Quintet in A Major -with
David Oppenheim, Clarinetist. Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik with Julius Levine, Double
Bass Player.
ML 5455 MS 6127

-

MUSIC OF TARRAGA.
Renata Tarraga. Guitarist.

"Magnificent in technique " -Hi -Fi Review.
ML 5454

Columbia

7,
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4 -TRACK STEREO TAPES
4 -track HOW IT WORKS

4 -track ECONOMY

are recorded with a two -channel
stereo signal in each direction. Thus a reel of 4-

Because 4 -track recording doubles
the efficiency of the recording medium, only half as much tape is required. Thus 4 -track tapes are priced
competitively with stereo discs.

Four -track tapes

track tape can contain fully twice as much music
previously available with 2 -track tape.

as

In the drawing at right, the
left -hand segment shows how
2 -track tapes are recorded,
and the right -hand segment

The

With 4 -track tape's ability to provide
up to 45 minutes in each direction,
a single reel can contain the equivalent of two stereo discs, enabling the
playing of complete musical compositions up to 11 hours in length.

tee -rock system becomes lour.hack

utilizing the
more
tape
efficiently, twice
as many tracks may be recorded.

shows how, by

Note in the diagrams below that simply by turning
the reel over the alternate tracks on the tape are

brought into contact with the playback head.

Oaq the regmred t.a stereo tracks ase heard
(I end 31 -Ike nth« two tracks are silent

i=

The frequency response obtainable from modern, 4 -track 714 i.p.s.
tapes is essentially the same after many hundreds of plays as after
the first play. The playback response curve here is typical (played
back on an Ampex recorder /reproducer). showing frequency response
within one decibel throughout the range to 15.000 cycles per second.

4-track
QUALITY

The tape rs

tuned Orel-and the orner

Iwo stereo hacks (4 and 7) are played.
Lacks I and 3 ale now silent
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Magnetic tape is an exceptionally durable medium,
with no grooves to wear out or delicate surfaces to
scratch. Its strength, like its fidelity, remains unchanged even after thousands of hours of use.
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MUSIC SOUNDS BEST ON TAPE
For latest catalog of music on 4 -track tapes,
1024 Kifer Road, Sunnyvale, California.
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Tape is acknowledged as the most perfect recording
medium, and preserves music indefinitely without

deterioration or degradation, no matter how many
times it may be played. For this reason, tape is
universally used today as the master recording
medium for all the world's greatest music, whether
for LP's. stereo discs, or stereo tapes. This same
music
indistinguishable from the master recordings
is available for your own music library on
4 -track stereo tapes.
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